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THERMOELECTRIC COOLING DEVICES

PREFACE

The development of science and technology during recent years has
been characterized by wide-spread usage of artificial cooling methods.
Comparatively recently artificial cold was most effectively produced by
Freon refrigerating machines which completely fulfilled practically all
requirements. During the past ten years, however, qualitatively new
demands have been made on refrigerators which cannot be met by Freon
installations. The choice of a refrigerator will also determine overall
dimensions and weight characteristics, power requirements, the possibil-
ity of reliable operation under the influence of static and dynamic over-
loads, the length of service life and a series of other factors. Many
of these factors cannot be satisfied by compressor refrigerators.

Therefore, the great amount of interest which the new branch of
refrigeration engineering--the technique of thermoelectric cooling--has
attracted, is fully understandable. If several years ago thermo-electric
cooling devices were only pictorial representations of a new method of
obtaining cold, then at the present time numerous organizations both in
the USSR and abroad are engaged in the development and industrial manu-
facture of various types of thermo-electric cooling devices. Numerous
articles appear in the press every year devoted to the technique of
thermo-electric cooling. However, there is not a single textbook which
generalizes the experience in engineering design, construction and the
tec;inoiogy of maiufacturing thermo-electric devices.

The aut."r's book " 'hrmoelectric Cooling Devices", published in
19b3, was an att.,,, tv fill an existing omission in the reference
materials on thermoelectric cooling. The basis of the book was work
accomplished mainly at the Institute of Semiconductors of the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR and at several organizations during the period
from 1956 to 1961. Considering the large amount of interest in thermo-
electric instrtenents manufactured on the part of numerous organizations,
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tile dec isioun was madt0 tt reprint the book 'Mhrmoe bet ne Cooling
D~evi iccs. 11 Inclu tded inl the second edlit ion , sigiificantlIy revised and
expanded, arc hie re sults in invest . gax ions and developments prior to
1900

Ill the fi rs t part of the hook , wh i ch i s de voted to thle ph> ica 1
nature oft the rmoe lec tr ic Cooling , chlaptCI, ejtV i') avebe added concern in
the rmogalvanomagnet ic coul ing methods concerning materials ror thermo-.
elemenVItS and other materi als. I he third part contains a significantly
exp)anded deCscr-iptionl of thermue IQleviC iC dViceS intended for ust: inl var-
ious sector-, of sc ient ifi c and production activity.

Many of thle devices described were developed by the author with thle
outstanding creative part ic ipat ion of 1). S. Vinogradov , G. M, \'oronov,
A. INI. lvanov , 1 . 1 . Komarov, V. S. Kutogribov , 1 . V. Linken, H. 1. . sirkcl1
S1. A\. 7akrevska.

A visual hygrometer was developed hy V. P. kybal' scheno. A refrig,.-
rator for stock-raising with liquid heat removal was created by M. A.
Kaganov, Ye. A. Kolenko, 1. G. Mushkin, and A. F. Chudnovskaiv. Ih 0r To -
electric null-thermostats were constructed by A. N. Voronin, E. Nt.
Shero, and A. G. Shcherhina, The inventors of a thcrmostat for the
determination of naphthalene in coke-oven gasses were A. N. Voronin,
and A. G. Shcherbina. A thermostat for photographic solutions was
developed by A. N. Voronin, E. MI. Shero, and A. G. Sbcherbina. A thermo-
electric refrigerator for cooling milk on dairy farms was created by

1.1. Bardeyeva, 1. A. loffe, MI. A. Kaganov and A. S. Chudnovskiy. A
thermoelectric cooler for radiation balance meters was designed by V. P.
Ryhal 'chenkc. A refrigerator with a detachable battery was developed by
1. S. Lisker and A. S. Chudnovsk iv. The author takes this opportunity
to express his gratitude to numerous people for materials courteously
presented for this vwc'rk. The author also expresses his sincere grati-
tude to 1. D. (;usernkova for selection and formulation of the materials
of the hook and to 1'. N. Dunayeva, who took upon herself the labor of
checking the manuscript.
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INTRODUCT ION

The effect of thermoelectric cooling was first discovered and
described in 1834 by the tFrench physicist .Jean Peltier. This phenomenon,
having obtained the name of the Peltier effect, consists of the fact
that during the flow of the constant electrical current in a certain
direction through an electrical circuit consisting of diverse conductors,
a certain quantity of heat is absorbed at the junction of the conductors,
and the junction is, therefore, cooled.

The subsequent work of investigators, in attempting to explain
the nature of the Peltier effect, revealed that the quantity of the heat
absorbed at the junction of the conductors is proportional to the
strength of the current, to the duration of the flow, and to a certain
coefficient which depends on the physical-chemical properties of the
circuit conductor material.

Notwithstanding the fact that since the time of the discovery of

the effect of thermoelectric cooling more than 130 years have passed, its
practical application has become possible only during recent years. This
situation finds an explanation in the fact that a great deal of
importance was not attached to this effect earlier since the cooling
effect, generated at the junction of the diverse metals, was quite small.

In 1911 the German physicist Altenkirch, in attempting to formulate
a theory of thermoelectric cooling for metallic thermocouples, came to
the conclusion that the practical use of this phenomenon would not he
advantageous.

As a result of many years of work, the academician A. F. loffe
and his colleagues in 1950 formulated a theory of power application of
thermoelectricity, having established the conditions and having indicated
the path for the creation of highly-effective transformers or, the basis
of semiconductor materials. At the present time, intermetallic alloys
serve as materials for this purpose on the basis of bismuth telluride
and several of its solid solutions. The creation of highly-effective
semiconductor materials for the arms of the thermoelements permitted
an approach to be made toward the technical realization of the Peltier
effect.

For the first time in world practice, engineering designs for
thermoelectric cooling devices were formulated in 1957 at the Insti-
tute of Semiconductors of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. Recently
more than 100 thermoelectric devices, of various design and for various

3-
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purposes, were developed at the institute. Among these were devices
intended for use in astronomy and botany, nucle:tr physics and agri-
culture, vacuum technology, and archeology, meteorology and medicine,
electronics, and a whole series of other fields of science. Many of
the devices developed in the course of several years are now being
produced by native industry, which has laid a foundation for a new
branch of refrigeration engineering--that of thermoelectric instrument
manufacture.

Such high interest in this new branch of technology is explained
by the fact that thermoelectric cooling has opened qualitatively new
methods in the cr'ation of small-sized devices, intended for the
reduction and stabilization of temperature in small areas or for the
.:i-ation of local, strictly regulated sources of cold, which if applied
through the utilization of previously existing methods of artificial
cooling would not be economically advantageous or technically feasible.

In thermoelectric devices it is possible by changing the value of
the supply current to change smoothly the temperature and rate of
cooling, and by changing the direction of curren: flow to convert the
apparatus from a cooling to a heating cycle, which permits changing
the temperature in accordance with an established program.

The theory and practice of thermoelectric cooling was first developed
in the USSR. Our priorities in this area are protected by 68 foreign
patents.

The reade" who is interesced in the development of the technology
of thermoelectric .,astrument manufacture abroad may find corresponding
references in the list of references at the end of the book.
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PART I. THE THEORY OF THERMOELECTRIC COOLING

Chapter I. The Basic Energy Relationships

Section I. Maximum Temperature Reduction

The basis of any thermoelectric cooling device is the elementary
thermoelement, which is a series connection of two semiconductor arms
(figure 1), one of which possesses electron (n) conductivity, and the
other, p-type conductivity.

1

Figure 1. Oiagram of an Elementary Thermoelement.

During the passage of a direct electric current through the
thermoelement in the direction indicated on the drawing, a difference
in temperature is generated between the connecting slabs 1 and 2,
which form the junction of the thermoelement, and which is caused by
the release (at junction 1) and by the absorption (at junction 2) of
Peltier heat.

If, in this connection, as a result of heat transfer, the tempera-
ture of junction 1 is maintained at a constant level, the temperature
of junction 2 is reduced to a certain defined value. With a given
current, the value of the temperature reduction depends on the heat
load on it. This load is composed of the heat influx from the surround-
ing medium, from the heat passing from junction 1, due to heat transfer
from the thermoelements comprising the arms, and from Joule heat,
released in the arms of the thermoelement during the passage of current
through them.

1 In further discussion of the relationships characterizing the opera-

tion of thermal cooling devices, we shall not examine the thermopile,
which consists of a group of series or parallel connected thermoelements,
but the individual thermoelements, which from a qualitative point of
view does not change the main point.

-5-
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Joule heat substantially influences the operation of the thermo-
element. In fact, if the Peltier heat absorption is proportional to
the first stage of the current intensity, i.e.

- Qie I = lilt,

then the heat released in the thermoelement due to the Joule effect is
proportional to the square of the current intensity:

QJO -RL.

Calculation reveals that in a first approximation, approximately

half of the Joule heat passes to the cold junction of the thermoelement,
which coriespondingly decreases the cooling effect. Figure 2 shows the

dependence of the heat which passes to the cold junction of the thermo-
element due to the Joule (Q1 ) effect and substracted from the junction

as a result of the Peltier (Q,) effect on the value of current I supplied

to the thermoelement.

"4 I'opt j

Figure 2. Dependence of Joule (Qi).and Peltier.(Q

Heat Quantity Released at the Cold Junction of the
Thermoelement on Current (I).

Since both effects take place in one electrical circuit, in combin-
ing them algebraically, we obtain a resultant curve which characterizes

the heat balance of the thermoelement at various values of supply current.

-6 
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The current has a minimum which corresponds to optimum current I

at which the maximum temperature reeuction is obtained at the cold junc-
tion of the thermoelement. [ue to the amount of slope of the curve mini-
mum, the maximum cooling created by the thermoelement does not show a
marked dependence of the value of the current supplied. In operating
designs of thermal cooling devices, a change in current intensity by 1 10%
from the optimum value has practically no influence on the degree of cool-
ing.

11owever, a noticeable increase in current intensity' above the optimum
value leads to a decrease in the cooling effect as a result of an increase
in Joule heat. A further increase in current intensity may cause the
Joule heat to exceed Peltier heat, and cooling of the junction in this
case would lie transformed into heat.

In order to find the optimum cutrrent value we shall write an
equation for the sum of the Joule and Peltier heats, appearing at and be-
ing absorbed at the cold junction of the thermoelement per unit time.

Q= -Th.J+ PR, (1l)

Where 1l, 2 is the Peltier coefficient of the thermoelement, consisting

of semiconductors I and 2 (It is the resistance of the thermoelement,
defined hy link Z, by specific resistance pI and 02 and by sections S

and S. of the arms of the thermoelement, as follows:

'sL " (2)

After differentiation (1), we find that Q achieves a maximum with
optimum current

(3)

from which

(4)

-7-
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From (4) it follows that the lower the resistance of the thermo-
element, the higher the heat quantity Qmax' which may be absorbed on

the cold junction, i.e., the higher the refrigeration capacity. From
this it is possible to conclude that by increasing the section or by
decreasing the length of the arms of the thermoelement, it would be
possible to obtain lower temperatures. In fact, this is not exactly
right, since an increase in heat conductivity in the thermoelement is
accompanied by a proportional heat flux increase in the arms. Calcula-
tion reveals that the optimum current and refrigeration capacity depends
on the geometric dimensions of the thermoelement, or more exactly on the
ratio of the section of the arms to the length; the maximum temperature
reduction, as will be apparent from further discussion, as a whole is
determined by the Peltier coefficient, by the specific heat conductivity
and by the electrical conductivity of the arms of the thermoelement.

Thus it follows from formula (4), that the quantity of heat absorbed
at the cold junction of the thermoelement, or, as it is convenient to
term it, the refrigerating capacity, is inversely proportional to the
resistance of the thermoolement arms.

We shall determine the conditions under which the thermoelement
creates a maximum temperature reduction.

Heat absorbed at the cold junction of the thermoelement which is in
a steady-state condition must be equal to the heat load, which is made
up, as has been pointed out earlier, of the heat flux from the hot junc-
tion of the thermoelement as a result of heat conductivity Qx of the semi-

conductors and heat flux Q on the cold junction from the sarrounding

medium, i.e.,

Q =Q. + Qr

In order to simplify the reasoning involved, we shall consider that
the cold junction of the thermoelement is thermally isolated, i.e.,
that Q - 0. Then,

Q-='Q, -- z (4'- ?)

or,

- r--s

--



where x is the heat conductivity of the thermoelement.

x and x, represent the specific heat conductivity of the arms. There-

fore, in agreement with (4) and (5),

(-. T). (7)

Substituting in (7) the value for k and x from (2) and (b) an!
considering that

where and a, are the coefficients of the thermoelectromotive forces

of the materials of the thermoclements arms;
we obtained

(To -- T). , NIP r2

2 IS 1S.)s (8)

We shall insert the symbols

and

(a4) -- __)

where

-9-l
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Then, substituting these symbols in (8), we obtain

(T, = T). 2--: ' (9)

Equation (8) reveals that the maximum temperature reduction is
determined by the parameters a, p and x of the materials of the thermo-
element arms, by the temperature T of the cold junction and by the
ratio of the section m of the arms; simple calculations show that
quantity z reaches a maximum value for the definite ratio of the arms:

ORO (10)

[]ere,

From (9) we may obtain the temperature of the cold junction in the
form

%-r- 2T4 z -1I
(12)

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the temperature difference '-1),

which is provided by the thermoelement, on value z of the substances
utilized. The importance of this search for new thermoelectric materials
with higher values of z is readily apparent from the movement of the curve.100!

75-

£7

25

012 Z3 * 15a7

l'f ,deg
Figure 3. The Dependence ot Maximum Temperature

Difference (T -T), Furnished by the Thermoelement,

on Value z.
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Section 2. The Coefficient of Performance

During our examination of conditions in which the thermoclement
provided for a maximum temperature difference, the assumption was made
that the heat load Q on the cold junction from the surrounding medium

was lacking. However, under actual conditions a heat transfer occurs
between the cold junction of the thermopile and the surrounding medium,
the value of which is determined by the purpose and design of the thermal
cooling device. In some cases, the heat load on the thermopile is fur-
nished by those objects which must be reduced in temperature. In other
words, the thermoelectric pile must carry off a certain quantity of heat
QO) which enters its cold junctions.

In this case, the most important parameter which characterizes the
effectiveness of the operation of the thermal cooling device is the
coefficient of performance L, which is determined by the ratio of the
quantity of heat drawn off per unit time by the thermopile to the
electrical energy W expended:

(13)

With the presence of additional heat flux Q0, which appears at the

cold junctions, equilibrium occurs at temperature T., at which the full
quantity of heat airiving at the cold junction, i.e. the sum of Q0 1 the

Joule heat and the heat flux. occurring as a result of heat conductivity
along the arms of the thermoelement balance the Peltier heat absorbed
at the junction. Therefore, the conditions of equality may be written
in the following form:

QPe1 =(a, - aTI 7  rR - x T - T) Q*.

From which

(14)1Qk= (,. - s-i TI- .7 IlitT (, -).(1)

1 The Thompson effect may be disregarded if the difference a, a2 is

an average value at temperature T T T

2
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The power W, which is required by the thermoelement is made up of

two parts: the Joule heat 1 2R and the power expended in overcoming the
thermoelectromotive forces generated in the thermoelement as a result
of the Seebeck effect and opposite in polarity to the voltage supply to
the thermoclement and are equal to

J s(,- T)l,

i.e.'

Substituting the value Q0 and W (13), we have

It, - d_) T1 -- Iz -2 - I (re - 7) (6
________T ______ (16)

In this manner the coefficient of performance depends on the value
of the current feeding the thermoelement.

It can be shown that the maximum value of the coefficient of per-
formance is obtained when the current is

- SI,5T)(17)

and the corresponding voltage drop equals

Ii - e:'.=tr.-TJ -)- (18)

In this connection,

1*+ (T" ,.- r-r T --

(19)

- 12 -



It is important to note that the coefficient of performance depends
on temperature difference T0  F, which is created by the thermoelectric

battery and by value z, which characterizes the properties of the semi-
conductor substances utilized. With low temperature differences the
coefficient of performance has a high value and when (T0 - T) * 0

approaches infinity, and vice versa, with significant temperature
differences the coefficient of performance approaches 0.

In many cases maximum refrigeidting capacity Omax is demanded from

thermoelectric cooling devices, sometimes even to the detriment of economy.

The maximum refrigerating capacity of the thermopile, in agreement
with (3) is achieved when the current is

and the voltage is

lu,. =4 I°R2- , -,)(o- J- -

and, in agreement with (4), equals

QR (20)

In a state involving the maximum coefficient of performance, the
temperature difference which is created by the thermopile and in the
presence of a heat load will equal

T- T - (21)

Section 3. Multi-Stage Thermopiles

As we have pointed out earlier, a temperature difference is created
between the cold and hot junctions of the thermoelement under the influ-
ence of a constant current. It is apparent that the temperature on the
cold junction will depend on the temperature of the hot junctions. By
lowering the temperature of the hot junctions by one method or another,
we may achieve a lower temperature on the cold junction. One possible
method of solving this problem is by using multi-stage thermopiles.

13 -
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We shall examine as an example a principle construction involving
a three-stage pile. The hot junctions of the upper stage of the thermo-
element rest on the cold junctions of the thermoelements of the second
stage. The hot junctions of the thermoelements of the second stage rest
on the cold janction of the first stage. The thinnest possible electri-
cally-insulated washers are placed between the thermoelements. lvery
thermoelement forms an independent electrical circuit. With this
arrangement, the cold junction of the lower thermoelement accepts heat
from the hot junction of the middle element, and the cold junction of
the middle thermoelement cools the hot junction of the upper thermo-
element. Here the refrigerating capacity of each stage must he able to
provide an effective heat takeoff from the overlying stages.

One of the basic parameters of a multi-stage thermoelement--the
coefficient of performance--is determined in the following manner.
Let QI represent the refrigerating capacity of the first stage, t the

coefficient of performance, and W1 the required power from the source.

Corresponding values for the second stage are designated by Q,, ,, and

W , etc. Then, in agreement with (13), the power required for the first

stage will equal
"It's = QU

91

The second stage mast have the refrigerating capacity

O..=O,"'H'a=Q 1- 

and for the third stage

FillQ +w,= Q, (t I 1No,(14+ )(1+1
% 92 Q1 s 92(22)

and for n + 1 stage,

But c (n) is made up of two parts--the power required by the entire
thermopile W W1 + ... + Wn, and its refrigerating capacity Q1:

- 14 -



(n)where is the coefficient of performance of the entire pile as a
whoIle. .\ comparison of (22) and (23) gives us an equation for the
coefficient of performance of the multi-thermopile:

, = +(24

or

__IwI! - I g((5)

The coefficients of perf, rmancei of the last stages may be differ-

ent, since the effectivenves ; of the thermoelement, generally speaking,
depends on temperatures; in addition, the temperature drops at the var-
ious stages may also differ from each other; a steady-state condition is
achieved for such a ter.iperature difference at each stage when its
refrigerating capacity becomes equal to the quantity of heat passing
to the stage from the preceding stage.

An analysis of eq. ",ln (25), however, reveals that with a given
number of stages (n) and a L:nperature differential for the entire
thermopi le

The coefficient of performance of the entire thermopile (j(n)) achieves
a maximum, if

9, = Is to so  (26)

The coefficient of performance c. of the i-th stage is determined
1

by the temperature differential AT. at this stage, but the temperature

differential at a given (with a preceding stage) refrigerating capacity
is determined by the dimensions of a given thermopile; they must, there-
fore, be chosen in order to fulfill the conditions (26). Ilere the con-

ditions are

. (27)

- is -



In particular, for a two-stage pile, (27) gives:

goT W 2c + (28)

Figtire 4 shows the dependence of the coefficient of performance on
th~e temperature difference for a one- and two-stage pile.

20-

0 10 2030O 405so T-T

Figure 4. The Dependence of Coefficient of
Ferformance (c) on Temperature Difference
(T 0 - T) for Single-Stage (1) and Two-Stage (2)

Thermioe 1 e'ents.

It is apparent fromd the graph that the superiority of the two-stage
thermoelement in comparison to the single-stage eleme.at is particularly
noticeable with swill values of c. However, wnC11 it . desired to obtain
thc maximum tem~perature rcduction, without considering thermoelement power
rtequirements, it is possible to utilize two-stage and rarely three-stage,
thtrmoelemc-nts. Pic employment of thern,elements Aith a number of stages
higher thAn three is considered to 'be imnrractical, since the refrigeration
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capacity of the third stage would already be so low that the utilization
of such a thermoelement under actual conditions would not be possible.
In addition, it is necessary to keep in mind that due to the temperature
dtpendence z, the temperature differential created by the separated
states decreases in proportion to the square of of the increase in the
quantity of stages.

If we add to this the fact that the creation of three-stage thermo-
elements is connected with significant design difficulties then it becomes
clear why thermoelements consisting of less than three stages are widely
employed.

Chapter II, Materials for Thermoelements

Section I. The Conditions of Maximum Thermoelement Effectiveness

The parameters of the matter determining the quantity z, such as
the thermoelectromotive force coefficient a, specific electrical con-
ductive o and specific heat conductivity K are functions of the con-
centrations of free electrons (or holes). This dependence is represented
qualitatively in figure 5. Electrical conductivity is proportional to
n; the thermoelectromotive force, on the other hand, approaches 0 with
an increase in the number of carriers. lheat conductivity is made up of
two parts: the heat conductivity < of the crystal lattice and electroncr
heat conductivity Kel therefore, K = cr + Ke. In a first approximation,

lattice conductivity does not depend on n, but Kel is proportional to n.

insulators semi- metals
conductors

Figure 5. Qualitative Dependent of Electrical
Conductivity (a) Thermoelectromotive Force

Coefficient (a) and amo on the Value of
Carrier Concentration (n).
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In metals and metallic alloys the value. is very small as a result
of a low thermoelectromotive force coefficient, and in dielectrics it
approaches 0 due to insignificantly small electrical conductivity;
in the area of semiconductors the carrier concentrations " reach a maxi-
mum Value. These qualitative considerations permit us to understand
why the effectiveness of metallic thermocouples is very low; this also
explains why thermoelectric generators and refrigerators up until recent
times found no widespread application in technology. If we emplox semi-
conductors (or more exactly semimetals) (see helow) as materials for
the arms of thermocouples and select among these in a corresponding
fashion a concentration of electrons (or holes, if we are dealing with
a positive arm), we may increase the effectiveness of thermoclements by
ten times.

In order to establish a quantitative formulation of these consider-
ations, we must employ equations for the thermoelectromotive force
coefficient, for electrical conductivity and heat conductivity and place
these in an equation for z and for the extreme condition

as__ =0

to find the optimum carrier concentration (electrons or holes) n., at

which z attains a maximum.

We must obtain a solution in analytical form, and for this purpose
we shall make two assumptions, which will simplify solving the problem.

1. It is apparent from figure 5 that the maximum numerical express-
sion for - lies in the area of carrier concentration of the oxder19-3

of 10 1cm . i.e., it is approximately 1,000 times less than the
concentration of free electrons in metals. That part of thu el-ctron
conductivity which refers to the thermoconductivity of the crystal
lattice under these conditions (usually) is no longer very great
(whereas in metals Kel plays a predominant role); therefore, in a

first approximation, we may replace in the equation for z the fuli

heat conductivity (K = K cr e) with the heat conductivity cr

of the crystal lattice;

- 18-



2I
and assuming that c does not depend on n, to find the 2maximum acr-

(as a function of n), and not z. The assumption that the heat con-
ductivity of the lattice does not depend on the concentration of fr.e
carriers is, generally spesl:ing, not very firm; in the first plac.., a
change in the concentration of carrier (at a given temperature always
demands the introduction of impurities, and the latter causc additional
scattering of phonons and reduce the heat conductivity of the lattice;
secondly, the phonons scatter directly to the free electrons and holes;
for this reason the heat conductivity of the crystal lattice of metals
is significantly low. lPowever, with carrier concentrations of the

1I -order of i0 cm , both these factors play a minor role, and we may,
therefore consider , independent of n.

2. Let us assume further that with a carrier concentration correspond-

to maximum value oTh, they (the carriers) are i. a nondegenerate state,
and therefore classical statistics are applicable to them. In this
case, the fermi distribution function is replaced by the Maxwell dis-
tribution function

(29)

In the equations for the thermoelectromotive force, for the carrier
concentration, electrical conductivity and heat conductivity are con-

siderably simplified: u*! a, o and Ke1 may he expressed in the obvious

form functions of n:

a (r2 + .±t421l 2 (2 IMkTrC - has, (31)

a- aU, (32)

=(r + 2)(-)' T, =-ATa, (33)

-re i- 's a so-called reduced chemical potential,
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where

A = r+ 2).

Under these conditions, the problem of finding the optimum carrier
2

concentration n0 and the maximum value a o corresponding to it may he

solved in a comparatively simple manner.

In the following discussions we shall make the assumption that the
electron mobility does not depend on n, which strictly speaking, is not
completely correct, since: 1) with an increase in n, the number of ion.-
ized donors simultaneously increases, and they are supplementary sources
for electron scattering; 2) at large electron concentrations an increase
in n (as a result of degeneration) results in an increase in clectron
energy which also influences U (since U is an energy function U = L *

mV

However, for a qualitative analysis, which is the purpose of our calcu-
lations, we may for the time being disregard these dependencies (the
question of degeneration will be examined below).

In agreement with (31) and (32),

~ r,, - (2-.ik?)'1, n

The condition a 42) gives optimum carrier concentration n
4n

which corresponds to electrical conductivity o 0 ,

n = (2. -:- ', e, .- ,=eUn.
A3 (34)

and optimum thermoelectromotive force

7*=2 =172
, (35)

and here the equation for maximum value a c assumes the following form
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and correspondingly the maximum value z has the form

IL; .-' " (37)

where m0 is the mass of the free electron, equal to 9 10- 28g, and

TU = 3000 K.

it is apparent from (34), that the optimum carrier concentration
depends on a series of factors: the effective mass m,temperature T and
maximum scattering r2.

The optimum thermoelectromotive force (a), in agreement with (3S),
remains a constant for all substances and under all conditions. "herefore
in the selection of the required carrier concentration, it is convenient
to direct our attention to the value of the thermoelectromotive force,
since its measurement is considerably simpler then measurement of the
free electron concentration.

In agreement with C34), the optimum carrier concentration at which
z achieves a maximum value is a function of temperature; therefore, the
carrier concentration must be selected in agreement with the operating
temperature range. From this point of view the most advantageous mater-
ial for the construction of thermocouples would be a substance in which
the electron concentration changed with temperature in accordance with
the principle n0 - T and thus the optimum condition (34) would be

satisfied in the entire operating temperature range of the thermocouple
for any differential segment of its arm. Unfortunately, such substances
do not exist in nature. In ordinary similar conductors in the region of
impurity conductivity, the carrier concentration increases exponentially

inaccordance with the law n,.-C...where t is the activation energy
of the impurity levels, i.e., it is much more rapid than condition (34)
requires.

Fortunately, to some extent nature does help us. The fact is that
the activation energy (tx ) of the impurities is not a constant, but as

a general rule decreases with concentration N and usually when

2 r is a value which reflects the nature of current carrier scatter: for

atomic lattices r = 0, for ion lattices r 1 to 1, and for scattering on

impurity atoms, r = 2. 2

- 21 -
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N 10 -- 1019 is reduced to 0. In this connection a semiconductor
is transformed into a so-called semimetal: even close to absolute 0 all
impurities are ionized, and the carrier concentrations remain constant
(it = N) down to the temperature at which characteristic conduction begins
to appear.

[hus, if we employ .iemimetals with a sufficiently broad forbidden
zone as materials for the arms of a thermocouple, then we may consider
that the carrier concentration remains constant. In this connection,
the condition (34) is not strictly fulfilled for the whole extent of the
arm of the thermoelement and this leads to a certain reduction in effec-
tiveness. However, since the temperature differential on the cooling
thermocouple, as a rule, does not exceed several dozen degrees, the
deviation from (34) and the corresponding losses in effectiveness usually
do not exceed 10-20%. In this connection multi-stage piles acquire still
another advantage: if the total operating drop is divided into small
temperature differentials, then in each stage, the condition (34) may be
satisfied in better agreement with the corresponding choice of impurity
concentrations. This condition could also be fully fulfilled if a con-
tinuous change in the concentration of the impurities along the arms of
the thermocouple were provided; however, this presents a great deal of
technical difficulty, which, even up to the present time has not yet been
ovvrc ae.

in agreement with (37), thermocouple (z) effectiveness is proportional
to the ratio of carrier mobility to crystal lattice heat conductivity;
: has a maximum value with a certain carrier concentration. Thus, the
analysis cited above reveals that the development of materials for the
arms of thermoelemnents is reduced to the solution to the solution of the
following basic problems:

1) the search for materials with a maximum ratio of carrier mobility
to crystal lattice heat conductivity;

2) the creation in these substances of a carrier concentration
corresponding to (34).

Section 2. The Choice of Materials for the Arms of Thermoelements

The means of discovering materials with optimum properties, i.e.,
with a maximum ratio of carrier mobility to the crystal lattice heat
conductivity, to a certain extent remains unclear, even at the present
time. This is partly explained by a lack of experimental data, and
partly by the lack of developed theory which might have predicted the
substances in which a high degree of mobility of electrical carriers
might be found.
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However, contemporary electron solid-state theory still gives us
certain indications in this regard, which we will attempt to set forth
here.

As is known, electrons in their movement in an ideal periodic field
experience no collisions. Such a field must exist in an ideal (i.e,, having
no structural defects) crystal at a temperature of absolute 0; in such
a crystal electron mobility and hole mobility would be infinite. In
existing crystals and in temperatures differing from absolute 0, the
electrons are scattered by heat fluctuations and lattice defects; these
scattering effects limit the length of the free path of the electrons
and their mobility. We shall now digress from the existance of defects,
since to a certain degree we may decrease their number, and therefore
their influence on mobility by a corresponding choice in the technology
of the preparation of materials' (the cleaning of initial materials,
the growth of single crystals, annealing, etc.), and we shall examine
a scattering of the carriers in lattice heat fluctuations.

In this connection, we must keep in mind that the electron scattering
is not zaused by thermofluctuations of the atoms themselves, but is due
to their periodic potential breakdown. The more strongly the relief of
the periodic potential is expressed, the stronger will be local fields
generated as a result of heat fluctuations. Therefore, carrier mobil-
ity, as a rule, is low in ion crystals, in which potential relief is
expressed most forcefully. Un the other hand, in crystals with a
covalent bond (in which there is no interchange of positively and
negatively charged ions), carrier mobility is significantly higher.
Among the latter type are the crystals of elementary semiconductors--
silicon, germanium, gray tin in a series of intermetallic compounds--
InSh, ;aSb, AlSb, ZnSb, CdSh, etc.

We must note here that a sharp line does not exist between the
covalent and ionic compounds. In fact, let us imagine that one of the
atoms forming a binary compound gave up a certain quantity of
electrons to the second atom and in this matter an ion molecule was
formed. But, here the electron cloud of the negative ion will be deformed
under the influence of the positive field and its center of gravity will
be displaced in the direction of the latter. If the polarizability of

the negative ion is high and the cloud is deformed sufficiently far to
capture a positive ion with its edge, the bond will have a partially
covalent character.

3 This, b- the way, does not refer to those defects which unavoidably
arise when we introduce into the substance a certain quantity of donors
or acceptors required to provide an optimum concentration of carriers.

- 23 -
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In the same way, if one of the elements forming a covalent com-
pound has an clectron affinity greater than the second, then the center
vf gravity of the electron cloud which forms the covalent bond will bc
displaced toward the direction of the first clement and the compound
will be partially ionic.

A whole series of chalcogenides of metals of the fourth and
fifth groups belong to this type of compound with an "almost" covalent
bond (PbS, PbSe, PbTe, Bi2Te3 , Sb Te 3 , Bi2 Se 3 ); in these compounds

carrier mobility also achieves rather high values.

A comparison of carrier mobility in a series of isomorphic crystals,
for example PbS, PbSe, PbTe, reveal that here also a definite relation-
ship is observed, namely that the mobility of both electrons and holes
increases from lead sulfide to lead telluride, i.e., with the replace-
ment of one of the components of the compound with its heavier analog.
In this case it might be possible to think that the reason for the
mobility increase was the decrease in the ionicity of the compound,
since the electron affinity of tellurium is considerably less than that
of sulfur.

But in fact, a decrease in ionicity only partly explains the rela-
tionship indicated above, since it is also observed in diamonds, silicon,
germanium and gray tin, in which naturally there can be no consideration
for ionicity.

A second reason for the increase in mobility during the passage to
a heavier element is the fact that the polarizability of atoms (and ions)
which are in the same sub-group of the periodic system, increases with

an increase in their periodic number (i.e., with an increase in the
dimensions of the electron shell of the atom and the number of electrons
included within it). The heavier atoms are more strongly polarized
under the influence of electrical fields (therefore the dielectric con-
stant of germanium is approximately four times greater than for a diamond).
But this pertains not only to external fields, but also to the inherent
periodic field of the crystal; the electron clouds of the heavier atoms
are to a large extent deformed under its influence, and in this manner
the change in the periodic potential in the crystal is flattened out.
The heavier the atoms forming the covalent crystal, the less directed
and more diffused is the character of the covalent bonds, and the less
positively expressed the potential relief in the direction perpendicular
to the bond. It may be said that during the transition to the heavier
atoms, "metallization" of the covalent bonds gradually occurs.
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Free electrons in metals are also not distributed uniformly
throughout the volume of the crystal, hut move principally along
"bridges" which connect neighboring atoms. Therefore, between the
metallic and covalent bond there is no sharp line, as there is between
the covalent and ionic. However, a fundamental difference in ionic and
covalent crystals, on the one hand, and metallic ones, on the other, con-
sists of the fact that in the latter case we are dealing with unfilled
electron shells; therefore, electrons in metal may freely "jump" from
one bridge to another and change the direction of their movement under
the influence of an electrical field; this, roughly speaking, facilitates
metallic conductivity. Another difference between the covalent crystals
and metals is the small coordination number (i.e. the number of close
neighbors of the atom,. In covalent crystals, this fluctuates from two
to four, and in metals from six to twelve.

In simming up what has been said above, it may be stated that high
mobility values may be expected in covalent or "almost covalent" crystals,
consisting of heavy atoms.

Let us explain now to what extent z depends on the effective mass
of the carriers. The effective mass enters into the equation for z (37)

first, obviously: z - m as a result of the dependence of the thermo-
electromotive force on m (see equation (31)), and secondly, indirectly,
since the mobility of the carriers also depend on their effective mass.

in agreement with the theory, in crystals with an ionic bond, U - m 3/2

z, therefore, do not depend on effective mass. More importantly, in the

case of covalent cr 'stals U - m "3/2 and z, in agreement in (37), is
inversely proportional to the effective mass.

This is about all that can be said at the present time concerninq the
choice of materials with a high degree of mobility. Even the qualitative
conclusions made above, for example, concerning the dependence of U on m,
cannot be considered to be conclusive, since the theoretical considerations
at their base are not completely firm and experimental data thus far
collected is too limited.

The situation concerning the search for materials with a low crystal
lattice heat conductivity is somewhat better. Although a complete theory
still does not exist at the present time which will give us a quantitative
prediction concerning the heat conductivity of crystals, the qualitative
theory developed by academician A. F. loffe permits us to make the follow-
ing conclusions.
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1. The heat conductivity of the crystal lattice is accomplished
through the distribution of elastic waves and is limited by the scatter-
ing of these waves a) against each other and h) against crystal defect,..

Just as in our examination of mobility, at first we shall consider
that the number of defects in the crystal is relatively low and that We
may disregard the scattering of heat waves by these defects.

If the forces connecting the atoms of the crystal conform strictly
to Hooke's law, ie. the force I. would be directly proportional to the
displacement of the atom from the position of equilibrium (x), and the

potential energy Ui to the square of the displacement: F = -fx, Ii = 2fx
within the oscillations of the atoms in the elastic waves would display
a strictly harmonic (sinusoidal) character, Such waves, in the process
of their propagation, do not interact with each other, and the heat
conductivity of such a crystal would be infinitc. In fact, however,
atomic interaction has a more complex character; the potential energyv
as a function of displacement is dcscribed by the infinite series:

S + -A6- -•.(38)

and the force is

/. = ' = (38a)

The coefficient g in formulas (38, 38a) is called the coe*ficient
of anharmonic oscillations. The higher the coefficient g and the
amplitudes of oscillation x, the higher the value of the second element
in (38), the more the oscillation deviates from the simple harmonic
rule and interact with each other, the lower the crystal heat conduc-
tivity. In crystals with ionic bond, the anharmonicitv of the oscilla-
tions is considerably greater than in covalent crystals, therefore, the
heat conductivity in the former case is usually lower than in the latter.'
The amplitude of the atomic heat oscillations increases with an increase
in the heat content of the crystal or, in other words, with an increase
in the number of phonons. The lower the Debye temperature of a given

" Anharmonicity of heat oscillation alsoappears in heat expansion
crystals. Therefore, the value of the coefficient g may be judged also
from the linear coefficient of heat exAnsioa,.
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crystal, the higher its heat content at a given temperature and the
lower the heat conductivity. But Debye temperature (tj is linked with
the mass (M) of the atoms forming the crystal and with the coefficient f
in the expansion (38) by the relationship:

Therefore, low values of heat conductivity must be expected for
substances consisting of atoms which are heavy and loosely bonded to
each other. The value of the coefficient f may be determined from
the Young modulus or, more directly, from the value from the heat of
the formation of the crystal. In summarizing the foregoing, it may be
stated that the heat conductivity of the crystal is proportional to the
value of the Young modulus of the substance forming the crystal, and is
inversely proportional to the atomic mass of the substance and its
coefficient of heat expansion.

2. In any semiconductor substance, the ratio of carrier mobility
to the heat conductivity of the crystal lattice may be increased through
the introduction of neutral impurities. These impurities increase the
effectiveness of the scattering of clastic waves, which leads to a
decrease in the heat conductivity of the crystal. On the other hand,
these neutral impurities need not exert any significant influence on
the scattering of basic carriers. Many isomorphic compounds may serve
as neutral impurities; they form solid solutions with the basic substance
of the thermoelement.

Section 3. Bismuth Telluride as a Material for Thermoelements

In recent years the most wide-spread material for the manufacture
of thermoelement arms has been bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3 ) and several of

its solid solutions with such isomorphic compounds as bismuth selenide
(Bi2 Se3) and tellurium antimonide (Sb2Te3). Bismuth telluride may be
obtained in both p and n types. With a surplus of bismuth, Bi2Te of

0 3
the p-type is formed, and with a surplus of tellurium, Bi2Te3 of the n-

type is formed.
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In order to increase the ratio of the mobility of basic carriers
to the heat conductivity of the crystal lattice, solid solutions Bije3 -

Bi Se an2io _Sj are employe6.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the heat conductivity of the lattice
and electron mobility in a solid solution of Bi Tc ---Bi ,Se3 of the fi-type

2 3
as a function (if Bi Se content. It is apparent from the mcvement of the

23
cqyves, that with an inc:rease in the content of bismuth selenide in a
solid sohition, electron mobility at first decreases sipnificantly, and
then increase,, sharpl1y. At the sam, time the value of trne heat cortductiv-
it), of Vie latice with a composition Qf 50% Bi .,e3 --SOO" Bi 2Se .~decreases

by almost 1.5 times. Ilv, increase in electron mobility in the given
case is caused by the fact that the *'ffective mass of the electrons i.n
bismuth selenide is almost 3 times 1tss than in bismuth -telluride (figure
7). It is apparent from this figure that an increase in mobility aE a
result of a decrease in the effective mass does not always favorably
ncfe,-t the, thermoelectric i-ffectiveriess of the material. This is
caused by the fact that with an increase in electron nobiLlity and a
decrease in the effective mass, the value of the thermoelectromrotive
force coefficient decreases, which in turn leads to a decrease in the

value 012(j.

LCI

UU

CL

Figure 6. Heat Conductivity of the Lattice (ic )r and
Carrier Mobility (u) in a i 2 Te 3--Bi 2Se cr
Solid Solution as a Function Bi 2Se 3 Content.
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Figure 7. The Dependence of Effective Mass

(-) and (t,2c) for a Bi Te3--Bi2Se Solid
m 2 32 30

Solution on Bi 2Se 3 Content.

These considerations were confirmed for the material for the
positive arm of the thermoelement-p-type bismuth telluride. By
means of replacing this with a solid solution of BiTe 3--Sb2 Te3 ,

was raised by more than 2 times. However, the Bi 2 Te 3 -- Sb 2 Te 3

system (in which either hole or electron conductivity may be created
by a suitable choice of impurities), proved to be an ineffective
material for the negative arm of the thermoelement: its effectiveness
in this case proved to be not only significantly lower than the solid
solutieo- indicated abo-e, but also lower than simple bismuth telluride.
A detailed study of this question revealed that from the standpoint of
carrier mobility an important consideration was which of the components
of the compound was partially replaced by its analog; thus, in the
crystal lattice when a part of the anions are replaced, the electron
mohi'ity changes little, but hole mobility drops sharply; on the other
hand, i partial change of the cations results in a decrease in elec-
tron mobility, while hole mobility changes very little.

Figure 8 shows the dependence of electron and hole mobility in a

HijTe 3 -- S',; 2 Te 3 solid solution on the Sb 2 Te 3 content. In the case

given, a change in the Sb 2 Te 3 content in a solid solution from 0 to 50%,

electron mobility decreased by 2 times, whereas hole mobility increased
and showed a maximum corresponding to a composition of 67% BiTe3 and

33% Sb2 Te3  his compositical corresponds to the formation of an ordered

solid solution.
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Figure 8. Carrier Mobility in a Bi 2Te 3--Sb 2Te3 Solid

Solution (p and n-types) as a Function of Sb2Te3
Content.

The facts presented above permit us to come to the conclusion that
in semiconductors even with weakly expressed ion bonds, the basic
carriers do not move in the entire volume of the crystal, but predomi-
nantly along "bridges," which are formed between the ions. The electrons
move along 2 sub-lattice, which is formed by positively charged ions,
and the hole along a sub-lattice, which is formed of negatively charged
ions. Therefore, distortion of a "positive" lattice greatly reduces
electron mobility, and "negative" distortion has the same effect on
hole mobility. It follows that in the case when we wish to reduce the
heat conductivity of the compound which is employed as the material
for the positive arm of the thermoelement, while not decreasing the
hole mobility, we must partially replace the cations; in the negative
arm material, on the other hand, we must replace the anions.

It has been pointed out above that in order to provide an optimum
concentration of carriers in the thermoelement material, we must intro-
duce impurity atoms (donors or acceptors). In bismuth telluride, donor
or acceptor action of the impurity atom as a whole is determined by
its valence. The elements of the seventh and sixth groups (including
a surplus of tellurium with respect to the stoichiometric composition)
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gives donor levels, but elements with a lower number of electrons
(including a surplus of bismuth with respect to the stoichiometric
composition) are acceptors. If we compare the influence of a given
impurity on the concentration of carriers in their mobility, then
we will be able to come to a more or less convincing conclusion with
respect to how the impurity atoms are distributed in the crystal
latt ice.

Thus, for example, surplus bismuth: 1) furnishes one acceptor
level per atom, 2) significantly reduces the hole mobility, 3) exerts
little influence on electron mobility. All of these three facts
indicate that surplus bismuth atoms partially replace tellurium in the
anion sub-lattice. For example, surplus tellurium; 1) furnishes
one electron per atom, 2) significantly reduces electron mobility and
3) exerts little influence on hole mobility, i.e., judging from every-
thing, is localized in the cation sub-lattice. Surplus iodine furnishes
1.S electrons per atom and almost identically influences hole and
electron mobility; it may therefore he assumed that iodine atoms are
distributed more or less uniformly between both sub-lattices and,
replacing bismuth, furnish two electrons, and in replacing tellurium,
one. Lead, apparently, partially replaces bismuth, since its atoms
are acceptors and sharply reduce electron mobility. Silver as a donor
exerts an identical influence on hole and electron mobility, and
possesses an unusually large diffusion capability; this testifies in
favor of the fact that silver atoms are distributed in the areas
between the lattice points of bismuth telluride.

In conclusion, it is necessary to remind ourselves of the dependence
of thermoelectric material effectiveness on temperature.

In agreement with (37),

z - - t'.
er

Therefore, temperature dependence z is determined by the temperature
dependencies of the mobility and the heat conductivity of the crystal
latt ice.

In the solid solutions Bi2Te3--BiSe3 and Bi2Te 3--Sb 2Te3, which at

the present time are the best materials for thermoelements, heat conduc-
tivity of the crystal lattice in a wide range of temperatures changes
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very little, and carrier mobility at low temperatures (T 2500 K) is

usually inversely proportional to temperature 1 i at high values of
-1

U - T

Therefore, in the range of low temperatures, -' I, in the range

of high values z and close to 2500 K : achieves the maximum value.

It is necessary to note that temperature movement considerations
pertaining to U and :, cited above, hear ai qualitative character. In
fact, these movements vary within rather wide limits, and depend on a
series of factors; the arguments cited above concerning temperature
dependencies and figures of merit must be considered to be tentative.
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CHAPTER III

The Consideration of Additional 
Factors

1

The basic relationships outlined previously, which characterize the
operation of the thermoelement, were formulated with a series of assump-
t-ons, which, however, do not affect the qualitative substance of the
arguments.. For a more exact analysis of the processes which occur in
the thermoclement, we must supplement the theory examined, while consider-
ing a series of factors.

§1. A Consideration of Electron Heat Conductivity

In equations (34) and (33), which define the optimum carrier concen-
tration and optimum thermoelectromotive force value in the value of a
figure of merit z, the total heat conductivity was, for simplicity,
replaced by the crystal lattice heat conductivity. Let us now consider
the heat conductivity of electron gas. In agreement with (31) and (32),
the equation for z assumes the form

-- = -- In (3)(39)
CT-K -e l eKer (39)

where C=r-*2 "n 2(0

(40)

1The author of this chapter is L. S. Stil'bais (see Semiconductors zn
Science and Technology, Vol. II, Chapter XVII, AN USSR Press, M.-L., 1957).
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and

The condition ;--'- results in a transcendental equation for the

determination of optiinum n, %hich we ha e designated as n I

(42

Sinec when n n0, Bn0 = is usually less than unity, we can
cr

expand the left side of equation (,43) in a series and limit the expansion
by the first term (the error involved here will not exceed several o.
Therc fore,

and

-nj n

(44)

Equation (42) may be solved with accuracy by means of apraph. Ior
this purpose it is convenient to rewrite, with the use of (31), this in
the following form:

a -a 172 (1 +Bn).e <or (4s)

Having plotted a in agreement with (31) aad the right side of
equation (45) as a function of n, we shall find n1 as the abscissa of
the intersecting point of these curves.
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It is apparent that the correction will be larger, the larger the
ritio of mobility to heat conductivity of the lattice.

S2. A Consideration of Thompson Heat in the Thermoelement Energy Balance

As we have seen from (34) and 135), the best materials for semi-
conductor thermoelements are those in which the thermoelectromotive
force coefficient is constant:

• 2 k 1---i2 ,ov/deg

and the carrier concentr;iatjon changes in accordance with the law

In the theory set forth in Chapters and I1, ideal conditions were
examined in which the Thompson coefficient is

= - 0.

In practice, as we have pointed out above, the materials employed
for thermoelectric arms are ordinary semimetals, i.e., they are materials
in which the carrier concentration is constant, and the thermoelectro-
motive force increases with an increase in temperature. In this case
the Thompson coefficient differs from zero and is expressed in the follow-
ing form:

T=3 -- _129 v/dez
T. (461)

We must now take into consideration the influence of Thompson heat

on the heat balance of the thermoelement. This influence first of all
affects the temperature distribution along the arms of the thermoelement.
Up to this point we have assumed that the temperature gradient along the
arms of the thermoelement is a constant and that the heat flux density
on the cold junction of the thermoelement, in agreement with this, is
expressed by the equation

O , T (47)

'I -3S-
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Fhe influence of Joule heat on the temperature distribution was
roughly considered; it was assumed that half appears on the hot junction
of the thermoelement and half on the cold junction. In order to obtain
a more exact solution to this problem, we must find the temperature
distribution along the arm of the thermioelement well considering Joule
and Thompson heat, and then heat flux density in accordance with the
following equation:

(48)

We shall direct the axis x along the arm of the thermoelement and
combine the beginning of the coordinates with the cold junction of the
thermoelements; then (48) assumes the following form:

-'dT\N =0. (49)

In order to calculate QT in accordance with (49), we must determine

the temperature distribution along the arm of the thermoelement:

T =I (z).

Here, as before, we shall not consider temperature dependence of
heat conductivity and electrical conductivity, replacing thcir true values
as functions of temperature with average values in the operating tempera-
ture range. In a thermoelectric generator both electrons and holes move
from the hot junction to the cold; here in the entire volume of the
thermoelement arm, Thompson heat is released in addition to the Joule heat;
in thermoelectric refrigerators both electrons and holes move in the
opposite direction, and therefore the Thompson heat is subtracted from
the Joule heat. Therefore, a steady state condition for a unit of
volume of the arm of the thermoelement in the case under examination
will have the form

Or dr, 0

where j is current density.
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The solution to the differential equation (SO) with boundary
conditions (T F I when x = 0 and T - T0 when x = i) has the form

I(SI
T = T i"-; , z,

I--WI

where the following designations are introduced: j0 = w and j. = w,.

Thereforc, in agreement with (49) and (51), heat flux on the cold
junction is

Q, - aD, + t- V"--

? T, (52)

Expanding the exponent in equation (52) in a series and limiting the
expansion by the first two terms, we obtain

-1"7-- - (To - T). (3
Crx 2I7~~ (53)

Thus we have prored that in fact, in this first approximation, half
of the Joule heat passes to the cold junction; by means of (53) we may
now consider the effect of Thompson heat on the coefficient of performance
k: of the thermoclement. Equation (14) for the refrigerating capacity of
the thermoelement, taking into consideration (53), has the following form:

q./x x(T, T
d (54)

where 1 -- 2aI TV and a1 is the value of the thernoelectromotive force

coefficient at temperature T Therefore, expression (54) may be re-

written as follows:

Q 1,= 21r-z (T- T)-- - IR, (5S)
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where tilL" following desi gnation is introduced

We shall show that . is equal to the average value of the thermo-
electromotive force coefficient in the temperature range T VI

accordance with thompson's second principle,

do do-a 3

substituting (57) in (,-) , we obtain

9=2~

With the same degree of accuracy, we may consider that the thermo-
electromotive force is

(58)

Therefore, equation (lo) for the coefficient of performance of the
thennoelement, considering (58) and 65) assumes the form

1 -- R ,k IR-- r-i )

Equation (59) has the same form as in (l), the only difference being

that the coefficient u of the thermoelectromotive force, which earlier we

considered to be independent of temperature, is replaced by its average
value L-r) within the operating temperature range. Therefore, while not
repeating the calculations which we have completed earlier, we may now
writv, the equation foz the maximum coefficient of performance as follows:

I To

7, _____ _( r _ - (60)
'= , 11 + -38-
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may alIso be sho~m U; a -U te tocmt ratur- depeindencu of the elet ri
c41 corJuctivi ty and heat conduct ivi ty a inl the first approximation,
be taketi into considoratiun by% replacing inthe equoatior; for z the product

by its axerage value in the operatin-, temperature range:

3. Devialions from Optimum Conditions

P revciu 4 v we f ound the rat io of t he sect ions of the thermocement
arms at '.hich z achieves a maiximum value; we also determined thle optimum
electrical conductivity, the ciptimuni current, ttc.

In practice, by virtue of dcx ijtions from the technological process
and which are difficult to control, not on~e of these conaitions is fulfilled
exactly. Thercfore it is important to es;tablish to what extent dex'ia'Lions
from optimum con~di tions influence the effectiveness of the uperation of
the cooling device.

Deviations from the Optimum Ratio of the Arm Section5

It has been shown previously that zis inv,.ersely proportional to the
product. of thle resistance to the thernioclement and the heat conductivity:

where
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achieves a minimuir value with a definite ratio of the sections il of the
brancheis

ra¢-/$-' ,t/o' 1(63)

here M

(64)

Let us clarify how the deviations from (63) influence z. In agree-
ment with (62) and (64),

'~-tuia ____(6s)

'P'a

having divided the enumerator and the denominator of the right side

¢,)w obtain

:i ut C ARAI

where the coefficient

" Flit Fi 'I"

in the overwhelminp majority of cases, and with a hieh deeree of
accuracy, equals 2.

Thus,

-7- ai -"4 .

(67)

assuming, for cxamp'e, that m0  i.5 and m = 1, we obtain
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(68)

Deviation from the Optimum Carrier Concentration

In agreement with (34), the numeral u 2 o of the equation for has
a maximum value with a specific carrier concentration and electrical
conductivity- Ie shall clarify by how much the effectiveness of the
thermoelement is reduced if the electrical conductivity of t'ie branches
differs somewhat from the optimum value.

Simple calculations which we have omitted here give the following
result:

- - - (69)

The relationship in (69) reveals that the dependents c12o, and there-
fore, also z- on ui close to the point c = u has the same nature as the

dependents of - on m close to the point m = n0o; for examnie, a change in

C bV 20% generates a total reduction in z of 1%.

A Deviation from the Optimum Value of the Current Intensity

Under conditions of thermoelement operation involving complete

thermal isolation of the cold junction, in agreement with (1) and (51,

fil - 12
-ATz ,

- Ii IR AsT IR

Expanding .'J in a Taylor series close to the point I 10, we obtain,

after simple transformations

af.. = t'-J,,I ° (70)

In agreement with (70), current density deviation from the optimum

value by 20%. generates a reduction in AT by 4'.
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Considering the Value z with Varying Arm Parameters

Solving another problem also presents some interest. Let us assume
that the ann parameters of the thermoelement are not identical:

and ,e shall clarify by how much z, calculated in accordance with (11)
is less than .,, i.e., how the thermoelement indicators as a whole are

poorer than the best indicators of the arm. We shall introduce the symbols:

then

ej-e A k -k2 = (el - ke)(1 ,rk,

the lower the specific resistance of the given material, the lower the
value k = , for the material; %;ithin limits this value approaches the
constant of the Wiedemann-Franz law. rherefore, in order that the poorest
arm does not significantly reduce z, we must in this way raise the carrier
concentration so that the inequality -



CIM1PTER IV

Thermogalvanometric Methods of Cooling

As has been pointed out above, the temperature on the cold junction
of the thermoelement with an optimum current and a lack of a heat load
depends on the temperature of the hot junctions and the value of z of the
material employed, in the bismuth telluride, which so far is the best
material for cooling thermoclements, a reduction in value z is accompanied
by a reduction in temperature, which in turn involves a decrease in the
temperature differential, provided by the thernoelement .As will be
outlined in more detail below (Part 11, Chapter 1, E ), with a temperature
at the hot junctions of -120°C, the temperature differential at the
thermoelement practically equals zero. In this connection there has
been a great dual of discussion in published material recently concerning
the possibility of the practical utilization of certain thermogalvanomag-
netic effects for purposes of further reducing the temperature.

S]. Thermoelectric Cooling at Low Temperatures

As has been pointed out above, the effectiveness of semiconductor
alloys on the basis of bismuth telluride falls with a temperature reduc-
tion in the hot junctions of the thermoelement, and they prove to he
unsuitable for purposes involving extreme cooling. Investigations of
bismuth-antimony alloys have revealed that in the low temperature area
they prosess unusual thermoelectrical properties. Thus, for example, with
a temperature below 2200k, an alloy consisting of 95% (atomic) bismuth ard
5% (atomic) antimony, surpasses in effectiveness alloys based on bismuth
telluride. At a temperature of 300 'K, the value z for the alloy indicattd
above is equal to 1.8 • 10-- deg -1; at the same time at the temperaturt
of liquid nitrogen (77°K), a value z increases to 4.8 • 10- 3 deg
(Figure 9). It is not without interest to note here that at a
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temperature of 77 0 K, the value z for bismuth-antimony alloys within a
rather wide range sho%% little dependence on the composition of the alloy
(F~igure 10).

St

11 0 2 a "J &V Ax

*~~~ 4C rff L ,-X .

Figure 1. Dh ependence of value z 5

Calculatedb alo o temperature (rpthihmybepoied ytemeeet

~~~~temperaturesaesoni Fguraden.t a slong et ro the 3-foldo

temeraurraucisn of thecrstl)
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Figure 11. Maximum temperature difference
provided by a thermoelement consisting

of Bi Sb (n-arm) and Bi2Te (p-arm).

During thermoelement operation in the extremely low temperature
region (--10'K), it is possible to employ as one of the arms a metal at
this temperature in a superconducting state. In this case value z for
such a thermoelement will be determined only by the parameter of the
superconducting arm.

2. Thermoelectric Cooling in a Magnetic Field

A significant increase in value : at low temperatures was detected
for bismuth-antimony alloys, placed in a magnetic field. Under the
influence of a magnetic field an increase occurs in the thermoelectro-
motive force and simultaneously in the electrical resistance of the
material. The reason for this is the influence of the magnetic field
on the current carriers in the semiconductor -- the electron and holes.
The greatest effect of the influence of the magnetic field on the
figure of merit of the semiconductor substance proved to be with an
alloy consisting of 88'. bismuth and 12% antimony. Single crystals of
this alloy are placed in a magnetic field which is directed in parallel
to the bisecting axis of the crystal. At room temperature, without a
magnetic field, the z of this material will equal 0.8 0-  deg -!
At the same room temperature but in a magnetic field of 17 kilo oersteds,
value z increases to 3 - 10- 3 deg -1 . In Bi-Sb alloys with an increase
in the magnetic field as a result of an increase in the value of the
thermoelectrodynamic force, : increases, however at a certain field
intensity value due to an increase in the resistance, z begins to
decrease, passing through a maximum. The significance of this fact is

-4S-
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that the maximum value ef z at any temperature is always 3 times higher
than when the magnetic field is lacking.

A second peculiarity in the behavior ef Bi-Sb alloys in a magnetic
field is an increase in z with a decrease in the surrounding temperature.
Figure 12 shows a dependence of value z on temperature for various
values of magnetic field intensity. With a tcml,eratLre of approximately
10 0 K in a field of 1 kg, z has a value of 8.6 i1- deg -

I0

N

I ti
7

, 3
01

N4 -

I I W X 1'K

Figure 12. The dependence of value z on
temperature with various magnetic field
values for a 8W-Sb alloy.

All of the data cited above pertain to an alloy with N-type conduc-
tivity. Unfortunately, up to the present time we have not been success-
ful in preparing a positive-type material with a similar dependence of
properties on magnetic field and tenperature, which therefore does not
permit the creation of an effective low-temperature thermomagnetic

element. However, the employment of bismuth telluride as the positive
arm in an 800 oersted field and with a hot junction temperature of 770 K
permits an additional temperature reduction of 13-lS ° .

We must direct our attention to the possibility of creating a
combined thermoelectric-thermomagnetic cooler, in which the initial
stages are thermoelectric, and the final thermoelectric, but with a
magnetic field.
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-3, Thermomagnetic Cooling (the Ettinghausen Effect)

Under the influence of a magnetic field the transfer process
changes in a conductor through which a constant electrical current flows.
As a result of this, a whole series of so-called thermomagnetic effects
arise (the transverse effects of Hall and Righi-Leduc and the longitudinal
effects of Nernst and lttinghausen). So for cooling purposes the
Ettinghausen effect presents the most interest. This effect consists of
the fact that when a magnetic field acts upon -a conductor in a direction
purpendicular to the direction of the passage of the current through the
conductor, a temperature gradient is created in a third direction
(Figure 13) . lhe lIttinghausen coefficient P is determined from the
relationship

where I is the current intensity; h is the magnetic field strength;
x

'T is the temperature gradient generated.Y

.t-

Figure 13. A diagra,,, of
the formation of the
Ettinghausen effect.

Simultaneously with the Ettinghausen effect appears the Nernst effect,
which pertains to the phenomenon that with a presence of a temperature
gradient in a magnetic field, a transverse electrical field will be
generated. The Nernst effect is thermodynamically related to the
l.ttinghausen effect, just as the Seebeck effect is related to the Peltier
effect.

The value of the Nernst coefficient Q is determined from the equation

Q -a
arii
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where t is the Nernst electrical field generated; and 1, is the magnetic

field; AX is the temperature gradient.
x

lhe Nernst and Ittinghausec coefficients arc related to each other
by the Bridgeman relation:

I, - Q1.

A strict analysis of the phenomena which take place in a thermo-
magnetic Lttinghausen refrigerator leads to an equation which is quite
complex. flowever, for a first approximation, and with a sufficient
degree of accuracy, we may simplify the problem, as a result of which
the phenomenological equation of thermomagnetic cooling becomes similar
to the corresponding equation for thermoelectric cooling of the ieltier
eff ct.

Let us examine principally the possible design of an Lttinghausen
refrigerator. Cooling and heating surfaces are arranged (Figure 14)
above and below a rectangular section of a slug of suitable material.
1he width and height of the slug, and also the length of the cooling
surface are designated respectively as a, b and 1. The temperature of
the cold and hot sides we shall designate by 'I' and Tho The cu:rent

passing through this slug is designated as Ix and, finally, the

magnetic field is If .

We shall assume that the value of the Nernst coefficient, and also
the electrical conductivity and heat conductivity of the material of
the slug do not depend on temperature, [hcn the Lttinghausen heat flux
from the cold to the hot side of the slug will equal

q= b

where k is the coefficient of heat conductivity of the slug.

Figure 14. The principal
design of a Ettinghausen

refrigerator.
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In agreemcnt with the Bridgeman relation cited above, this equation
mj: be written in the form

q kia

Simultaneously with the heat flux transfer from the cold to the
hot surfaces of the Lttinghausen refrigerator under the influence of
the passage of the current Joule heat will be released in it, which in
a layer of single thickness in a direction y equals

W:ith the boundary conditions

the equation for the heat quantity drawn off per unit time by the Itting-
hausen refrigerator will have the form

__ ._ --- kle ('co - 'h(;
b b

It is not difficult to note that the equation has the form as the
equation for refrigerating capacity in the case of thermoelectric cooling
utilizing the Peltier effect.

ttere the terms Q11 1/b, 1/oab and kla/b in the equation for the
z

Ettinghausen refrigerator correspond to (a1  a,) R and r in the equation

fur the Peltier refrigerator. In this connection it is possible to make
the very interesting conclusion that after corresponding substitutions
fo r the various terms have been made, all relationships which character-
ize the operation of the Peltier refrigerator may also be employed for the
Ettinghausen refrigerator. Thus, for example, the coefficient of
quality of the thermoelectric refrigerator may be written in the form
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in the equat ion for um 1'nun, tomiperaturc di flert.nCe c;orre sponds to

A
2

The product of the Itt i ugh aus en Coeff1'i cienut P andt t hV ;mgnet ic
field HI, having received the dos i gnat ion coefficient of thermoinagnetit:
force, replaces in thermelectric relationships thle coefficient of
thernicelvct rornot ie force z, In connect ion with thle fact that the
theriiioiagiet i c ittinliausen refri gerat or cons ists of i irm, opt imi za-
tion of its gzeomietric dimcus ions ift not rcutredi. It fol lows frolm this
that it is Lcomlpartively' simple to Make a 71iul1t i-stage refrigurator with
ain imfini te number of stagos. The shape of such a refrigerator is shown

n Fi gure 15 . It is a tetrahedral frus turn of a pri sm, thle sides Of whi Ci
fo rmn xponential functions Fil 11 upper are a of t he prisil I-coolecli and
the lowescr bas e is heaited. .\ s imil1a r type of cooler rtesults, fromi the facIt
that the heat flux increases in proport ion to the di stance fromn the
cold surface to the hlot surface. lit this ;na ttee, in 1 'a)thcrmi c surfaces-,
formed by a prismn s;ection paralill to thle bas e, the heait fLu~x density
rema Ils coils tanit .110 e cuffi citcut of perforsiance for an !At1T inhans enl
cooleCr m i th an int' mtc number of stages naty be cal culted c in aiccordanwce
with the corresponding Cequat ions1 for a multi-stage therinloc lectri c pile,
out1 lined In ChAp'ter 1 ,13

F igure 1. The geometric form
of an Lttinghausen cooler
with an infinite number of
stages.

ILe Fttinigiaus;en refrigerator described above v~ith. an infinite
numbher of stages possesses onie shortco-ng; the relati ,ely large width



of' the !base does not conveniently permit pl-'cing it between thle poles
of a magnet. In this connection another variation of this refrigerator
has beeni proposcd, IML V with a fin ite number Of Stages. The cons t rtact ionl
6i agrxii iS SshOWn inl FigUre 1o. The rect angul1arly shaped clement cot's st S
of' a series of' vertical ly placed layers , insulated from each other.
Lach 1laver has a di fferent th icknes:;, governed by the ic fri gc-rat ing Lapa -

c t 'v hchi mui ~it poses A ul logy coiuld 1'io present ed here with

Figure 16. Diaqrani of an
Ettirnghauisen reir gera. incj
devi;e wiith a finite
number of stages.

Lxper imrent s in tie detecinat 1o;- of the effect ivones s of The
Ltt inghiausven refrigerator have bee n conducted 1forsngecstl tI

of an alljoy Conl-iSt ing ,f 1971 Hi 11nd 3%a Sb. ihe -made I u.,a, ridiI-i the
fo rm s how n i n F g ure 1;. i ve rmi g Tie i c fied ti , - e L alb11 UUD I I itt [ I nL 0

the bisecting axis of the c ryst alI. [hlle r empe rature d i f f ere nt iu wnI ,-
generated in the Airection of the binary axis. [he results of cl ir:
'tents of dependents ^A on magnetlic field intens itv for vatrious valiie.o
the tempjerature of the heat-dissipating base are shown in Figure I?'. T1hle
geometric dimensions of tile i;odel we:length, 25 triu, height *i. im,
width of the cold base 0.31 ram,_ and width of the hot ba-se 3,94 1:17n.

In recent times there has been1 some d.iscussion in publ~catior-
concerning the possibility of emploYing for cooling Pulrnscs the thlermo-
mlagnetic effect in pyrolytic graphite. A theoretical evaluationi of this
effect reveals that with temperatures below 100K, one might expect an
additional temperature reduo-tion of 100. The value of the magnetic field
it this case would be 10'-10" G.

d
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Figure 17. Temperature differential
dependence in an Ettinghausen
refrigerator on magnetic field
intensity for various values of
the hot base temperature.

Measurements conducted with pyrolytic graphite annealed at a tem-
perature of 3500'C, have revealed that at 4.2'K vaiue z for graphite has
a maximum at a magnetic field intensity of 500 G. The value AT was equal
to 2.9 - 10- 3 deg. Disparities in the data from published references
regarding the influence of the magnetic field and the value z are con-
nected with the fact that a decrease in z in strong magnetic fields, in
all probability, is caused by non-uniformity in models or by various
carrier concentrations.
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PART II. ENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN THERMOELECTRIC COOLING TECHNOLOGY

CHAPTER V

The Fundamentals of the Desiqn of Thermoelectric Coolinq Devices

§1. Thermopile Operating Conditions

Any thermoelectric cooling device can operate under two basic con-

ditions -- the condition of maximum coefficient of performance max and

the condition of maximum refrigerating capacity Qmax' In the first case

the device would most effectively transform the required electrical
energy into "cold", and in the second case, to the detriment of economy,
perhaps the maximum temperature reduction will be obtained. In other
words, the Lmax condition characterizes maximum economy of operation of

the thermo-cooling device, whereas the 0ma condition provides for the
maximum quantity of dissipated heat per unit of time. Shown in figures
18 and 19 are the graphic dependencies of the coefficient of performance
and the refrigerating capacity on temperature differential on the thermo-
element for cases involving conditions of maximum coefficient of perform-
ance and maximum refrigerating capacity. It must be noted that the
dependencies cited refer to a thermoelement for which z = 2.5 • -  deg
and hot junction temperature is equal to 250 C.

At LTmax' both conditions coincide, however, when AT differs from

the maximum value, refrigerating capacity and coefficient of performance
under these conditions have different values.
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Figure 18. Dependence of the Figure 19. Dependence of the
coefficient of performance coefficient of performan.e
(c) and refrigerating capacity (c) and refrigerating capacity
(Q) on temperature difference (Q) on the difference in
(AT) for a condition of temperature (AT) for a condition
maximum coefficient of of maximum refrigerating
performance, capacity

rhus, for example, in the Emax condition with low values of 'T,

the coefficient of performance has a significant value, which within
limits approaches infinity, whereas in the Qmax condition, the value of

the coefficient of performance cannot exceed 500,. In its turn the
refrigerating capacity in the Cmax condition has a maximu.7 at .T = 300

and is equal to lw. In the Qmax condition the refrigerating ci acity of

the thermoclement at the same AT = 30* is equal to 1.7 w.

From the material presented we may make the following conclusion.

In a case when the thermoelectric device must provide a small
temperature differential, which occurs, for example, in air conditioning,
the device must be designed in accordance with the equations for the
condition of maximum coefficient of performance. When maximum cooling
from the device is required at the expense of economy, it must be designed
in accordance with the equations of the condition of maximum refrigerating
capacity. Thus, in approaching the design of a thermoelectric cooling
device, first of all it is necessary to establish the operating condition,
and in agreement with this to employ design formulas for the cmin or the

Qmax conditions. Table 1 shows the relationships required for engineering

calculations of the basic parameters of thermoelectric refrigerators.
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S2. Thermopile Design

The engineering design of a thermo-cooling device is made up of
the design for a thermoelectric pile and the heat engineering design of
a system of a heat dissipation from the hot junctions of the thermopile,
the heat insulation of the operating chamber of the device, calculations
of the values of parasitic temperature differentials in local heat junc-
tions, etc.

The determination of the heat-engineering parameters of the device
are just as important as the design of the thermopile, since it must
always be kept in mind that any thermo-cooling device is a unified con-
struction complex in which the separate elements are closely interdepend-
en t.

In the design of a thermoelectric pile initial data usually includes
the required refrigerating capacity, value of the operating voltage, the
temperature differential which must be provided by the device, and the
basic parameters of the substances employed (a, C', K), Proceeding from
these data, first it is necessary to determine under what condition the
device will be operating, and then to use the corresponding design
formulas for the cmax or the Qmax conditions.

Further design of the thermopile, for example, for the Emax condition,

is carried in the following order.

1. The value of heat load Q on the thermopile is determined. This
flow is made up of heat flux Q, from the outside, which flows through

the heat insulation of the operating chamber and of heat Q2 released

in the operating volume by objects subject to cooling.

Ileat intake through the heat insulating layer is determined in
accordance with the following formula:

where X is the coefficient of heat conductivity for the insulating

material chosen; S is the area of the heat insulation; LT is the tempera-
ture differential for the thickness of a layer of the heat insulation;
d is the thickness of a layer of heat insulation.

2. The value of the coefficient of performance of the thermopile
is determined in accordance with the cmax condition equation.
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3. The power required by the thermopile from the power source is
determined as the quotient of the division of the quantity of heat
passing to the thermopile by the coefficient of performance, i.e.

W___

4. The voltage drop (v0) across 1 thermoelement is calculated, and

then, proceeding from the established voltage source (V). of the thermopile,
the number of thermoelements in the thermopile is determined:

V

5. The optimum current value fed to the thermopile is determined
by dividing the power required from the source by the voltage drop across
the pile.

6. Thermopile resistance may be determined from the formula

1%1 +0.5,(To+T)-!I-

and the resistance of I thermoelement is determined in accordance with
the formula

• __. AT
I + .* (To+

7. The geometric dimensions of the arms of the thermoelement are
determined in accordance with the formula

or

where Z is the thermoelement arm height; S is the arm section.

Since the geometric dimensions of the thermoelement arms are
determined by the ratio of the area of the section to the height, it is
possible to employ arms of any dimensions by maintaining the ratio I/S.
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The choice of corresponding values for 1 and S must be made with consid-
eration for a series of design requirements imposed on a thermoelectric
device, with consideration for the weight of the thermopile, for the
maximum reduction in the flow rate of the semiconductor substance, and
a series of other factors. However, in practice the height of the
thermoelement may not be made less than 3 mm, since in this case .
heat flow from the hot to the cold junctions would play a noticeable rol,.
In the design of a thermopile to he employed under a condition of maxi-
mum refrigerating capacity, the determination of the optimum carrent
value may be accomplished with the aid of an equation for an , rproxima-
tion, which fully satisfies practical requirements.

In the condition, optimum current equals

IT

but

21

Substituting the value R in the equation for optimum current, we
obtain

arcs

The value --- for thermoelectric materials employed at the present

time (Bi2Te3 + Bi2 Se3 and Bi2 Te3 + Sb2Te3 ) is practically constant and

equals 4b-50. However with the aim of reducing the power required by the
thermoelement, which in turn reduces parasitic temperature drops on the
element of the device, the value of this numerical coefficient is reduced
to 3b.

Thus optimum current may be computed in accordance with the formula

- = 38 -.



Corresponding to the optimum current, the voltage drop in 1 thermo-
clement will be constant and will equal 0.075 v.

The design of multi-stage thermoclements in thermopiles is conducted
in the sequcnce described above. However in calculating the maximum
temperature reduction on a multi-stage thermopile, the strongly displayed
dependence of the value of the thermoelectric material electrical
conductance on temperature must be kept in mind. With a decrease in the
temperature of the hot junctions, which occurs in the case of multi-stage
thermoelement, the electrical conductivity (c) increases and the voltage
drop accross the thernoelement correspondingly decreases. As a result
there is a reduction in the temperature drops provided by the upper stages
of the multi-stage thermoelement.

Figure 20 shows the experimentally obtained dependence of temperature
drops for a single-stage thermoelement on the temperature of the hot
junction. In this connection in multi-stage thermoelements it is neces-
sary to employ materials for the upper stag..s, which operate at the
low temperatures of the hot junctions, with a reduced (at normal tem-
perature) electrical conductivity value, so that in the operating
condition the electrical conductivity will rise to its nominal value.
These considerations basically pertain to multi-stage thermoelements and
thermopiles with series-fed stages.

AT

o

-300

Figure 20. The dependence of
the temperature drop (AT) for
a single-stage thermoelement
on the temperature of the
hot junction (tho).
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§3. The Design of a Radiator for Heat Extraction

The design of a system of heat dissipation from hot junctions of
the thermopile is an independent problem and is examined in detail in
Chapter I1. llowever in a number of cases involving the use of air
radiator systems with natural-convection or forced heat removal, it is
possible to employ simplified equations in which the calculations satisfy
practical requirements. The total area of the place in a radiator with
natural-convection heat removal may be determined in accordance with the
formula

here Q is the quantity of heat which must be drawn off by ' radiator,
in kCal/h; .,r is the permissible drop in temperature betwe the radiator
and the surrounding medium, *C; a is the coefficient of he transfer
betwc..en the radiator and the surrounding medium, in kCal/n h • deg.

The quantity a depends on many factors. With natural -inr

a = 3 to 5, and with forced air cooling of the radiator syster,
to 100. In this connection in making a choice of a system for dissipating
heat from the thermopile, it is worthwhile to give the preference to a
radiator system with forced cooling, since this requires a radiator area
of 10-15 times less, which correspondingly leads to a reduction in the
overall dimensions of the device.

The geometric dimensions of the radiator place in the case of natural-
convcction heat removal may be determined in accordance with the equation

i_2P4

where I is the length of the radiator plate; P is the quantity of heat
delivered to the radiator, in kCal/h; X is the coefficient of heat
conductivity of the material from which the radiator plates are made,
in kCal/m • h • deg; h is the thickness of the radiator plate, m; d is
thL height of the radiator plate in the direction of heat flow, m; AT is
the permissible temperature differential along the height of the radiator
plate, "C.

It was pointed out above that the employment of radiator systems
with forced cooling is considerably more defective than radiators with
natural-convection heat dissipation. Problems concerning the design of
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radiators with forced cooling will be examined in Chapter III, 12, Here A

we may employ an equation which may be used an a first approximation in
evaluating the operation of a force-cooled radiator. In agreement with
this equation

here Q is the quantity of heat supplied to the radiator , w; W is the
mass rate of flow of air through the radiator, kg/sec; C is the specificp
heat of the air at the temperature of the radiator; AT is the established
difference in temperature of the air at the input and the output of the
radiator, 'G.
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CHAPTER VI

The Construction Elements of Thermoelectric Cooling Devices

TI majority of thermoelectric cooling devices consist of three basic
construction subassemblies: the thermoelectricpile, the operating chamber
or surface, and the heat removal system from the thermopile. At a certain
stage, the creation of each of these subassemblies is an independent
problem. However, in the construction of this instrument as a whole it
is necessary to consider the close interdependence of these three construc-
tion elements with each other.

With this in mind, we shall examine the basic principles of the
construction of each of these sub-assemblies enumerated.

S1. An Individual Thermoelement

Any thermoclectricpile consists of a series of series or parallel
connected thermoelements. The thermoelement itself consists of two arms,
one of which possesses n-type conductivity and the other, p-type conduc-
tivity. The arms of the thernoelement are connected to each other by
means of connecting plates. To a significant degree the qualitative
operation of an entire thermo-cooling device depends on the correct design I
solution of an individual thermoelement.

The basic requirement which must be sati-fied in the practical
construction of a thermoelement is the elimination or the significant
reduction of mechanical stresses generated in the latter as a result of
the compression of cold and expansion of hot connecting plates.

In fact, the arms which make up the thermoelement are connected at
the top by a connecting plate, which is soldered to the element. On the
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hotton,, by means of soldering, they are also joined together with con-
necting plates, which through electrically insulated heat junctions are
soldered to the heat dissipation system. In this manner separate parts
of the thermoclement, manufactured of materials with various physical
properties, prove to be tightly bound to each other. We must add to this
that the connecting plates are manufactu'ed from a material with good
heat and electrical contluctivity and therefore possesses a high coeffi-
cient of linear expansion

When voltage is applied to a thermoelement the upper connecting
plate begins to cool and therefore to contract. The lo'er plate, on
the other hand, begins to heat and therefore to expand. As result, a
force couple is generated. As a result of these forces significant
mechanical stresses are created in the thermoelement, whi:'f may lead to
destruction of the element.

Since it is not possible to eliminate completely mechanical stresses,
several thermoelement designs have been developed in which the mechanical
stresses have been reduced to an extent that they no longer cause the
thermoelement to fail. One of these provides for the utilization of the
shortest possible cold connecting plate. In conformity with this system,
the tiernoelement arms cannot be located far from each other.

A second possible thermoclement design variation consists of manufac-
turing the cold connecting plate in the form of a spring (Figure 21, a).
In this case, under the influence of mechanical stresses generated
within the thermoelement, the spring would sag, but not exceed the limits
of elastic deformation. Naturally the spring section must be such that
the operating current passing through it must not release a noticeable
quantity of Joule heat.

Another design for the cold connecting plate is represented in
(Figure 21, c,)in which the plate is made of 2 opposed sections, separated
bv a thin slit. In location a a rather thin and short jumper is formed,
which serves as an elastic plate. Due to the insignificant length of
the jumper, no meaningful resistance is introduced into the electrical
circuit of the thermoelement.

Another method of decreasing the harmful influence of mechanical
stresses generated in the thermoelement involves the creation of damping
layers between the arms of the thermoelement and the connecting plates.
The damping material must be manufactured of a substance possessing a
sufficient amount of resillience and a small amount of ohmic resistance.

A thermoelement is shown in Pigure (21, b,)in which the damper function
is fulfilled by comparatively thick layers 3 and 5 of bismuth, which are
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applied to arms 4 and 8 of the thermoelement. The soldering of the
arms to the connecting plates 1 and 7 is provided by fusable connecting
alloy elements 2 and 6.

fi

I

Figure 21. The construction of
thermoelements with provisions
for the reduction of mechanical
st resses.

In the thermoelement construction examined, the thickness of the

layer of bismuth must not exceed 0.2-0.3 mm, since this layer would
otherwise possess noticeable electrical resistance. Thin lead washers,
placed between the semi-conductor and the connecting plates, may be used
as the damping layer.

A similar thermoelement is represented in Figure( 2 1, d). To both of
the arms 3, previously tinned with low-multing point connecting solder,
are connected lead plates 2 and 4. Then upper and lower connecting
plates 1 and S are soldered to them. As a result of the high ductility
of the lead employed in such damping washers, the mechanical stresses
generated in the thermoelement are almost completely removed.

§2. Multi-stage Thermoelement

As we have pointed above, a multi-stage thermoelement permits us
to obtain a considerably higher temperature differential than a single-
stage u-it. In this connection, however, the refrigerating capacity of
the thermoelement decreases. In a number of devices when the heat load
on the thermoelement is not great, 2-stage thermoelements are widely
employed. In their construction, the basic problems are reduced to
providing a current supply to the second stage and the creation of an
electrically insulated junction between the hot junctions of the second
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stage and the cold junction of the first stage. The provision for the
current supply for the second stage of the thermoelement is a very impor-
tant problem, since the current supply must satisfy two mutually
exclusive conditions. On the one hand the current supply system must
possess a sufficiently high cross-section to prevent the release of a
significantly high quantity of Joule heat, which creates a harmful heat
load on the thermoelement, and, on the other hand, the current supply
system must possess high heat transfer resistance in order to reduce to
a minimum the heat flux from the surrounding medium to the thermoelement.

The most efficient solution for this problem is to provide a single

current for both the first and the second stages of the thermoelement.
A diagram of such a system is shown in Figure 22. It provides for a
parallel supply to the stages. The section of the thermoelement arms
and their quantity in the first and second stages is calculated so that
the current tapped off for the second stage is equal to the optimum value
for this stage. In calculating the geometric dimensions of the arms of
a 2-stage thermoelement with parallel feed, it must be kept in mind that
the total thcrrmoelement current passes through the outer arms of the
first stage, whereas through the middle arms of the first stage and the
arms of the last stage pass 2/3 and 1/3, respectively, of the total
current.

+

Figure 22. A 2-stage thermo-
element with parallel
feeding of the stages.

As has been pointed out earlier, with parallel feed the refrigerating

capacity of the second stage is not very great, and because of this
fact similar thermoelements may be employed in devices with a small i
heat load.

In a number of cases the creation of a 2-stage thermoelement is
required, in which the refrigerating capacity of the second stage must
be comparatively high. This is accomplished in a 2-stage thermoelement
system with a series supply to the stages (Figure 23). Thermoelements
1 of the first stage are joined through electrically insulating connecting
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plates 2 to the thermoelements 3 of the stage. The power supply connec-
tions to the thermoelement are made at the locations designated by arrows
in the drawing. The choice of optimum operating conditions of the first
and second stages is accomplished through the corresponding design of
the section and height of the arms of the thermoelements.

Figure 23. A 2-stage thermoelement
with series feeding of the
stages.

The principles of parallel and series connections of the arms in
a 2-stage thermoelement may be employed also in the design of a 3-stage
thermoelement with series (Figure 24 a) or series-parallel (Figure 24 b)
stage connections. In particular, in a hygrometer for determining the
humidity of the air at the dewpoint , a 3-stage thermoelenent with
series feed for all three stages was employed to cool a condensation
surface 20 mm in diameter. This thcrmoelement provided a temperature
drop of 980 and provided a temperature of -78e at the third stage. A
3-stage thermopile with series-parallel feeding of the stages, which
provided for a temperature drop of 1020, was used to cool an infra-red
radiation receiver.

In a design of multi-stage thermoelements and thermopiles it is
necessary to pay particular attention to the refrigerating capability
of the separate stages so that the underlying stages will be capable of

fully accentin2 the ieat released at the hot junctions of the upper stages.
It has been established that for effective operation of a 3-stage thermo-
pile with series feeding of the stages, the ratio of the number of
thermoelements in the stages must be not less than 1 : 3, i.e., for 1
thermoelement of the third stage there must be three thermoelements in
the second stage and, correspondingly, for three thermoelements of the
second stage there must be 9 thermoelements in the third stage.

It must be noted that for effective multi-stage thermopile operation
the design must take into consideration the dependence of the electrical
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conductivity of the thermoelement material on temperature. This means
that material must be employed in each stage for which the electrical -

conductivity will be optim~un for a given stage temperature.

do +

b+

Figure 24. Diagram of the connections of a
three-stage thermopile with series (a)
and series-parallel (b) feeding of stages.

The creation of thermoelements and thermopiles with a number of
stages above 3 is associated with signficant construction complexities
which are not justified by the small increase in temperature drop which
a 4-stage thermoelement furnishes in comparison with a 3-stage element.

§3. A Thermoelectric Pile

The design of a cooling device based on initial data determined by
application conditons often leads to the necessity for creating a thermo-
pile consisting of a large number of thermoelements. Often the calculated
number of thermoelements may reach several hundred. This permits
employing sources of relatively high voltage to supply the thermopiles
and to require low operating currents from the sources.

The creation of thermopiles, consisting of many thermoelements, is
linked with the necessity for manufacturing a large number of separate
arms, and thermopiles assembled from these, and, what is most important,
the interconnection of a large number of thermoelements. The connection
of the thermopile is one of the basic operations in the technological
cycle of the manufacture of a cooling device. The parameters of the
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fiiished article to a great extent depend on the quality of the execution
ot this operation.

In connection with the fact that in a majority of cases all the
thermoelements are connected in a thermopile in series, the improper
soldering of only one connecting plate or a breakdown in the connections
during the uqe of the device leads to a failure of the entire apparatus.

In additioo, the necessity of employing small-dimension arms in low-
current thermopils transforms the switching process into an extremely
complex operation which can only he performed by highly qualified workers.
The task is simpler in the construCtion of a high-current pile. Recti-
fiers with industrially manufactured germanium or silicone diodes may
serve as a source of current for a high-current pile.

Thus the choice of a feed system for a thermopile is quite an
important consideration and ii, its solution not only operating, but also
construction-technological factors must be considered. When possible
one should give preference to nigh-current thermopiles over low-current
piles.

In those cases when a thermopile is an independently constructed

finished sub-assembly, the mechanical connection of separate elements is
usually accomplished by meons of filling the pile with epoxy compounds
on the basis of U1-6 resin. The choice of this compound is governed
by the fact that it possesses good adhesive properties with respect to
practically all materials, it is mechanically stable and has a compara-
tively low coefficient of heat conductivity. The latter is particularly
important, since a reverse heat flux from the hot junctions of the therm-o-
pile to the cold junctions passes through the compound, which lowers the
cooling effectiveness. The best construction design is shown in the
Figure 25. Epoxy compound is poured into the lower 1 and the upper 2
parts of the thermopile so that the central part (with respect to the
height of the thermoelement) has a certain amount of air spacL. In order
to prevent direct convection heat transfer between the hot and cold parts
of the thermoelement this air gap 3 is filled with mipora [formaidehyde-urca
foam] or foam plastic. Thermopile connections are accomplished after the
compound is poured in, which permits future replacement of separate con-
necting plates during pile repair.

Usually arms with a rectangular section are used in thermopiles.
However, in cooling devices employing liquid heat removal and annular
thermoelements, proposed by A. N. Voronin, may be used.
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Figure 25. Diagram of a thermopile which

is filled with an epoxy compound.

The design of an annular theremoelement is shown in Figure 26. Pre-
viously pressed positive and negative arms I and 2, manufactured in the
shape of rings, are placed on metallic tubes 3 and 4, which are tinned
with a connecting alloy. Tubes 3 and 4 ful~il] the functions of hot
connecting plates. lica washer S is placed between the arms. Ietallic
fing 6 is placed on the outside of the thermoelement, and this forms the
cold connecting plate.

Figure 26. A section of an annular
thermoelement.

The inside ring is previously tinned with a connecting alloy. Thus
prepared, the intermediate product is placed in a special hot die, in
which the final bonding of the semiconductors is carried out simultaneously
with their connection to the external and internal rings.

The individual annular thermoelements are soldered to each other
with a low-melting point solder and are assembled into a pile. Then
cold radiating plates are soldered to the external rings of the thermo-
elements. A current of water is passed through the internal cube, which
removes the heat from the hot junctions.
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A section of an annular thermopile assembly is showin in Figure 27.
This is one of the types employed in an everyday refrigerator with
liquid heat removal. The number of thermoclements which form the
annular thermopile must le such that the sum of the voltage drop on the
pile is less than the difference in potential it which the electrolysis
of water begins (1.8-2 v). If the number of thermoclements is so large
that the total of voltage drop on the pile exceeds the value indicated
above, the internal surface of the central cube must be electrically
insulated from the water.

Figure 27. A section of an annular thermopile
for a domestic refrigerator.

A magnetic field forms around a thermoelectric pile during operation.
Sometimes this exerts a negative influence on the object undergoing
cooling. The creation of special magnetic shields is not always conven-
ient. Therefore in order to reduce the value of the magnetic field of
the thermopile, the thermoelements in the latter must be distributed in
a manner permitting bifilar current flow.

A similar design for the distribution of thermoelements in a li'near
thermopile is shown in Figure 28. hlere the current passes in opposing
directions through neighboring rows of ther thermoelements, and as a
result the magnetic fields formed by this current are mutually suppressed.
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Figure 28. Diagram of the Figure 29. Bifilar distribution
distribution of elements of elements in a thermoplie.
in a linear thermopi le (The path of the current is
which provides for the shown by arrows).
partial suppression of
magnetic field.

Another construction variation of the bifilar thermopile is shown
in ligure 29. "The magnetic field of the thermoelements is distributed
along the external annular circuit and is balanced by the magnetic field of
the thermoelements distributcd along the internal circuit, in which the
current flows in the opposite direction. It must be noted that in a
hifilar thermopile the magnetic field is not completely eliminated. The
best compensation for the characteristic magnetic field of the thermopile
may be obtained by introducing a supplementary compensating winding,
which in its configuration duplicates the thermoelectric distribution in

the pile. It is conected in series with the pile, but in such a manner
that the direction of the current passing through it is opposite to the
direction of the current flow through the pile. As a result, a magnetic
field is generated in the compensating winding which has the same config-
uration as the field in the pile, but with an opposite sign, which results
in their mutual cancellation.

§4. The Heat Coupling of the Thermopile

For normal operation of a thermoelectric cooling device it is neces-
sary to provide the most effect heat coupling of the thermopile with the
area or volume subject to cooling, on the one hand, and with the heat
transfer system on the other hand. The heat coupling site must possess
low heat transfer resistance and high electrical resistance. In addition,
a practical heat coupling must also provide for reliable mechanical
strength among the coupling sub-assemblies.
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lit the first designs of thermoclectric refrigerators (19o) , the
heat coupling was provided by means of mica washers 15-20 , in thickness.
The surface of the mica was covered with a thin layer of mineral oil in
order to provide the best heat contact, Ileat flow through the mica
created a parasitic temperature drop of 10-1 2 with heat fluxes of I w/cm".
Since this method of heat coupling did not add to the mechanical strength
of the device, in subsequent designs of these devices the coupling was
accomplished by means of aluminum, on which a thin laver (0.5-1 J;) of
aluminum oxide (Al ,0-) was created in the requi red areas by an electro-

chemical method. The parts to be coupled were cemented together by means
of an epoxy compound. A similar sub-asscmbly is shown schematicallv in
Figure 30. Here film I of aluminui n oxide was applied to plate 2 which is
the base of radiator 3. The connecting plates of the hot junctions of
the thcrmopile were cemented to the oxide layer, and then the thermopile
4 was assembled on the plates.

Figure 30. Diagram of the
heat coupling of a thermo-
pile with an oxidized

aluminum radiating plate.

As a preliminary operation, th' surfaces of the parts to be coupled
were surface-lapped. Due to the epoxy compound bond, this system of
coupling possessed sufficient mechanical strength. The parasitic drop
on the electrically insulating layer (oxide + resin) amounted to 3.5' at
a flux of I w/cm. Ilowever, upon the breakdown of the electrical
insulation between only 1 connecting plate and the base, disassembly
of the entire thermopile was required which was an extremely time con-
suming operation. It became apparent that the most technically feasible
thermopile heat coupling could be achieved by individual heat junctions,
the dimensions of which in each specific case must be determined by the
design of the thermopile. In addition, it is extremely important that
the employment of individual heat junctions not require the dis-assembly
of the entire thermopile whenever a separate heat junction fails. In
this connection, all subsequent designs of thermo-cooling devices have
been based on individual heat junctions.
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Five types of heat junctions were developed, which differed from
each other not only in their technical parameters, but also in the
technique of their manufacture.

In 1958 heat junctions consisting of 2 copper plates of a specific
dimensions, cemented together with a thermoreactive epoxy compound, began
to he employed in a number of devices. Electrical insulation between the
plates was provided by a thin (0.1-0.2 1.) layer of copper oxide, obtained
oi the copper surface by means of processing in a water solution of
potassium persulfate and sodium hydroxide.i After cementing and polymer-
ization of the epoxy resin, the heat junction was transformed into a
single part, which was soldered into place by means of low-melting point
solder between the thermopile in the heat transfer system. Among the
shortcomings of the cemented heat junction were the frequent occurrences
of short circuits due to mechanical breakdown of the excessively thin
layer of copper oxide. "he creation by chemical means of a thicker oxide
on the copper was not possible. In addition, the layer of resin, which
was 10-15 in thickness, possessed relatively high heat transfer
resistance as the result of which at heat flux densities of 1 w/umn

tile parasitic temperature drop at the heat junction equalled 3.7° .

A subsequent design for an electrically-insulating heat junction
provided again for the cementing of copper plates, but through thio
(6 1j) cable paper. This cementing was accomplished by means of a thermo-
reactive epoxy compound. In order to reduce the thickness of the layer
of the compound between the plates, the latter were surface-lapped as a
preliminary step. The electrical insulation of the cemented heat junctions
through the paper was considerably higher than for the oxide junctions.
Cases of short-circuits were practically not observed. This type of heat
junction permits subsequent soldering to be accomplished with higher-
temperature solder. The construction of a heat junction using paper as
the electrically insulating layer, however, proved to be time consuming
from a manufacturing standpoint, since it was necessary to carefully
surface-lap the copper plates. In addition, as a result of residual
mechanic.ll stresses generated in the copper plates during their mechanical
processing and lapping in the process of polymerization of the epoxy
compound at a temperature of 160-180', a certain amount of warping
occurs which leads to a deterioration in the positioning of the heat
junction and a corresponding increase in its heat transfer resistance.

In this connection a new heat junction system has been developed,
which is free from the deficiencies enunerated above. This heat
junction consisted of a copper plate surface-finished on one side with
a lathe or a milling machine. Then a lead plate, surface-finished on

1The formula for the bath and the copper oxidation method are cited
in Chapter IX, §4.
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one side (by etchiLg or milling) was cemented by reans of a thermo-
reactive epoxy compound to the surface-finished copper plate, with a
layer of paper 6 w in thickness between the two. A small load is placed
on the lead plate in order to provide, good adhesion of the lead to the
copper in the resin polymerization process. Subsequent soldering to the
heat junction cf the thermoelement arn-, is accomplished from the side of
the lead plate, which in this case also serves simultaneously as a
damping layer, which accepts the mechanical stresses generated in the
the rmoelement.

On the copper-Vapei -copper an-d copper-paper-lead heat junctions,
at a flow of I w/cm-" the parasitic temperature drop %%as equal to 2.3'.

A principally new system of electrical insulation of the heat
junction was proposed by A. G. Shcherhina. This crimped heat junction,
which is indicated sc[kematicallv in Figure 31, was formed of two copper
ribbons I and 4, 0.1 mm in thickness, with paper gasket 3, 50-80 -. in
thickness, between them. This packach is formed into a "bellows" on a
special machine, after which it is impregnated with thermoreactive epoxy
compound 2. As a result of the large surface of the contiguous copper
belts, the heat transfer resistance between them, not withstanding the
relative thickness of the paper layer, is quite small. Copper washer:;
are soldered above and belew the corrug3tions in order to relieve the
thin copper corrugations from the necessity of carrying the current
which feeds the thermopile. Soldering of the heat junction to the
device is accomplished by nea-s of these washer5.

Figure 31. Diagram of a crimped

heat junction design.

The crimped heat junction of copper-paper-copper will not operate
in a damp atmosphere, which is characteristic of conditioners and some
other type of devices, since the resistance of the heat junction falls
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significantly due to the hygroscopic paper. For operation under condi-
tions of increased moisture, strip fluoroethylene is employed as an
electrical insulator in place of the paper. heat junctions employing
the fluoroethylene do not lose their electrical insulating properties
even if they are fully submerged in water. However, due to the non-wet-
tability of the fluoroethylene by the epoxy resin, air remains in the
corrugations of the heat junction and causes a deterioration in the
thermo and technical properties of the junction. The parasitic tempera-
ture drop, referred to the same flow of I w/cm2 , for a crimped heat
junction with fluoroethylene was equal to 2.10, whereas the value for
a crimped heat junction with paper was 1.7 ° .

Among the shortcomings of crimped heat junctions, we must refer
to their relatively large height (=6 mm), which is particularly undesirable
for multi-stage thermopiles, and the small reversible deformations of
the junction under the influence of temperature changes. In many
thermocooling devices these deform:,.. ,ns are completely inadmissable.

Judging by all parameters, it must be acknowledged that the most
advantageous heat junction is one made of ceramic material, inserted
between two copper plates. The basic merits of a ceramic heat junction
in comparison with others consists of its simplicity, reliability, techno-
logical effectiveness, superior electrical thermal parameters, Aluminum-
oxide ceramics (alundum) are usually employed as electrical insulators
in heat )unctiQns. At room temperature the coefficient of heat conduc-
tivity for this material is practically the same as that for steel. The
mechanical strength of alundum ceramic material is quite high (the
ultimate tensile strength is 1,250 kg/cm 2 , and ultimate compression
strength 13,000 kg/cm 2). The most essential point is that in many
branches of industry -- in particular, in the capacitor industry -- the
method of metalizing ceramics has been mastered long ago, which permits
tne subsequent solderirng of cera:iic materials to materials of metal.
The small coefficient of linear expansion (t 6 • 103) practically
eliminates "creeping" of the heat junction under the influence of changing
temperatures. Ceramic heat junctions perm.it multi-stage soldering with
all soft and even hard solders with no deterioration in their properties.

It must be noted that many have the opinion that beryllium oxide
ceramics have high prospects in heat junction; these opinions have no
basis, since, although beryllium oxide possesses a phenomenonally large
coefficient of heat conductivity, its extremely high toxicity hardly
permits its application in heat junctions. Alundum heat junctions possess
the lowest known parasitic temperature drops. With a flux density of
1 w/cm 2 the junction drop was equal to 1.3*. The dependencies of the
experimentally obtaiied parasitic temperature drops for various types
of heat junctions on flux density are shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 32. Parasitic temperature-drop
dependence on heat flux v3lue
for various heat junctions.

1, oxidized cemented joints; 2, cement
and paper; 2, corrugated (with
fluoroethylene); 4, corrugated
(with paper); 5, ceramic

It is not without interest to note that there is still another
method of fabricating a ceramic heat junction. This method is as follows.
First a copper base is spray-coated with a layer of aluminum oxide
0.2-O.S mm in thickness. Then, on top of this layer, a coating of
copper is sprayed to a thickness of 1-1.5 mm. After appropriate thermal
normalization and mechanical processing a ceramic heat junction with
sufficiently high electrical and thermal properties is obtained.

When the heat flux through a heat junction exceeds 3 w/cm 2 and it
is not possible to expand the surface, it is possible to employ the
design schematically represented in Figure 33.

Figure 33. A section of aheat

junction design for high
heat flux values.
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Copper plate 4 is soldered to aluminum nipple 3, which is placed in
copper part I. which contains channel 2 for the passage of heat-
dissipating water. The surface of the aluminum nipple is covered with
a thin coating (1-3 w) of aluminum oxide by the electro-chemical
anodizing methul, after which the nipple is filled with low melting-point
alloy S. A simi'ar heat junction is employed in several types of
high-vacuum thermoelectric collectors.

§5. The Design of Heat Transfer Systems

The heat transfer system serves to remove heat from the hot thermo-

pile junctions. One of three basic types of heat-transfer systems are
employed in thermoelectric cooling devices; these are a radiator with
natural convection heat exchange, a radiator with forced heat removal,
and the liquid system. Depending on the design and the operating condi-
tion of the thermoelectric device, one of the methods enumerated above
may be used. Radiator systems with natural convection are the simpliest
in construction, but are the least effective. These systems are
employed in low-current thermopiles and utilizing thermoelements which
are distributed over a relatively large area. The transfer of 1 w of
heat output by means of a natural convection radiator requires approxi-
mately 2.5 cm2 of plate area. As a result, such systems possess large
dimensions and a great deal of weight. The best material for the
fabrication of the radiator is an), type of copper, or, if it is possible,
pure aluminum of the "A-O" or "A-0" type.

Soldering of the plates to the base of the radiator, uhen copper
is used, is accomplished with PSR-15 FS hard solder (sil'fosl). An
aluminum radiator is soldered with tin with the aid of 34-A flux. In
any construction design the radiator fin should always be arranged
vertically. A horizontal arrangement of the radiator fins is many
times less effective. The surface of the fins must be blackened in order
to improve the coefficient of heat exchange. The copper fins may be
blackened by oxidation in potassium persulfate. Aluminum radiators are
oxidized and then painted a black color with aniline pigments.2

By virtue of a large coefficient of heat transfer, air radiators
with forced heat removal are significantly more compact and lighter than
radiators with natural convection heat exchange. Copper or pure aluminum
may again serve as materials for the radiator. In contrast to the
radiator systems described above, this system does not require a linear
distribution of radiator plates and is a vertical arrangement. Radiators
with a blower very often have a circular shape, since the spatial

IThe meaning of this term is not known. It may be a trade name for
a type of hard solder. Tr.2A method of blackening copper and aluminum is described in Chapter IX,
§4.
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distribution of the plates has no significance. Ventillation of the
radiator system is usually accomplished by means of a small electric
motor operating at high rpm (9-10 thousand rpm).

The axle of the motor is attached to a 3 or 6-bladed impeller with

a blade angle of 300. The direction of the rotation of the blades must
be such that the fan operates not as an air injector, but as an air
suction device. This requirement is established by the fact when the
fan is operating at the air output, the airflow which passes over the
radiator also blows on the electric motor, which creates better operating
conditions for the motor. In the opposite case, when the fan is
operating at the air input, heat released by the motor would pass
over the radiator, lowering its efficiency. With a linear distribution
of the radiator plates, their length must not be too great, since this
increases the aerodynamic resistance of the radiator, causing a deter-
ioration in the radiator parameters.

As we will discuss later is greater detail (Chapter III, §2), radiator
systems with forced cooling can be constructed with a linear distribution
of fins (Figure 34, 1) or, a better solution is with fins shorter in
length (Figure 34, 2). If the value of the aerodynamic resistance of
the radiator does not play a significant role, i.e., if the ventillator
has reserve power, it is possible to recommend a radiator system in
which the even rows of short plates along the airflow are inclined
somewhat with respect to the plates of the uneven rows (Figure 34, 3).
The angle of inclination must not exceed 15-200. A radiator of this
type operates very effectively.

_//

Figure 34. The design of linear
radiator systems operating under
a condition of forced air heat removal.
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In the design of a radiator system of the annular type, it is
necessary to bisect the airflow in order to decrease the air passage length,
as shown in Figure 35. Here the plane of hot junctions of thermopile 1
is soldered to the body of radiator 2. Annular fins 3 are cut directly
into the body of the radiator. The exterior surface of the radiator
plates are covered with cylindrical casing 4, to which a pipe containing
small electric motor S is soldered. The airflow created by impeller 6
is drawn through the opening in casing 7, flows around both sides of the
radiator plates, and is zxhausted through the pipe.

ItE 1iPODUCIBLE

./ -'---- -h

Figure 35. The design of an annular radiator system
operdting under a condition of forced air heat
renova I

Let us examine the basic design variations of liquid heat transfer
systems. In the simpliest system the jacket is attached to a metallic
collector of the hot junctions and circulating water flows through the
jacket.

A second variation provides for the fabrication of water channels
directly in the body of the collector. From the standpoint of design
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in technological considerations, the most efficient method is to establish
channels for the passage of the water directly within the hot connecting
plates. In a number of devices described in Chapter IIl, liquid heat
removal is accomplished in this manner.

Figure 3t shows -. design for a water system of heat transfer which
is employed in a microtomic stand and in a microrefrigeratur for
laboratory purposes. Brass slugs of square section 1 are equipped
with channels 2, through which the water passes from connecting pipe 3.
The slugs are electrically isolated from each other by pressboard
washers 4. The washers have water passage openings in the proper placcs.
After the sub-assembly has been prepared in this manner, it is cast in
thermoreactive epoxy compound 5, and is then subject to mechanical
processing.

/&

. 0 ... - .' -' ,
i ,ix'..:'. ; " :-. )- -:; .i S.' ., £

Figure 36. A system cf liquid heat
removal installed directly in
the hot connecting plates.

The thermoelements are soldered directly to the 3lugs, which
eliminates noticeable parasitic temperature drops. A similar heat
transfer system may operate at high heat flows, up to 10-20 w/cm 2 .

Several types of cooling devices, according to the conditions of
their operating, cannot be connected directly to the electrical and
water supply systems. A number of thermoelectric cooling devices
described in part III (Chapter XII) may serve as an example. In this
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case the electrical supply to the device is accomplished by means of
a flexible cable of PShch wire. However the necessity of delivering
large currents to devices is associated with the employment of current
carrying wires of large cross-section, which creates a certain amount
of inconvenience in employing the devices. MIoreover, in this case in
addition to the current conducting wires, two hoses for water input and
output must also be connected to the device.

In similar thermocooling devices a combined electrical and water
supply system may be employed. The diagram for this system is shown
in Figure 37. Here the current-carrying busbar 1, which is manufactured
of PShch cable, is enclosed within rubber pipe 4. There is a gap between
the pipe and the busbar, through which the water passes. At locations 7
the busbar is attached to terminal sub-assembly 2 and to coupling sleeve
3, which is connected to the thermopile. The water which passes through
connecting pipe 5 flows around the busbar and passes through opening 6.
A second cable of an analogous design is connected to the appratus and
furnishes the second pole of the electrical feed and the water output.
Such a system allows a significant reduction in the cross-section of the
current-carrying busbar, sinL u the latter is constantly immersed in
water. Thus, for example, in a thermoelectric cryoextractor a flexible
current-carrying busbar utilizing a wire of only 3 mm2 passes a curient
of 90 a.

I

?7/ / • / / t/ '

.. ...... .: -.. -.. :- --- ---". .

Figure 37. A sectiin of a combined water and current supply.

16. The Operating Chamber of the Device

If a thermoelectric device is intended to provide a reduction in
temperature in a certain operating chamber volume, certain construction
requirements must be met.

The operating chamber of the device must be constructed of material
which possesses good heat conductivity (copper or aluminum). This is
required in order to equalize the temperature within the chamber volume.
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in order to provide good heat coupling between the operating
chamber and the thermopile, the latter must be connected with electrically-
insulated heat junctions, described above, and -he operating chamber
must be soldered to these junctions. In order to prevent heat flow
from the surrounding medium into the operating chamber, the latter must
be protected by a layer of heat insulation. Its thickness is determined
by calculation (Chapter V, §2).

Foam plastic or some other material possessing a low coefficient
of heat conductivity is employed as a heat insulating material. Basic
data concerning several heat insulating materials are shown in Table 2.
In specific cases it is possible to employ mipora. However, foam plastic
possesses a number of advantages over mipora. But one of these consists
of the fact that foam plastic is easily formed mechanically, and therefore
variously shaped parts may be manufactured fham it.

Table 2

Basic Data Concerning Several Heat Insulating Materials

Heat Insulating Material Specific Gravity, Coefficient of
Heat heat conductivity,
g/cm3  kCal/m h • deg

Mipora 0.02 0.36 - 0.12
Foam plastic 0.005 - 0.015 0.03 - 0.08
Aerogel 0.009 0.023
Foam glass 0.5 0.1 - 0.15
Foam polystyrene 0.016 0.035
Polyurethane 0.012 0.02
Glass wool 0.04 0.07

Ile point out the possibility of creating a thermocooling device
design in which the parasitic heat flow into the operating chamber from
the surrounding medium is reduced to a significant extent. This is
achieved by means of distributing a thermopile along all sides of a
rectangular operating chamber. In this case the necessity for heat
insulation of the chamber of the device no longer arises.

One of the variations of an experimental thermoelectric microchamber,
described in chapter IX, §2, serves as an example of a chamber of this
type.

In case a necessity of constructing a device possessing significant
refrigerating capacity but with a relatively limited operating chamber
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volume, the thermopile is constructed in several independent parts,

each of which is soldered to the chamber at the appropriate place.

A second type of experimental thermoelectric microchamber (Chapter

IX, §2) was constructed in exact accordance with this principle. Thermo-

electric 2-stage thermopiles were soldered to the four side surfaces and

to the bottom of a copper chamber. Such a design, in addition to

providing a relatively high refrigerating capacity, eliminates the

generation of a noticeable temperature gradients within the chamber,

which is unavoidable when the thermopiles are distributed on only one

side of the chamber (usually on the bottom).
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CHAPTER V1I

Methods of Heat Removal From Thermocooling Devices

It has been pointed out previously that the minimum temperature on
the cold junctions of a thermobattery is achieved when the heat which is
released from the hot junctions is eliminated; therefore, the normal
operation of any thermocooling device depends to a grcat extent on
the effectiveness of the heat transfer system. The selection of one or
another heat transfer system depends on a series of factors, which
depend on the construction of the device and the conditions surrounding
its application.

Several methods of heat transfer are described in this chapter which
are used in thermocooling devices operated under stationary and non-
stationary conditions. Here various methods are discussed for the removal
of heat from the thermocooling devices which in accordance with operating
conditions must operate for a limited amount of time in a self-contained
apparatus.

l. A Radiator System with Natural Convection Heat Exchange

In many designs for thermoelectric cooling devices an air radiator
with natural convection heat exchange is employed as the heat transfer
system. Much work has been devoted to the problem of the design of
suitable systems; however in a majority of these purely qualitative
calculations are given. It is not always convenient to employ the
relationships cited in these publications in the engineering design of
a radiator system. At the same time it is known that a radiator system
which satisfies practical requirements may be designed with approximation
equations which significantly simplify the design method.

We shall show the design of a radiator system with e.quiddistant
flat fins, which is most often encountered in practice. The following
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must be given as the initial design data:

1) the permissible temperature drop between the radiator and the
surrounding air;

2) the heat output released at the hot thermopile junctions, which
must be dissipated by the radiator;

3) the radiator-air hcat transfer coefficient;

4) the coefficient of heat conductivity for the material from which
the radiator plates are manufactured.

The area of a radiator system with natural convection heat removal
may be determined with a sufficient degree of accuracy by the relationship

where F is the sum of the area of all heat exchange surfaces of the
radiator, m'; Q is the heat output which the radiator must remove from
the thermopile, kcal/h; , is the radiator-air heat transfer coefficient
(kCal/m2 • h • deg) ; YY is the permissible temperature drop between the
radiator and the surrounding air.

The numerical value of the heat transfer coefficient under conditions
of natural convection heat exchange usually lies within the limits of
3-5 kCal/m"• h • deg. However, the value of this coefficient depends
on a number of factors; the first of these is the spatial distribution
of the radiator plates. In order to calculate the numerical value of
the heat exchange coefficient for radiator systems of various arrangements,
we may employ the relationships shown below:

a) for a radiator equipped with a system of horizontally aistributed
fins,

# , i.

b) for a radiator with a system of vertically distributed fins,
with the opening upward,
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c) for a radiator with a system of vertically distributed fins with
the opening downward,

where Al' is the temperature difference between the radiator and the
surrounding air; L is the height of the? vertical surface of the radiator
plate,-, m; Z is the shortest side of the horizontal surface of the
radiator plates, m.

In order to calculate the convection heat exchange of the front
surfaces of the radiator plates with tho surrounding meditn, we may use
the equation

where 6 is the thickness of the radiator p;ate, mm.

In calculating the effectiveness of the air radiator system, basically
we must keep in mind the coefficiont of the convection heat exchange
between the surface of the radiator and the surrounding medium. However
in addition to convection heat exchange, radiation heat exchange also
plays a role in the process of heat transfer from the radiator. It was
established in the work by G. N. Pokrovkaya that even a- low temperatures
the extent of the radiating power of the radiating surface plays a
rather significant role in the heat exchange process. Conclusions were
made on this basis that the surface of the fins of the air radiator
system, even those operating at low temperatures (20-50 °) must be fabri-
cated in order to provide for a maximum radiation capability.

In order to calculate the coefficient of heat exchange between the
radiator and the surrounding medium as a result of radiation, we may,
with sufficient accuracy employ the following relationship:

rad -
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here T is the average temperature of the radiator, 'K; Tc is the tempera-

ture of the surrounding medium, K, b i'z the distance between the fins,
m; h is the height of the fins, m; L is the emissivity of the radiator
fins.

The emissivity of various materials from which radiator systems
may be constructed or with which they may be coated is shown in Table 3.

Table 3

The Emissivity of Various Materials Employed in the Manufacture

and Coating of Radiator Systems

Material Temperature, Emissivity

Polished aluminum 50-lO0 0.04-0.06
Aluminum with a rough surface 20-50 0.06-0.07
Heavily oxidized aluminum 50-500 0.2-0.3
Aluminum paint 20 0.2-0.3
Rolled brass 20 0.06
Roughened brass 20 0.2
Polished copper 50-100 0.02
Scraped copper 20 0.02
Oxidized copper 50 0.6
Sheet steel 50 0.56
Oxidized sheet steel 50 0.88
Black Matte laquer 40-100 0.96-0.98
Glossy black laquer 20 0.87
Lamp black 20-400 0.95
Carbon black with water glass 20-200 0.96
Black glossy shellac on iron 20 0.92

As we have pointed above, the relationship shown for the calculation
of a natural convection radiator system is to a certain extent an
approximation; however, it does permit obtaining the required practical
calculations with an error riot exceeding 10-15%.

If with natural convection heat exchange, the coefficient u usually
equals 3-5, then with forced ai" cooling of the radiator system, value
u increases to 100. Therefore in a radiator system with forced cooling
the radiator plate area may be significantly reduced. However, in a
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design of radiator systems with forced heat removal a number of additional
conditions arise which are determined by the distance between the fins,
the height and length of the fins, the degree of roughness, the flow rate
of the air and a number of other factors.

§2. A radiator System with Forced Heat Removal

As we have already indicated above (Chapter 1, 53), in radiator
systems with forced heat removal (by blowing) the radiatnr-air heat
transfer coefficient may reach a value of 100 and higher, i.e., almost
1 1/2 orders of magnitude higher than in the case of natural convection
heat removal. However, due to complexity of the design of radiator
systems with forced heat removal, there is practically no material on
this subject in any of the textbooks in heat engineering and thermophysics.
We shall employ the calculation- of A. M. Ramadan, which are cited below,
althougii these calculations car ,ot pretend to complete mathematical
accuracy. 1

In a case when the radiator system is soldered to the hot connecting
plates of the thermoelectric pile through the corresponding heat junctions,
and disregarding parasitic temperature drops on the heat junctions, the
radiator heat removal value will be determined by the relationship:

. .... _ .... -- (72)

Here Q is the quantity of heat subject to removal by the radiator; F 1 is

the radiator plate surface area; F, is the area of the base between the

ribs; F3 = F 4 F, is the total heat transfer area of the radiator; aav

is the average heat transfer -, fficient; t1 is the temperature of the

hot junction of the thermopile; t, is the temperature of the surrounding

medium; B is the fin coefficient, equal to the quotient of the division
of the full heat exchange surface of the radiator by the total area of
the base of the radiator; C1 is a coefficient which characterizes the

locus of the radiator connection to the thermopile, which is defined as
the quotient resulting from the division of the total area of the hot

!The materials in this paragraph have been taken from a dissertation

by A. M. Ramadan, Heat Transfer ntensif-,cati-.or in Thermoelectrmfc Cooting
Deoiccs, completed at the Leningrad Technological Institute of the
Refrigerating Industry in 1963.
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junctions of the semiconductors by the total area of the hot connecting
plates; C, is a coefficient which characterizes the heat transfer

resistance between t',e hot junctions of the thermopile and the base of
the radiator system, equal to the quotient resulting from the division
of the average temperature of the base of the fin by' the temperature of
the hot junction of the thermopile.

The value Iav' as a part of equation (72), is called the average

effectiveness of the radiator fins and is defined as

here t3 is the average temperature of the radiator fin; t4 is the average

temperature of the radiator base.

It is apparent from the formula shown that in order to increase the
effectiveness of the radiator it is necessary to increase fin coefficient
B, fin effectiveness Z av and the fin heat transfer coefficient a av

aav

The average heat transfer coefficient of the radiator system may be
determined in accordance with the equation

where t- is the average temperature of the base of the fin; the remaining

values in this equation were explained above.

In forced air cooling, just as in radiator systems with natural
convection heat removal, the basic resistance to the flow of heat from
the fin to the surrounding medium is concentrated in a fin boundary layer
of air near the side of the fin. The heat transfer coefficient from the
surface of the fins increases with the decrease in the thickness of this
boundary layer. It has been established that in tubular heat exchangers,
through air is being passed, the heat exchange coefficient depends to
a great extent on the ratio of the lengtri (L) of the pipe to its diameter
(b). With a decrease in the value of this ratio the heat transfer
coefficient increases as a result of the fact that an air boundary layer
of significant thickness does not form on the internal surface of a
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short tube. In this connection a radiator system with forced heat
removal must be constructed in the form of individual short laminated
fins, which are distributed linearally with a gap between them. An
important valve characterizing a radiator system with forced air cooling
is the hydrodynamic frictional resistance which is encountered by the
air flow moving along the radiator plates. For a radiator system consist-
ing of a linearally distributed fin with a gap along the length, the
value of the hydrodynamic resistance is determined from the equation

where 611lsta is the static pressure differential at the input and output

of the radiator, W'y is the air mass flow rate (kg/m 2 • see), which ecuals

where f is the sum of the area of the transfer section of the radiator,
M2

; G is the mass rate of air flow, kg/h.

T'he dependence of the value of the average heat exchange coefficient
on the mass rate of air flow, determined for a radiator with a linear
distribution of fins with a gap, is shown in Figure 38 (curve 1). Curve
(2), which is shown on the same graph for comparison, was obtained for
a radiator with linearally distributed ribs without a gap. The geo-
metric dimensions of the radiators imployed are shown below.

For a Radiator with a Gap

The length of the radiator plate along the air flow 6.25 mm
Height of the plate 30 Mrn

Thickness of the plate 0.2 mm
Distance between plates 1.5 mm
Size of the gap between groups of fins 1.25 mm
Number of stacks of plates in the radiator 35
Ratio L/dek 2
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For a Radiator Without a Gap

Length of the plate 260 mm
Height of the plate 30 mm-
Thickness of the plate 0.2 mm
Distance between plates 3 mm
Ratio L/dek 44

It is apparent from Figure 38 that the average heat transfer
coefficient for fins with a gap is almost twice as high as for radiators
without a gap in the plates. It has also been determined experimentally
that the value of the gap does not significantly influence the radiator
effectiveness.

-. , -... . .. .- ---, --.- 4
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Wy, kg/mt sec Wy, kg/n'- •sec

Figure 38. The dependence of the Figure 39. Static pressure dif-
average heat exchange coefficient ferential (..H ) for air
(av) ntems aeo i passing through the radiator

flow (Wy) passing through the as a function of mass rate of
radiator. flow CW ).

Static pressure differential dependence on mass rate of air flow
is shown in Figure 39. Curve I 'orresponds to a radiator system w'ithout
a gap, and curve 2 to a system with a gap. The parameters of the radiators
investigated are the same as those shown above. It is apparent from
this graph that the statid pressure differential for a radiator ,with a
gap is significant 1>' higher than for a radiator without a gap. This,
however, was to be expected, sin~e in a radiator system with gaps, airflow
turbulence is significantly higher than in a radiator with continuous
fins. Therefore it is natural that a radiator with a gap would have a
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large coefficient of friction in comparison to a radiator that is
continuous. It was also established that the value of the coefficient
of friction is inversely proportional to the ratio L/dek of the radiator.

A change in the length of the gap between the ribs does not significantly
change the coefficient of friction.

The following preliminary conclusions may be drawn on the basis
of what has already been stated.

1. In utilizing a radiator with linear distribution of plates, gaps
must be employed along the plates, the number of which is determined by
the construction of the thermopile and the dimensions of the radiator,
but the dimensions of these Saps must lie within the limits of 1-10 mm.

2. If the construction of the thermopile permits, the radiator plate
must be fabricated in a manner that allows the base to serve simultaneously
as the connecting plate of the thermoelement.

3. The geometry of the radiator must be such that the ratio L/dek

lies within the limits of 2-5.

§3. Spike Radiator Systems

One of the merits of thermoelectric cooling devices is a possibility
of creating concentrated thermopiles in which individual thermoelements
are distributed close to each other. However, a concentration of
thermoelements on the small surface of the thermopile requires the
creation of effective compact heat exchange surfaces from the side of
the hot junctions.

The employment of radiators with natural convection heat exchange,
due to low values of the heat exchange coefficient, does not permit the
construction of the compact system of heat transfer. Radiator systems
with forced air cooling permit attaining heat exchange coefficients from
8-10 times higher than in systems with natural convection cooling.

It is known that for these systems the heat exchange coefficient
of the laminated fins depends on the rate of gas flow and on the geometry
of the relative distribution of the radiator plates. In this connection,
a decrease in the width of the plate in the direction of the flow of the
cooling air leads to an increase in the heat exchange coefficient. However,
a significant decrease in the width of the radiator plates with a given
plate thickness leads to an increase in the temperature difference along
the height of the fin, which during intensive heat transfer almost
completely cancels the advantage gained in increasing the heat exchange
coefficient.
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Heat transfer effectiveness of a radiator plate equipped with forced
draft may be increased to a certain extent if the plate has a large
heat conducting section with respect to its perimeter. A spike is a
fin of this type. Such radiator systems are called spicular.

A number of experiments were carried out in order to investigate
the coefficient of heat transfer of spicular radiator systems operating
under conditions of natural convection. As a result of these experiments
it was established that for a system of spikes, distributed in a staggered
fashion, air flow turbulence in the radiator system sharply increased
its aerodynamic resistance. At the same time a noticeable increase in the
coefficient of heat transfer occurred at an air flow rate of 0.04-0.05
m/sec, which corresponds to Reynolds number Re = 9. With a required
temperature drop between the radiator and the surrounding medium of
4-5', .,ich a rate of air flow cannot le provided under conditions of
natural convection.

With forced draft spicular rudiator systems the heat transfer
coefficients may be significantly increased and may reach values of
100-200 kCal/m 2 • h * deg.

Let us examine the general characteristics of the operation of a
spicular radiator system operating with forced air cooling. The forced
draft of an individual spike with a circular section with Re = 0.25 is
characterized by a smooth flow around the spike, When Re = 2, a notice-
able flow disturbance begins at the intake side of the spikes, and
when Re = 9, this type of disturbance has reached its full development.
With an increase in an air flow turbulence near the spike, the heat
exchange coefficient between the spike and the moving air increases.
With an increase in the Re value, the radiator resistance to the air flow
increases. The relative distribution of individual spikes in the
radiator is very important. With straight line order of the spites, the
air flow ha a Zamifnar nature and the heat transfer coefficient increases
slightly. With a staggered distribution of spikes, the air flow proves
to be quite turbulent, which leads to a sharp increase in the heat
transfer coefficient.

It must be noted that the heat transfer coefficient has various
values around the outside of the cylinder which forms the radiator spikes.

Figure 40 shows the dependence of the heat transfer intensity
around the circumference of the spike cooled by an air flow, for 2
Reynolds numbers: Re = 10 (curve 1) and Re = 4 • 104 (curve 2). From
the shape of the curves it is apparent that for effective operation of
the spicular radiator it is necessary to choose the corresponding
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direction of the air flow which cools the spike. The optimum parameters
of a spicular radiator system with spikes located in a staggered fashion
will occur with the following spike arrangement:

_! I- 1. a d L=z= 1.08,

where S1 is the longitudinal interval of the spike system; S is the

lateral interval of the spike system; d is the spike diameter.

\, /, o

o -o

Fiqure 40. The dependence of Figure 41. Dependence cf the true
spike heat transfer on air heat transfer coefficient (a) on
flow direction and heat the reduced coefficient (ae
removal location. red

These conditions refer to air flow rates in which Re > 300.

The analytical determination of the nwunerical vilue of the coefficient
of heat transfer for spicular radiator systems is a rather complex
technological problem. However, for a first evaluation in the calcu-
lation of the value of this coefficient, we may use the relationship
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where ad is a reduced heat transfer coefficient, which takes into

consideration the resistance to the passage of heat of the mass and
surface of the spicular systcm; Q is the heat quantity passed through
the radiator system from the thermopile (kCal/h); V, is the difference• J C

ItVtwecn the average temperature of' the spike and the temperature of the
s'urrounding mcdian; If is the sum of the area of all radiator spikes, m2 .

In order to determine the true value of the heat transfer coefficient
a, we may employ the graph represented in Figure 41, where the dependence
are d  fc ,) is shown.

We must note that the relationship for the determination of the
reduced heat transfer coefficient is a rough approximation and is correct
when the assumption is made that the radiator system forced flow rate
corresponds to Reynolds numbers falling within the range Re M 10-100.

§14. A Liquid System with Nitural Circulation

In some types of thermocooling devices (for example, in ever) day
refrigerators), a coaiparatively large quantity of heat is released on
the hot junction of the thermoelectric pile. To release this heat by
means of natural convection to the surrounding air would require radiator
systems with an area of several square meters. In such systems the heat
transfer coefficient usually does not exceed 3-5 kCal/m 2.h.deg. The
creation at an effective heat coupling between the radiator plate and the
heat source is an important difficulty in the utilization of such systems.
Since the hot junction area of the thermoelement usually does not exceed
several square centimeters, and high density heat fluxes are generated
in this area, the fin-air heat traasfer coefficient is reduced.

In this connection the necessity to disperse the heat flux of the
hot junctions of the thermopile arose. One of the possible variations
in the solution of this problem, proposed by A. N. Voronin and S. G.
Platonova, consists of employing an intermediate heat-transfer agent
which circulates freely in a closed system. With this method the heat
transfer from the hot plates of the thermoelectric pile is accomplished
with water.

The het water exchanges places with the colder water which creates
a self-circulating flow in the closed system. Such a system is equipped
at the appropriate location with radiator fins from which the heat dis-
charge to the suriounding air occurs .A device with the heat transfer

utilizing natural liquid circulation is shown schematically in Figure 42.
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Figure 42. A diagram of a liquid
heat-transfer system wqi th natura!
1 iquid ci rculation.

The hot junctions of the thermoelectric battery 1 are equipped with
radiator plates 2, which are immersed in water 3, which in turn is
located in scaled tank 4. [lot water under the influence of heat from
the radiaters rises through pipes S whici are equipped with layers of
thermoinsulation 0 in order to reduce heat transfer from the surrounding
air which would interfere with self-circulation . After having entered
external pipes 7, the water is coole~d as a result of weat-transter ith
the surrounding air. Radiator plates 8 serve to intensify the heat
transfer. The cool water enters 4, and the process is continuously
repeated.

As a result of a decrease in the parasitic heat differentials between
the hot junctions of the thermopile and the water, where the individual
heat fluxes have the greatest ai Lc, it is possible to obtain radiator-
water heat transfer coefficients equal to ILV' -150 k al/m'.h-deg, i.e.,
20-30 times higher than with a natural convection heat exchange system.

It must be noted that from the standpoint of hat discharge, a heat
transfer system with an intermediate beat-transfer agent must have the
same radiator area as a system employing natural convection cooling.
However, the specific heat flows from the ".ater to the air in tLis case
will be so insignificant that the heat exchange surface nay be fabricated
from the materials with relatively low heac conductivity, for example,
from plastic.

A quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of a heat-transfer
system employing an intermediate heat-transfer agent consists of a hydro-
dynanic calculation of a closed circuit, in which water of varying
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density self-circulates, and of a heat engineering calculation of the
heat transfer coefficient. The hyd'rodynamic calculation is conducted
in the following sequence.

1. The quantity of water circulating in the system is

G _(, k[g,

where Q is the output released at the hot junctions of the thermopile,

kCal/h; c1 and 2 represent water enthalpy at the lowest and the highest

temperatures, respectively, in the circuit.

2. In establishing the water circulation rate in the system, we shall
determinp the total transfer section of the lis,.ing pipes of the circuit:

G

where G is the quantity of the circulating water, kg; IV0 is the circulation

rate, m/sec, - is the water density at an average temperature in the
circuit, kg/im .

'Ihe value of - nay be determined from corresponding tables. '[he
pipe tra-isfer sections are detci'ined, depending on tile quantity of the
listing pipes selected. Naturally the water circulation rate in the
descending pipes will he the same.

3. The dynamic resistance of the listing pipes to the water passing
through them is determined in accordance with the equation

,zv? kg/m2,

where A is the water-metal friction coefficient; is the length of one
branch of the pipe, m; y is the average water density, kg/m 3 ; ' is the
average rate of flow of tie water in the pipe, m/see; d is the internal
diameter of the pipe, m; g is the accelerated force of gravity, m/see.
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The value of X may be determined from the graph shown in Figure 43.

Xfr

003

0.02

40 80 120 tO0 200 240 d

Figure 43. Dependence of the
coefficient of friction (: )
on pipe diameter (d).

We may, with a satisfactory degree of accuracy, employ equations
pertaining to the natural convection of liquid in a free volume for a
determination of the coefficient of heat-transfer at given water circu-
lation flow rates in the circuit. The heat-transfer coefficient from the
hot junction- of the thermopile to the water may be determined in accord-
ance with the equation

I.Cal/m h -deg

where 5. is the coefficient of hvat conductivity of the water (kCal/m:.h.
-deg); 7 is the governing dimension of the heat exchange surface; Pr is
the I'randtl number; Ur is the Grashof number.

The product of the Prandtl and the Grashof numbers are determined
by the relati nship

PrGr ,a

here g is the accelerated force of gravity, m/sec 2 ; v is the coefficient
of the kinematic viscosity of water, m/sec; a is the coefficient of the
thermoconductivit, of water, m:'/h; is the coefficient of volume
expansion of water, deg C-1; At is the fin-water temperature difference.
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The average value of the coefficient of heat-transfer for a given
heat exchange surface may be determined with a sufficient degree of
accuracy from the equation

where f0 s the pipeline section, mi2; W0 is the water circulation rate,

m/sec; y is the water density at the average temperature of the circuit,

kg/m3; t is the average temperature of the heat exchange surface; t1 is

the temperature of the water entering the circuit; t2 is the temperature

of the water leaving the circuit.

§5. Employement of the Latent Heat of Fusion

Substances with a high latent heat of fusion may be employed as one
of the possible methods of heat elimination from the hot junctions of a
thermopile in an insulated system. A choice of substances is dictated
by operating conditions. These include the following: the required
temperature stabilization level of the cooled object T, the value of
the temperature drop T, obtained in the thermoelectric refrigerator,
and also temperature T0 of the surrounding medium.

It is advantageous to select compounds with a melting point 5-10 °

higher than the temperature of the surrounding medium. In this case the
volume occupied by the substance with a high heat of fusion does not
requir- heat insulaticin.

The duratiui of the jiaintenance of a stable temperature in the
thermostat is determined by the value of output W, which is released
at the hot junctions of the thermopile, and by the quantity and the
latent heat of fusion of th.c material employed.

If the latent heat of fusion is calculated in kilocalories per gram,
then the calculation of the specific cffectiveness of the material
chosen must be made in accordance with quantity Qo, where P is the density
in g/cm 3 .

The time at which the stable temperature may be maintained can be
determined with a sufficient degree of accuracy In accordance with the
equation
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qPV

where V is the volume occupied by the material, cm3 ; W is the heat
output removed, cal/sec; t is rime, sec.

Table 4 shows the characteristics of several substances which may
be employed for the purposes indicated. The stability of the temperature
maintained in the thermostatically controlled volume depends essentially
on the heat conductivity of the substance. In employing the latent heat
of vaporization of metals (or alloys), the heat-transfer resistance of
the fusion is not great, which is explained by the large value of its
heat conductivity. In this case the thermocontact with the semiconductor
pile is provided by the metal from which the heat reveiver is constructed.

Table 4

The Characteristics of Substances with a High Latent Heat of Fusion

Melting q, p, q.,
point, cal/g g/cm 3 cal/cml ,

Substance C cal/cmsec.deg

Crystallized cadmium nitrate 59.4 25.j 2.45 62.U

Crystallized nickel nitrate 56.7 36.4 2.05 74.6
Stearic acid 69.0 47.6 0.847 40.3
Cetyl alcohol 49.0 33.8 0.818 27.6
Dimethyl ether of oxylic acid

(dimethyl oxalate) 49.5 42.7 1.148 49.0
Eladic acid 47.0 52.1 0.851 44.3

Urethan (ethyl carbamate) 48.7 40.9 1.11 45.0
Wax 63.0 42.3 0.96 40.6 0.00021
Paraffin 52.4 35.1 0.88 30.9 U.0005--0.0006
Naphthylamine 53.0 30.0 1.123 33.7 0.00036
Wood's alloy 65.5 8.4 9.7 81.05 0.0319

NOTE.The asterisks indicate that there no data available in published
sources. A tentative value is X- 6-10 " cal/cm-sec-deg.

The heat conductivity of salts is significantly lower than for metals
or alloys, therefore when they are employed it is necessary to take special
measures in order to reduce their heat-transfer resistance to fusion. In
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the opposite the temperature of the hot junctions of the thermopile
increases slowly and it is not possible to stabilize the temperature
within the cooled volume. This undesirable phenomenon can most simply
be reduced to a minimum by extending the surface of the radiator within
the heat-accepting substance.

In the ideal case the surface of radiators must represent a mechanical
sponge, filled with salt in a solid state. As an example of the method
of heat removal described above, a graph of the dependence of temperature
within the operating ci.amber of a thermoelectric microrefrigerator on
time is shown in Figure 44. Wood's alloy (with a volume of 300 cm 3J was
the heat-absorbing substance in this case. The temperature of the
surrounding medium was bW ° . It is apparent from the graph that the
duration of the maintainance of the stable temperature exceeded 2 hours.

T, C

40 I

20
20 o50 1'00 7 2J 440i

Figure 44. Temperature dependence in the
operating chamber of a microrefrigerator
on time for a case of heat-transfer to
Wood's alloy (power released by the
thernvpile equals 10 w).

56. Utilization of the Latent Heat of Vaporization

The latent heat of vaporization for many liquids is significant.
This may be employed for the elimination of heat released on the hot
junctions of thermopiles in systems with a limited period of service.

One possible design arrangement for a thermoelectric system in which
heat is eliminated as the result of the latent heat of vaporization of
liquid is shown in Figure 4S. Here hot junctions 1 of the thermoelectric
pile 2 with good thermocontact are coupled to copper corner plate 3, to
wL1ch copper box 4, filled with water, is soldered. In order to increase
the vaporization surface, several copper plates 5, jacketed with special
tricot material 6, which possesses good wick properties, were placed in
the upper cover. The lower ends of the tricot wick extend into the box
and are submerged in water.
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Figure 45. A thermopile utilizing
latent heat of vaporization for
heat removal.

With small dimensions and low weight (600 g) including the weight
of the thermopile, the system specified, after the operating volume
(S0 cm3 ) is filled with water, eliminates S w of heat output released on
the hot plates of the thermoelectric pile in the course of 4 hours.

Radiator fin surface temperature dependence on time is shown in
Figure 46. The temperature difference between the radiator and the hot
junction did not exceed 1'. The curve shown was obtained with a surround-
ing medium temperature of 50O.

'2

:iVic
Figure 46. Fin temperature dependence

on time in a device employing
latent heat of vaporization.
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Another construction variation for a heat-transfer system employing
the latent heat of vaporization is shown in Figure 47, Here the water
is poured into two vessels 1 constructed of plexiglass. The side surfaces
of these vessels 2 are fabricated from copper and are soldered to corner
plates 7, %,hich support thermopile 4. In contrast to the previous design,
here there is no system of radiators equipped with wicks. Vaporization
of water in vessels 2 leads to a temperature reduction of tho corner
plates in correspondingly of the hot junctions of the thermopile. Openings
5, covered by fine mesh b, serve to release vapor and as a filler opening
for water. With a filled water volume of 100 cm3 (in two vessels), the
thermopile releases S w and may operate continuously for 5 hours. The
total weight of the system (without water) is 670 g.

GRAPHICS
NOT REPRODUCIBLIL

Figure 47. A second construction
variation for a heat-transfer
system employing the latent

heat of vaporization.

We may employ the following relationships in order to obtain a

quantitative evaluation of the method of heat removal as the result of
the latent heat of vaporization.

The quantity of vaporized water G (kg/h) equals

d-d

G=G

where a is the water-air h.at transfer coefficient (kcal/m2-h-deg); F is
the area of the surface of the water, m 2 ; d is the air humidity close
to the surface of the water, g/kg of dry air; dwa is the hunidity of the

air at the temnerature of the water and with full saturation, in g/kg of

dry air.
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The values d and da are determined from corresponding graphs.

In a case when G 0 0, the vaporization of water occurs, and when
G. 0, condensation of water vapor takes place. Ileat quantity Q which
may be removed by the evaporated water equals

Q=G( 595 - 0.,t) + aF (t2 - t.), k:al /'h

here t is the water temperature; t,. is the air temperature.

The first element on the right side of the equation determined the
quantity of vaporized water, and the second element takes into the
consideration the heat exchange between the water and the surrounding
medium.

The value Q in turn consists of two elements -- the output of the
thermoelectric pile W (w) and the refrigerating capacity Q (w) of the
pile, i.e.,

Q (+ Qo ) 0.86, kCal/h

7. A Heat Transfer System Utilizing Specific Heat

One possible method of removing heat from a thermoelectric pile may
be the utilization of materials with high specific heat. In this case
the heat released at the hot junctions of the thermopile will be expene.2d
in irncreasing the temperature of the heat acceptor, which is a distinctive
heat accumulator.

The heat-transfer process from the thermo-cooling device to the
heat acceptor will b non-steady. In the course of time the temperature
of the heat acceptor will increase, and the quantity of heat accepted
by it from the thermopile will correspondingly decrease. In addition,
the heat exchange of the heat acceptor with the surrounding medium ,,ill
also not be constant with time.

For a first approximation in making a quantitative evaluation of the
basic parameters of this type of device, it is possible to disregard the
heat exchange between the heat acceptor and the surrounding medium, the
change in the specific heat with temperature and the change with time of
the quantity of heat transferred from the thermopile to the heat acceptor;
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In tiis case the solution to the problem is considerably simplified and
we may with sufficient accuracy determine the mass of the heat acceptor
by using the following relationship:

where M is the mass of the heat acceptor, g; QO is the quantity of heat

transferred from the thermopile to the heat acceptor, cal/sec; c is the
specific heat of the heat-transfer material, cal/deg; t is the time,
during which the system must operate, sec; !,T is the temperature change
of the heat acceptor during time t. It must be noted that the rtlation-
ship mentioned is correct when conditions are such that t - t, where r
is a quantity which is dependent on the geometric dimensions and on several
physical parameters of the heat acceptor material:

where -, is the heat conductivity, cal/cm-sec-deg; d is the specific heat,
ca;/g.deg; p is the density, g/cm ; 1. is a linear dimension, c. .

In other words, value i characterizes the rate of heat dispersal in
the heat acceptor material.

Calculations for a heat transfer system employing the specific heat
of the material are shown below as an example. We shall proceed from the
following initial data:

1) the thermoelectric pile releases S w, or 1.10 cal/sec at the hot

junctions;

2) the pile operating time is S minutes;

3) after an elapsed time of S minutes, the temperature of the heat

acceptor must have increased by not more than 50;

4) aluminum is employed as the heat acceptor material (c = 0.2 cal/g
-deg, X = 0.5 cal/cm-sec-deg, r = 2.7 g/cm 3);

5) the heat acceptor is fabricated in the form of a cylinder S cm in
height.
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The mass of the heat acceptor equals

I..,:,.:, -- 350 g.

On the basis of the parameters of the material specified and the
geometry of the hear acceptor, we determine the value of T:

2 2.7 -

Since the specified system operating time equals 300 seconds, the
condition t - - is satisfied and the chosen mass value of the heat
acceptor will be sufficient to satisfy established requirements.

§8. The Utilization of Solutions with a Low Cryohydrate Temperature

It is possible to suggest the utilization of water solutions of
salts with a low cryohydrate temperature as one method for the removal
of heat from the hot junctions of thermoelectric piles. lhis method
permits us to obtain by simple means a significant reduction in the
temperature of the hot junction, and the reduction is determined by
the selection of a corresponding salt. The cryohydrate temperatures of
several salt solutions are shown in Table 5. Here the cryohydrate
temperature value corresponds to the formation of crystals in a eutectic
mixture (ice and salt).

It is possible to offer several different solutions for the problem
indicated. However, of all possible design variations, the most
advantageous are systems in which heat removal is provided by the
circulation of tile solution itself or by the circulation of an inter-
mediate heat transfer agent situated in close thermocontact with the
cryohydrate solution.

A cooling device for the removal of heat from the hot junction of a
thermopile may be constructed in the form of an independent sub-assembly,
connected with the thermoelectric device by means of hoses.

In selecting a salt it is necessary to take into consideration that
the solution which will be employed for cooling must have a minimal
corrosive effect on the circulating system. lhie presence in the
solution of solid residues is also undesirable, since these will signifi-
cantly impair the cooling of the thermopile; in other words it is
necessary to employ a salt with good solubility.
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Table 5

The Basic Characteristics of Several Water Solutions of Salt,

Water Heat Solubility Cold capacity
Salt temp., of the per 100 cmi of a solution

°C solution at 200. g at saturation

kCal/gcmol per cm3 of water,
of relative units

isI.N . . . . I. I, , 1 - ., i

S p. ... 31

NaN i3  .7 s. , i s S ."

N ; .,.I . . .. . . .

IN%a . . . .I - ~ z' I2 1t .0 '

kNr,07O. . . ~ . II s 2

Na I I I . . .. Th, I 7I7 l

The employment of salts with high solubility, with the same
system volumes, permits increasing the operating cycle with one charge.
One of the basic characteristics in the selection of a salt is the
latent heat of solution.

A list of salts which ina), bec employed for the indicated purpose is
shown in Table c,. Not all substances in Table 5 are included in this
table, since the majority of these salts have a low heat of solution.
The various cyanide compounds are also not shown in the table due to
their highi toxic1ity.

Table6

ThT Cryohydrate Temperatures of Salt Solutions

Salt T.C Salt Tsutc

NiI*1u -2t.2 MliSO 4 1 1 -1t
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It is apparent from an examination of the salts shown in lable b

that the best charactci istics arc possessed by aunonium nitrate (NIl IN0)

which ipossesses a relati\ely high heat of soluttoil, a low cryohydritc
temperature and high sotubility. It should be noted that anmonlil
nitrate is produced in large quantities hy industry and that the cost
is not significant. In "order to obtain an idea of the quantity of the
solution required, a calculation is shown below for a case involving heat
removal from a scniconductor pile which releases 15 cCal/h at the hot
junctions. The calculation is made under the following conditions.

TeLnprature T1 of the surrounding medium 200

Required temperature I, of the hot junction

Operating time t 6 hours

Salt employed ammonium nitrate

Ileat insulatin of the solution container peat board

Coefficient of heat conductivity N 0.08 kcal/m-hldeg

Thickness 6 ot the heat insulation 5.10 2 m

Insulation-surrounding air heat-transfer
coefficient a 10 kCal/m.&h'deg

Internal volume-insulation heat-transfer
coefficient a, 500 kCal/m-'h-deg

Under these conditions the derived coefficient of heat-transfer is

. kCal/m 2*h-deg

The heat quantity transmitted to the vessel containing the salt from
the surrounding medium is

Q. =r FT,

where F is the vessel surface, m2 ; AT is the temperature drop (T1 - F2).

If F = 1 m2, then

,Q, 1.38.1..15=205 kCal
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In ordur to cool IS Z of the solution, the following heat quantity
must be removed.

),- maT== V), 1 15-- '22"j lC' I

In order to remove this quantity of heat it is necessary that

P1 = 2.8 kg of salt j
Ihe quantity of heat which is transmitted each hour to the vessel

.'om the semiconductor pile and as a result of heat cxchange with the
,irrounding "medium isz

QQ. fQ,-=2o.5 -15= - iw kCaI

In order to provide for the removal of this heat, with a solution

temperature increase of not more thun 2', each hour a charge is requi red
which equals

p;2 = 0.44 kg of salt

Thus iii the course of 0 hours, 5.1 kg. of salt is required for
sLable operation of the semiconductor thermopile. The calculation shown
is correct for short (2 m), well insulated hose-, which connect the
thermopile with the vessel containing the solution. When it is necessary
to move the vessel containing the solution a great distance from the
thermopile, then heat exchange between the hoses and the surrounding
medium must be taken into consideration.

An evaluation was made of the temperature drop on rubber-canvas
hoses (2.5 m in length, at a water flow rate cf 1 1/m), which were
located in chamber with 100% hLuidity and under an environmental tempera-
ture of 25'. The temperature drop was 1', which corresponds to a heat
flux of 60 kCal/h. Thus in order to provide for the successful operation
of a thermo-cooling device employing rubber-canvas hoses 5 m in length,
it would be necessary to provide an additional charge each hour of 0.75 kg
of salt.
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Tlo provide for a temperature reduction at the hot junction of the
thermiopile with the parameters previously indicated, for 6 hours of
operation it is flecP::ar)y LO provide

)~9M-+7A'i~kg of amnmonium nitrate.

Ihe tempcratui~c change of thc ammoniuxn nitrate solution with time for
for a volume of 400 cin inii ticli the heat output is 3 kCai/h, is shown
in Figure 48. A charge consisting of the regular portion of salt was
added eacti hour.

Charcqe, q
13 Ii r 13 ly 13

iC

0 I 2 3 4 S 6
hours

Figure '~Temperature change
of the ammionium nitrate
solution with time (with a
solution volume of 400 cm3,
and a released heat output
of 3 kCal/h).
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CHAPTER V111

Power Supplies for Thermoelectric Cooling Devices

Since the input for thermoelectric cooling devices requires a

direct current at relatively high intersity at low voltago, the problems

of the selectiec of a corresponding power supply acquires considerabie
significance. Depending on the specific operating conditions of a

thermoelectric device, rectifiers, storage batteries, current converters
and thermoelectric generators may be employed as a source of current.

1. Rectifiers

Under stationary opera*ing conditions it is most advantageous to

supply a thermoelectric device from a rectifier. Not withstanding the

required direct current at high intensity, the power required by a

thermoelectric cooling device from the power supply is not high and

usually does not exceed several dozen watts, although usually only a

few watts are required. In this connection a suitable rectifier will

be small and relatively simple in design. As a rule, rectifiers for the

supply of thermoelectric devices are connected in a full-wave configura-
tion, as a result of which direct current with a 67% ripple is obtained
at the output. The maximum reduction of direct-current ripple is a most

important circumstance, since the presence of an alternating component
will lead to the release of Joule heat at the thermopile, which reduces

the cooling effect.

The dependence of the temperature drop at the thermoelement on the

ripple value of the supply current is shown in Figure 49.

The achievement of the required rectified current stabilization is

a rather complex problem, since in this case we must deal with high

intensity currents at low voltage, which practically eliminates the usage

of capacitive filters. Therefore filtering of the rectified current is,

as a rule, accomplished with an inductive filter, i.e., with a choke.
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Figure 49. The dependence of the
temperature drop (.tT) at the
thermoelement on the ripple
value (-) of the supply current.

Since all of the relationships shown previously which characterize
the operation of a thermoelectric cooling device referred to a case of
current supply with a pure direct current, we shall examine the influence
of an alternating component in the current supply on the operation of
the thermopile. Two phenomena will occur in supplying a thermopile with
rectified current in which an alternating component is present. These
include Joule heat, wh-ich is proportional to the rms value of the
alternating current componnt, and Peltier heat absorption, which is
proportional to the average value of the direct-current component of
the supply .

These two values are related to each other by the so-called form
factor F, which is defined as the ratio of the rms value of the alternating
component I to the average value of the direct-current component ldc'

i.e.,

I
i-ms

'dc

It is apparent that a form factor which is not unity will reduce

the thernoelectro.otive Forcc value a to 2. In agreement with this, in

all relationships wh ch characterize the operation of the thermoelectric
pile, i.e. in terms which take Joule heat into consideration we must

introduce the rms current value, and in terms which define Peltier heat,
we must write the average value of the dirt.ct-current component

I

dc= F
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It is not difficult to show that the basic parameters of a thermo-

electric pile which is supplied by a current having an alternating
component will differ from these same parameters in the case of a
direct-current pile supply by the value 1 or F2 . If we designate the
parameters of a thermopile supplied by a current with an alternating
component by an asterisk, then the relationship of these parameters
to those of a thermopile supplied by a direct current will have the
following form:

a) for a maximum temperature drop

b) for the current under a condition of maximum refrigerating
capacity

LI for the current involving a condition under a maximum coefficient
of performance

F;

d) for a condition of maximum refrigerating capacity

,I T

aT

Basic parameter dependencies of a thermoelectric pile on the value

of the form factor are shown graphically in Figure SO.

It is apparent from the curves shown, that for the small temperature
differences which exist in a number of cases involving the use of
low-current therraopiles, the influence of the form factor does not
seriously affect the basic parameters. ilowever when it is necessary
to obtain maximum possible temperature differences, the form factor has
a very significant influence on the operation of tthe thermopile.
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In this connection a rectifier intended for the supply of a low-current
thennopile may have a ripple of 20-26'. at the output. In a case
involving the supply of heavy-current thermopiles, the rectified current
ripple ratio must be reduced to a minimum and may not exceed 5-7%.

I L

'0 Ii y? I 1. 16 tf

Figure 50. Optimum current values
under a condition of maximum

coefficient of performance
(), under a condition of
maximum refrigerating capacity

(Q) and at temperature drop
(nTma ) as a function of

form factor (F).

A no less important circumstance is the correc choice of rectifiers,
since in order to achieve a high rectifier cfficiency, the forward
voltage drop across the rectifier must be comparatively small. High-
current germanium diodes arc considered to be the most suitable for the
indicated purpose.

Domcstic industry produces germanium high-current diodes in current
ranges from I to 1,000 a and at voltages from iS to 200 v (depending on
clasai). The forward voltage drop for germanium rectifiers lies in the
ranges fron O.lo to 0.22 v for group A and 0.5 v for group Ye. Depending
on the cooling conditions involved, rectifiers are divided into types
VG, which includes natural or forced air cooling and VGV, which includes
water cooling. Germanium rectifiers operate at extremely high current
deasities, reaching 100 a/cm 2 whereas selenium and copper-oxide rectifiers
operate at forward current densities of 0.03-0.1 a/cm-. Such operating
current densities have permitted the fabrication of geraanium rectifiers
of small size and low weight. For example, the specific volume of a
germanium rectifier equals 0.02-0.2 cm3/w, which is 50-100 times smaller
than the corresponding figure for a selenium rectifier. Differences in
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specific mass for germanium an.J selenium rectifiers are just as signifi-
cant (0.02-0.2 g/i. and 0.4-S g/w, respectively). The low forward
voltage drop across the rectifier, which is an important characteristic,
falls within the range of 0.16 to 0.5 v, in agreement with the rectifier
classification characteristic. The efficiency of a germanium rectifier
approaches 98%..

In so far as the shortcomings of high-current germanium rectifiers
are concerned, we must consider the low overload capability. In this
connection thle operating temperature of a germanium rectifier must not
exceed S0*. The basic data tor high-current germanium rectifiers are
shown in Table 7.

Table 7

The Basic Parameters of High-Current Germanium Rectifiers
(GOST [All-Union State Standard) 10662-63)

0 * -

M~ '..- E' 0 3M

0J MJ > LIIO ML 0

0 0EI1 0
C 0 C ~ evL 0I

0 ) 0 O0 0~- 0~- >U)W
S Z U Z > L (a > >

3o ' j.1'6I Natural air
VG- 10- Xi cooling

V

V a I,) It-- 22I~;~ Forced air

VG O~ 0 ~ '1x rate of5 rn/sec

VGV 5 1 , 16i'-12 -,1 ,n7 7

I . 2 2 ' :it)V 701)3" 31K ! :l 11 i

NOTE. Values given in this table fur Lhe forward voltage and the inverse
current were measured at an ambient ai r temperature of 200: for rectif iers
D302 and D305 average values are given which were obtained during measure-
menit in a. half-wave rectifier circuit;for rectifiers VGlO and VG5O, values
are given which were obtained during a measurement in a direct current
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In recent years high-current silicon rectifiers have been developed
and their mass production has been mastered. The basic advantage of a
silicon rectifier over a germanium rectifier consists of the fact that
the silicon rectifier has a higher operating temperature, extending to
2000. This circumstance permits the employment of silicon rectifiers at
current densities of 300-500 a/cm2 , which is 5 times higher than that for
germanium rectifiers. An important shortcoming of silicon rectifiers is
the fact that the forward voltage drop is almost twice as high as for
germanium rectifiers; this is extremely undesirable in utilizing these
rectifying devices in low voltage rectifiers used to supply thermoelectric
devices. 'The size and weight characteristics of silicon rectifiers are
better than for germanium, a fact which is linked to the small dimensions
of the silicon crystal. In particular, the specific voltme and the
specific mass of a silicon rectifier is only 0.002 cm3/w and 0.01 g/w.
However, due to the small dimensions of the silicon crystal, the overload
capability of the rectifier is lower than for germanium. The basic
characteristics of mass-produced silicon rectifiers are shown in Table 6.
The range of operating temperatures for the rectifiers listed in the
table is -50 to -1250, but the normal rectifier operating temperature
is considered to be 400. With every 10° increase in operating
temperature, the value of the permissible forward current through the
rectifier must be reduced by 10%.

Table 8

The Basic Parameters of High-Current Silicon Rectifiers

Rectifier Normal Nominal Voltage Type of
rectified operating drop in
current, vnltage, t..e forwari cooling

a v direction,
V

D Ii '. Natural air

i. ,IJ cooling

VK-I, .
VK-,,. Forced ai r
V pVK ... " cooling at a
SVK ~i0 ,, - I '-rate of 5 ni/sec

VKV ,,,,

VKV .. ., , Water
VKV. T
VKV .0 ' i
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Ihe comparative parameters of high-current rectifiers of various
types are shown in lable 9.

Table 9

The Comparative Parameters of Various Types of Power Semiconductor Rectifiers

Rectifier type

Parameter Copper- Selenium Germanium Siliconoxide

II

Breakdown voltage, v ._-,... , t'--' ! - o
Nominal voltage (maximum value), v -50, -. 0

Normal forward voltage (specifi- "
ca tion), v 0.4i , . '. - ').' -! .'

Nominal current density (average
va 1 ue ) , a/cm" .. u .

Maximum permissible operating
junction temperature, 'C ;M1 7

Efficiency, I

Specific volume (with cooling),
cm3/w 0 - ,,

Specific mass (with cooling), g/w ,, ic" ...- -u..
Maximum nominal power of I
rectifier, kw 31A

NOTE. For the parameters of domestic semiconductor power rectifiers,
see also GOST 10662-63 and GOST 10765-64.

In those cases when rectifier economy is not a deciding factor,
selenium washers may be employed as rectifiers. It is true that as a
result of the large voltage drop, in comparison with germanium and sili-

con rectifiers, the efficiency of silicon rectifiers equals 70-80'0 in
place of 95-98%0 for germanium rectifiers and 98-99%a for silicon
rectifiers. However, this circumstance is compensated for by the
simplicity, accessibility and inexpensiveness of selenium rectifiers.

It must be noted that as a result of the development of germanium
and silicon power rectifiers in recent years, a reduced amount of
attention has beei devoted to selenium rectifiers. This must be considered
to be incorrect, since in a number of cases the employment of selenium
rectifiers is more advantageous and has a greater economical justifica-
tion than the employment of germanium or silicon rectifiers.
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As an il lustrati on wt, mav cite ain exaimple of the emp wloymetit of
selenium rectifiers in the power supply of a contemporary thermoelectric
refrigeraktor. Pour selenium discs measuring 100 x 100 mm each were
connected in a bridge circ;uit. 1-he rectifier itssembled from these
washers supplied a di rect current of 2S a at a voltage of 3.5 v. In thI-,
case the efficiency of thie rectifier equalled 75,.

S2. Storage Batteries

In a number of cases thermolectric. devices are employed in locations
where anl electrical supply net is lacking or the devices themselves
are not stationary. As an example, we may cite the employment of
microtomic and microscopep stages, microrefrigerators for laboratory
purposes and other devices under field conditions where statonarv
power supplies are lacking. Another group of devices;, for example,
thermoelectric ricrorefrigerators for thle transportation of the sperm
of farm animals, are by their very nature portable devices and, natUrall,
cannot be connected to a stationary source of clectrical energy. In these
cases it is necessary to employ anl independent power supply. Since a
thermoelectric cooling device requires a high current at a low voltage,
storage batteries mat, be empl1oyed as; portable power supplies.

The basic parameters of various types of sturage batteries which
may be employed for this purpose are shown in Tlables 10, Ii and 12.

Table 10

Acid Storage Batteries

Storage bactery Number Nominal Capacity Discharge
tyeof voltage, during a current Weig ht,tyeelements v 10-hour during aL

discharge,10-hr cycie, k
3Q0' an- a

ST-:

:i-ST.; 5

5 T' -'



Table I1I

Alkaline Storage Batteries (Hickel-Cadmium)

Storage Number Nominal Capacity Discharge
battery of voltage, during current Weight,

type elements V 10-hour during kg
d is cha rge 8-hr cycle ,

30' all h

/,NKN I

.).IJKN
~NKNI
,+NKN> Ii ,,-

17-NKN,'

NKN. 2I
NKN.I
*NKN,,
NKN,.

Table 12

The Basic Characteristics of Silver-Zinc Storage Cell15 and Batteries
Overall Weight Nominal Specific 5 min Normal

Typ of dimensions wi th capacity capacity discharge charging

storpe (length, electro- for a for a cu rre n t, current,I
ctorage width, 

1yte, g 10-hour 10-houraa
celltry height) di scharge,discharge,

bteymm ah ah/kg

T s

TIs- I 1 7,7 S

STs-sII" '

STs -, I, 1 l 1 ;6.5I

ST s 1 I Il tIA

sT -12 /i16115 ~ '~

Ts. GO



It Is app:lrctit from 'in cx.aitxlnat iun t the storage batteri es shown in
the tables that the 'lust suitable for purposes of supp lyi g current to
theroeicctric devices arc the -[ lr - nc s torage batterics, ,hi i,
Whi Ic possess tig sMall1 d1Cis i ui, ll low, wei ght, have Si grit ficant
capacity and can furnish high discharge currents. Ihis is particularly
applIi cable to the silver-. inc storago, batteries, in wlhich a parallel
C oRxtict ion u1' the cells rna' he used to obtai an extremely high capa.itv
arnd correspondinglyv high dlscharg- currents. [hts, for cxkainple, storage
battery hSIs-45 with scries-connect.d cells has a capacity of S) al with
adi operating voltagc of 12v ; whereas with paral le I -connected celils, thxis
battu.ry his a capacity of -)oo ;0h, but at a voltage o" 1.3 i.

In a case when a thenneoele-tric refrigerator in an operating cordi-
tion is transported by motor vehicle, the Supplyv may be provided from
the automotive storage battery or fromt an additional storage battery'
which is recharged from the electrical supply system of the motor vehicle.

It is not without interest to note the possibility of employing a
power supply for thermoelectric devices consisting ot galvanic cells.
Naturally, in th _s case a I-time source is involved and as a result
its application must he closelN ::natched to the operating condition of
the thermo-cooling device. Manganese-air-:zinc cels are best employed
to serve as th's type of :ource. The paramneters of several of these
cells, which are mass-produced by industr-.', are shown in lable 13.

Table 13

Tht: Basic Characteristics of Several Manganese-Air-Zinc Cells

nitial character- g

isties at a temp conditions Dimensions, nram
of +200C tions_ _._

Type of w -)
cell eu.~. C wm V

I, *-C •f J -- V--4

i .TVMTs-', ., I [. ..
I.-NVMIS-: 

:  
I I.,: C';;2 , Jo2

j..NVMTs-- I 2 5
i.-NVMTs- .'. 2' ' i,,I,
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3. Current Converters

11n a case when a thermo -cool ing device is supplied frcom a storzge
battern, the operating time is 1imi ted by the value of the capacity of
thle latter. When low currents art: taken fromn tnc storage batter ' , it %.il11

natural ly operate for a longei period of time. tin this conilo et on'
several types of current converters have been developed to supply high--
current therwo-cooling devices from storage batteries. The converter
accepts a di rcct current of low intensity, but at a relatively high
voltage, and converts it into at high intensity current at a low voltage.

The prinicipal design or- one converter is shown in [igure 51 . [His--
device is intended to convert tile energy of direct current at a volrage
of 24 v into direct-cu:,rrent energy' at at voltage of 1.5 v. Theli pri nciple
of operation of the converter is as follows: direct current from the
initial voltoge source (ai storage hatter 'Y) is converted 1,e means of at
geneuratOr ITIio ain alternating current which is; tranlsftormed and di en
recLti fied lby ideans of high-current recti f7ie rs.

-3Vohm I -" (g) I

L< fSB Output

P4

P~ 44 BB

input

Figure 51. The principal design of a converter for
di rect CUrrent.

The converter is asscmih led according to the- des ign of :1 11Th-pdIl
blocking oscillator, loadedl by, a fuill -wlve recti fior. The block ru
oscil11ator employs P41i semi conductor triodes conne'ctfA in PmLi rs IIn
of the two branches. Th'le rectifier design employsz VG-3V-1.7 germal~nium.



diode power rectifiers. Germanium diode VG-10-IS is included in the
input circuit in order to protect the semiconductor triodes from failure
as a result of non-observance of polarity in ci j.ecting the converter
to the storage battery. Current will pass through he diode only if the

initial current source is correctly connected.

The blocking oscillator delivers an alternating voltage with a wave

shape that is almost a square, and with a frequency of approximately

100 hz. In order to eliminate spikes on the leading edge of the voltage

pulses which might lead to destruction of the triodes, and RC-circuit
is employed, which is connected to a special winding of the toroidal
power transformer.

The basic technical parameters of the converter are as follows.

Initial source of direct current Storage battery, 24v

Current drawn from the initial source 3.2 v [sic]

Converter output voltage 1.5 v
Converter output current 40 a

Efficiency 701.
Direct current ripple at the converter output 60 my
Apparatus dimensions (ht wdth -lgth) 140 x 210 - 260 mm
Apparatus weight 6.6 kg

An overall view of the current converter is shown in Figure 52.

S---- . - --

GRAPHICS-
NOT- RxPRODUCIBL.E

Figure 52. An overall view of an industrial
type of direct-current converter.
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In conclusion we must mention the appearance recently of current
converter designs employing -silicon-controlled rectifiers (KUV [SCR])
or, as they are sometimes called theristors. These converters possess
a number of essential advantages over triode converters; in particular,
their efficiency may reach 80-85%.

§4. Thermoelectric Generators

Thermoelectric generators, from which, as is known, a direct current
of high intensity at low voltage may be obtained, may be successfully
employed to supply thermal cooling devices. A difference in temperature
must be maintained between the cold and the hot jurctiois of a thermo-
electric generator for normal operation. In this case the value of the
current obtained from a generator under load is determined by the
relationship

(7 -T)
JIr

where a is tho sum of the thermuelectromotive forces of both arms of the
thermoelement; T1 is the temperature of the hot junctions of the thermo-

element; T0 is the temperature of the cold junctions of the thermoelement;

R is the resistance of the load connected to the thermoelectric generator;
r is the internal resistance of the thermoelement.

The useful power delivered by the thermoelectric generator to the
load equals

(.)"

where

I?

And finally, the efficiency of the thermoelectric generator under
a condition of maximum power delivery, to the load equals
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ST, T,. )

where z is a quantity which characterizes the thermoelectric I~roptrties
of the materials employeJ.

Thus the efficiency of a thermoelectric generator is fully determi-.ed
by the temperature difference at the ends of the thermoelements, by the
value which determines the quality of the materials employed, and by the
ratio of the load resistance to the internal resistance .f the thermo-
electric generator.

For semiconductor materials employed at the present time in thermo-
electric generators (ZnSb + constantan), z = 0.5.10 . deg-.

Under the actual operating conditions of thermoelectric generators,
the temperature of the hot junction does not exceed 400*. With higher
temperatures the process of diffusion of solder intc the -emicond, ctor
materials is accelerated, which in the final analysis shozcens the period
of service of the thermoelectric generator.

With a temperature difference between the hot and cold junctions of
3000, the efficiency of a thermoelectric generator proves to equal 3-5'.

The design'lavout of a thermoelectric ge!,erator which is intended
to supply thermo-cooling devices depends on the electrical parajoeters
required, on the source of heat employed, on the system of hcat removal
and on a series of other initial data.

The common design coupling of a thermoelectric generator with, a
thermo-cooling device, illustratcd in Figure 53, is of some interest.
An overall view of one variation of such a device is shown in Figure 54.
Here thermo-cooling device 1, for example a microrefrigerator for laboratory
purposes, is in contact through hot junctions 2 of thermoelectric pile 3
with heat removal system 4, which is a hollow cylinder through which water
flows after passing through nipple S. On the opposite side, cold junctions
6 of the pile of the thermoelectric generator 7 are connected with the
heat removal system. Heating element 9 is attached from the hot side
of the thermogenerator pile 8. Due to the heating element, the required
temperature difference at the thermoelectric generator is created. A
storage battery, the common electrical supply, or any other source of
electrical energy, either direct or alternating current, may be used
as a source of initial voltage to supply the thermoelectri.. generator
heater. Thus in this case the thermoelectric generator is simultaneously
also a current convertor.
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,577

Figure 53. The diagram of a thermoelectric
generator coupled with a thermoelectric
refri gerator.

K. "

Figure 54. An overall view of a thermo-
electric generator coupled with a
thermoelect.-ic refrigerator.

In the system described, the thermoelectric generator is not only
a source of electrical energy which supplies the pile of the thermoelec-
tric cooling device, it may also be employed for smooth regulation of
the cooling value. In fact, if the value of the current which supplies
the heater of the thermoelectric generator is varied, the temperature on
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the hot junction of the pile will change; the value of the current passing
through the cooling pile will change in conformity with the temperature
change.

Notwithstanding the fact that devices of this type operate with
a very low efficiency, their practical employment in a number of cases
is quite advantageous.

In a case when the established period of service of the thermo-
cooling device is smal), and can be measured in minutes, a flare with
the required burning time may be employed at the heat source for the
thermoelectric generator.
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CHAPTER IX

SEVERAL PROBLEMS IN THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE MANUFACTURE OF
THERMO-COOLING DEVICES

The production technology of thermo-cooling devices encompasses a
number of considerations, the most important of which are described below.
Technological problems in the manufacture of semiconductor materials for
thermopiles are unique and will not he discussed here.

f I. The Manufacture of Thermoelement Arms

Semiconductor alloys possessing electron and hole conductivity
(Bi 2're 3 + Bi2Se3 and BiIe + Sb2 Ie 3), or, as we shall now call them,

n-type and p-type alloys, are produced by the appropriate enterprises in
the form of ingots.

The first operation is the grinding of the ingot in a porcelain
mortar or, for large quantities, in a ball mill, lined with rubber and
equipped with steel balls. After grinding, sifting of the powder obtained
is accomplished with two sieves with mesh sizes of SO and 80. P-type and
n-type alloys are ground and sifted separately, each in its own mill
and with its own sieves. In order to avoid oxidation of the alloys in
the powdery state, they must be preserved in glass bottles with ground
glass stoppers. The quantity of alloy subject to simultaneous grinding
must not exceed a 1 or 2 day requirement for these materials.

The molding of the thermoelement arms ib a very important operation.
The molding conditions for the p-type and n-type alloys are different.
The p-type alloy is molded at a temperature of 410" with a pressure of
8.5 t/cm1 . The pressure must be maintained for a period of S minutes.
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The n-type alloy must be molded at a temperature (f 43S ° , iith a
pressure of 8 t/cm' , arid the pressure must be maintained for 5 mirtutes.
Deviations from the values indicated are permissible %.,ithin the foll wing
ranges: temperature, -So, pressure 40.. t, duration c.f applied pressu.,
±1 minute. The molding is accomplished on a hydrauli. press, in a
special split casting mold, which is shown diagrammatLt ,Oty in
Figure 55. Heating of the casting mold to the requir:-,-, temperatui- is
accomplished by electric heater 1, situated in ring 2 ci the ca-,ing mold.
Die 3 consists of 2 parts machined to the shape of a cone on the outside.
It ii placei in a corresponding conical opening in the ring. It is
usually necessary to accomplish 2-sided molding of the product, and for
this reason 2 punches 4 and S and rubber ring b are employed. Temperature
measurement in the casting mold is accomplished by thermocouple 7.

7- - 3

v; ¢, /.

5 6

Figure 55. The design of a split casting mold
for molding thermoelement arms.

The selection of an appropriate material for the die and the
punches of the casting mold is an important consideration. The fact
is that tellurium, which is a component part of the p-type and n-type
alloys, at molding temperatures interacts with the material of the casting
mold and forms pits which increase with time and which contribute to
the failure of the casting mold. In addition, the material of the die
and the punches must not anneal at operating temperaturf.s and pressures.

Type 3X2B8 chrome-vanadium steel, hardened to Rc = 55-60, is a

material which satisfies all requirements relatively well. lowever, the
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possibility cannot be excluded that several types of heat resistant alloy
steels may prove to be more resistant to the action of the alloy than
3X2B8 steel. We note that an attempt has been made to manufacture dies
and punches for casting molds from corundum (A1203). This material does

not interact at all with the alloys, however, the manufacture of such
casting molds at the present time is associated with a great deal of
technical difficulty.

In 1959, A. N. Voronin and R. V. (rinberg proposed a method of
cold molding of thermoclement arms. [he essence of this method consisted
of conducting the molding process at room temperature, and then the
molded articles were subject to normal annealing in a vacuum in accord-
ance with a special process. In so far as their electrical and thermo-
physical properties are concerned, the articles obtained by the cold
molding methods are better than those obtained in a hot casting mold.
lowever, the cold-molded articles possess reduced mechanical strength,
which must be taken into consideration in apparatus design.

The dependence of the mechanical properties (compression strength)
and the temperature drop at the thermoelement on the pressure value
during th.! molding is shown in Figure 5b.

I,.

6 1-

.. .._____ .. .. _,_, __.', BHN,kg/rnrn
'" z 'i '. 's SH

Figure 56. Temperature difference

( T) and compression strength
according to Brinell (81N) and
Shore (SHN) hardness as a function
of pressure (P) during the molding
of thermoelement arms.

Domestic inductry produces alloys for thermoelements which are
accomplished through cold molding for the p-type arm and by hot molding
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for the n-type arm. 'ht basic properties of industrially-produced thermo-
electric alloys are shown in Table 14.

Table 14

The Nsic Parameters of Industrially-Produ'ed Thermoelectric Alloys.

b)) "' J)

TVU Kh- I n-type 1 I • , -

TVEIKh-2 n-type . $i .
TVDKh- I p-type .... " 1 2 1

NOTF. The thermoelectric alloys listeJ in the table provide a temperature

difference of 52-.6o for a single-stage thermoelement in air under a layer
of %adding at a hot junction temperature of -20' ,

Key: a, Type of alloy; h, Type of conductivity; c, coefficient of electrical
conductivity ., ohm 1.cml; d, coefficient of thermoelectromotive force
, v/deg; e, 12-g; f, molding; p, annealing; h, pressure, t/cm 2; i, time,

minutes: J, temperature, (; k, time, hours; 1, temperature, *C.

After molding, the articles obtained are anisotropic. In the manufact-
ure of' thermoelement arms, sometimes briquettes of large dimensions are
molded, which are then cut into pieces of the required size. In this conn-
ection it is necessary to follow the following rules: the direction of the
passage of the electrical current through the thermoelerent must be perpend-
icular to the direction of the molding. The cutting of the briquette-stock
is accomplished on a special machine tool with thin abrasive vulcanite-
bonded disks. The thickness of the disks employed is 0.2 mm.

Numerous experiments have been conducted in the manufacture of thermo-
element arms by the casting method with directional crystallization and
pulling of arms from the melt. Specimens obtained in this manner possess
high thermophysical and electrical properties, but the processes of cast-
ing with direct crystallization and pulling from the melt have thus far
proved to be low in productivity. After appropriate improvement and the
creation of a high-output apparatus, these methods of manufacturing thermo-
element arms will prove to be more effective. This is also apparent be-
cause thermoelements of this type have a higher figure of merit, which
reaches a value of 3,0-10-3 deg -1 for the p-type arm and 2.8.-f deg-1
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for the n-type arm. "I'lius for the commutated thermoelement, z proved to
equal, on the average, 2.810- 3 deg -1. Such thermoeleents prove in one
stage a temperatu , difference of 63-65 (with a hot junction temperature
of 200).

92. The T'nning of Thermoulement Arms

The connecting together of the thermoelements and is a part of this
process. the tinning of the arms, is one of the m.ost important processes
in the technology of the manufacture of thermo-cooling devices.

As we have pointed out previously, the thermoelement figure of merit
is defined by the value

In this equation only the specific resistance (p) of the arm
material is taken into consideration, and it is assumed that all the
remaining resistance in the thermoclemert circuit is infinitely small.
In actual practice the resistance of the junction contacts between the

semiconductor and the connecting plates of the cold and hot junctions
must be added to the characteristic res'stance of the thermoelement arms.
It is not difficult to show that in this case the figure of merit of a
practical thermoelement will be deternined by the ratio

-1---

where r0 is the semiconductor contact resistance with the connecting plate
09

having an area of 1 cm-; and Z is the length of the thermoelement arm.,, cm.

It is apparent from the ratio shown that the contact resistance
decreases the value of the thernoelemnent figure of merit, and thus causes

the operiting parameters of the device to deteriorate.

"herefore, one of the basic tasks in the technique of therr.electric
cooling is the search for methods of connecting the semiconductor with
the connecting plates w'iile maintaining sufficiently small junctioti
resistances. Elementary calculations reveal that the value of the
specific junction resistance must be 4 10 - ohmcm. This condition
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may be satisfied by direct soldering of the connecting plates to the
thermoelement arms. However, as is known, the process of soldering is
always accompanied by diffusion of the solder into the material of the
parts joined together. While during the soldering of ordinary materials
this diffusion only increases the mechanical strength of the solder
joint, in the case of soldering semiconductors even minute penetration
of the solder into the basic material of the semiconductor may cause a
radical change in the properties of the latter. On the other hand, in
order to obtain mechanical strength of the solder joint, it is necessary
to permit solder diffusion into the semiconductor.

The solution to this problem lies in the search for appropriate
sc .,'rs, which must satisfy the following basic requirements: 1) the
so r must not unite with the material of the semiconductor to form
L:, ,pounds which possess high ohmic resistance; 2) in penetrating the
semiconductor, the solder must not change its electrical, mechanical
and thermal properties; 3) the solder must have a melting point not
higher than 450; 4) in a melted state the solder must serve as a good
semiconductor wetting agent; 5) at the melting point the solder must be
fluid; 6) and the solder must display a small temperature difference
between the points of initiation and termination of melting (a small
difference between the liquidus and solidus lines); 7) the solder must
possess the required mechanical strength.

It is quite clear that to select a solder which possesses all of
the requirements enumerated is quite difficult. However, a solder based
on bismuth has properties which are sufficiently close to those required.
The composition and melting point of those solders which particularly
recommend themselves in practice are shown in Table 15.

Table 15

The Composition and Properties of Solders for Semiconductor
Tinning

Solder composition Melting point, Semiconductor
(% by weight) 0C adhesion

Satisfactory
* j1'ti 271 Excel lent

7-I6. Good
51H -+- ,, 255 Good
01 - . -l 2.4xcel lent

.01hi -T-.o - 3"XCe t lent
Ohll 4" 2ilS-, 40



The applica'ion of a layer of solder to the facial surfaces of the
thermoelement arms is effected with an electrical soldering iron, equipped
with a head of pure nickel. The employment of a nickel rather than a
copper iron is dictated by the fact that copper dissolves in solder,
which penetrates the semiconductor and forms tellurium compounds with
the latter, which possess high resistance. The temperature of the iron
must be 20-300 higher than the melting point of the solder employed.
Higher soldering iron heat is not permissible.

While soldering it is necessary to employ flux in order to insure
that the surface of the semiconductor is well wetted. Soldering flux
for thermoelement arms must fulfill the following requirements: 1) it
must have a melting point considerably lower than the melting point of
the solder; 2) in a liquid state it must thoroughly wet the semiconductor
surface; 3) in a liquid state it must possess neutral or weakly restoring
effects; 4) it must not react wit'. solder and with the semiconductor;
S) it must be easily removed after soldering. Pure stearic acid, which
is usually employed as a flux, satisfies the properties listed when
bismuth-tin solders are used.

In using bismuth-antimony solders, which have a higher melting point,
it is best to employ a flux consisting of 20'0 sal ammoniac.(NH 4Cl) mixed
with glycerin.

Experiments have been conducted in tinning arms with an ultrasonic
soldering iron. These tests did not yield positive results since the
semiconductor, being relatively soft, suffered surface destruction under
the influence of ultrasonic cavitation, which interfered with the bond
between the solder and the semiconductor.

Tests were conducted in the preliminary preparation of the semi-
conductor surface for soldering by means of a galvanic deposit of a
thin layer of nickel or iron. The results obtained with this method
reveal a lack of junction resistances at the places coated. However,
the practical realization of this connection method is associated with
a great deal of technical difficulty.

In tinning a semiconductor with pure bismuth or with bismuth solders,
the solder layer usually must have a thickness of 0.2-0.3 mm. This is
required in order to create a distinctive buffer layer which must sepa-ate
the semiconductor and the connecting plate, since their coefficient of
layer expansion differ greatly. If no buffer layer were present, the
influence of frequent temperature shocks, generated when switching the
thermopile on and off, would cause microcracks in the junction which
would increase the junction resistance and correspondingly reduce the

effectiveness of the thermopile.
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53. Thermopile Connections

Thermopile connections are part of the process of connecting the
separate, previously tinned thermoelement arms in the thermobattery by
means of so-called connecting plates. As we have pointed out previously,
depending on the chosen design connection of the apparatus, the individual
thennoelements may be connected with each other in series, in parallel,
or in series-parallel. These thermopile connections, just as the tinning
of the thermoelement arms, are very important operations; the parameters
of the completed apparatus depends on the quaiity of their execution.
High-quality connections must satisfy the following basic requirements:

1) rhe valuc of the junction connecting layer must be not more than
10.5 ohm.cm;

2) "T'he connecting plates, by means of which the electrical connec-
tion between the separate arms of the thermoelement is accomplished, must
be manufactured from a material which possesses high electrical conductivity
(copper or aluminum);

3) The connecting plate junction with the semiconductor must possess
sufficient mechanical strength; this requirement is dictated by the fact
that in the process of thermoelement operation significant mechanical
stress is generated within the element which might lead to element
destruction;

4) The chosen method of connection must provide for extended opera-
tion of the apparatus without a change in basic electrical and thermal
technical parameters as a result of connecting plate alloy diffusion
into the semiconductor;

5) After extended storage of the thermo-cooling device, the processes
of recrystallization and dispersed solidification must not occur in the
connecting layer, since they might lead to a deterioration in the quality
of the connections;

6) The selected connection method must be sufficiently perfected for
production so that method execution may be achieved by workers of average
qualifications.

In recent times many thermoelectric pile connection methods have
been tested; however, the highest quality method proved to be that of
direct soldering of the connecting plates to previously tinned thermo-
element arms with low melting-point and soft solders. The composition
and melting points of solders employed for thermoelectric pile connections
are shown in Table 16.
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Table 16

The Composition and Melting Point of Connecting
Soidors

lb Jf C )Ilaarsi iin aoa

... :, 2- , 12,.5 1 r IWgod'j all y
, 7 I-I iI LlpRwitz alloy

. -- Lichtenberg's alloy
i,, .T 2 I , - --

1 .i I --- --
. . ... ---- I ITz-+

" ""Tserobeyzl
:" : .1. : A- l - IRose s a Io

I

Key: a, Melting point, *C; b, alloy composition
(% by weight); c, name of the alloy; d, bismuth;
e, lead; f, tin; g, cadmium

The wide range in melting points of connecting solders is due to
the fact that in the numoer of specific cases, depending on the conditions
of operation of a thermoelectric cooling device, the thermoelectric
pile operates under various temperature conditions. In addition, in
several multi-stage thermopile designs the individual stages are coniected
with solders of various melting points for convenience in assembly.

Basically the connection process is accomplished with the usual
electrical soldering iron with a copper head, previously tinned with a
thin layer of tin. The head temperature of the iron must not exceed the
melting point of the solder by more than 10-20'. Otherwise an intensive
diffusion occurs from the connecting solder into the solder with which
the semiconductor was tinned, and as a result junction resistance is
sharply increased.

1"Translated from the Russian. This is a possible trade name for a
metal alloy."
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Pure stearic acid is usually employed as a flux during the connection
process.

Due to the fact that the process of ther;,,opile connection is
relatively time consuming, work involving the mechan'zation of this
operation deserves attention. Thus, for example, I. L. Gerlovin
developed the method of so-called simultaneous thermopile connections.
The essence of this method consisted of the following: the copper
connecting plates were tinned by immersion with a thin layer of connecting
alloY, consisting of 70% Bi and 30% Sn, which had a melting point of 1700.
The thermoelement arms were not tinned, but merely cleaned with fine
emery cloth at the soldering areas. Then the thermoelement arms and the
tinned plates were placed in a special device in which they were pressed
against each other by means of a spring.

The soldering process was carried out strictly by means of immersing
the device in stearic acid, which was heated to a temperature of 25-30 °

higher than the melting point of the solder with which the connecting
plates had been tinned. The length of time that the device was maintained
at the established temperature depended on a number of factors, but
usually did not exceed 5 minutes. The quality of the connections using
the method described depended on the value of the pressure pressing the
connecting plates to the semiconductors. The best results were obtained
with pressures from 0.75 to I kg/cm

The junction resistance in thermoelement specimens, prepared by the
simultaneous connection method, was sufficiently low and was 1.42.l0b-

ohmncm for the p-arm and 0.8610 -5 ohmcm for the n-type arm.

However it must be noted that the method of simultaneous connections
thus far may be employed only in those cases whcn a thermoelement or
a simple thermopile represents a constructively finished sub-assembly,
which in a finished form is assembled in an apparatus. In the majority
of cases a thermoelectric pile is an integral construction element of
the device and its connection by the method described might present
certain difficulties.

Quality control of the connections in an individual thermopile or
a finished device is most easily accomplished by means of measuring the
voltage drop on individual thermoelements. During the passage of the
rated design current through a properly constructed thermoelement, the
voltage drop across the element must lie in the range of 70-85 my. The
voltage drop on the p-arm must be 30-35 my, and on the n-arm, 45-50 my.

It must be stipulated that the indicated value of normal voltage
drops on a thermoelement depends on the electrical conductivity of the
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material utilized and on the thermoelement temperature. Therefore, for
a more exact determination of the value of the voltage drop, we must make
use of the equations presented in Part I, Chapter 1. In any case, the
value of the voltage drop on scparatc arms or thermoelements of a thermo-
electric pile must not differ by more than .+S%. A voltage drop which
exceeds the specified limit indicates a low-quality connection. A
significant increase in the voltage drop on a thermoclement indicates
a defective connection as a result of thermostresses or mechanical
damage. A decrease in the voltage drop below the standard amount indi-
cates the presence of a short circuit in the pile, which is usually the
result of excess solder on the semiconductor.

§4. Other Technological Considerations

In a number of designs of thermo-cooling devices aluminum is employed
instead of copper with the aim of decreasing the weight and of replacing
scarce materials. Wben such a substitution is made, it is necessary to
take into consideration that the coefficient of heat conductivity for
aluminum is 2 times higher than the coefficient for copper. In this
connection type "A-O" or "A-O0" aluminum must be employed as the construc-
tion material for the manufacture of heat transfer sub-assemblies and
parts in thermo-cooling devices.

In employing aluminum in heat transfer systems, the necessity often
arises to provide for a heat and electrical junction from alumin n to
copper. This type of junction may be provided by one of the following
methods:

1) by direct soldering of the copper part to the aluminum with pure
tin with the application of 34-A standard flux;

1

2) by electroplating (the Schoop process) aluminum in places subject
to soldering with zinc, iron, nickel or other metals with subsequent
soldering to the metallized layer of the copper parts with any solder;

3) by galvanically coating the aluminum with nickel with subsequent
soldering of the copper parts to this layer with soft solders.

A high grade nickel coating on aluminum may be obtained in accordance
with the following procedure:

1The composition of 34-A flux is as follows: lithium chloride 35%,
potassium floride 12%, zinc chloride 15%, potassium chloride 38%.
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1) degassing of rluminum in a bath with the composition: 25 g/l
Na2 CO3 *loll20, 25 g/l Na3 PO4 *121120, with a solation temperature of 00-80 ° ,

and a degassing time of 1-3 minutes;

2) a careful washing in water;

3) pickling in a 20-25% solution of 1,1,0,4 at a temperatue of 85-90*

for 2-5 minutes;

4) washing in running water;

5) the application of a zinc film in a solution of 400-500 g/l
NaOIl, SO-IOU g/1 ZnO, with a solution temperature of 20-30, and a
processing time of 0.5-1 minute;

b) washing in running water;

7) removal of zinc film in a 50% solution of lHNO.3;

8) washing in running water;

9) repetition of the application of the zinc film;

10) washing in running water;

11) nickel plating in a solution of the following composition:95 g/l NiSO4, 95 g/l NaS2 S4, 18 g/l NII4 Cl, 15 g/1 113B03, with an electro-

lyte temperature of 21-27, and a current density of 1-4 a/dm.

The nickel coating obtained in the manner described is exceptionally
well bonded to the aluminum, which permits multi-stage soldering to it
with soft solders.

When joining aJuminum with other metals, it is necessary to keep
in mind the electrochemical potentials of both metals. If this circum-
stance is not considered, the joined area, under the influence of
moisture from the surrounding air, will be subject to corrosion. In
order to prevent moisture penetration to the contact areas of aluminum
with other metals, these areas are sealed with epoxy resin.

In order to create an eiectrically insulated heat junction in some
devices, oxidized aluminum or oxidized copper parts are employed. Here
we shall show the oxidizing processes and the formula for the baths.
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Oxidization of aluminum

Electrolyte 200 g H2o4, density

1.84 and 1000 g H20

Anode Al umi num

Cathudc Lead

Voltage 8-12 v

Current density 10-20 a/dm 2

Duration of the process 20-25 minutes

Electrolyte temperature 5-10'

Oxidization of copper

Electrolyte 100 g NaOH in 1000 g H20 

Anode Copper

Cathode I ron

Ratio of cathode area to an(.-, area 5:1

Voltage 8-10 v

Current density 0.5 a/dm
2

Duration of the process* 20-30 minutes

Electrolyte temperature 80-o9o

Epoxy compounds are widely employed in the technique of creating
thermoelectric cooling devices. Of the large nanber of compounds, the
most suitable proved to be a compound which polymerizes at room tempera-
ture, and a thermoreactive compound which requires heat for polymerization.
The following is the formula for their preparation.

I. ED-6 epoxy resin 100% by weight
Polyethylene polymine 14% by weight
Dibutyl phthalate 25% by weight
Polymerization temperature room temperature
Complete polymerization time 24 hours

II. Phthalic anhydride 35% by weight
Dibutyl phthalate 15% by weight
ED-6 resin 100% by weight
Polymerization temperature 160-1800
Polymerization time 2 hours
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The manufacturing process of a thermo-cooling device is associated

with the carrying out of a number of technical-chemical operations.

The basic formulas arc shown below.

1) Smooth etching of soft steel and nickel. One part by volume of
it2so4 (1,84) and 5 parts by volume by water at temperature T = 800.

Vigorous washing is accomplished after the etching period.

2) Vigorous matte etching of soft steel and nickel. One part by
volume of IINO 3 (1.4) and 1 part by volume of 112 So 4 (1.84) at temperature

T a 20-30 for S seconds. Drying is accomplished in a thermostatic
chamber after washing in running water.

3. Etching of constantan. One part by volume of it 2 S0 4 (1.84) and

9 parts by volume of water at temperature T = 600. Washing is accomplished
in running water, and in methyl alcohol, after which drawing is accom-
plished in a current of warm air.

4, Etching of high-chromium steel. One part by . )lume of lc 1(1.19)
and one part by volume of water at temperature T = 600. Washing is
accomplished in running water, and drying in dry air.

5. Matte etching of copper and its alloys. One part by volume of
1NO3 (1.4), 2 parts by volume of I1,SO4 (1.84) and 7 parts by volume of

water at temperature T = 70* for a period of 1-4 minutes. Drying is
accomplished after washing in warm water.

6. Bright etching of copper and its alloys. 7.5 g NaCZ, 7.5 g NaINO 3 ,

375 ml IINO 3 (1.4), 375 il H.,SO 4 (1.84) and 700 mZ of water at temperature

T = 25' for approximately 1.5 minutes. Drying in a thermostatic chamber
is accomplished after vigorous washing in water and ethyl alcohol.

7. Scouring of copper oxide (CuO) from the surface of copper and
copper junctions. The mixture is a solution of FeSO 4 and a 5% solution

of ilzSO4 .

A. Mitto .t,.hing of tungsten. One hundred fifty g K3Fe(Cn) 6, 1,000 g

NaOII and 5 1 of water at temperature T = 70* for a duration of 0.5 to 2
hours. Washing is accomplished in warm water, then a rapid wash in
IICI (1:2), the washing in water is repeated and drying is accomplished
in warm air.
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9. Matte etching of molybdenum and nickel. One hundred parts by
volume of 112504 (1.84) and 20 parts by volume of IINO (1.4) at tempera-

ture I = 80° .

10. Smooth etching of molybdenum, tantalum, and columbium. Nine
parts by volume of KOI and I part by volume of NaNO 2. Fuse the salts

in an iron crucible, followed by quick etching (not longer than 1 second)
of the parts in this melt, rapid washing in boiling water, and washing
in running water and ethyl alcohol. Drying is accomplished in warm air.

11. Smootil etching of tungsten. Etching is accomplished in fused
NaNO,; t.e remainder of the process is the same as in formula 10.

12. Electrocheinical degreasing and etching of all metals and alloys.
A bath with the solution 6 parts by weight of NaOll, 2 parts by weight of
NaCN, 2 parts by weight of KCO3 , 0.8 parts by weight of water glass,

100 parts by weight of water at a temperature T = 250 for 1-2 minutes;
the parts are on the cathode, the anodes are steel, the voltage is 6-10 v,
current density 4-8 a/dm2 . Drying is accomplished after careful washing.

13. Bright electrolytic etching of tungsten in molybdenum. Two
hundred g NaOII, 30 g Na2SO4 .10 1120 and I Z of water. Alternating current

is employed at a voltage of 20-30 v. The electrodes are of nickel.
Duration of the etching is 10-20 seconds at temperature T = 250. The
bath is switched to direct current at a voltage of 25-40 v; the parts
are on the anode, and etching duration is 5-10 seconds. Washing is
accomplished in running water, rinsing in HC (1:1), then washing in
running water, and drying in a current of warm air.

14. Bright clectrochemical etching of nickel, its alloys and high-
chrome steel. Five hundred g It3 PO4 (1.7), 250 g 112so4 (1.81) and 25 g

water at temperature T = 25 ° for a duration of 10-30 seconds. Vigorous
scouring. The voltage is 15-30 v, current density- 400 a/dm 2 , the
parts are on the anode, and the cathodes are steel. Drying is accom-
plished in a thermostatic chamber after washing in running water for
2-3 hours.

15. Bright electrochemical etching of copper and its alloys. The
bath is H 3PO4 (1.7) at temperature T = 250, while etching duration is

10-30 seconds; the parts are on the anode, the cathodes are steel, the
voltage is- 30 v, current density is 80 a/dM 2 . Drying is accomplished
in a current of dry air aftei careful washing in distilled water and
ethyl alcohol.
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lb. liectropolishing of steel, nickel, and nickel platings on
aluminum alloys. The bath is 750 ml IfP )4  (1.7), 150 mt IISO4  (1.84),

100 g C) ,

When the temperature T bO-8 0', the current density for steel is
30-40 a/din2 , for nickel, 25-35 a/din for a duration of 1-3 minutes; for
aluminum alloys, 20-30 a/dmin for a duration of 5 minutes.

17. Chemical blackening of copper. begreasing and etching in IIN(9

of copper parts suspended in a bath of the following composition:
15 g K2S 20 8 (potassium persulfate), SO g NaOII, 1 Z of water (distilled).

The solution temperature is bO-b3. Blackening time is 5 minutes. During
the blackening process the parts are turned in the solution in order to
remove air bubbles which settle on them. After blackening the parts,
they are washed, dried and rubbed with a clean soft cloth.

18. Chemical blackening of brass. Degreasing and etching in lINe 3

of tht parts which are suspended in a bath of the following composition:
7.5 g K,0 8 , 52 g NaOll, I Z of water (distilled). The solution tempera-

ture is bO-b65. Blackening time is 15-20 minutes.

19. Chemical oxidization of brass to a black color. Degreasing and
etching of brass parts for 15-20 minutes while they .ire immersed in a
solution as follows: 125 g CuCO 3.Cu(0II) (basic cpper carbonate),

35S mZ NIIIl (251 solution), 1 Z of water. The solution temperature is

18-20o .

20. Surface coating, i.e. obtaining by electrochemical means thick,

non-transparent oxide films or aluminum gives the coated article an
enameled appearance. This is employed as an electrically-insulating
and decorative covering. The covering possesses significant thermal
stability and high mechanical properties. This technique of surface
coating consists of the following: polished, degreased and washed
aluminum parts placed on hangers of pure aluminum and submerged in a
bath of the following composition: 30 g/1 CrO3 , 1-2 g/1 H3BO3. The

electrolyte temperature is 45 ± 30, the voltage is 40-80 v, and current
density is 0,4-1 a/dn.. The oxidization duration is 1 hour. The part
undergoing oxidization forms the anode. The cathode is a stainless
steel plate. The process of surface coating is conducted in the following
sequence. The articles are hung on the anode rod with no current flowing,
then during the course of 5 minutes, the voltage is raised smoothly to
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a value of not more than 40 v, and the bath is maintained at this voltage
for 30 minutes. Under these conditions the current density must be 0.4-
0.S a/din . Then the voltage is increased to a value of 80 v and maintained
at this value for 30 minutes. Here t'e current density must be 1 a/din2.
After coating of the surfaces , the parts are washed and the oxide film
obtained is fixed by means of boiling in water for 30 minutes. In the
case of future neccssity, the film coating may be painted any color in
ater solutions of organic dyes.

In order tu mcasure the temperature on the operating surface or in
the chamber of the majority of "chcrmal-cooling devices, 'the MWl-16 or
other types of sending units are omployed. In order to provide a reliable
thermocontact between the cooled or the heated surface and the micro-
thermistor, the latter is sheathed with a silver or copper amalgam.
These amalgams possess excellent heat conductivity and high mechanical
properties. The single disadvantage of utilizing an amalgam is the
scaled nature of the junction, as a result of which extraction of the
sheathed microthermistor without damaging it is not possible. Both silver
and copper amalgams are mass-produced by industry as dental material.

The following are amalgim formulas.

Silver amalgam. Three-four parts by volume of silver alloy are placed
in a mortar and in the course c, several minutes are ground until a fine
powder is obtained. Then 1 1;art by volume of mercury is added and the
mixture is stirred until a uniform paste-like mass is obtained. After the
amalgam is obtained it is placed in a cheesecloth and excess mercury,
which has not combined with the silver, is squeezed out. The thermistor
to be covered is placed in a shallow opening which is filled with the
amalgam and sealed over. Full hardening of the silver amalgam occurs in
6-8 hours.

Copper amalgam is prepared in the following manner. Depending on
requirement, one or more plates of the amalgam are placed in a metallic
spoon and heated over a low flame until drops of emerging mercury appear.
After the appearance of the mercury, the plates are placed in a mortar
and ground until a uniform plastic mass is obtained. The surplus mercury
is pressed out in a cheesecloth. After this the amalgam is ready for
use. If part of the prepared amalgam hardens, it m.y be returned to the
plastic state by repeated heating. Complete hardening time for the
copper amalgam is 2-3 hours. Copper amalgam, just as the silver, forms
a connection which cannot be disassembled.
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PART III. THERMOELECTRIC COOLING IN PRACTICE

CHAPTER X

HIiGH-VACUL'I COLLECTORS WITH THIEROELECTRIC COOLING

SI. Purpose

Contemporary vacuum technology in the majority of cases deals with
devices and installations in which the operating pressure reaches 10 -6 -

10 - mm jIg. Such pressures, as a rule, are created by means of diffusion
vapor-jet pun'ps, in which the gases subject to evacuation are diffused
in a jet uf vapors of the pump working fluid. Subsequently, upon conden-
sation ot the v~pors, these gases are freed and are evacuated by a pre-
evacuation p4-:.-. Mercury is employed as a working fluid in diffusion
pumps (in mercury-vapor pumps)' or special oils with a high molecular

weight (M = 250-550) and low vapor pressure (in diffusion oil vapor pumps)
may be employed. Specific types of mineral oils (na,.' hene types) may
be employed as working fluids in oil vapor pumps, including organic
oils (for example, the ethers of several organic acids), or, finally,
synthetic organic oils and silicones (and polysilicones).

VM-l vacuum oil is widely employed in the domestic vacuum industry.

These oils represent heavy fractions of vaseline oil, obtained as a result

of vacuum distillation.

'At the present time mercury vapor-jet pi.nps are seldom emp]oyed,

-nd then in special areas of vacuum technology (in the evacuation of
mass-spectrometers, and of mercury gas-discharge devices). Therefore,

subsequent descriptions ,ill pertiin basically to oil diffusion pumps.
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It has been establishcd from the usage of high-vacutm evacuation
devices that the basic factor which establishes the pressure reduction
limit in an evacuated space is the vapor pressure of the working fluid
utilized in the pump. Ordinary oils employed in oil vapor pumps permit
the attainment of an ultimate vacuum of 2-3.10 -b mm 11g. Further pressure
reduction is not possible due to the presence in the high-vacuum part
of the system of so-called residual vapors.

The main source of residual vapors which impair the vacuum is the
vapor-jct pump, from which "streams" of oil, reaching 10-3 mg/cm 2.h,
are emitted. In addition, the %alls of the vacuum chamber and the parts
distributed within the chamber, and also products released as a result
of operations accomplished within the chamber may be a source of residual
vapors.

In addition to impairing the vacuum, the presence of residual
oil vapors seriously impairs the operation of a number of vacuum devices.
In addition, in elementary particle accelerators, the presence of oil
vapors causes a diffused scattering of the beam, contaminates sources,
and is also a reason for the appearance of electrical breakdowns. In
precision vacuum metallurg; oil vapors contaminate the product obtained.
Powerful tube-equipped oscillators in the very short wave and microwave
bands, operating under a constant vacuum, fail to operate when oil vapors
strike them. If even an insignificant quantity of oil vapors strikes
the oxidized cathodes in electro-vacuum devices, the loss of cathode
emission capability will occur. In electron-ray devices (electron-
optical converters, photoelectron multipliers, receiving and transmitting
television tubes, etc.), the presence of oil vapors on the light-sensitive
element -- the photocathode or the mosaic -- leads to failure of the
apparatus.

From the examples cited, the urgency of the problem of presenting
the penetration of residual oil vapors from the diffusion pump into ,he
space evacuated is apparent.

One of the basic methods of improving the ultimate vacut'jm and sig-
nificantly reducing the quantity of residual vapors is the supplementary
condensation of oil vapors by means of a cooled collector, which is
situated between the pump and the space evacuated. It should be noted
that the cooled collectors are not independent pump assemblies. While
not influencing the pressure of the majority of gases in vacuum devices,
they condense the vapors and maintain them en their operating surfaces.

Vapor pressure reduction on the condensation surfaces of the collec-
tor is a time function and is characterized by the rate of collector
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operation, which in turn is determined by the vapor condensation rate on
the cooled surfaces. The rate of vapor condensation in a cooled collector

may be determined with a sufficient degree of accuracy from the equation

s L I - L )A,

where S is the collector vapor condensation rate, Zisec; N1 is the molecu-
lar weight of the vapors of the condensing liquid; P1 is the vapor

pressure at the condensation temperature, mm Hg; P2 is the partial

pressure of the condensed vapors (mm lig) at a temperature of 18°; A is
the value of the effective collector condensation surface, cm- .

It is apparent that with an increase in the temperature of the

collector condensation surfaces, value P will approach P2 and when P 2

the vapor condensation rate in the collector will equal zero.

At the present time freon compression machines, or so-called brine
and liquid nitrogen types, are employed to cool high-vacuum collectors.

Among the shortcomings of freon collectors we must consider their

relatively high temperature, and the low efficiency of the system (1-3%),

which occur as a result of high heat losses, since a system consisting
of a compressor and vaporizor is situated outside the collector.

The brine method of refrigeration, based on the temperature
reduction phenomenon in the solution of several salts in water, has not
been widely employed in vacuum technology due to insufficient cooling
of the collector condensation surface (-19') and a large number of
operating inconveniences.

The use of liquid nitrogen, especially in huge vacuum installations
with a large number of powerful pumps, is associated with a nmber of

deficiencies, of which the following are tasic: a large expenditure of

relatively scarce liquid nitrogen, which requires tfe construction of

special and extremely expensive cryogenic stations; the presence of a
complex system of distribution of liquid nitrogen, in which large losses

are unavoidable; the complexity of the control apparatus for the nitrogen
level and the collectors and a number of other factors.

Experience in the use of numerous high-vacuuni installations has

revealed that the application of liquid nitrogen for the cooling of

congealation collectors in a majority of cases is not justified.
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Mass-spectrometric investigations of the quantity of condensed oil
vapors as a function of temperature have revealed that practically com-
plete condensation of residual vapors occurs at a temperature of -40°.
The mass spectrogram, shown in Figure 57, was taken with the aid of an
omegatron which was installed on a type TsVL-I0O oil vapor pump operating
on heavy fractions of vaseline oil. Peaks showing hydrogen, water,
carbon dioxide and a series of hydrocarbon peaks with mass numbers from
43 to 148, which characterize oil vapors and products of their reduction
(cracking) were registered in the mass spectrogram. A louvered type of
collector, tha temperature of which could be changed, was placed between
the omegatron and the pump. With a temperature on the collector conden-
sation surfaces of -40', the intensity of the basic peaks with mass
numbers 57-148 decreased 10-30 times (the shaded areas in Figure 57).
It is natural that at this temperature products with low mass numbers
(2-28) were not frozen out. However, the presence of insignificant
quantities of H2, 1,O and CO in tie residual vapors is not as dangerous

as the presence of heavy hydrocarbons.CD
~A

0

4.,.

o LP

, t Hyd roca rbons

" Mass numbers

F Igure 5 7. The mass spec t rogram of res idua I oi I
vapors passing through the vacuum col lector

f of the louvered type.

The shaded area represents an uncooled collector;
the non-shaded area represents a col lector cooled
to -40° •

The d'ata presented above indicates that in the overwhelming majority
of cases, ,'uoling of the congelation collector to -40-50' completely

satisfies t-te• basic requirements for the operation of high-vacuun systems
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On this basis, the high-vacuum collectors described below with thermo-
electric cooling equipped with 2-stage thermoelectric piles, provide
for a temperature of -50-550 on the condensation surfaces of the second
stage.1 A 3.stage thermopile provides a temperature of -bS to -70 - on
the condensation surfaces of the third stage. However, the complexity
involved in this construction is considered to be unjustified, since the
vapor condensation effect proves to be approximately the same as with
a temperature of -SO.

Oil penetration from the pump to the exhausted space may occur in
two ways: either in the form of residual vapors, which did not condense
in the pump cooling system, or by means of migration of oil in the liquid
state along the internal surfaces of the sides of the vacuum system. If
the residual vapors may be sufficiently and effectively delayed by the
cooled collector, then additional devices are required in order to prevent
the penetration of oil migrating along the walls to the exhausted space.
Many anti-migration devices have been proposed; however, all of these
merely delay the rate of oil migration, and not one of them permitted
the complete elimination of this extremely undesirable phenomenon. All
known anti-migration devices are based on the artificial lengthening of
the oil path by means of creating extended surfaces, or pockeLs, on the
internal sides of the vacuum system of the collector. In some cases these
pockets have the same temperature as the sides, and in other cases they
are artificially cooled by water or liquid nitrogen.

In the development of designs for the thermoelectric cooling of
collectors, a new type of anti-migrator was proposcd which was based on
the utilization of a material which is not wetted by oil.

In addition to non-wettability, the anti-migrator material m,,st
possess low vapor pressure in a vacuum. These conditions are satisfied
by teflon (a crystallized polymer of tetrafluoroethylene).

An anti-migrator manufactured from teflon comprises two rings 1 and
2 (Figure 58), which are tightly fitted inside the collector casing.

The distance between the teflon rings is established by duralumin ring
3. Such a system, which forms a "lock", not only permits extending the
surface of the teflon, but also excludes the possibility of oil vapor
spray on the internal ring surface.

The development of the theory ii practice of thermoelectric cooling

made it possible to create in 1957, for the first time, a high-vacuum
1Both here and subsequently the temperature on the collector conden-

sation surfaces was measured at a pressure of 10-5 mm fig and with a heat
removal water system, temnerature of 16'C.
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cooler with thermoelectric cooling for the SIM-40A oil-vapot pump. In
recent years thermoelectric coolers for all diffusion pumps produced by
domestic industry have been developed.

The mass production of thermoelectric collectors began in 1960.

I6

_____ 3

Figure 58. Diagram of an oil anti-migrator

§2. Thermoelectric Collectors for the Unified Series of Pumps

In the period frcm 1957 to 1964, high-vacuum collectors with thermo-
electric cooling were developed, intended for operation with oil diffusion
pumps of tiie so-called unified series. To this series belong the pumps
with outputs 100 L/sec. (1l-1c); SO0 Z/sec. (l-Sc); 2,000 Z/sec. (11-2T);
5,000 Zi/scc. (11-51); 8,000 "/sec. (H-ST) and 20,000 i/sec. (11-201). A
collector for the pump with an output of 40,000 Z/sec. (11-40T) is now
in the developmental stage.

All collectors of this series indicated have two-stage thermoelectric
piles, the cold collectors of which are the condensation surfaces for the
oil vapors. icat removal from the hot junctions of the thermoelectric
pile in all types of collectors is provided by a flow of water, which is

delivered to the collector in series with the cooling system of the high-
vacuum pump. The spatial distribution of the collectuL condenstion surfaces
forms a "louvered" system, which - provides for a minimum of 2-fold
impingement of oil molecules on the cooled surface. Due to this fact,
the "flight" of the oil through the collector does not exceed 10 - 5 mg/cm2 .h.
In addition, in the choice of the number, shape and relative distr bution
of condensation surfaces, the requirement for minimum reduction in the
evacuation pump rate by the collector was also taken into consideration.
Numerous tests of thernoelectric collectors have revealed that with a

condensation surface temperature on the second stage of -50', the
ultimate vacuum in the evacuated chamber is improved by 0.7-0.8 '-r of
magnitude.
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A sectional representation of the TVL-40-2 thermoelectric collector
for the NtW-40A pump is shown in Figure S9.

17 I, ' ,

Figure 59, A section of the TVL-40-2
collector for the MM-40A pump.

The collector casing I with flanges 2 and 3, which serve to connect
the collector to the pump and to the space being evacuated, is constructed
of steel. The central part of the casing is equipped with annular
channel 4, covered by ring 5, which forms the system of heat removal for
the collector. Water is supplied tc the cooling jacket and merges through
the two nipples 6. All parts of the casing are vacuum sealed and are
brazed with copper along joints 7.

Simultaneously with the copper brazing of the collector housing
parts, hot copper plating of the internal surface of the casing is
accomplished. This is required for subsequent soldering of cupper parts
to the casing and to create a protective anti-corosion coating. Copper
ring 8 is soldered with PSR-72 solder to the casing from the inside. The
heat transfer system from the collector thermoelectric pile is arranged
in the following manner.

The lugs 9 are manufactured from type AO or type AO( aluminum and
are electrochemically coated with a thin (2-4 u) layer of aluminun oxide.
Due to the thickness and the good heat conductivity of aluminum oxide,
this layer possesses insignificant heat transfer resistance. Simultaneously
this layer is a good electrical insulator. Copper plates 10, to which
the thermopile will be attached, are soldered on top of the aluminum
lugs with pure tin. In order to create a good thermocontact between the
oxidized lugs and ring 8, the latter is packed with special alloy 11
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which has a melting point of 1400. The two-stage thenrloelectric pile of
the collector has 6 thermoelements in the first stage which are connected
in parallel with 3 thermoelements of the second stage.

The semiconductors 12 of the first stage are soldered, using a solder
with a melting point of 90 ° , to thc heat transfer elements. The cold
junction collectors of the first stage are made of copper segments 13.
Condensation surfaces 14 are soldered to the internal surfaces of the
copper plates with I'SR-72 solder.

The semiconductors IS of the second stage are soldered with Wood's
alloy to the cold Junction collectors of the first stage. The condensation
surfaces 17 of the second stage are soldered to the 3 segmented parts 16.
The quantity of condensation surfaces in the first and second stages and
their mutual spatial distribution are chosen so that the oil vapor molecule
undergoes a minimum of 2-stage reflection from the cooled surfaces and,
in addition, so that the collector possesses maximum conductivity. In the
system of condensation surfaces selected, the vacuum resistance, offered
by the collector, equals 00%, The current supply of the thermoelectric
pile is provided through a vacuum sealed entrance, consisting of covar
sleeve 18, which is brazed with copper to the casing, through which
passes molybdenum electrode 20 in glass 19. The second side of the
collector current supply is attached to the casing. Oil reflector 21
serves to prevent the penetration of oil through the central area of the
collector.

An overall view of the TVL-40-2 collector is shown in Figure 00.

GRAPHICS
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Figure 60. An overall view of
the TVL-40-2 collector for

the MM-40A pump.
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Three thermoelectric collector design variations ,qcre developed for
the TSVL-100 pump. They have received the dcsignations TVI -100-1,
TVL-100-2 and "I'VL-100-3, respectively. The TVL-I00-1 collector has a
sector-shaped system of condensation surfaces mounted on the first and
second stages of the thermoelectric pile. The heat transfer system and
other construction elements of tile collector are similar to those of the
"I'VL-40-2 collector, described above. The second collector construction
variant, the TVI.-IO0-2, has a dual-row louvered system of condensation
surfaces and a fluid heat removal system, which is situated in the collec-
tor vacuum cavity. And, finally, the third variant, the TV.-I10-3, was
developed with the aim of providing tile maximum reduction of the resist-
ance to the collector evacuation rate. [or this purpose, the collector
casing was barrel-shaped with a large cross-section in the area of the
location of the thermopile. The "rVL-100-2 collector was placed in mass
production.

A sectional view of this collector is shown in Figure 0l. Heat
transfer sub-assembly 1, manufactured of nonoxidized copper of the "\B'
type, was connected with PSR-72 solder to fcrrr a vacuum tight seal with
the steels collector casing. Water passes through the internal channels
formed in this sub-assembly, and removes the heat from the hot junctions
of the collector thermopile. Water input and output are accomplished
through nipples 2. Ihe thermoelements 3 of the first stage are soldered
to the heat-transfer base through electrically insulated heat junctions 4.
The second stage of thernoelements S are soldered to the thermoelements
of the first stage. The condensation surfaces 6 and 7 of the first and
second stages of the collector thermopile form a "louvered" dual-passage
:,ystem, which provides for practically complete condensation of residual
oil vapors with a relatively small reduction in the pump evacuation rate.

5 7
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Figure 61. A section of the TVL-100-2

collector for the TSVL-1O0 pump.
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The connection of the collector to the pump and to the exhaust space
is accomplished by means of base 8 and flange 9. The current supply to

the collector thermopile is connected to the casing and to a vacuum-

tight current conductor, consisting of kovar sleeve 10 and kovar lead 12,

which lasses through glass 11 and is soldered to the sleeve. All steel,

copper and kovar sub-assemblies of the collector are soldered to forrn

vacuum-tight seals wit}. copper and silver-copper solders in a hydrogen

oven.

An overall view of the TVL-l00-2 collector is shown in Figure 62.

GRAPHICS
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Figure 62. An overall view of

the TVL-1O0-2 collector for

the TSVL-1O0 pump.

Tests of the collector have revealed that the minimum temperature

on the condensation surfaces of the second cascade of the collector are

established SS minutes after the unit is switched on, and then the tem-

perature reduction is not linear with respect to time. This pertains to
all types of thermoelectric vacuum collectors.

The temperature reduction rate on the condensation surfaces of the

second cascade of the TVL-lO0-2 collector is shown in Figure 63.

A section of the TVL-Ss-4 collector for the N-Ss pump is shown in

Figure u4.
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Figure 63. The temperature reduction
rate on the condensation surfaces
of the second cascade of the TVL-O0-2

collector.
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Figure 64.. A section of the TVL-5s-4 collector
for the N-5s pump.

Flanges 2 and 3 are welded to steel casing 1. These flanges serve
as collector connections to the pump and to the evacuated space. lihe
heat removal system is welded to the casing of the colector. ThIs system
is comprised of steel insert 4 with 2 channels for the passage of water,
which removes heat from the hot junctions of the thermopile. The thermo-
element 5 of the first stage are soldered with crimnped heat junction 0 to
the heat-transfer base. The collectors 7 of the cold junctions, the
condensation surfaces 8, which are situated at an angle of 45' to the
axis of the junctions. The condensation surfaces have a temperatue of -26.
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The thermoelements 9 of the second stage are soldered to the collctors
of the cold junction of the first stage, and here the electrical supply
of the second stage of the thermopile is accomplished in parallel with
the current supply to the first stage. The thermoelement of the second
stage carry the collectors lU of the cold junctions, which are equipped
with condensation surfaces 11, situated at an angle of 900 to the
condensation surfaces of the first stage. The temperature on the
condensation surfaces of the second stage, as we have indicated previously,
is -50 to -52'.

The electrical supply to the thermoelectric pile is accomplished by
means of vacuum-sealed lead 12. The second pole of the supply to the
thermopile is connected to the collector casing. Water for the heat
removal system is delivered through nipples 13,

An overall view of the collector is shown in Figure 65.

iGRAPHICS
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Figure 65. An overall view of the
TVL-5s-4 collector for the
N-5s pump.

A collector for more powerful pumps (beginning with the N-2T pump)
differs in construction from the collectors described. These differences
include the following.

1. As a result of the significant heat load on the condensation
surface of the first stage, carried by the oil \.apors, an additional
row of condensation surfaces was proposed, mounted directly on the heat
transfer bases and having the sane temperature as the water in the heat
removal system. Thus this system of condensation surfaces accepted the
main heat load, at the same time reducing the heat load on the thermopile.
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2. The rate of "collector evacuation" is determined by the volume of

the vapor condensing in the collector in one second, therefore an increase
in the effective collective area was proposed, i.e., an extension of the
condensation surfaces. In this case the collector casing has an increase
cross-sectional area, with no change in the connecting dimensions. As a
result, notwithstanding the presence of a 3-row system of condensation
surfaces (a nitrogen collector has 1 row of condensation surfaces), the
evacuation resistance of the thermoelectric collector proved to be less
then for corresponding nitrogen collectors.

Recently separable collectors have been developed and produced for
pumps (beginning with N-2T), in which the thermoelectric pile with the
system of condensation surfaces iray be withdrawn from the collector
casing. This type of construction facilitates the disassembly of the
collector for periodic cleaning out of condensed -ail, since disassembly
of the collector from the vacuum system is not required.

Figure 66 illustrates a section of the TVLR-2T-2 separable collector
for the N--T pump. Here the thermoelectric pile in conjunction with the
electrical supply and heat remcval system is an independently constructed
sub-asSembly, which is installed in the casing and is vacuum-sealed along
the side surface of the casing flange. Collectors for the N-Sf, N-8T and
N-20T pumps differ from each other by the number of thermeelements in
the th-rmopile, by electrical supply methods and overall dimensions.

Figure 67 shows a general view of the TVLR-20T-1 separahle collectoi
for the N-20T pump, wrhich was installed on the VA-2-2 exhaust assembly
for tests.

Compaative test data for thermoelectric and nitrogen colictor. for
ultimate vacuum and exacuat on rates- are shown in Tibles 17 and 16.
These tests revealed that the ultimate vacuum obtained using assemblies
equipped with thermoelectric coolers was not worse than that obtained
with coolers equipped with licuid nitrogen cooling, and the evacuation
rate of assemblies equipped with thermoelectric collectors was somewhat
higher than with nitrogen collectors. A selenium rectifier (the VFA-3M,
for cxamlle,) or a rectifier with high-current germanium diodes, which
satisfy the required parameters, may be employed as a power supply for
thermoelectric collectors.

1Complete collector vacuum tests were conducted by N. M. Karpenko and
Ya. L. Mikhelis,
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Figure 66. A section of the TVLR-2T-l separable collector
for the N-2T pump.
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Figure 67. An overall view of the TVLR-20T-l
separable collector for the N-20T pump.

Table 17

Ultimate Vacuum Obtained on Assemblies Equipped with
Thermoelectric and Nitrogen Collectors

a~~~r,,..... .... ,,,, b )pr ,c.. ..... )
.:, , tl II.(bI i )

ljoro arjci .1V "'"' I "C ICI .. 1 ' , , ,

V A - -i V I ,.-: , t 1 , 4 1 ,-
VA-i:-1 rv -s-4 , - - 1-

VA-:-4 TVL ..-r-I 7i i,7
VA- -4  iV L'.,T- " 7.IT• ; ", -

Key: a, type of vacuum assembly; b, collector type;

c, a collector operating time, minutes; d, pressure,
mm Hg; e, with a thermoelectric collector; f, with

a nitrogen collector.
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Table 18

The Evacuation Rate for Vacuum Assemblies with Thermo-
electric and Nitrogen Collectors

a ) -inn b) Tiil1 El, e

__ __ _ I _l~i~

VAVL s-4
VA f. TVL. 1 1

TV[..'i.
TVL. 1

Key: a, assembly type; b, collector type; c, evacuation
rate, C./sec; d, thermoelectric collector; el nitrogen
collector

The TSLR-1-1 thermoelectric separable pre-vacuuml collector was
developed in order to prevent the penetration of oil vapors from tile
pre-vacuum main line into the high-vacuum pump. An overall view of this
collector is shown in Figure 68.
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Figure 68. An overall view of the type
TSLR-1-1 thermoelectric collector
for pre-vacuum main lines.
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§3. A Thermoelectric Collector for Mercury-Vapor Pumps

As we have pointed out previously, thermoelectric collectors intended
for use with oil vapor pumps have been developed. The application of
thermoelectric coolers to mercury vapor pumps in order to freeze out
mercury vapors is not as effective as with oil vapor pumps. The reason
for this is that the ,ercurv molecule acco,nodation coefficient has a
lower value than that for oil. This means that a molecule of mercury
vapor, having struck the cooled condensation surface, does not reach
thermoequilibrium with this surface, and, having experienced elastic
diffusion, may pass through the collector. In this connection, collector
designs for the purpose of freezing out residual vapors in mercury vapor
pumps must have a relatively high number of condensation surfaces, the
spatial distribution of which must exclude a "shoot-through" of the
collector even after a 2-or 3-fold reflection. This circtunstance, however,
leads to a decrease in the carrying capacity of the collector.

In those cases when the carrying capacity value of the ccllector
does not play an important role, as a result of appropriate configuration
and number of condensation surfaces, it is possible to develop a thermo-
electric collector which effectively freezes out mercury vapors. A
second and not less important consideration, which must be taken into
consideration in the design of thermoelectric collectors for mercury vapor
pumps, is the exclusion of the possibility of amalgamation of the materials
of the thermoelectric pile. If the thermoelements themselves are
weakly exposed to the influence of mercury, then the solders and the

connecting plate materials and other construction elements of the
collector will be subject to amalgamation, which, naturally, leads to
failure of the collector. Mlaximum attention was given to the requirements
cited above in the design of a collector intended for use with the DRN-1U
mercury pump. A section of this type of collector, which ha; been given
the conditional designation TVL-PVN-2, is shown in Figure 69.

The single-stage thermoelectric pile of the collector consists of
two rows of thermoelements 1, which are soldered to the side surfaces of
the steel pipe 3 through the copper collectors of the cold junctions 2
with two diametrically opposed sides. Louvers 4, which form the conden-
sation surfaces of the collector, were connected with PNkh-33S-11 special
solder, which does not interact with mercury in the hydrogen furnace, to
opposite sides of the central pipe in order to provide a multi-path
capability for the collector. The number and spatial distribution of
the louvers provides sufficient carrying capacity for the collector due
to a 6-fold passage (the mercury vapor molecule must undergo 6 collisions
with the cooled surface before it passes through the collector). The

hot thermoelement junctions 5 are equipped with water cooling system 6
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which has combined nipples for water and electrical power connections
to the collector. The thermopile assembly is constructed of separate
units, electrically insulated from each other by means of an epoxy resin
filler.

"" 1- . S,+. . , I I.; +

•7 Z
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Figure 69. A section of the TVL-RN-2
collector for the DRN-10 mercury

pump.

The collector is attiched to the corresponding vacuum system by means
ot nianigus 7 diLd 8. Sealing resin is applied to annular channels 9.

In order to reduce heat losses from the internal collector pipe to the
flanges to a minimun, the pipe is attached to the flanges by means of
membranes 10 and 11, which are manufactured from thin kovar or invar,
i.e., from materials which possess a small heat-transfer coefficient.
Steel rods 12 are placed between the flanges in order to provide the
entire construction with the mechanical strength required.

External cover 13 serves to protect the thermopile of the collector
from mechanical damage. All of the metallic parts of the collector
which come into contact with mercury vapors during operation, are
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manufactured from a material (steel), which is not subject to amalgamation,
and are connected together by means of argon arc welding.

A,\ overall view of the 'I'VL-K.N-2 collector is shown1 in Figure 70.

Figure 70. An overall view of the
TVL-RN-2 collector for the

ORN-1O mercury pump.

54. Thermoelectric Collectors for Automatic Evacuation Devices

The majority of the products of the electrical-vacuum industry
(radio tubes. klystrons, magnetrons, etc.), are, as a rule, evacuated 1'
automatic devices, for which high-vacuum pumps are mounted on revolving
automatic turrets. Depending on the construction of the automatic device
and the types of articles to be evacuated on them, the numbcr of pu:mps
on a turret may be 12, 24, 36, or 48. Naturally the use on such automatic
evacuation devices of collectors, cooled by periodically moving cooling
agents (liquid nitrogen, or solidified carbon dioxide), or collectors,
cooled by freoncompressor assemblies, is completely out of the question.

In addition, it is known that oil diffusion pumps, installed on
automatic turret evacuation devices, operate under extremely unfavorable
conditicns ( a relatively high temperature of cooling water, a high
ambient temperature, the periodic appearance in the pump of small portions
of air from the first evacuation operations, etc.), which lead to a
significant escape of oil from the pump. Thus for example, the type
VO-589 pump with an output of 7 i/sec, widely employed on 36-position
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automatic evacuation devices, results in an "escape" of oil in the upper
flange section of 0.b8S mg/cmnh. If we consider that the evacuation stem
of radio tubes, evacuated on these automatic devices, has a transfer
diameter of 3 mm and a corresponding sectional area of approximately
0.07 cm' , then the quantity of oil passing from the pump through the
evacuation stem will equal 0.05 mg/h. Since the evacuation cycle of a
majority of the types of receiving and low power emplifier tubes, modulator
and other types of radio tubes equals 25-30 minutes, then 0.025 mg of
oil is deposited inside the tube,

Since the overwhelming mrjorit,' of radio tubes have oxide-coated
cathodes, quite sensitive to the presence of impurities, the impingement
upon them of even insignificant quantities of oil is completely inadmnis-
sible. in this connection, the TVI-7-1 thtr.-.elcctric collector was
developed, intended for use with the VO)-589 vapor-jet pump. Tests of the
collector revealed that after its installation, the "escape" of oil
amounted to t).07 mg/cm. h, i.e., almost 100 times less than for the pump
without the collector. The design of the collector provides for its
mounting on a 36-position autonatic evacuation device without any type
of alterations to the latter.

Figure 71 shows a section of the TVL-7-1 collector. The thermoelectric
pile consisting of two pairs of thermoelement 6 are mounted across cemented
heat junctions 5 in steel casing 1, which is copper-brazed in a hydrogen

furnace. I-or convenience in mounting the system of collectors for the
cold junctions 8, which are the condensation surfaces, the pairs of
thermoelements have different heights and thus different sections. Ring
10 forms a "lock" wi th the condensation surfaces, t, iich prevents the
direct passage of oil vapors through the collector. The electrical
supply for the thermopile of the collector is provided through two
vacuum-sealed current-carrying leads 9, which are insulated from the
casing. 'ilhe necessitv for providing 2 current leads is dictated by the
fact that all 30 collectors, which are mounted on the automatic machine,
are electrically connected in eies. Heat removal from the collector
thermopile is provided by running water from the water cooling system of
the vapor-jet pumps. Water connection to the collector casing is made by
means of nipple 7, from which water passes through channel 2, situated
under the thermoelectric pile.

Mounting of the collector on the pump is accomplished by means of
a resin seal, tightened by means of sleeve nut 3. An evacuation recess
is provided through resin seal 4 on the top of the collector.
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Figure 71. A section of the TVL-7-1
collector for automatic radio tube
evacuation devices.

An overall view of the collector for a 3o-position automatic
radio tube evacuation device is shown in Figure 72.

F igqure 72. An over-alIl v i ew of
the TVL-7-1 collector for
automatic radio tube evacua-
tion devices.

W~ith a water temperature in the heat removal system of 18' and a
vacuumi of 10) 'u mmJg. the temperature on the condensation surfaces of the
collcc:tor was 37". ie presence of the collector on the automatic
machine reduce% th! -pump' evacuation rate by 40%. However, this may. be
disregarded since tlhe tbasiLc evacuation rate resistance is provided by
the uvacuation ,,ukvt ,and thu tube :stem.

As we have pointed out previously, the electrical supply for all the
collectors mounted on the automatic machine is provided in series from
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one rectifier. The rectifier chosen is a full-wave design employing the

vG-10 diodes. In order to reduce rectified current ripple, the rectifier

is equipped with an inductive tilter ( a choke coil). The operating

parameters of the rectifier are: current, 28 a; voltage 10 v- current

ripple, 10"., The rectifier is mounted directly on the rotating turret of

the automatic exhaust device.

The basic parameters of thermoelectric collectors are shown in Table

19.
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CHAPTER XI

THERI 'OELECTRIC COOLERS FOR RADIANT FNERGY RECEIVERS

.1. Microthermostat Systems for Cooling Photoconductive Cells

Recently photoconductive cells have found ever-increasing applica-
tions in various automatic and telemechanical systems. However, the
basic parameters which characteri:c the operation of photoconductive
cells depend hcavily upon temperature. A decrease in the temperature
of a photoconductive cell reduces the value of inherent noise, increases
the sensitivity shifts into a longer-wave portion of the spectrum.

As an example, Figure 73 shows the dependence of photocurrent (1ph),

which is one of the most important parameters, on temperature for the
type FS-KI photoconductive cell, which is constructed of cadmium sulfide.

4,-3

80 40 0 40 80 1c0

Figure 73. Photocurrent
dependence on temperature
for the FS-KI photoconductive
cell.
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In modern equipment utilizing photoconductive cells, the tempera-

ture within the assemblies may reach 70-100', which makes the operation
of the photoconductive cells very unstable. Widely employed methods
of cooling, including the use of refrigerators or cooling agents (liquid
nitrogen, solid carbon dioxide) may not always be applied, by virtue of
a number of operating inconveniences.

The thermoelectric method of cooling has permitted the developmeilt
of systems which are small in size, and which reduce the temperature of
the photoconductive cell by 100 ', with respect to the temperature of the
surrounding medium. In addition, these systems permit temperature
stabilization of the photoconductor cell by means of an external circuit
at any given level with an accuracy of tO.1 .

Four design versions of the systems were developed for cooling
photoconductive cells, and these systems differ from each other in
maximum temperature difference, a system of heat removal from the thermo-
electric pile, ox rail dimensions, and by a number of other parameters
arising from operating requirements.

Pevices of all types were made in the form of independent, structurally
complete sub-assemblies, which could be placed directly in Zhe aviparatus.
Figure 74 shows an axonometric section of the first version of the device.

Photoconductive cell 2 is attached to code junction 1 of two-stage
thermoelectric element 5, which is mounted on aluminum ha-,e 8. In order
to insulate the hot collectors of thermoelement 7 from the base, the
latter is covered with a thin (1-2 0,) layer of aluminum oxide, which is
electrochemically applied. The electrical supply for the thermoelement,
and also the leads from the photoconductive cell and the microthermistor
are connected through insulators 10 to octal lamp base 13, by means of
which the microthermostat system is connected to the apparatus. Epoxy
resin 1] I--ovides for hermetic sealing of the glass insulators in the
case. Thc top of the thermocouple is covered with cap 6, which is
equipped with mica window 3. Epoxy resin is also used to attach the
mica to the cap and the cap to the case. Temperature maintenance of
the photoconductive cell at the required level is accomplished by means
of an external circuit, for which microthermistor 4, which is attached
to the cold junction of the thermoelectric pile, serves as the sensor.
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Figure 74. An axonometrc section of

the. first version of a microthermostat
system for cooling photoconductive cells.

In order to reduce heat exchange between the surrounding air and
the assembly consisting of the cold collector of the thermoelement and the

, ..toconductive cell, which is mounted on the element, the internal
volume of the device is placed under a vacuum. Evacuation of the device

is accomplished by means of metallic sten 12, which is "sealed off" by

cold welding. Attachment of the nicrothermostat system to the apparatus

is accomplished by means of flange 9, which provides good thermocontact

and corresponding heat transfer from the thermoelement.

The basic parameters of the microthermostat system are shown below.

.aximum temperature difference (at a surrounding
air temperature of 20*) 600

Optimum current 20a
System voltage drop 0.15 v

Power requirement 3 w
Dimensions: height 60 nLm

diameter 47 mm

Weight 150 g
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The second design variation of the device is intended for more
intensive cooling of the photoconductive cell, extending from -60 to -o5 ° .

The semiconductor pile in this design of the device consists of 3 stages,
which are connected in parallel, in which the first stage consists of
3 pairs of thermoclements, the second stage consists of 2 thermoelements
and the third stage is represented hy 1 thermoelement. The number of
thermoelements in each stage is determined by the required refrigerating
capacity which must provide for the acceptance of heat released by the
hot junctions of the tipper stages. The hot connecting plates of the
thermopile have straight-through channels for the passage of water which
serves to remove heat from the thermopile.

The electrical supply is connected through 2 terminals, which are
soldered to the cooling water fittings.

All elements of the thermopile are filled with a thermoreactive
epoxy compound, after which the system becomes a unit-constructed finished
device. The photoconductive cell is cemented to the collector of the
cold junctions of the third stage of the thermopile and within 1 )r 2
minutes after the connection to the thermopile acquires the temperature
of the collector.

In order to reduce heat exchange from the first and second stages
to the surrounding medium, the entire thermopile is covered with foam
plastic.

The basic parameters of the device of this type are as follows:

Optimum current 94 a
System voltage drop 0.21 v
Power requirement 19.8 w
Heat removal Running water
Water consumption rate 0.5 !/mnn
Maximum temperature difference

(at a water temperature of 20°) 800
Dimensions: diameter 55 mm

height 40 mm
Weight 250 g

Notwithstanding the significant difference provided by the 3-stage
microrefrigerator described, its application is possible in an apparatus
which may be supplied with water, In a number of cases involving the
employment of photoconductive cells, these conditions cannot be satisfied.
In this connection a third design version of the microrefrigerator was
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developed which provides for iintensive cooling of a photoconductive cell
with heat removal from the hot junctions of the thermopile by means of a
system of air radiators, which are cooled by forced air from a small fan.
The device was intended to cool a film photoconductive cell, which was
placed in a glass vacuum bulb. A temperature difference of 100' (from
an ambient temperature of 40') was require6 for cooling.

The 3-stage thermoelectric pile of the device, in contrast to the
thermopile employed in the version immediately preceding, where all three
stages were connected in parallel with each other, has the first and
second stages connected in series, and the third stage in parallel with
the second. Such a method of connecting the stages permits the refriger-
ating capacity of the second stage to be increased when a specified
operating current is supplied to the pile.

[he devices constructed in the form of a radiator block, on which

the thermoelectrit pile is mounted. On the outside the radiator block
has a cover which is equipped with a fan and a small-size, economical
electric motor.

A section of this version of the device is shown in Figure 75.

9 tI#
/ ,/

Figure 75. A section of a 3-stage cooler for
photoconductive cells with series-parallel
current supply to the stages.
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Tle first stage 3 of the thermoelectric pile is mounted over special
heat junctions 2 on heat transfer base 1. The thermoelements of second
stage S are connected in parallel with the first stage through heat
junctions 4. The collectors of the cold junctions of the second st'age
are made in the formn of a curled rod 6, which is split along its diameter.
Thermoelement of third stage 7, which is connected in parallel with the
thermoelements of the second stage, is located on the upper part of the
rod. .icrotheristor 9, which is the sensor in the temperature stabili-
zation circuit, is attached in silver almagam in the collector of the
cold junction of third stage 8. Photoconductive cell 10, which is mounted
in a vacuum bulb, is located directly on the thermoelement of the third
stage. Thermoinsulation 11 and 12, formed from foam plastic, serves to
reduce heat flux from outside the device, The thernopile is covered on
the outside with a protective case of decorative plastic 13. The photo-
conductive cell is attached to the cooler with epoxy compound 14. The
electrical supply to the thermopile is provided by 2 flexible busbars IS.
The basic parameters of this type of cooler are shown below.

Operating current 52 a
Voltage drop in the thermopile 1 v
Power requirement 52 w
Heat removal system forced air
Maximum temperature difference (with a

surrounding air temperature of 40) 1020
rime required to establish minimum temperature 2 min
Type of electric motor used with fan '1U-010
Electric motor voltage 27 v
Power required by the electric motor 3 w
Number of revolutions of the ventillating fan 6,000 rpm
Dimensions: diameter 130 nm

height 65 mm
Weight (without the heat removal system) 250 g
Starting time 4 min

An overall view of the cooler with air heat removal is shown in
Figure 76. The thermoinsulation has been removed.

The fourth microrefrigerator design variation for photoconductive
cells is intended for operation in an infrared liquid analyzer.
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Figure 76. An overall view of a 3-stage
cooler with an air heat-removal system
(the thermoisolation has been removed).

A semi-automatic device for the analysis of various liquid chemical
products, with respect to their absorption of infrared radiation, is
widely employed in modern chemical production. The type I F-1 photo-
conductive cell has been specially developed to scrve as an infrared-
radiatic.n detector. Under operating conditions the shrrounding temperature
may reach a value of 60', whereas the sensitivity of the photoconductive
cell employed is at a maximum near 0'. In this connection the development
of a thermoelectric cooler was required, which was small in size,
economical in operation, and capable of operating in an atmosphere of
corrosive substances.

Two versions of the device were developed, which differed from each
other in external shape and intended for installation in different
apparatuses.

A section of one of the versions of this device is shown in Figure
77. Aluminum casing I is equipped with a system of radiator plates 2,
which provide for heat removal from the hot junctions of the thermopile
by means of natural convection. Thermoelement 4 is mounted on two crimped
heat junctions 3 in the casing. The collector S of the cold junction
is made in the shape of a ring, in which photoconductive cell 6 is mounted.
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The photoconductive cell is attached to thermoelement by sleeve nut 7.
Inside, the thermoclement and the photoconductive cell and thermAllv
insulated from external influences by two blocks 8 and 9 of foam plastic.
Annular ring 10 is located in the upper foam plastic block. The ri'ng
contains a silica gel or almmo gel, which serves to dry the air inside
the device and at the same time to exclude the formation of moisture on
the photoconductive cell. The drying agent is covered on the top by
fine screen i1 and by plastic ring 12. The electrical supply to the
thermoelement is delivered through two current-carrying busbars 13, which
are hermetically sealed in the casing. Leads 14 to the photoconductive
cell and to the microthermistor, which serves as an sensor for the
automatic temperature stabilization circuit, are also hermetically sealed
in the casing of the device by means of special epoxy compound 15.

The basic parameters for the type of cooler described are shown
below.

Operating current 25 a
Voltage drop 0.25 v
Power requirement 6.25 v
Photoconductive cell temperature (with an

ambient temperature of 600) 00

Time required for tempeiature stabilization 20 min
Weiglt of the device 430 g
Dimensions: diameter 90 mm

height 47 an

An overall view of this device is shown in Figure 78.
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Figure 78. An overall view of a
photoconductive cell cooler for

an infrared liquid analyzer.

52. A microthermostat System for Bolometer Cooling

Bolometers, as ordinary and high-sensitivity receivers of radiant

energy have found comparatively wide application. Bolometers of the

semiconductor type, manufactured from oxide compounds of cobalt, manganese,

and other materials, have received the most widespread usage. Notwith-

standing their known merits, semiconductor bolometers have one essential

shortcoming, which is a significant dependence of the output signal on

temperature. This dependence is illustrated in Figure 79 for the BKM1-l

bolometer, which is mass-produced by industry. It is obvious that for

normal operation of this type of device, the temperature reduction and

stabilization are required. A thermoelectric device was developed for

this purpose. A sectional view of the device is shown in Iigure 80.

Uout, V.

'40 '2j2 0 -+ 0 -6 *C

Figure 79. Dependence of the

output signal of the BKM-l
bolometer on temperature.
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Figure 80. A secticn of a nicrorefrigerator for
bolIome te rs

The casing 1 of the dev ice is manufactured from type "A-O" aluminum,
which is equipped with a system of radi ator fins 2, b means of which
convection heat removal from thermoelement 3 is accomplished. ThermToelement
3 is mounted on crimped heat junction 4, which are soldered to thle caSinlg
hase. Bolometer b is located in the collector of the cold junctions of
t~herrnoeleot 5. Trhe bolo-loter is attached within the collector bvYmeans
of sleeve nut 7. T1he leads 8 to the holo-ncter are in special hermieti cal lv-
sealed joint 11. Leads 10 of microthermistor 9, which serves as the
temnperatuire sensor of the device is connected to the same location. The
electrical supply to the thermoelement is made through the 2 busbars 12
%0iich are hermetically scaled in the casing. The flow of radiant energy
striking the receiver is focused ',yN lens 13, which is attached to tub~e
14. Tube positioning is accomplished by' lock nut 15. Therrnotinsulation
of the thermoelement and the bolorneter from the surrounding medium is
accomplished by foam plastic lb and 17. Base 18 serves to attach the
&-.ice to another apparatus.

The following are brief technical specifications for the device.

Operating current 25 a
Voltage drop 0.1 v
Power requirement 2.5 w
Temperature difference provided by the device

(with an ambiant temperature of 20o) 52o
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Dinensions : diame ter 70 mm
length "b' Tu,

We i ght _-1335 g

An ,' V XXL 11 v I Cw 0t a :I c roticri tat syste% taxr c l onter cooling

is shown inI igtre l,

IGRAPHICS
NOT REPRODUCIBLF

Figure 81. An overall view of a microrefrigerator
for bolumeters.

3. A Thermoelectr: Coolcr for Rodi3tion Balance-Meters

Radiation balance-meters are widely employed in meteoro]ocical

practice to deteimine the quantity of solar energy falling on the earth
and also to determine the quantity of heat emitted by the surface of the
earth to the surrounding air.

Basically a radiation balance-meter has an "absolutely black"
receiving surface, which is usually a blackened plate of specified
area. A thermocouple is attached to the reception plate, which registers
the plate temperature. "lhe temperature difference and the heating rat-
of the balance-meter receiver from the surface of the earth and from
the sun serve as initial data for the determination of radiation balance.
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In order to increase measurentent accuracy, differential balance-
meters are usually employed which have two receiving surfaces, one of
whichI measures the radiation from the earth and the other measures from
the sti. Somctines balance-meters are employed with only 1 receiving
surface, which is attached with a special pivoted device, which permits
alternate mieasur'em1ents of earth ald sun radiation to be made. IIowevr,
the method of radiation balance measurement described results in
significant errors due to the influence of moving air -- the wind --
on the receiving surface.' lemperatUre change on the receiving surface
under the influence of the wind is, in practice, very difficult to take
into consideration, as a resuIlt of which the absolute reliability of
measurements is low.

'lhe influence of the wind on balance-r -ter indications may bc s ignifi-
cantly reduced if the temperature of the r- ' iving surface is maintained
at a level close to the temperature of th, arrounding air. Naturally
the application cf widely-employcd cooling methods for the receiving sur-
face of small devic(s such a- radiation-balance meters which arc employed
under field conditions, is not possible.

lhe thermoelectric method of cooling has permitted the development
of a devi ce for the purpose indicated. Due to the low weight, low power
requirement and self-contained nature of the system, a thermoelectric
cooler han still another inherent adXantage: b means of this type of
couling tihe tenperature on the receiving surface of the balance-meter
ma. be established at the desired level by means of changing the value
of th currnClt supply to the cooler. iMhen necessary the mode of operation
can be changed from cooling to heating by reversing the direction of the
currnt .

he cooler itself (I igurt, 2) cansists of thermoelectric couple I,
the c)ld- junction of which is formed by plate 2. Semi-cylinders 3, which
are irsulated from each other, are soldered to the hot junctions of the
thermoelement. 1he cylinders are equipped with fins 4 in order to increase
the heat dispers ion surface. bi' Lurrent supply to the thermoe Iem._nt is
connected to terminals 5. Attachment of the cooler to the balance-meter
system is accomplished by means of special bar u. In order to reduce
parasitic heat flow to the thermoelement from the surrounding medium,
the theripoelement is surrounded by' a layer of thermal insulation 7, fabri-
cateu of foam; plastic. The outside surface of the thermopile is protected
by ring 8, which is manufactured of decorative plastic.

An overall view of a thermoelectric cooler for radiation baiance-
meters is shown in Figure 83.
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Figure V. A section of Figure 83. An overall view
cooler for radiat~on of a cooler for radiation
balance-meters. balance-meters.

Thie basic technical data for the device are as follows.

Maximum operating current 22 a
Power requiremrent (at maximum current) 2. 3 wv
Range of tomp'-rature change
'rime required for temperature staoilization

(at a surrounding air temperature of 24
and a wind spe d cf S m/sec) 30-60 sec

Djimensions: diameter 66 mml
hei ght 133Tm

Weight b00 g

In a case when a thermoelectric cooler is utilize,, in fixed meteor-
ological stations, its current s-apply1 nay he provided fromr the alternating
current network thiough a 4-wave rectifier, whit-h provides the current
parameters.

If there is no fixed electrical supply network in the area where
the device is being used, it mayl supplied from appropriate storag~re batteries
directly, or through a current convertor,

§4. Thermoelectric Coolers for Photorultipliers

Photomultipliers are widely employled in various devices used in
electronics, atomic phrysics, astronomy, geology, archeology and other
fields of modern science and technology.,

Phot,<rultiplir-is in conjunction with scintillators are employed
in countiing elementary, particles and their use with various luminophors
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permits measuring weak radiation in the wide spectrum range from the
infrared to gamma-ray radiation, inclusively. Photomultipliers permit
the amplification of small light signals by _0

5-107 times without
additional circuits, which favorably distinguishes them from vacuum
photoelelmcnts.

Photomultipliers produced by industry in a majority of cases employ
an antimony-cesium photocathode as the light-sensitive element. Photo-
multiplier threshhold sensitivity is limited by the value of the dark
current, which depends on:

1) the thermionic emission of the photocathode and the first dynodes;

2) the leakage currents between the anode and the other electrodes;

3) the secondary emission from the photocathode and the emitters
when they are bombarded by residual gas ions;

4) the autoelectronic emission from the photocathod and the dynodes;

5) the fluorescence of the glass and the last dynodes.

With good gas removal in the process of manufacturing of the multiplier
and with a high vacuum in the finished article, the greater part of the
dark current occurs as the result of the first two causes. Therefore the
most effective means of decreasing the dark current is the suppression of
thermionic emission of the photocathode and the first emitters (dynodes).
This is accomplished by cooling the entire device or the photocathode and
th first dynodes.

It follows from published data that cooling tihe photomultiplier with
an antimony-cesium cathode to 00 reduces the dark current by three times,
and reducing the temperature to -10* reduces the dark current by five
times, and a reduction of -300 reduces the dark current by 30 times.
Further cooling leads to an even more significant reduction in the dark
current.

Various methods are employed to cool photomultipliers (liquid air,
cryogenic mixtures, forced air cooling, solid carbon dioxide, etc.).
However, as the result of technical difficulties and operating inconven-
iences, these methods have not enjoyed a widespread application. In this
connection the utilization of semiconductor thermoelectric piles presents
a great deal of interest, since they permit the development of simple and
swall cooling devices.
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Several types of these devices have been developed. Figure 84 shows
a section of one of the cooling devices with the SLU-19 M photomultiplier
(developed in 1956) mounted inside.

J4 LW'

i r

K7

• ,,

F ig urea 84. A section of a volumetric
cooler for a photomultiplier.

The thermoelectric pile 11 consists of 80 series-connected thernmo-

elements, which ater immersion in epoxy resin form a single block. Thc
cold junction of the thermoelectri~c pile are coupled to part 3, which
in turn is coupled through a system of spring contacts 4' with the glass
column of the photomultiplier 7 in the area adjacent to the photocathode.
A layer oF thermoinsulation 9, of foam plastic, is located between the

external housig d0 of the devite and the internal glass 8. Tht upper
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removable cover 5 of the device has panel 6, in which the photomultiplier
is placed. Socket 1 on the cover serves as a connection to the circuit.
Ileat from the hot junctions of the thermopile is dispersed to frame 4.

The light input to the photocathode is accomplished by means of an
aperture in the thermopile. The device described is intended for operation
in automatic tracking systems employed in conducting astronomical observa-
tions.

Another type of thermorefrigeration device was developed and manu-
factured for the purpose of cooling photomultipliers employed in scin-
tillation analysis (with the employment of solid or liquid scintillators).
Figure 85 shows a thermoelectric refrigerator used for cooling the
FLU-11 photomultiplier, which is employed in a device intended for a
natural C,4 count. In this device heat removal from the hot junction
of the thermopile is accomplished by running water. A place has been
provided for a bulb containing a liquid scintillator in the refrigeration
chamber, the details of which differ little from those shown in Figure 84.

GRAPHICS
NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Figure 85. An overall view

of a refrigerator for the
FEU-11 photomultiolier,
which is employed in a
scintillation analysis device.
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In the thermoelectric refrigerators described (with a volume of
800 cm3 ), the temperature reduction obtained, with respect to room tempera-
ture, is 30-35°• A steady-state condition in the chamber is established
in 40-50 minutes, after which the photocathode temperatule is -10 to -120,
and the temperature in the chamber is 5-o ° higher. It must he kept in
mind that condensation of water vapors, which occurs in the cooled space,
may significantly impair the operation of the photomultiplier, therefore
a drving agent (silica gel, anhvdrone or alumo gel).

During tests of the thermoelectric refrigerators described above,
it became clear that in order to achieve the same rcsults it was not
necessary to place the entire photoultiplier in the refrigeration chamber;
it was sufficient to reduce the temperature of the end portion of the
photomuitiplier, to which the photocathode is attached.

Figure 86 sho.s a section of a thermoelectric refrigerator for

cooling the end of the IEU-19 multiplier. The thermoelectric pile of
this multiplier has two stages, ard the overall temperature difference
obtained is 55*. Heat removal from the hot junctions of the thermopile
is accomplished by means of running water with a water consumption rate
of approximately SO Jb. [he employment of water for the cooling sYste;m !
permitted a sharp reduction to 1e made in the dimensions and Weight of
the refrigcrator. Heat removal from the photomultiplier is accomplished
b" means of an effective heat counpling of the therr-,pile cold junction
collector with the end surface of the photomutiplier A.s a result cf
this coupling the operating diameter of the photocathode is rcduced some-
what Lfrom 40 to 25 mm), however, in the ovcrwhelming majority of cases
such a reduction plays no significant role.

Ihe thermoelectric pile for a refrigerator of this type h•.s both
the first and the second stages distributed in a circle, the centecr of
which forms au apertuic for the penetrationt of light to the multiplier
photocathode.

The system of hot connecting plates of the refrigerator consists of
9 alurminum segments 6. Annular channel I is located inside the segments
and forms a path for the water which removes heat from the hot junctions
of the thermopile. Red-copper washers 2 are soldered to the aIlu minuji at
the Iccations where the hot connecting plates arc soldered to the semn-
conductors of the first stage. Water is supv lled tc and flows throu,.:
two niplis 3, which are attached to the casing with epoxy cement. The
entire system of hot-connecting plates is filled with epoxy resin 4, and
in a preliminary step, electrically-insalating washers 5 are placed between
the segments. This assembly system for the base of the thermoelectric
pile permits obtaining a single, mechanically strong sub-assembly with
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the connectinu. ,)!,tos electrically inSLulated from each other. Tlhe
thnrnoeic ctriic pile c)f the first stage consists of 8 thenoclements.
i1ic sc;ond stage -onsists, of t%.o thermoelements. An overall view of

aIigc to r or ti t type wij th thfe SiIU - 19 MI photoit It iplI i er i nstl l- 1ed

S~ sho1 OW . Figuire S7.

4. 4

View~ in the direction A
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Figure 87. An overall view of a refrigerator
w th liquid heat removal installed on
a photomultipl ier.

in connection with the success achieved in the technology of the

manufacture of thermc'.'lct ric cooling devices, in 1959 a net, design

variation of the deeico tsr the cooling of the photonkultipliers was

developed. 1The designer of the dxice provided for the cooling of the

glass bulb, to whi the hotLNCathode is applied, just as ;1 .'' .rViis

vcr. ion with liquid h eat removal. The dIstinguish'ing characteristic

of this design is th possibilitv of i)rovidinQ for liouid of force air

heat removal froin the hot jiilctons of the thermopi.e. T11 two-stage

thermoelectri.." pile empioy s r,'ics feeding of the first and second

stages. A high secwd--tage refrigerating capacity is obtained bY this

method, with a .0rrvcpovndv,,gJv high tenper.lturc dIffercnce, obta:ined for

the device Js a Kele, of OG-(,..

The thei-mopile is connected through electricallv-insulated Yanctions

which possess lo, thermal resistance, and is soldered to an alumi nun)

ilock which is equipped -iat a system of radiator plates for air heat

rcmoval and with ., channel for the passage of water during liquid

heat elimination. In oid,,:r to provide for a maximum reduction in the

sides of the device and to reduce its weight, the surface of the radiator

plates is cooled ,th : small fan, mounted in a fitting attached to the

-over of the device. Due to the application of forced air cooling, the

surface of the radiator plates was success fully reduced by times, with

respect to the area vequired with natural convection heat removal.

The thermocoupling between the end portion of the photomutiplier

and the cold junction collector of the thermopile sccond stage is
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provided by inans of a resin washer 0.2 mm in thickness, which is cemented
to the collector. This coupling method excludes poor thermal contact
of the end of the photomultiplier envelope with the cold thermopile
junctions. The device is equipped with tlhermal insulation, fabricated
from foam plastic, in order to reduce the heat load on the thermopile
from the surrounding medium. Llectrical system connections to the
thermopile are accomplished through current leads, and the water connec-
tion in the case of liquid heat removal is provided through nipples.

An overall view of the thermoelectric refrigerator with a combined
air-liquid lheat elimination system is shown in Figure 88, with the SLU-19
photomultip1ier installed. 'jests of the refrigerator have revealed that
ith a s,_irilunding air temperature of 20', the temperature in the center

of the photocathode was reduced to -37' after 10 minutes of operation
with the air heat rLmoval. system.

NO;:-2 RuE RO UC B istc fteSE-9poo

mul tipl ie i a ih u

.'.4

iGRAPHIC "
NOT01 IREJPfOU1CIBLE FIcue89 he ose c haracter-

stics of the SEU-19 poo
multiplier with an without

a refrigerator.
Figure 88. An overall view of the N, Scaler reading, 6/4;

photomultiplier refrigerator V, Discriminator signal
with a combined air-liquid level, v.
heat elimination system.

The noise characteristics of the SEU-19 photomultiplier with the
refrigerator (curve 1) and without the refrigerator (curve 2) are shown
in Figure 89.
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The hbas c techini calI parameters of thle rnocct r c ref rigerators
for photomultiliir cooling are shown in Table 20.

Table 20.

Basic Data for Thermoelectric Devices for Photomultiplier Cooling

a) 1. Ih) 'i

With natural convection heatI
elimination (with coo ling of1
the entire photornultiplier)I

With liquid heat elimination i

(with cooling of the entireI
photornultiplier)

With liquid heat elimination I i

(with photocathode cooling) II '

With air-liquid hea:_ eliminatijn LO
(with photocathode cooling) 1 ''

Key: a, Type of device; b, minimum photocathode temperature, C;
c, operat~ng current, a; d, operatinq voltage, v; e, power
requirement, w; f, water consumption, L/h; g, dimensions, rim;
h, height; i , diameter; j, weight, g; k, for the fan motor.

Experimnents conducted with the cooled EhU-19 ',I photomultiplier have
revealed that in individual cases cooling of the photocathode did not
load to the expected reduICtion in the value of the dark current. This
is explained by the fact that the dark current of the photomutiplier is
Caused not only by photocathode thermionic emission, but also by discharge
phenomnena in the residual gas and, which is most important, by K",0 radio
activity, contained in the glass from which the multiplier eiiwelope is
constructed, and from the mic.a on which the dynodes are mounted.
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Thus the successful application of cooling, in particular, with
thermoelectric refrigerators, for the reduction of the dark current is
closelv associated w' th photomultiplier production technology, In the
case where the dark current is caused only by photocathode thermionic
emission, the employment of thermoelectric refrigerators is quite
effective.

t
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CHAPTER X11. Thermoelectric Cooling Devices for Medicine

'I. A Thermoelectric Cataract Cryoextractor

Cataracts - - clouding of the crv-stal line lens of the eve -- are one
of the most frequent rea-zons of conmplcte loss of sight unong e'lderly,
personS. .\al-iULIS tN-pes Of ca'taracts are encountered amrOng.I T)atientS anld
other adult groupIs, 1Ciclding congenit al cataracts in chi ldren.

Ilhe first mention of this, dIiSs WaLs in A~svrian treatis.es dated
in the third Ccn"tl~rv B.C. Since that time scientists of our World have
searched for thre most logical method of removing the dull cataract disc
situated over the pupil and interfercig with the penet rat ion of lighit
into the e2ve. 'the ancient ocul ists studie-d various mechanical methods
ot puLshing thi clouded crystal line lens from the pul. This Ygethod
received the nw.rre of "scale removal". flowever in a short tie-n the
cry:;tall~ne lens resLImeId its Initial state and the pa,-ticlnt was igain
deprived of sight.

In 1 52 the I-rench physic ian Dbavi ci succeeded for the first time in
extracting a cioudv cryvtalline lens from the eveC ith thin pincers
through ai corneal incision. In the course of the next 20 y'ears the
Operation Of extracting .;ataLrac:ts underwent a nuLImber of ref inemecn ts-
both in the developme~nt of modern ins trurients * as well as in the devel-Oop -

menit of operational tcchniques. At the present tim-.e the only method of
curing cataracts is the sargical removal of the clouded crystalline lens
with subsequtent compensat ion of it.s opt ical properties by spectac les.

Notwithstanding such widespread application, the cataract extraction
Operation still has man) ,;vak areas;, the elimination o'-f ,,hich has been
the subject of a great deal of work by b)oth Soviet and foreign authors.
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Ini contemiporary' opthamnologic rract ice there are four merhodq of i
crys;tal line le ns extraction:

1) mechanical seizcure of the crvstalliinc lens by means of s-pecia
pincers or suction devices with subsequent withdrawal of the lens through
anl Operational incision in tile cornea, ~

71extruion11 Of thle crystalline lens through an operational incision; . 1

.3) a comination of the methods of extraction and extrusion;

4V the emnp Icyinent of special chem ical substances wh iclh des troy the

ciliors' fibers supporting thle crystal jine lenls in thle eye.

Mcanical methods of seizcure and removal of the crystal line lens

do not guarantee successful execution of the operation, since tie point
of application of the instrumient is the -Utilli lens catps uIe , whiich

of the Lloudy crystal line lens in the capsule has pre:senited significant
teein i CA di fficciii: es ard hxas I cen ;c;c dol I ohhat'1uvr oi '
high quaicfic atxels . In tlixr inneet ion fle initercanspuIzr ext xactteox

oprton is often replac:ed by the extracapsullarexrcon prai,

i .ev., remo val1 o f thIte crtY s tl I nc lens ini pa rts . llo%,vcvr nt thiscneto
part of teC c:rystaillinc lens cla aUle rena ins i ti atetcr c)ie

andll soflctiVIes the calta'rac31,8 a's wail W,'! lx;C cisrves as -1 suhstratun ',. A
for tile formation at a i ti m - - theo seconda-ry cattaract .

ih c c rv ta i in e l ens v.,t rus i )! imethod is associatea with thle
ualiger opeaw ofthe- i t reo is lo t.h-) leads, to co 1 ite lC o Ii 0
of thle eye. ' '

Ch11e .i cal a c t ion o n t he c iIi. hare fI)L'] Wi I :;Imlort the en.1 tai1 i' ie~~p\~
lenis inl the cyc ol part ,aIIlal : fi 1 litit e. "lo'-I o f t he c ry s t 11 i ret
lesI oec chemical susane enluoe l 0 thlin p)urpose also act on rii

the surrounding tissues of' the eve an-d this e ci'- to nuor~llous c'p .a os

Stati stic:al data avai lible inivv (Ae ciw of- the: %(\ 1}et UIoIt ieal~!
that: with tile utilization of the nietliols Of " tax ia trciond Id
above, oni 30)-40' of the t)itls sce- ii itoi hsoe t0 t.+S

aInd 60-T:.o toe patient,; sutton ot-p a ccopIictitrsSlL

require add' t i niraIl hLospital s i ZLOikLllrd t rcatrieit . %
In 1 961 thle Pu 1i'I sIt Opithamso lugi xi kr-vav i(cIi p repostl a new met hod4

of cataract extraction -rvuextraction. basically this metlhod consists
o f th e follwInI0'I1g.0i
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A massive metallic "pencil" with a bead on the end -- the cryoextractor
-- is submerged in a mixture of solid carbon dioxide and methyl alcohol.
The long narrow tip of the instrument, which - ccoled to a temperature of
-780 , is introduced into the incision until it .ontacts the crystalline
lens. The crystalline lens freezes to the cryoextractor and is then

withdrawn from the eye. However, Krvavich's instrument had a number of
serious shortcomings, which limited its widespread application, among
these shortcomings, the following must be considered.

1. Uneven tempertures on the edges of the cryoextractor. At the

moment of withdrawal from the cooling mixture, the temperature of the
instrument is too low, and then rises rapidly as the result of heat flow
from the surrounding air and fron the eye tissues. As a result, the
moment of achievement of optimum temperature is often missed.

2. in case the cryoextractor contacts the cornea, the iris or other
eye tissues, these parts freeze, which leads to serious post-operative
complications.

3. The relative scarcity and expense of solid carbon dioxide and
difficulties associated with transportation limit the use of Krvavich's
method to the eye clinics of large cities.

In 1963 a device was developed intended for the intercapsular
extraction of cataracts, based on the cryoextraction method, but without

the shortcomings of Krvavich's device.

The phenomenon of thermoelectric cooling was employed in the device

proposed. This permitted obtaining the required temperature on the

operating part of the device, which could be maintained at the required

level for an unlimited period of time. whenever necessary a switch on

the control panel of the device permits raising of the temperature of

the cooled end to 200

The thermoelectric cataract cryoextractor is a refrigerator made
in the iorm of a miniature handle, with a cooling semiconductor thermo-

element in the end. Screwed to the thermoelement in the operating tip

in the form of a cone with an off-set extended point. The electrical

supply to the thermoelement is provided from a special small rectifier

which is equipped with automatic and interlock elements which prevent

improper operation of the device.

Heat removal from the thermoelement is accomplished by means of

running water from the water supply which passes to the cryoextractor
through two rubber hoses, in which the current-carrying bushars are
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also located. Efficient construction of the cryoextractor, the control
panel and the current supply system make the apparatus compact, convenient
and free from failures in operation. The method of employment of the
thermoelectric cataract cryoextractor consists of contacting the crystalline
lens, which has been exposed during the course of the operation, with the
tip, which is cooled to a temperature of -30 to -350. In 2 or 3 seconds
the crystalline is firmly frozen to the tip and is easily withdrawn from
the eye. The freezing zone encompasses not only the crystalline lens
capsule, but partially penetrates the lens, which prevents rupture of
the capsule and complications associated with this.

Experimental versions of the thermoelectric cataract cryoextractors
were made in the Semiconductor Institute of the Academy of Sciences of
the USSR and were forwarded for clinical tests to a number of leading
eye clinics of the Soviet Union. According to official records of the
clinics and to operating surgeons, the application of the thermoelectric
cataract cryoextractor significantly simplifies the technique of inter-
capsular cataract extraction. Due to the utilization of this device the
extraction of cataracts is no longer the lot of only a few chosen
ophthamologists but can be accomplished by surgeons of average qualifica-
tions.'

Operations performed on a large number of patients revealed practi-

cally no post-operative complications, and the sight of all the patients
was returned.

The cryoextractor itself (Figure 90) consists of duralumin casing 8,
which has two red-copper polycylinders 6 and 7 in the front part, which
are insulated from each other and from the casing. The cylinders form
the base on which the thermoelectric element is mounted. Electrical
insulation of the polycylinders from the casing of the device is
accomplished by means of epoxy resin. In order to remove the heat released
at the thermoelement, the base parts have internal channels connected to
two red-copper pipes 9, through which the cooling water flows. The
thermoelement which consists of two semiconductors 4 and 5, which have
n-type and p-type conductivity, are soldered to the heat transfer base.
Operating tip 1, which is constructed of chrome-plated copper and which
has the shape of an elongated cone with an off-set point, is screwed to
the collector of the cold junction of thermoelement 2.

'At the Liepzig International Fair in 1966 the thermoelectric cataract
cryoextractor was awarded a large gold medal.
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Figure 90. A section of a thermoelectric cataract cryoextractor.

The device uses a combined current-supply system, which provides
for easy manipulation of the handle of the cryoextractor during the
operation. This system consists of two rubber hoses 10, 7 x 5 mn in
diameter, and 1300mm long. Inside the hoses are current busbars 11,
which are 2.S mm in diameter, which connects rhe electrical suDIlv to the thvrmo-
element. The busbars are constructed of flexible i,,d-copper cable in
teflun insulation. Thus the current conductors are constantly immersed
in water, as a result of which, notwithstanding the high ct; rent passing
through the cables, their section has been made relatively small. Water
connection to the device is accomplished by means of combined coupling
12.

In order to seal the device hermetically, which is required for
sterilization during preparation for an operation, the thermoelemert is
covered by protective cap 3 of lactic plexiglass and is sealed hermeticallv
with epoxy resin. Operational control of the cryoextractor is concentrated
in one control section, in which the thermoelement current supply rectifier
and also the automatic and interlock elements are mounted. The principal
electrical diagram of the control section is shown in Figure 91.

The rectifier which supplies the thermoelement is of the full-wave
type and consists of power transformer Tr, two germanium diodes D and D2

(type VG-50-15) and filter choke Ch. The rectified voltage output at the
choke has a ripple of 5-7%, which does not effect thermoelement operation.
The primary winding of the power transformer is designed for connection
of the device to a 220/127 v network through voltage selector switch S1 .
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Figure 91. Principal schematic of the current
and control sections of the thermoelectric

cataract extractor.

The rectified voltage is applied to the thermoelement through heavy-
duty switch S 2 which reverses the current through the load and thereby

changes the the rmoelement from the cooling mode to the heating mode, In
order to prevent overheating of the operating tip of the cryoextractor
during the "heating" mode, the control section has bimetallic heat relay
K1 , which disconnects the input circuit after 20-2S seconds.

Hydraulic relay K2, placed to interrupt the input circuit, excludes

the possilibity of turning on the device without the preliminary delivery
of water. The signal lamps L1, L2 and L3 , which are installed on the front

panel of the control section, indicate that the device is switched on and
whether the device is being operated in the "cooling" or "heating" mode.
The signal lamps are switched into the circuit by relay K3, which protects

the lamps from overvoltage caused by the heavy current at the moment of
switching polarity of the c'irrent. Resistor R1 serves to exclude the

application of voltage to the cryoextractor in an emergency condition,
if a breakdown occurs between the primary and secondary windings of the

~power transformer.

'
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The temperature of the operating tip in the thermoelectric cataract
cryoextractor depends on the temperature of the water in the heat removal
system. But even with a water temperature of 200 (during the summer for
Southern regions of the country), the temperature at the tip is equal to
-210, which is quite sufficient for normal operation of the device.

The basic specifications of the cataract cryoextractor are shown
below.

Operating current 90 a
Operating voltage 1.7 v
Power requirement 153 w
Input power requirement 260 w
Tumperatue at the operating tip of the device

(with a water temperature in the heat removal

system of 15°) -2S to -300
Time to establish cooling mode 2 min
Time required to heat tip to 200 20-25 sec
Water flow rate in the heat removal system 40 Z/h
Weight of the handle of the cryoextractor 6S g
Handle dimensions: diameter 16 mm

height 105 mm
Weight of the control section 18 kg
Control section dimensions 280 - 220 x 185 mm

Continuous operating time unlimited
Operating life 5 years
Storage life 5 years

An overall view of the thermoelectric cataract cryoextractor with
the control section is shown in Figure 92.

§2. A Device for Thermal Stimulation of the Skin -- a Thermodl

In practical physiological investigations cooling or heating of a
limited area of the skin is often required. Various skin thermal devices
are usually employed for this purpose.

The application of thermal stimulation with the aid of "thermal
packs" and other devices employed for this purpose, i.e., thermods, filled
with water or ice do not provide the exact measure of thermal stimulation
and require further modernization. In addition, temperature reduction
in these devices by means of various cooling agents (water, ice, solid
carbon dioxide, etc.) do not satisfy practical requirements due to the
impossibility of providing for a rapid temperature change, which in a
number of cases is definitely indicated.

11"o exact equivalent of this term can be found. It is possibly a generic

term for devices used in the therapeutic application of heat or cold.--Tr."
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Figure 92. An overall view of the thermo-
electric cataract cryoextractor with the
power supply and control section.

The tnermod design represents a thermoelectric device, which does
not possess the shortcomings indicated. With insignificant size and weight
(450 g), it permits an exact measure of thermal stimulation and when
required can be switched from a cooling to a heating mode in a short
period of time. The temperature of the operating part of the thermod may
be changed from -35 to +500 . For convenience the device is made in the
form of a handle (Figure 93). Cooling or heating of the operating portion
1 of the device is accomplished by thermoelectric couple 2 and 3, which
consist of one high-current thermoelement. Heat removal from the thermopile
is accomplished by means of running water, which inters the device through
two rubber hoses 4. Current conductors S, which deliver current to the
thermoelement, pass inside the water hoses and are immersed in water
during operation. Such an electrical and water system supply to the
device permits a significant re,"uction to be made in the section of the
current-carrying conductors, which in turn permitted the development
of the flexible, conveniently manipulated device. The water connection
and also the electricai supply are accomplished through nipples 6 and
terminals 7.
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Figure 93. A section of a thermoelectric device for thermal skin stimulation
-- a thermod.

A high-sensitivity semiconductor thermocouple provides continuous
measurement of the temperature of the operating surface of the device.
The thermocouple arms consist of tellurium and an n-type ternary alloy,
employed for the negative arms of the thermoelements. The ends of the
thermocouple used for measurement are extended from the device with the
electrical and water supply system hoses. The hot connecting plates 8
of the thermoelement with channel 9 for the passage of water are manu-
factured of copper and immersed in epoxy resin tin. The housing 11 is
manufactured of ebonite.

The electrical control circuit of the device (Figure 94) is suffi-
ciently simple and reliable to permit the device to be used by average
medical personnel which have no specialized training.

Maintenance of the required temperature of the device both in the
cooling as well as in the heating mode is accomplished by changing the
value of resistance RT, which is switched into the arm of a bridge circuit.
Subsequent temperature stabilization is accomplished automatically by the
measuring thermocouple MT, which is switched into the same bridge circuit.
A change in the value of resistance RT leads to bridge unbalance. A
constant voltage originating in the bridge diagonal is applied to
vibrator converter VC, where the unbalance signal is converted to an
alternating current, which after amplification is applied to relay K2
the contacts of the relay close and turn on the rectifier, which supplies
current to thermoelement TE. The temperature on the operating surface
of the device begins to change (cools or heats), which leads to the
appearance of a voltage on the measurement on the thermocouple, which
in turn decreases tridge unbalance.
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Figure 94. The electrical circuit of the supply and
central sections of the thermod.

At the moment when the temperature on the operating portion of the
thermod reaches the value set on scale RT, the bridge is balanced ar.d
signal delivery to the anplifier ceases. When there is no signal at the
amplifier input, relay K, switches the rectifier off. Thus the circuit

shown permits automatic temperature maintenance of the opcrating part of
the thermod at any vreviously set level with an accuracy of 40.1'

.

The temperature stability of the water employed for heat removal has
a significant influence on the accuracy of temperature maintenance.
Temperature stabilization of the water entering the device is accomplished
by means of the contacts of thermometer KT, which through relay KI connect

or disconnect the electrical supply to electrical heater II.

Test of the device revealed its high operating qulaities. It
provides a constant measure of thermostimulation in the possibility of
rapid change (in 1 or 2 minutes) from the cooling to the heating mode,
which permits the device to be employed in experiments with frequeit
alternations in thermostimulation. An overall view of the thermoelectric
device for thermostimulation is shown in Figure 95.
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Figure 95. An overall view of the device for
thermostimulation -- the thermod.

§3. A Microrefrigerator for the Treatment of Skin Diseases

Some skin diseases may be successfully treated by means of local
cooling. If the temperature of the affected portion of the skin is
reduced by 8-10" below body temperature, a number of substances required
by the cooled skin segment is reduced, as the result of which recovery
occurs in a short period of time.

Depending on the type of disease and the general condition of the
patient, the cold application time on the affected skin segment may
extend from several weeks to several months. Naturally a cooling device
for the purpose indicated must have insignificant weight and dimensions,
must be fully automatic, must not hamper the patient, and must permit
operation during non-stationary treatment conditions.

The design of a microrefrigerator intended for the purpose indicated
is shown in Figure 96. The single-stage thermoelectric pile of the device
contains 12 thermoclemenJs 1. The hot junctions of the thermoelements,
through electrically insulating connecting plates 2, are soldered to the
heat removal system 3, which is constructed of aluminum in order to reduce
the weight. The system of radiator plates 4 serves to remove heat from
the thermopile by means of natural convection to the surrounding air.
The collector 6 of the cold junctions, which is the operating surface of
the device, is soldered to the cold junctions of the thermopile through
electrically insulating plates S. Ring 7 of decorative plastic protects
the thermopile from external mechanical disturbances and gives the
device a finished appearance. The power supply is connected to the
microrefrigerator by means of two terminals 8.
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Figure 96. A section of a
microrefrigerator for the
treatment of skin diseases.

Special straps serve to attach the device over the affected skin
area of the arm or leg. In c;cs when a temperature reduction on another
part of the body is required, the design of the device is somewhat

different. This difference mainly pertains to the system of heat transfer
to the thermopile and the method] of attaching the device to the body. One
possible design variation in the heat transfer system may be a system of
two flexible copper or aluminum strips, which are attached by means of a
bandage to a nearby healthy area of the skin. In this case heat transfer
from the thermopile will be accomplished directly to the body, which has
a relatively constant temperatue.

The electrical parameters of the power supply for the thermoelectric
pile microrefrigerator are chosen so that the required refrigerating
capacity is obtained with a minimum of current requirement. In addition,
the method of supplying electrical ener.py to the device must agree with
existing independent power supplies. Silver-zinc storage batteries,
which have small dimensions and are low in weight, possess high capacity
and may be used as power supplies. Since the treatment prncess ol the
skin diseases with local cooling cooling may continue for an extenThd
period of time, it is necessary to have two storage batteries, each of
which may be recharged alternately.

Naturally, the device described may be supplied also from fixed
power supplies, i.e., rectifiers, and only temporarily switched to a
storage battery supply.

Figure 97 shows an overall view of the devicc (the design version
for arm treatments).
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Figure 97. An overall view of a
refrigerating device for the

treatment of skin diseases.

The following are the basic technical characteristics of the device.

Operating current 3 a
Operating voltage 0.4 v
Power requirement 1.2 w
Size of the operating surface: diameter 50 mm
Dimensions: diameter 80 mm

height 47 mm
leight of the device 360 g
Weight of the device with the storage battery 1180 g

§4. Microtomic Stages with Thermoelectric Cooling

The method ofmicrotomy is widely employed in histologic, patho-
anatomical and cytologic practic in rder to obtain extremely thin
sections of biological tissue. In o.der to obtain a high-quality section,
the tissue must be cooled in advance; the degree of cooling is determined
by the type of the tissue under investigation.

In widely employed freezing microtomes, cooling of the tissue block
is accomplished by means of throttling liquid carbon dioxide. In this
conneztion the microtome stage must be connected with a carbon dioxide
tank. This method of cooling the tissue befoie microtom has a number of
essential shortcomings; the basic ones are described below:
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1) the impossibility of controlling the amount of cooling, which
in a number of cases leads to overcooling and tissue destruction;

2) the relative scarcity and high cost of liquid carbon dioxide,
which limits the application of tissue microtomy in rayon and country
clinics, in the practice of forensic medicine and under field conditions;

3) the high rate of consumption of carbon dioxide (one tank is
sufficient for 4-b hours of operation);

4) difficulties involved in the transportation of carbon dioxide
tanKs (one tank weighs approximately 100 kg).

The development of thermoelectric coolinj technology has permitted
the creation of several designs for freezing micrctome stages, free from
the shortcomings listed above.

The first design version of a thercelectric microtome stage is shown
in Figure 98. Theroelectric i le 1 consists of four thermoelements,
mounted on the hot-connecting copper plate 2. The configuration and
geometry of these plates are chosen in agreement with the connection system
and the requirement for maximum heat transfer from them to the radiator.
The upper connecting plates 3 of the thermopile form the operating surface
of the stage, on which the block of tissue which is subject to cooling is
placed. The system of hot and cold connecting plates, with the semicon-
ductors, is filled with epoxy resin, The thermoelectric pile is cemented
to the base 4 of the stage, which is manufactured of aluminum and equipped
with a system of air radiators S.

- -- .-
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Figure 98. A microtome stage with

natural convection heat removal.
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The base of the stage is coated by electrochemical means with a
thin aluminum oxide layer, which provides good thermocontact between the
thermopile and the stage and is also an electrical insulator which excludes
contact between the hot connecting plates of the thermopile.

The measurement of parasitic temperature differences on the electri-
cally insulated aluminum oxide layer revealed that at heat flows appropriate
to operating condition5 of the thermopile, they did not exceed 2-3*. The
electrical supply to the thermopile stage is accomplished by means of
two current conductors 6, which are connected to the connecting plates of
the thermopile and to the terminal bloLN 7. The total area of the radiator
plates of the stage is 500 cm2 .

With natural convection heat exchange with the surrounding air, a

radiator of this area may provide a temperature on the hot junctions of
the thermopile of 250 (with a surrounding air temperature of 200). With
a temperature difference developed by the thermopile of 300, the operating
surface of the stage may be provided with a temperature of -S* . However
at higher surrounding air temperatures, the stage is not provided with
the required operating temperature.

In this connection another microtome stage design was developed with
thermoelectric cooling, equipped with a combined air-liquid system of
heat removal. This design differs from the design described above in that
a f-shaped channel for the passage of water was made in the aluminum plate
of the stage base. Water input and output is accomplished through two
nipples. In this case, when the surrounding air temperature does not
exceed 20', heat Yemoval from the stage is accomplished by means of air
radiators. When the temperature of the surrounding air exceeds 200,
which occurs in Southern areas of the country, a water supply must be
connected to the stage.

In the microtome stage designs described, the operating surface,
which is formed by the cold connecting plates of the thermopile, equalled
240 mm2, which completely satisfies the requirements of histologic and
cytologic practice. iowever, sections of a large area are often required
in patho-anatomical investigations. For these purposes a microtomne stage
was designed with a cooled operating surface of 1600 mnm2 (40 x 40 mm).

In this design (Figure 99), the thermoelectric pile consists of
five thermoelements 1; heat removal from these is accomplished by means
of running water. Water input and output is accomplished through nipples
2. The hot connecting plates 3 of the thermopile are constructed of brass
and have internal channels for the passage of water. Cold-connecting
plates 4 form the operating surface of the stage. Pin S, which passes
through base 6, serves to attach the stage to the microtome. The
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thermopile is mounted on the base. All elements of the stage are filled
with epoxy resin 7. The electrical supply to the stage is accomplished
by means of two terminals 8, which are attached to the cooling water
nipples.

74

Figure 99. A section of a large-area microtome stage
with liquid heat removal.

All of these microtome stage design variations with thermoelectric
cooling have mounting areas compatible with microtomes produced by industry.
As a result, a stage can be installed on a microtome in 1-2 minutes.

Regulation of the degree of cooling of a block of tissue placed on

the microtome stage is accomplished within wide limits by changing the
value of the current fed to the stage. During stage tests, sections of
brain tissue 4-6 oi in thickness were obtained in 1-3 minutes.

Figure 100 represents a thermoelectric microtome stage with liquid
heat removal, installed on a microtome.

The basic technical characteristics for the stages described are

shown in Table 21.

§5. A Cooler for Plastic Surgery

In the conduct of plastic surgical operations, especially in the
area of the face, cases involving the atrophy of a block of transplanted
tissue often occur. The reason for this is an insufficient quantity of
blood to supply the transplanted tissue from the patients organism. As
a rule, in the. conduct of plastic surgical operations in the area of the
fact, intermediate adaptation of the transplanted block of tissue is
accomplished in the shoulder area of the arm.
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Figure 100. An Industrially-produced version
of a mierotome stage, Installed on a
microtome. The rectifier which supplies
the stage Is shown in the background.

In order to prevent atrophy of the transplanted block of tissue, it
is necessary to reduce the tissue requirement for nourishing substances
(blood). This is accomplished by cooling the block to a temperature of
1S-25', i.e., by 20-15 ° lower than normal body temperature. When we
consider that the cold effect must continue uninterruptedly for an extended
period of time (from several weeks to several months), it becomes
apparent that the employment of earlier known methods of cooling and,
in particular, periodically acting cold producing agents are not suitable

for the purpose indicated. In addition, it is extremely desirable that
the patient not be confined to his bed for the duration of the treatment,
but have the capability of independent movement.
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Table 21

Basic Data for Microtome Stages with Thermoelectric Cooling

Type of Stage

Parameter 'With air'with air- With liquid
Sreheat liquid heat heat
removal -removal removalOperat lag area, rin2  '-I .Ot;:

Maximum cool i ng -7 tO-5o -10 tl-5 o  -20
Optimum current, a 12 IL :Io

Sptimum voltage, v 0.3o.
ower requ irement, w 3. 3. 6 1

Time required to establish
minimum temoerature, min 3 3 ,

Wter.Tonsumption, A/min 1 .( , S5 0.5
Dimensions mm X8 5X 2X4 07o).Ij22
Weight, g b .

A miniature thermoelectric refrigerator which has been designed for
the purpose described satisfies all of the conditions listed above.
Small in size and of insignificant weight, the refrigerator may be
employed directly on the face of the patient while not causing him any
particular discomfort. The cooling surfaces are formed of sheet lead,
which permits them to be easily shaped to fit most conveniently the block
of transplanted tissue subject to ccoling.

The current supply of the refrigerator is accomplished by means of
a special rectifier, which is connected with the refrigerator by means
of a long combined current and water supply conductor. Such a connection
system of the refrigerator with the power supply and the heat removal
water system does not tie the patient down, but provides him with suffi-
cient freedom of movement. Regulation of the degree of cooling is
provided by changing the value of the refrigerator supply current. When
necessary, sustaining or changing the temperature of the refrigerator may
be accomplished in accordance with any established schedule; for this
purpose a simple programming device must be connected to the input of the
rectifier.

A section of the thermoelectric refrigerator for plastic surgical

operations is shown in Figure 101.
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Figure 101. Section of a Refrigerator for
plastic surgery.

Two red-copper polycylinders 1 and 2, which have channels 3 for
water, form the base of the device. Two semiconductors 4 and S are
soldered to the base. The polycylinders are insulated from each other
by textolite %vasher 6 and are filled in with white decorative epoxy resin
7. As a result, a single, structurally finished sub-assembly is formed.
Red-copper disc 15, 22 mm in diameter, which is the collector of the cold
junction, is connected above the thermoelement. To nake the device as
universal in application as possible, the cooling surfaces sub-assemlbly
is replaceable, and, Us has been pointed out above, is made of lead.
Thermal contact between the cold junction of the thermoelement and the
cooling surfaces sub-assembly is accomplished by means of tight pressure
on the latter through the-use of plastic sleeve and nut 10 of part 8.
Lead surfaces 9 are soldered to part 8. The electrical supply to the
thermoelement is accomplished through two current-carrying busbars 11 and
12, which are enclosed in rubber hose 13, through which water flows
simultaneously in order to remove heat from the hot junctions of the
thermoelement. Duralumin ring 14 serves to attach the refrigerator to
the patient by means of straps or bandages.

Specifications of the refrigerator are shown below.

Operating current (at which cooling of a block
of tissue from 10 to 1S° is achieved) 40 a

Voltage drop 0.0S V
Direct current power requirement of the

refrigerator 2 w
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Power requirement from the alternatirg 100 w
current supply

Length of the hoses connecting the device with
the power supply up to 2 m

Refrigerator weight with cooling-surfaces 200 g
Device dimensions (without the cooling-surface

sub-assembly): diameter 40 mm
height 25 mm, .,

An overall view of the refrigerator is shown in Figure 102.

OT.RE RODCIBLE,

Figure 102. An overall view of a refrigerator

for plastic surgery.
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CHAPTER XIII. Thermoelectric Devices for Radioelectrcnics

l. A Microthermostated Device for Radloelectronic Devices

Contemporary radioelectronic equipment employs a number of elements,
in which operational stability depends to a large extent on temperature.

These elements include germanium crystal diodes and triodes, frequency
stabilization ,rystals, photoconductive cells, se'.eral special high-
stability resisters, capacitors, etc.

In agreement with contemporary operating requirements established
for these devices, the external temperature may change within the range
of -60 to .600. In addition, the requirement to develop compact radio-
electronic apparatus leads to a quite significant increase in the
temperature inside separate sections, which occasionally reaches 100'
and higher.

The widespread application of radioelectronic devices in contemporary
technology demands maximum reliability under various operating conditions.

The elements listed above, under the influence of such significant
temperature differences, begin to display operational instability, which
in the final analysis leads to failure of the entire apparatus. To a
great extent this pertAins to germanium diodes and triodes which have
temperatures exceeding 40-500 begin to display unstable operation.

The usual methods of temperature reduction include the use of
compressor or absorption refrigerating machines, the application of
cooling mixtures (liquid nitrogen, solid carbon dioxide, ice,'may not
be employed for the purpose indicated due to a number of operating
inconveniences. Thus, for example, the application of refrigerating
machines operating on the compressor or the absorption principle is
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advantageous only for temperature reduction in comparatively large spaces
involving the release within these spaces of heat output calculated in
dozens or hundreds of watts. In this case the refrigerator operates with
a hig! coefficient of performance. During operations with a refrigerator

with a refrigerating capacity of less than 20 w, its coefficient of
performance falls to 10-20%.

ln addition to purely heat engineering considerations, the employment
of reic'igerators for temperature reduction in small spaces is not
advantagecus for the reason that even the most compact machine occupies
a relativel,' large space, has a weight of not less than 30 kg, and requires
a significant expenditure of electrical energy to supply it, The appli-
cation of various cooling methods for the purposes indicated requires
periodic ref-illing, which is not permissible under operating conditions.
The thermoelectric method of cooling permits reducing temperatures in
a small volune with a device of insignificant dimensions and weight. When
required the temperature provided by a thermoelectric cooling device may
be stabilized at the required with a great degree of accuracy, by means
of a special circuit. Thus, for example, a thermoelectric microthermostat
system sustains the temperature of the articles inside the system at a
level of 30 t 0.10 with an external temperature change of -50 to +700.

Thermoelectric cooling devices operate ;,ost effectively when low

heat outputs are released within the cooled volume. Practical designs
of thermostat systems are capable of providing the calculated temperature
difference with heat loads not exceeding 5-10 w. When large heat loads
are released in the cooled voltume, the cooling effectiveness is reduced.

Depending on specific conditions, applicable thermoelectric micro-
refrigerators may be produced in various design versions. Shown below is
a description of the design of one type of thermoelectric microrefrigerator,
intended for the reduction of the operating temperature of germanium
triodes and for crystal frequency stabilization.

The operating volume of the refrigerator (Figure 103) is an aluminum
sleeve 1, which is in good thermocontact with cold junctions 2 of the

thermoelectric pile. In order to exclude electrical contact between the
cylinder and the pile, the end surface of the aluminum shell is coated by
electrochemical means with a thin aluminum oxide layer, which provides
good heat conductivity and high resistance.

In order to reduce heat flow from outside, shell 1 is protected by
a layer of thermoinsulation consisting of foam plastic 3. External
shell 4 surrounds the microrefrigerator on the outside. In order to
connect articles into the circuit which are located inside the thermostat
system, feed-through glass insulators 6 are situated on removable cover 5.
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Hecat removal from the hot sides of the thermopile is accomplished through
alUMinUM plate 7, which is coated with aluminum oxide on one side. During
construction of thec thermostat system, the plate is tightly piresseer to
the frame of the devi ze. The thermoelectric pile of' the thermostat
systemt cinsists of IS serics-connectcd thermoelements, which are filled
with epoxy resin and form a single sub-assembly.

'A

Figure 103. A section of a
microthermostat system for
radioelectronic devices.

The basic parameters of the microthermostat system described are
as follows:

Supply current 8 a
Voltage 1. 2 v
Maximum temperature difference:

at an ambient temperature of 200 300
at an ambient temperature of 50' 4Q0

Dimensions: height 120 mm
diameter m
useful volume 75 cm3

Weight 390 g



Figure I04 shows an overall view of the microthermostat system
described.

GRAPHICS
NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Figure 104. An overall view of a microthermostat
systcm for radioeiectronlc devices,

In the design formulaion shown, microthermostat systems with a
useful volume form 23 to 300 cm3 were developed. As we have pointeu out

previously, the refrigerating capacity of thermoelectric microrefrigerators
is not great. In this connection a combination of devices must be

accomplished in such a manner that only the element requiring thermo-
static control be placed within the microthermostat system. The heat
output of the device must not exceed tho indicated value.

In a number of cases it is necessary not only to reduce the
temperature of part of a radioelectronic device but also to stabilize
it at a required level. This problem may be resolved by various methods,
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based on the application of 1) liquid thermoregulators, 2) contact
thermometers, 3) bimetailic thermoregulators, 4) thermocouples and
thermistor electronic regulators.

The first thrce temperature stabilization methods cannot be recom-
mended for thermoelectric cooling devices due to insufficient sensitivity
with respect to the large dimensions and significant inertia of the
sensurs. Thus, for example, the accuracy of the temperature maintained
by a bi-metallic sensor equals 3-S', which in a number of cases is
insufficient.

The fourth method is the most widely employed one for the purpose
indicated, in which low-inertia thermocouples or thermistors are used as
sensors. This method, in conjunction with a comparatively simple elec-
tronic circuit, permits maintaining the temperature in a thermostaticall-v
controlled volume with an accuracy of ±0.10 and above. One possihle
electronic temperature regulation circuit is shown in Figure 10S. The
temperature sensors are two microthermistors, which are connected in a
bridge circuit; the unbalance signal is amplified by a sub-miniature
tube amplifier and is applied to a relay which changes the direction of
the current supply to the thermoelectric pile, and thereby switches it
from the cooling to the heating mode. The overall dimensions of such
an electronic temperature stabilizer are 100 ' 100 50 mm.

I I

temperature

Figure 105. The principal circuit of an

electronic temperature stabilizer.
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* The electronic stabilizer constructed in accorda,wce with the
circuit shown maintains the teliperature in the operating volume of the
thecrmoelectric microrefrigerator with an accuracy of 0.10. A further
reduction in the size and weight of the stabilizer is possible by replacing
the electron tubes with scmiconductor triodes and by using a magnetic
amplifier.

~2. A Thermoelectric UltrathermoStat System

temperature stabilization with a high degree of accuracy is often
reyijired in contemporary radioelectronics, ari d also in laboratory prac.-
tice. The parameters Of eXis5ting Ultrathermostat-system desi,6 as do not
always satisfy practical requirements. Thus, for example, the inost widely
employed gepler ultratniermostat has the following shortcominigs: the
electric motor creates interference and vibratian in thte L.evicc; the water
employed as a heat-transfer agent causes coirosion of the internal parts
of the thernostat system; and the contact thermometer does not providL
the required operationo' .'Jiability. All these factors reduce the
operational capability o. the devIce.

The electronic ultrathermostat sy'steml with thermoelectric cooling
is free from the defects listed above. Fhe lack of moving parts and of
corrosion caused by the liquid, the smoothness and continuity of regulation
in junction with a Iii degree of temperature stabilization Provides for
high operating qualities of the devii-v which permits it to be used in
the most demanding radioelectronic deviccs for a temperature stabilization
of Weston reference cells, where separate design elements and sub-
assemblies, and also in laboratory- investigations.

Theli electronic ultrathermostat sy~stem maintains a constant temperature
(20 -_ 0.010) in a b-liter volume with an enivironmental temperature of
10 to 300.

A stable temperature is established in the thermostat system chamber
containing no thermostatically controlled bodies in the course of nut
more than 10 minutes. If two normal Weston cells are placed in the
chamber, a stable temperature is established in the chamber in two hours.
The thermoelectric ultrathermostat systerm is supplied from the alter-
nating current network of 220 v with a power consumption of 100 w.

The operating principle of the ultrathermostat system.

ri, electronic ultrathermostat systein, whic&. is shown in block diagram
in Figure 106, is a closed system of automatic temperature re,-ulation. It
consists ef regulating objects (the thermostat), the sensitive element and
the electron regulator. The electron regulator zonsists of an amplifier
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with a vibrator power pack at the input and an action element (a power
amplifier).

Environmental Sestv_ = ... , Sensitive i
y / I eleme n t

]Regulate Amplifier with

object vibrator converter

Figure 106. A block diagram of
a thermoelectric ultrathermostat

sys tern.

A bridge is employed as a sensitive element to sense the temperature
change in the thermostat system chamber. The bridge is formed of two
MIT-l thermoresistors connected in series in opposite arms of the bridge,
and two manganin resistors which are connected in the two remaining arms
of the bridge. The series connection of the thermoresistors is for the
purpos2 of reducing the power dissipated on each resistor to a value
below the permissible limit (0.01 w with a power limit of 0.05 w).

The bridge is supplied from a battery consisting of b-KSU-3 cells
with a total voltage of 9v, and is balanced at a temperature of 21'.
Bridge unbalance occurs when the temperature changes in the thermostat
system chamber. The unbalance signal is applied to the input of the
amplifier and after conversion by the VUS.3 vibrator converter into an
alternating current signal with a frequency' of 50 Itz is amplified by the
first two stages of the amplifier, which is equipped with 6 Zh 8 tubes.
The amplified alternating voltage is detected at the second contact of
the vibrator converter. The dc amplifier is equipped with 6 N 9C electron
tubes in a cathode compensated circuit. The signal obtained at the output
of the atplifier is applied to the power amplifier (which is a cathode-
coupled stage equipped with 6 P 3 C electron tubes) which feeds the
preheater of the thermostat system chamber. The phase of the control
signal is such that the system continuously balances the bridge unbalance
signal. Ind'.cator kicks of the galvanometers of the measuring circuits
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which are observed when thermostats operating on the principal of
positional regulation are employed, are eliminated due to continuous
regulation in this device.

Cooling of the operating chamber is required for normal operation
of the thermostat system. In che ultrathermostat system described,
thermoelectric cooling is employed which eliminates the inconveniences
associated with the use of temporarily effective cooling agents. The semi-
conductor thermopile is supplied from a separate non-regulated rectifier,
situated in the electronic regulator section, with an output of 3 v and
an operating current of 4 a. The temperature within the cold chamber is
reduced 120 below the temperature of the surrounding medium. The maximum
permissible current through the thermopile is 8 a. Heat removal from
the hot junctions of the thetmopile is accomplished with a system of air
radiators which are distributed in a fan-shaped manner around the lower
part of the thermostat system.

Construction of the ultrathermostat system.

Construction of the ultrathermostat system has been accomplished in
the form of two separate sections: the thermostat system and the elec-
tronic regulator, which are interconnected by a cable with plug-in socket
connections.

The thermostat system secLion consists of two parts: the refrigera-
tor and the thermostat system chamber. The thermoelectrical part of
the device is a thermally-insulated cylindrical chamber with a volume of
22 liters. The thermoelectric pile, consisting of 72 series-connected
thermoelements, is mounted on a textolite ring in the lower part of the
chamber. The hot junctiens of the thennepile are equipped with a system
of radiators which provide for sufficient heat removal to the surrounding
air. The refrigerator chamber is thermally insulated with foam plastic
with a thickness of 50 mm.

The cold junctions of the thermoelement are equipped with a system
of red-copper plates, which are distributed vertically along the entire
inner side surface of the operating chamber, which facilitates adequate
heat transfer between the thermopile and the air inside the chamber. An
aperture is provided in the top of the chamber, which is covered by a
plug of foam plastic, for the entry of the wires from the thermostatically
cooled objects and the sensors of the temperature stabilization control
circuit. The thermosensitive element -- the bridge with the thermoresistors
-- are situated close to the sides of the chamber. A three-section
preheater winding is situated on the outside surface of the thermostat
system chamber. The output of the preheater may vary up to 15 w, which
in conjunction with continuous chamber cooling permits temperature
stabilization without changing the sensor adjustment.
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The electronic regulator is constructed as a separate section. The
following are situated in this section. A regulated source of anode
voltage of 250 v, with a current of 5 ma; a non-regulated power amplifier
power supply with a voltage of 350 % and a current of 100 ma; a non-
regulated thermopile power supply with a voltage of 3 v and a current of
4 a; and the battery supply for the thermosensitive bridge.

The temperature measurement circuit.

Figure 107 shows a schematic of the temperature measurement section
within the thermostat system chamber. Within the chamber are located the
standard Weston IIl cell of the NL claFs, a copper resistance thermometer
TS and reference coil OKS-2. The resistance thermometer, reference coil
and the KNS-6 resistance box are connected in series in the battery
circuit with a voltage of 1.S v.

Temperatuire change within the chamber is measured by the indirect
me',od, by measuring with the PPTN-1 potentiometer the change in voltage
on the resistance thermoneter, with a constant voltage on the reference
coil. When the measurement is initiated, the voltage on the resistance
thermometer and the reference coil is established at 18 my. During
subsequent measurements, the vcltage on the reference ccil is controlled
by the PPTN-I potentiometer with arT error of 0.0001 my.

K*IS-6 'Thermostat r

TS NE

U. V 4.'-- --r 01L PPT l

IOKS-.2 fp

Figure 107. A schematic of the

temperature measuring section

of the ultrathermostat system.

The F-16 photo-compensated amplifier with a sensitivity of 2 .v on
the scale is used as an indicator. When required, this voltage is
adjusted by means of the KMS-6 resistance box. The connection of the
PPTN-I potentiometer with the GKS-2 reference coil and resistance
thermometer TS is ;c:c -lished by means of oil switch MP.
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With a constant voltage on the reference coil, the voltage change
on the resistance thermometer is accomplished mainly by a temperature
change in the thermostat system chamber. The temperature change with
respect to the voltage change on the resistance thermometer is defined
by the equation

AiT=AAI"TS

where AT is the temperature change within the chamber; K is a proportional

coefficient, equal to 15 in the case examined; V , is the voltage change

on the resistance thermometer.

A graph of temperature change with time in the operating chamber,
plotted on the basis of experimental data, is shown in Figure 108.

2. OZ

IP 98 "..

* 7# 8 6hours

Figure 108. Temperature change
with time in the operating
chamber of a thermoelectric
ultrathermostat system.

3. A Thermoelectric Cooler for a Parametric Emplifier

The noise coefficient of a paraetric amplifier is defined by the
so-called noise temperature of the diode employed in the amplifier and
the resonator system noise. The noise temperature of the resonator, as
a rule, does not exceed 10% of the total amplifier noise level. Thus the
basic source of noise in a parametric amplifier is the diode.

Figure 109 shows the dependence of the effective noise temperature
(TN1,FF) of a parametric amplifier on temperature (t). Curve 1 pertains

to a diode manufactured of germanium with an impurity concentration of 1019;
curve 2 pertains to a diode of silicon with an impurity concentration of
1020. From the curve shown it is obvious that the noise tempe-. ',ire may
be reduced by reducing the diode temperature. The operating coad-ien.
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of parametric amplifiers, as a rule, do not permit the employment for
doide cooling of compresscr refrigeration machines or periodically acting
cold-producing agents (liquid nitrogen, or solid carbon dioxide). In
this connection a model of a thermoelectric cooler was developed which
provides for doide cooling in a typical parametric system resonator to

T
n,eff

•V 1.' 0 IJ * '.'?

Figure 109. The dependence of the
effective noise temperature
(T n,ef f) of a parametric

amplifier on diode temperature
(t).

A section of a Zhermoelectric refrigerator installed on the wave
guide channel of a parametric amplifier resonator is shown in Figure
110. The thermoelectric pile which consists of two staies 1 and 2, is
soldered through ceramic heat junctions 3 to the heat transfer base,
which is installed at the bottom of housing 4. Heat removal from the
thermopile in a device of this construction is accomplished by means of
running water, which delivered through nipples 5 and flows through
channels 6. The cold junction collector of the thermoelement of second
stage 7 has a calibrated recess in the upper part, in which diode 8, which

is subject to cooling, is placed. The upper lead of the diode is con-
nected through a special clamping cap with thin conductor 9. which is
soldered to feed-through insulator 10. Electrical contacts between the
diode and the resonator wave guide 11 is accomplished through two thin
washers 12 and 13. These washers retard heat flow from the cooled

diode to the side of the wave guide. Diode temperature is measured by
ML T-16 microtbermistor 14, which is placed in silver amalgam in the
collector of the cold junctions of the thermopile second stage. The
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leads of the thermistor, for subsequent circuit connection, are attached
to terminal block 15, which is fastened to the housing. The thermopile
current supply is accomplished from a source of direct current, whichis
connected through current-carrying busbars 16.

Thermoinsulation of the thermopile and the diode in the wave guide
is accomplished by foam plastic 17. The refrigerator itself is attached
to the wave guide channel of the resonator by means of two bolts 18.
Replacement of the diode is accomplished by removing the refrigerator
from the wave guide.

The basic parameters of the thermoelectric refrigerator described
are listed below.

Operating current 60 a
Thermopile voltage drop 0.S v
Direct current power requirement 30 w
Diode temperature (with a heat removal

water system temperature of 180 and an
environmental temperature of +20°) -s0

Temperature difference providedby the device 680
Refrigerator dimensions (not including the

resonator) 50 x 66 x 46 mm
Refrigerator weight excluding the resonator 725 g
Water consumption rate in the heat removal system 60 Z/h

An overal view of the thermoelectric refrigerator for a parametric

amplifier is shown in Figure 111.

S4. A Thermoprobe

In the production of transistors and in laboratory practice it is
necessary to have a method of quickly determining the nature of the
conductivity of an ingot of a silicon or germanium, as well as determining
the boundaries of various conductivity areas along the ingot. A system
of hot probing is usually employed for a similar rapid method of deter-
mining the sign of the conductivity; many devices have been constructed
on this principle.

The essence of this method consists of the following: a metallic
point, or a probe, heated to a temperature of 40-50 ° is applied to the
test material in the area required. A millivolt meter, connected between
the probe and the specimen being tested, shows the direction of the
thermoelectromotive force generated in the circuit, which will be pro-
portional to the value of the temperature difference between the hot
probe and the ingot, and the polarity of the thermoelectromotive force
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will depend on the nature of the conductivity of the object being
investigated. Along with simplicity in convenience in measurement,
the hot probing method has one significant shortcoming. When the
temperature of the probe is close to the temperature of the onset of
self-conductance in the semiconductor, this method gives false indications
and proves to be unsuitable.

In this connection, the necessity arose to create a temperature
difference between the probe and the ingot not by increasing the probe,
but by decreasing it. The thermoelectric method of cooling permitted
this problem to be solved successfully, and facillitated the development
of a device required by industry.

This device (Figure 112) consists of thermocouple 7 and 8; code
collector 10 of the thermocouple with the point at the end forms the
probe with a base area of 6 mm2 . The outside of the thermocouple and
the cold collector is covered with a protective cap 9 of decorative
plastic. Heat removal from the hot junctions of thermocouple 5 is accom-
plished by means of radiator system 4, with natural convection heat
removal.

The electrical supply to the thermoelement is delivered through the
radiator system, which is divided into two parts, *A and B, which are
electrically insulated from each other. Current conducting busbars 1 and
2 are connected to the appropriate parts of the radiator system. Coupling
rings 3 and 6 serve as rigid couplings for the two parts of the radiator
system. The cold collector, which is the probe, has an electrical lead
for connection to the measuring device. Two minutes after the device is
switched on a temperature of -17' is established at the tip of the probe,
with an operating current cf 20 a. The voltage drop on the device is
0.07 v. Thus the power required by the device from the power supply
equals 1.4 w.

The sides of the device (the diameter of the upper part is 40 mm,
and the height is 161 mm) and its weight (470 g) permits it to be utilized
for an extended period of time without any kind of stress.
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Figure 11). An overall view of a thermo-

electric refrigerator for a parametric
amplifier , Installed on the wave guide
channel.
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CHAPTER XIV. General Purpose Thermoelectric Refriaeratnr-

§1. Microrefrigerators for Laboratory Purposes

In various types of laboratory investigations the necessity often
arises to examine the behavior of a model or the progress of a process
in a wide range of temperatures. In a case when the temperature range
which interests the investigator extends into the area below room
temperature, the conduct of these experiments is associated with a great

deal of difficulty. This difficulty is caused by the fact that all
existing Taethods of temperature reduction do not permit the establishment,
with simple methods of smooth temperature regulation within the operating
range. By virture of this circumstance, in practice it is necessary to
develop complex and large thermoregulating devices, which, however, do
not always satisfy established requirements.

The thermoelectric method of cooling and heating has permitted the
development of microrefrigerators, which are free from the shortcomings
listed above. By changing the value of' the supply current to the thermo-
electric pile, the temperature in the operating chamber of the device
can be changed with any degree of accuracy and rate of change. Whenever
required, a traiisition from the cooling mode to the heating mode and
the reverse can be accomplished by reversing the direction of the cdrrent
supply of the micr,,refrj.jerator.

Three design versJons of microrefrigerators for laboratory purposes
have been developed. The first version of the microrefrigerator (Figure
113) is equipped with a single-stage thermoelectric pile 6, which consists
of five thermoelecents. The cold junctions of the thermopile are coupled
with good thermal coract with aluminum disk 5, to which the operating
chamber 1 is soldered, which is constructed of aluminum.
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Figure 113. A section of a
microrefrigerator for
laboratory purposes. The
first design version is
shown,

In order to exclude electrical contact between the connecting plates

of the thermoelectric pile and the bottom of the operating chamber, the
latter is electrochemically coated with a thin (0.5-1.5 w) layer of
aluminum oxide. This layer displays insignificant heat transfer resist-
ance and at the same time provides good electrical insulating properties.

Heat removal from the thermoelectric pile is accomplished bY running

water, which flows in channels provided directly within the hot connecting,
plates of the thermopile. Water input and output for the device is
accomplished by means of two nhipples 4. The electrical supply to the
device is through terminals 3, which are soldered to the water supply
nipples. The system of hot connecting plates is filled in with thermo-
reactive epoxy compound 9, thus forming a rigid, structurally finished
sub-assembly. The o)utside of the opera'Ling chamber of the device is
protected by a layer of thermal insulation 8, constructed of foam
plastic. In order to reduce heat losses through the side section of the
thermal insulation, narrow recesses 10 have been cut into the insulation.
Aluminum cylinder 7 forms the external housing of the device. Thermally-
insulated cover 2 provides access to the operating chamber.

Protective ring 11, of decorative plastic, is located at the area
where the cover joins the chamber. Resin ring 12 provides constant

thermal contact between the operating chamber base and the thermopile.
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The external cover is attached to the thermopile by means of shaped
screws 13, which also serve as the legs of the device.

As we have pointed out previously, the value of the maximum tempera-
ture difference provided by a thermoelectric cooling device depends on
the heat load on the thermopile, which in turn is determined by the heat
released by the objects subject to cooling, by parasitic heat flows from
outside through the layer of thermal insulation, and by the heat conduc-
tivity of the thermoelement arms.

The technical parameters of the microrefrigerator described are
shown below, aTnd a general view is presented in Figure 114.

Chamber volume 75 cm3

Minimum operating chamber temperature (with a
water system heat removal temperature of 150) -300

Maximum operating chamber temperature +500

Operating current in the maximum cooling mode 45 a
Operating current in the maximum heating mode 10 a
Power requirement, cooling mode 18 w
Time required to establish minimum temperature

in the operazing chamber, filled with glycerin 25 min
W ater consumption rate 0.2 Zimin
Dimensions: diameter 85 mm

height 130 mm
Weight 540 g

NOT .PRDtJCIBLE
Figure 114. An overall view

of the first version of a
microrefrigerator for
laboratory purposes.
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The second design version of a microrefrigerator for laboratory
purposes provides for lower temperatures in the operr.ting chahber of
the device. This is achieved by utilizing a two-stage thermoelectric
pile in place of the single-stage pile employed in the first version of
the device. In order to provide sufficient refrigerating capacity in the
second stage, the current is supplied in series with the first stage. In
addition, the thickness of the thermal insulation of the operating chamber
of the device has been increased.

A section of this type of microrefrigerator is shown in Figure 115.
The two-stage thermoelectric pile with series-fed stages 1 consists, in
the first stage, of ten thermoelements; there are two theinoelements in
the second stage, Operating chamber S is soldered to the cold collectors
of the second stage of the thermopile through the electrically insulated
ceramic heat junctions. This arrangement provides for a minimum heat
transfer resistance. "he hot junctions of the first stage of the thermo-
pile, which are again connected through ceramic heat junctions, are
soldered to collector 4 of the hot junctions, which in turn is soldered
to the heat removal system S. Heat removal from the thermopile is
accomplished by running water, which is supplied to the device through
two nipples 6.

12

Figure 115. A section of a microrefrlgerator
for labor~tory purposes. The second design
version is illustrated.
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The electrical supply to the device is cornnected through two terminals

7, installed oi electrically insulated panel 8. The operating chamber of
the device is protected by a layer of thermal insulation 9, formed of
foam plastic. Cover 10 provides access to the operating chamber. Micro-
thermistor 11, mounted in the operating chamber with amalgam, serves to
measure the temperature in the operating chamber of the device. The

leads of thermistor 12 are extended to the insulated panel.

The thermoelectric pile of the microrefrigerator described possesses
a comparatively high refrigerating capacity, which is illustrated in
Figure 116. This graph shows an experimental curve of the change in the
temperature difference provided by the refrigerator as a function of the
heat released in the operating chamb er of the device.

0 z " ,iw

Figure 116. The temperature

difference provided by the
second design version of a
microrefrigerator for
laborator purposes as a
function of the value of

the heat released in the
operating chamber.

An o-.erall view of the device is shown in Figure 117.

The third version of the thermoelectric refrigerator for laboratory
purposes is a single, structurally finished device, which contains, in
addition to the refrigerator itself, the rectifier, the temperature
measurement circuit, and also sutomatic and control elements which
provide for reliable operation.
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Figure 117. An overall view of the
second design version of the
microrefrigerator for laboratory

purposes.

The basic parameters of this type of microrefrigerator are as

follows.

Optimum current SO a

Voltage drop 1.64 v

Power requirement 82 w

Minimum operating chamber temperature (with a
water system heat removal temperature of 180) -530

Maximum operating chamber temperature 550

Operating chamber volume 125 cmA

Dimensions: diameter 120 mm

height 160 mm

Weight 2.4 kg

The electrical circuit of the microrefrigerator is shown in Figure

118.

The two-stage thermoelectric pile Th of the refrigerator is supplied

from a fall-wave rectifier, consisting of power transformer Tr and VG-50-15

germanium rectifiers (1I and D2). Filter chokc Ch serves to smooth .ut

rectified-current ripple to a value of S-7%. Switch S1 serves to transfer

the thermopile from the cooling to the heating mode. In this case the

thermopile receives current reversed in polarity, from half of the
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secondary winding of the power transformer, rectified by VG-10-15 diode

D.. Resistor R1 serves to limit the flow of heating current. Temperature

measurement in the microrefrigerator is accomplished by means of micro-

thermistor R2 , which is attached in silver amalgam to the side of the

cylinder which forms the cperating chamber of the device.

F 'Sw, T'
Tr FTI, *I Ch• ,, b~r- ( ,j, Th "_.

f SW

Hk 1.

Figure 118. The electrical circuit of the third version
of the microrefrigerator for laboratory purposes.

The temperature measurement circuit consists of a bridge; the arms

of the bridge are made up of resistors R, , RS, R6 , R8 and R9. Resistor

R2, which is connected in the measurement arm of the bridge, is a micro-

thermistor. The current supply to the bridge flows from battery B, which

is connected to the bridge by switch Sw 3 . The value of the voltage required

to supply the bridge is established by resistor R7. Switch S2 serves to

calibrate the bridge, and this is accomplished by means of resistor R8.

The M-24 microariuneter is employed as measuring device NI And is connected
in the diagonal of the bridge. The scale of the meter is graduated in
degrees centigrade. The current supply to the device is from the 127/220 v
network through fuses F1 and F 2 . Switch Sw1 serves to switch on the
voltage supply. Hydraulic relay 1lk-Sw2 is connected in the water supply

circuit from the hot junctions of the thermopile in order to break the
circuit to the microrefrigerator if there is no water in the heat removal
system.
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Brief technical characteristics for the microrefrigerator are shown
below.

Optimum current in the cooling mode 50 a
Voltage drop in the cooling mode 1.64 v
Power requirement in the cooling mode 82 w
Minimum operating chamber temperature (with a
water system heat removal temperature of 150 )  -SO0

Optimum current in the heating mode 6 a
Voltage drop in the heating mode 0.2 v
Power requirement in the heating mode 1.2 w
Maximum temperature in the heating mode 500

Operating chamber volume 75 cm3

Dimensions: 2S0 x 250 x 160 mm
Weight S kg

An overall view of the third design version of the microrefrigerator
is shown in Figure 119.

NOT RkP tCIBLt

Figure 119. An overall view of the third
design version of the microrefrigerator
for laboratory purposes.
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§2. Experimental Thermoelectric Microchambers

Thermochambers are used in a number of branches of engineering for
checking the efficiency of articles within a range of operating tempera-
tures. Temperature reduction in these chambers is accomplished by means
of compressor refrigerating machines, and heating is accomplished by
electrical heaters. According to existing standards, experimental chambers
must provide a temperature range of -6C to +600. The use of compressor
thermochambers in practice is associated with a number of inconveniences,
based on the following factors: relatively large energy'requirements,
significant size and weight and extended period of time to reach operating
levels, and a number of other factors. A particularly important short-
'oming is the large volume of the operating chamber, calculated in
hundreds and thousands of liters. Very often, however, the volume of
articles subject to investigation may amount to several cubic centimeters.
In addition, it is often necessary to carry out thermal tests with the
simultaneous application on a device undergoing tests of vibrational
and accelerating loads. It is not possible to carry out such tests in
thermochambers cooled by freon compressors. With these considerations
in mind, two design versions of low-volume experimental thermoelectric
chambers were developed.

The first version of the chamber was constructed in the form of a
rectangular parallel piped, the sides and the bottom of which form a
two-stage thermopile with a series current supply. Heat removal from
the hot junctions of the thermopile is accomplished by means of running
water, which passes through channels located in the duraluminum panels
on which the thermopiles are mounted, The channels for water are situated
in such a manner that after assembly of the device, they form a single
series-connected water system. As we have pointed out previously (Part II,
Chapter VI, 56), such a system of distribution of the thermopiles reduces
to a significant extent parasitic heat flow to the chamber from the
outside. It is the circumstance which excludes the application of
external thermal insulation. All five thermcpiles are connected in
series by a system of special connectors. The total number of thermo-
elements and the method of their connection provides for a sufficiently
high chamber refrigerating capacity. The space between the connecting
plates of the second stage of the thermopile forms the operating chamber
of the device. The side walls of the operating chamber are formed by the
individual connecting plate:s of the second stage of the thermopiles, and
the bottom of the operating chamber consists of the continuous metal
plate, soldered to the collectors of the cold junctions of the second
stages of the lower thermopile.

For a maximum reduction in mechanical stresses, generated in the
lower thermopile, this plate is manufactured of a material with a low
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thermal distribution coefficient (invar). In order to reduce heat transfer
between the first and second stages of the thermopiles, foam plastic
thermoinsulation is placed between them. Access to the operating chahber
of the device is accomplished through a removable upper cover, which is
equipped with a layer of foam plastic thermal insulation. In order to
conduct dynamic tests of articles located within the chamber, twelve con-
ductors are connected to the operating chamber through a special plug
and socket connection. Busbars carrying the electrical supply to the
chamber thermopiles, and also nipples for the delivery and the output
of water for the heat removal system are brought out to the side wall of
the device.

Brief technical characteristics of the experimental chamber are

shown below.

Operating current in the cooling mode 45 a
Voltage drop in the cooling mode 11 v
Power requirement in the cooling mode 495 w
Minimum operating volume temperature (with a

heat removal water system temperature of 200) -40 °

Operating current in the heating mode, to a
temperature of 400 16 a

Voltage drop in the heating mode 3.5 v
Power requirement in the heating mode 56 W
Time required to establish cooling mode 2.5 hours
Time required to establish heating mode 1.5 hours
Water consumption rate in the heat removal system 7S Z/h
Operating Ohamber volume 1008 cm '

Operating chamber dimensions 160 - 90 -70 min

Dimensions 255 x 174 - 175 mm
Weight 13.1 kg
Operating range of microchamber static overloads up to 50 g

An overall view of the first design version of the thermoelectric
experimental chamber is shown in Figure 120.

A second version of the thermoelectric experimental chamber is in
The form of a single device with a rectifier in an automatic temperature

control circuit.

Two-stage thermopiles, with a series current supply to the stages,
are soldered to all four sides and to the bottom of the operating chamber
of the device, which is constructed of copper, 2 mm in thickness. This

distribution of thermopiles permits creating a system with comparatively
high refrigerating capacity. All five thermopiles are connected tin series.
The liquid heat removal systems for the individual piles are also
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connected in series. in cortrast to the first version of the thermo-
chamber, where heating and cooling were accomplished by reversing the

direction of the current supply to the thermopile, in the second version
the heating function is accomplished by a special electrical heater, which
is located on the operating chamber of the device.

GRAP-T e -
NOT 'REPRODUCIBLE
Figure 120. An overall view of the first version

of the experimental thermoelectric microchamber.

A block diagraun of the electrical part of the device is shown in

Figure 121. The current for the thermoelectric piles and for all auto-

matic control and regulation elements is supplied from a rectifier. The

thermopile supply is a full-wave rectifier with 6 D-243 A diodes as

rectifiers, connected with three diodes in each arm. A platimun resistance
thermometer is the temperature sensor for the automatic temperature

assembly section, which in turn changes the value of the current

supplying the heater and, therefore, the temper.'ture in the chamber,

through the amplifier and the control section. The temperature indicator,
which is located on the front panel of the devi'-e, signals the fact that

a specified temperature has been established in the operating chamber
of the device.

Setting of the value of the temperature is accomplished by means

of two controls on the front panel; one of these establishes tens of

degrees, and the other, degree units. Accuracy of the sustained tempera-

ture is accomplished automatically within the device. Access to the
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operating chamber of the device is accomplished through a hinged,
therally-insulated cover, through which leads may be introduced in
order to test articles located within the chamber.

-Rc Ie fe
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Figure 121. The electrical circuit of the second verstion
of the automatic experimental thermoelectric chamber.

Brief characteristics for this type of thermochanber are listed
below.

Operating current 47 a
VoIrage drop 5 v
Thermopile power requirement 235 w
Minimum operating chamber temperature (with a
water system heat removal temperature of.IS °)  -55

Maximum operating chamber temperature +60°

Temperature maintenance accuracy ±0.20
Operating chamber volume of the device 612 cm3

Operating chamber dimensions 125 70 - 70 mm
Power required from the power network 375 w
Water consumption rate in the heat removal system 75 Z/h
Dimensions 400 x 375 x 210 mm
Weight 24 kg
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An overall view of the automatic experimental thermochamber is
shown in Figure 122,

I\
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Figure 122. An overall view of the automatic thermo-
electric chamber.

§3. Thermoelectric Condensation Hygrometers

The necessity often arises in industrial and laboratory practice
to determine the quantity of moisture in the air or in various gases.
Many devices have been proposed for humidity measurements; among these,
psychrometers, hair hygrometers and hygrometers based on measurement of
the dew point have been the most widely employed. The measurement of
humidity with a psychrometer is possible only for positive temperatures,
and hair hygrometers possess insiginficant accuracy and their measurements
reliability is low. The use of hygrometers based on the establishment
of the temperature of the formation of condensate, or the dew point,
satisfy requirements. Devices of this type are called condensation
hygrometers.

Knowing the temperature of the dew point, it is possible to calcu-
late the absolute moisture content in a gas under investigation. The
possibility of automating the process of measurement, i.e., of developing
a contnuously operating device is an unquestionable virture of condensation
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hygrometers. Cooling of the condensation surfaces in condensation hygrom-
eters is accomplished by means of various cryostatic mixtures, solid
carbon dioxide, liquid nitrogen, or by means of throttling crmpressed
gas.

These methods of cooling possess a number of shortcomings, including
the necessity of periodically renewing the cold producing agent, which
sharply decreases the operating capabilities of the device.

The use of the thermoelectric method of cooling the condensation
surface has permitted the development of several types of structurally
simple hygrometers which are operationally reliable.

A visual hygrometer.

The most structurally simple hygrometer is one in which the moment
of the deposit of dew is established visually by misting of the operating
surface of the device. In concept, this device is the hygrometer of
Lembrcht, but i place of ether, thermoelectric means are used to cool
the condensation surface of the device. The hygrometer is a self-contained
device which requires only a connection to an appropriate rectifier.
The basic construction elements of the hygrometer (Figure 123) include
thermoelement 1, the cold junction of which is soldered to copper disk 2
which is the condensation surface. For a more exact determination of
the moment of the appearance of dew on the condensation surface, the latter
is surrounded by a polished ebonite ring 3, which is encircled by
comparison control surface 4.

The thernoelement and the condensation assembly are covered with
a layer of foam plastic thermal insulation 5. The hot junction of the
thermoelement is soldered to collector 7, which is equipped with a system
of radiator plates 6. Measurement of the temperature at which the dew
appears is accomplished with an alcohol thermometer which is located in
channel 8. The head of the device is mounted in metallic housing 9 and
is inst .lie- on column 10. The thermoelectric pair of the hygrometer
permits reducing of the temperature of the condensation surface by 300,
relative to the temperature of the surrounding air. At an operating
current of 20 a, the power required by the element equals 2 w.

The overall dimensions of the hygrometer are as follows: the diameter
is 60 mm, the height is 250 mm. The weight of the device is 1.5 kg.
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Figure 123. A section of a visual
hygrometer,

A periodically acting hygrometer.

In a hygrometer of this type, for which the block diagram is shown
in Figure 124, the dew point is established by a change in the condensation
surface of a glass which is cooled by a thermocouple. The hygrometer
has the following basic sub-assemblies: a cooling system, a dew indicator,
an electrometric bridge, a two-stage magnetic amplifier, a rectifier to
supply the bridge, a microthermistor for temperature measurement, and
a fan with a starting mechanism for drawing in the gas tested.
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a Kojemcadik

Figure 124. The bluck diagram of a
periodically-acting hygrometer.

Key: a, Condensation surface; b,
Semiconductor pile; c, Electrometric
bridge; d, Magnetic amplifier;
e, relay.

The cooling system consists of a thermocouple and a radiator for
heat removal from the hot junctions of the thermoelement to the surround-
ing air. In order to reduce the temperature difference between the hot
junction of the thermoelement and the surrounding air, the radiator area
was increased somewhat in comparison with theoretical calculations, and
amounts to 1,000 cm2 . This provides a reduction of 2-3* in the parasitic
temperatue drop between the radiator and the surrounding medium. Under

fixed conditions, and with an optimum supply current of 10 a and a sur-

rounding air temperature of 200, a temperature of -110 is obtained on
the cold junction after 50-60 seconds. In drawing-in gas under investi-
gation, the heat load on the cold junction increases and the maximum

temperatue difference obtained decreases. At a selected air flow rate

of 3 m/sec, a temperatue of -I0o was established on the cold junction.

A glass (width 2 mm, length F mm, thickness 0.2 mm), serves as the

dew indicator. A platinum coatingl is applied to the glass by means of
cathod sputtering which has a gap with a width of 10-30 p. Electrodes
for connection of the platinum with the electrical circuit of the
hygrometer are soldered with Wood's alloy to silver contacts which are

applied by braising. The glass with its applied coatings is attached
with an epoxy cement to the cold junction of the thermoelement. The

semiconductor pile and the condensation surface are protected with a

IPlatinum was chosen after it became clear that a coating of silver,

copper, palladium and a number of other metals were destroyed during the
operating process. This was apparently associated with the low mechanical
strength of the bond between these coatings and the glass under the
influence on these coatings of capillary forces of condensed moisture.
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heat insulating cover to provide thermal insulation from the surrounding
medium. The gas tested is drawn in through a special nipple.

The hygrometer is supplied from the 220 v network. The operating
principle of the electrical circuit of t' device is as follows: as a
result of the appearance of dew, the balance of the electrometric bridge
changes, and a signal of 30-40 i a is applied to the magnetic amplifier;
the unbalance signal, amplified to 24 ma, opens relay RKS, which interrupts
the circuit to the thermoelement and vaporization of the condensed
moisture occurs. When the dew disappears, the relay switches on the
thermoelement and the process is repeated. The temperature at which the
dew appears is measured by a thermistor MT-54, which is mounted directly
under the cooled glass. The temperature of the surrounding medium is
measured by another thermistor, which is placed in the flow of the gas
undergoing investigation. The circuit permits balancing the electrometric
bridge before beginning measurements, and also permits establishing the
required voltage for the thermistors.

It must be noted that the sensitivity of the device changes, depending
on the width of the gap in the layer of platinum applied to the glass.
It was revealed that with a distance between the electrodes of 10p (with
a gap resistance of 1-1. megohms), the device establishes the appear-
ance of dew several seconds earlier than can be established with a
microscope (x 119). It was established that the hygrometer sensitivity
is basically established by the response time of the relay in the
amplifier, therefore the employment of films with very small gaps in
a given construction is not advantageous. One measurement cycle (conden-
sation -- vaporization) requires 20-30 seconds.

Tests of the device have revealed that the dew point temperature
is determined with an accuracy of ±1I, and the measurement spread does
not exceed 0.S °. The hygrometer permits measuring the humidity of gases
with a dewpoint temperature from +20 to -100. Measurement of the humidity
of drier gases is limited due to the fact that in this connection moisture
condensation occurs in the form of a solid phase and the surface conduc-
tivity of the glass changes by an amount insufficient to obtain the
required signal.

An overall view of a periodically acting hygrometer is shown in
Figure 125.
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Figure 125. An overall view of a periodically
acting hygrometer.

A continuously operating hygrometer.

An automatic continuously operating hygrometer is based on a change
in the reflectivity of a mirror upon the appearance of dew.

In 1958 an industrial version of a thermoelectric automatic conden-
sation hygrometer featuring continuous operation was developed, which
permitted measuring the temperature of the dewpoint of air or of an'
industrial gases from +SO to -SOO . The principal b lock diagram of the
hygrometer is shown in Figure 126. Mirror . is pl,;c- cr the cold
junction of the thermoelectric pile. A jet of gas, the humidity of which
must be determined, is blown over the mirror in the process of measure-
ment. The mirror is illuminated by a beam of light from illuminator 2,
which is supplied from source 3. The light which is reflected from the
m-irror falls on the FC-K photoconductive cell 4. The electronic control
circuit is adjusted in such a manner that when the quantity of light which
falls on the photoconductive cell changes, which occurs when dew appears
on the mirror, photocurrent amplifier 5 delivers the signal to the
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regulating device 0, which delivers its output to the type EPP-09
electronic recorder 11 and to actuating the mechanism 7. This mechanism
permits changing the system of humidifying or drying the air over the
gas and switching on an appropriate signal device.

4

Figure 126. A block diagram of a continuously
operating hygrometer.

The temperature at which dew appears on the mirror is established
by microthermistor 10, which delivers a signal to the regulating device
and to the recorder. After the temperature of the appearance of the dew
is established, the regulating device delivers a signal to the reverse
current circuit 8, which supplies the thermopile from rectifier 9. The
thermopile is switched from the cooling to the heating mode; dew, which
has condensed on the mirror, is vaporized, after which the reversing
circuit delivers a forward current to the thermopile and the entire process
is repeated. The hygrometer is capable of automatically measuring the
humidity with a rate of 30 cycles per hour.

As we have previously indicated, the hygrometer permits measuring
the humidity down to a dewpoint of -50*. Such a low temperature is
achieved due to the utilization of a two-stage high-efficiency thermopile,
a section of which is shown in Figure 127.

The thermoelements 2 and 9 of the first stage consisting of S couples
are soldered to the heat removal system, which consists of 6 brass bars
11, which are electrically insulated from each other. Channels for

the passage of water are located within the bars. Water is delivered
to the thermopile through nipple 1. The heat removal system is filled
with epoxy resin 10, and as a result of the :.ystem forms a single,
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structurally finished sub-assembly. One thermoelement 4 of the second
stage is soldered to the dual-connecting plates 6 and 8, which are
attached with epoxy cement. The metallic mirror is subsequently soldered
to the collector of the cold junctions 5 of the second stage. In order
to reduce parasitic heat flows, the thermoelements are covered with a
layer of foam plastic 3 and are protected with plexiglass cap 7. The
electrical supply to the thermopile is accomplished through two current-
carrying busbars, which are attached to the nipples of the cooling
water supply. The thermoelectric pile described possesses significant
refrigerating capacity as a result of the series connection of the
first and second stages. This is achieved by means of the selection
of an appropriate design for the connecting plates, and for the number
and geometry of the semiconductors and a number of other factors. An
overall view of the thermoelectric hygrometer is shown in Figure 128.
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Figure 127. A section of a thermo- Figure 128. An overall view of
pile for a continuously operating the hygrometer for continuous
hygrometer. operation (the power supply and

regulation section is not shown).

The basic specifications for the continucusly operating hygrometer
are shown below.

Operating current in the maximum cooling mode 60 a
Thermopile voltage drop 0.4 v
Thermopile water consumption rate SO 1/h
Size of the condensation surface (mirror) 10 X 15 mm
Dimensions of the basic sub-assembly of

the device (ey-luding the power supply and
the automatic regulating circuit): height 275 mm

diameter 180 mm
Weight of the basic sub-assembly of the device 11 kg
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In 1964 still another version of the condensation hygrometer for
continuous operation was developed, utilizing thermoelectric cooling of
the condensation surface.

1

The DDN-l automatic photoelectronic humidity indicator, which is
mass-produced by industry, was selected as the basis for this device.
In the DDN-I device, cooling of the condensation surface, which is the
mirror, is accomplished by means of throttling compressed air. The moment
of the appearance of dew is established by measuring the reflectivity of
the mirror with a special photoelectronic circuit. The mirror temperature
is measured by a platinum resistance thermometer. The use of the ODN-1
device is associated with a number of inconveniences, including the neces-
sity to have available a source of high-pressure air (up to 250 atm) to
cool the condensation surface. At the same time the basic sub-assemblies
of the device, which include the photoelectronic capacitors and the
temperature gauge possess sufficiently bigh accuracy and reliability in
operation. Therefore, a thermoelectric cooler was developed for the
DDN-l device. Structurally, the thermoelectric cooler was made in such
a way that with minimum alterations it could replace the cooler of the
DDN-l device.

The thermuelectric cooler was assembled with a three-stage thermopile
with series current supply to all stages. There are 15 thermoelements
in the first stage of the thermopile, three in the second, and one in
the third. Heat removal from the hot junctions of the thermopile is
accomplished by running water. A full-wave rectifier equipped with
VG-50-15 diodes serves as the power supply for the thermopile.

A filter choke is used to smooth the rectified current ripple. The
thermoelectric cooler and the rectifier power supply are mounted on the
frame of the DDN-1 device in place of several sub-assemblies and parts
which cooled the device by means of throttling compressea air. A chrom-
jum mirror is soldered to the collector of the cold junction of the
third stage thermoelement. A change in the reflectivity of the mirror
signals the appearance of dew. Since the device is intended for contin-
uous operation, after each cooling cycle it is necessary to clean the
moisture from the mirror. This is accomplished by heating the mirror
to a temperature of 30-40".

Heating of the mirror could be accomplished by means of reversing
the polarity of the current to the thermopile, but this would lead to
undesirable temperature fluctuations of the entire pile. Therefore thIe
collector of the cold junction of the third stage thermoelement was wound

1 In addition to members of the APAN SSSR [Institute of Semiconductors
of the Academy of Sciences of USSR], A. S. Kucherov participated in the
development of this device.
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with a heater, which is switched on automatically when it is necessary
to vaporize moisture which has condensed on the mirror. Here the thermo-
pile is not turned off, but a positive temperature on the mirror is
achieved due to the fact that the output of the heater predominates over
the refrigerating capacity of the thermopile thrid stage. A platinum
resistance thermometer is wound on the collector of the cold junction of
the third stage thermoclement. The thermometer is the sensor for the
automatic dewpoint measurement circuit. When the gas being inveszigated
flows over the mirror at a rate of 3 m/sec., the mirror temperature may
be reduced to -70*.

Some data characterizing the thermoelectric cooler for the DI)N-1
device are shown below.

Operating current 42 a
Voltage drop 1.S v
Power requirement 63 w
Minimum condensation surface temperature (with

a water system heat removal temperature of +180) -700
Temperature difference provided by the thermopile 880
Water consumption rate in the heat removal system 50 Z/h
Diameter of the condensation s'irface (mirror) 20 mm
Thermopile dimensions 120 x 55 x 60 mm
weight 1.3 kg

§4. A device for Thermometer Calibration

Mercury and alcohol thermometers, before being released from the
manufacturer for use, must under go a calibration operation, which consists
of a comparison of the indications with the indications of a standard
thermometer. The calibration operation is also carried out in meteoro-
logical organizations during periodic checking of the thermometers in use.

Although this checking presents no difficulty in the range of tempera-
tures above room temperature, the establi.;hment of temperatures from room
temperature to temperatures below 0' is associated with a certain amount
of difficulty. In these cases a number of cooling agents are employed,
which have spe,..fic, so-called cryostatic temperature points. The
thermometer undergoing tests and the standard thermometer are placed in
an appropriate mixture, and on the basis of their indications the tempera-
ture error at one or more points on the scale is determined.

However, the method described is associated with a number of short-
comings, including discreteness of comparison temperature points. If the
capillary tubes of the thermometers were of exactly the same diameter
along their entire length, the method of extrapolation from point to
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point would result in the temperature values along the entixe scale of
the thermometer. But due to a numer of technical causes, the capillary
tube diameter is not constant, and as a result the thermometer scale will
not be completely uniform. The comparison of thermometers at specific
temperature points will not give true temperature indications in the
interval between these points.

Thus a pressing need arose for a smooth temperature change within
the medium in which the calibration is being conducted. The use of
refrigerators for this purpose is associated with difficulties in establish-
ing smooth regulation. In this connection a special thermoelectric
device (Figure 1.9) was developed which permits cihanging the temperature
both in the positive and in the negative ranges. The value and accuracy
of the temperature change is established by the value of the current
supply to the device.

I

Figure 29. A section of a deuce

for thermometer cal ib r at ion .I

The cold side of the thermoelectric pile 1 of this device is in good
thermal contact with internal shell 2, which forms the operating chamber
of the device. Heat removal from the hot junctions of the thermopile is
accomplished by means of cooling system 3. Water is connected to the
device through nipple 4, and flows through the cooling system. The
exterior surface of the interior shell is surrounded by a layer of foam
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plastic thermal insulation S. Ixternal cover b is equipped with a
removable top with thermal insulation 7. For best heat transfer inside
the operating chamber of the device, the latter is filled with a mixtxire
of alcohol and water 8. Both the thermomvter undergoing calibration and
the standard thermometer are introduced into the internal volume of the
thermostat system through an aperture in top 9. A smooth temperature
change within the thermostat system is accomplished by means of changing
the value of the current supply to the system. When it is necessary to
perform calibration operations in the temperature range above room
temperature, th direction of the current supply to the pile is reversed
and the operating liquid is replaced with oil.

The thermostat system is characterized by the following operating
parameters.

Maximum temperature reduction in the cooling
mode (with a water system heat removal
temperature of l5°) 40°

Mfaximum current supply 25 a
Direct current power requirement 20 w
Internal volume 75 cmi
Maximum positive temperature S0°

Dimensions: diameter 65 mm
height 120 mm

Weight 450 g

A second version of the thermoelectric device for therriometer
calibrations (Figure 130) was developed subsequently. This device
differs from the first version only in the structural configuration of
the water system of heat removal from the thermopile. In the second
version of the device, water passes through channels formed directly
within the hot connecting plates of the thermopile. As a result, parasitic
temperature differences between the water and the hot thermopile junctions
are reduced to a minimum and the maximum temperature difference furnished
by the device was raised to 45'.

§5. Thermoelectric Null-thermostat Systems

Differential metallic thermocouples are usually employed in industrial
and laboratory practice in order to measure the temperature. As is known,
a differential thermocouple has a so-called control junction, which must
be maintained at a constant temperature. For convenience in reading
the values of the temperature measured, the control junctions are usually
placed in melting ice, which has a temperature of 0*.
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In a number of cases the employment of melting ice is associated
with specific operating inconveniences, especially during thermocouple
utilization in remote-controlled systems. in this connection two design
versions of thermoelectric null-thermostat systems, which furnish an
automatically maintained temperature of 00 were developed.

in the first type of null-thermostat system, automatic temperature
maintenance inside the operating chamber of the device is accomplished by
means of a special two-position regulatini, circuit. The temperature
sensor is a small mercury relay.

A section of this type of null-thermostat system is shown in Figure
131. Thermoelectric pile S consists of four thermoelements. Section 2,
which is subject to thermostatically-controlled cooling, is soldered to
these cold junctions of the thermoelements through dual connecting plates
9. The hot-junction side of the pile thermoelements are soldered through
dual connecting plats 10 to heat trans fer base 7, which is equipped
with a system of radiator plates b. This system provides for heat removal

from the thermopile to the surrounding air. The control junctions of
thermocouple 3 and temperature sensor 4 are installed within thermostat-
ically-controlled block 2, which is manufactured of copper. In order
to reduce heat flow to the thermostaticallv-controlled section from the
surrounding medium, the section is protected by a laver of thermal
insulation 8. The device is inclosed within metallic shell 1, which is
equipped with a cover. Mounted on the cover is a block with the extended
control l'eads for the thermocouple.

GRAPHICS.
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Figure 130. An overall view of the
second version of the thermometer
calibration device.
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Figure 131. A section cof a null-thermostat
S YS tem.

ihe device is n~ouatced on special stand 11, which is equipped with
termninal b'lock 12 through whicb the rectifier is connected to the
thermostat system. The supply rectifier for the th.-rmoelectric pile of
the theernostat system is a fu~l-wave circuit (Vigure 132). Power trans-
f o r.e r Tr Imay be connected to a line inpult of' 1271220 v. Power germanium

diodes uIan,! D, are employed as rectifiers. Iriltcir choke Ch serv'es tc

smooth ripple of the direct current delivered to the thermopile. The
automatic tcmperaturc stabilization circait include-z transformer Tr,,

rectifier L)3 electrolytic filter capacitor C, two relays K1 and K I
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which on command from the temperature sensor connect the current supply
to the thermopile. Signal lamp LC and LH serves as indicators to show
the thermopile mode of operation, "heating" or "cooling".

Tr D

I E4

' ~Th 2h

. Tr D.

LH

Figure 132. The electrical power supply
and regulation circuits of the null-
thermostat system.

The basic specifications of the null-thermostat system are shown

below.

Operating current in the cooling mode 16 a
Thermopile voltage drop in the cooling mode 0.4 v
Operating temperature on the thermostatically

controlled section (with an ambient temperature
of 300) 0 ±0.0150

DimeTsions: diameter 180 mm

height 315 mm

Thermostat system weight 3.5 kg
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Dimensions of the power supply and regulation section:
height 150 mm
width iS0 mm
length 300 mm

Power supply and regulation section weight 6.8 kg

An overall view of the null-thermostat system with the power supply
and regulation section is shown in Figure 133.

-- bm cs -
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Fiyure 133. An overall view of the null-thermostat system

with the power supply and regulation section.

In meteorologicai practice, -and also in c-.ducting a number of
laboratory investigations, the necessity ofteii arises to maintain a
temperature of 0' with a great degree of accura.y. For this reason a
precision thermoelectric null-thermostat system, which maintians a tempera-
ture of 0' with an accuracy of -0010, was developed. Automatic temperature
maintenance at the 0' level in this device is based on a change in the
volume of water when it freezes. This change in volume is registered
by a highly-sensitive contact relay, which is part of a control circuit
similar to that shown in Figure 132.

A section of the precision null-thermostat system is shown in
Figure 134. The hot junction side of a thermoelectric pile consisting

of 8 series-connected thermoelements 4 is soldered to thE heat removal
system. The water and the electrical supply to the thermopile are
furnished through nipple 5. Copper cylinder 3 is soldered to the cold
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junctions of the thermopile through electrically-insulated connecting
plates. The entire internal volume of the cylinder is filled with
distilled water. The control junctions of thermocouple 1, with which

are subject to thermostatically-controlled cooling, are introduced into
the cylinder through special feeling device 2. Bellows 6 are hermetically

attached to the upper surface of shell 3. Relay contacts 7, which are
connected to the control circuit of the devices, are located inside the
bellows.

~Y

'-N ', A 'A 'i

Figure 134. A section of a precision null-
thermostat system.

During operation of the thermopile, water located in the cylinder is

cooled and upon attaining a temperature of 00 begins to freeze near the
walls of the cylinder. When the ice forms, its greater volume creates

pressure on the water which remains unfrozen, which transmits this
pressure to the bellows. The bellows are compressed and close the contacts
of the relay. The signal from the relay is applied to the control
circuit and the latter interrupts the current to the thermopile. While

the thermopile is disconnected, environmental heat flow and heat flow

along the arms of the thermoelements cause partial melting of the ice
on the cylinder walls, which leads to a volume reduction and correspondingly
to a reduction in pressure on the bellows. The bellows open the relay

contacts, and the control circuit switches on the circuit to the thermopile.
In this manner, a specific quantity of ice is continuously maintained
inside the cylinder. The quantity of ice is determined by the position
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of tile relay contacts in the bellows. With a uniform state inside the
cylinder, the ice-water within is maintained at a temperature of 0'.
In order to reduce parasitic heat flow from outside the operating volume
of the device, tile top and side are thermally insulated with a layer of

foam plastic.

The basic specifications of the device are as follows.

Operating current 16 a
Voltage drop on the device 0.7 v
Operating chamber temperature 0 ±-0.001
Water system heat removal temperature 20-300
Surrounding air temperature 0-400
Heat removal water system temperature 0.5 I/min
Dimensions: diameter 100 mm I

height 120 mm
Weight 1.1 kg

§6. Microscope Stages with Regulated Temperatures

In conducting microscopic investigations it is often required to traca

the progress of a flow process for the behavior of a biological subject
under various temperature conditions. Existing designs for instruments
intended for these purposes permit, as a rule, the establishment of a
temperature above room temperature. Investigations at temperatures below
room temperature are, in practice, difficult to achieve due to the com-
plexity of the apparatus employed for these purposes, although the low-
temperature range is of paramount interest in some cases. Four design
versions of microscope stages were developed for the purposes indicated.

v igure 135 shows a thermoelectric microscope stage intended for the
investigation of objects in transmitted light in the temperature range
frcm -7 to +60° . Four thermoelectric couples 3, which form the thermo-

electric pile in the shape of a closed tetragon, are mounted on five
segmented plates 5, which form the base of the stage. Straight-through
aperture 6 is located in the middle of the pile for the passage of light
from the microscope light source. When the stages operating in the
cooling regime, the lower segmented plates are the hot radiators, which
dissipate heat from the thermoelectric couple to the frame of the micro-
scope and to the surrounding air. The slide and the cover glass, which
contain the object under inmestigation, are placed on cold-connecting
plates 2, which lie in the _ame plane. Tie cooling effect from the
upper cold-connecting plates of the thermoelcments is transmitted through
the slide to tile object invcstigated. In order to provide the stage with
the required mechanical strength, dll the parts are cemented with epoxy
resin 4. The current supply to the stage is accomplished through two
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terminals I, which are conrnected to the two corresponding lower connecting
1)Lates. The power required b~ the stage from the direct current source
equals 2 w at a current of 14 a.

Section AA

2

7A A

Figure 135. A transmitted-light
microscope stage with self-cooling.

The overall dimensions of the stage are: hcight 10 mm, diameter 70
mm'. The weight is IbO g. An overall view of the stage is shovn in

igre136.

G RA P I 1 IS'
NOT REPRO"DUCIBLE

Figure 136. An overall view of the
micr-oscope stage with self-cooling.



In a number of cases it is required to conduct microscopic investi-
gations with more intensive cooling of the objects investigated. A
microscope stage which furnishes a temperature reduction of the object
placed on it down to -25 ° is shoi:,n iin Figure 137.

,r Ini,,-

7

Figure 137. A transmitted-light mircoscope
stage with liquid heat removal.

In contrast to the stage described above in which heat removal from
the hot junctions uf the thermoelements was accomplished by convection to
the surrounding medium and to the frame of the microscope, the design of
this stage provides for water cooling of the hot junctions of the thermo-
elements. Channels 6, through which the cooling water passes, are placed
directly in the hot connecting plates 7, which form the base of the stage.
Two thermoelements 4 are mounted on three plates. The cold junctions of
the thermoelements are connected by two seai-circular connecting plates 3,
which are equipped with straight-through aperture 8 in the middle for
transmitted light from the microscope light source. The slide with the
object under investigation is placed on the upper connecting plates.

The current supply is delivered through teminals 1, which are also
equipped with nipples 2 for water input and output. The individual
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elements of the stage are mechanically attached with epoxy resin S. At
a current of 20 a, the required power equals 3 w. The water consumption
rate is 250 cm3/min. Stage dimensions are diameter 50 mm, height 15 mm.
The weight is 110 g,

An overal view of a stage of this type is shown in Figure 138.

,GRAPHICS
NOT_REPRODUCIbL,._

Figure :38. An overall view of

a transmitted-light microscope
stage with liquid heat removal.

In 19b4 a second design version of a microscope stage for transmitted

light with liquid heat removal was developed. In contrast to the first

version, in this device the operatinp height was reduced by more than
two times, i.e., the height between the plane of the' object investigated

and the base of the stage. This permits conducting investigations at

greater magnifications than with the first version. In addition, the
design of the stage permits sealing the area of the location of the slide
and the cooled object, which excludes misting of the latter. A micro-
thermistor is installed on the cold junction in order to measure the
temperature. Figure 139 shows a section of this version of the stagc.

Base 1, which is formed of copper, consists of two polycylinders
2 and 3, which are insulated from each other. Semiconductors 4, which
form the thermoelement, are mounte d in a recess in the base. In order to

piovide mechanical strength for this structure, each arm of the thermo-

element consists of two parallel-connected semiconductors. Collector S

of the cold junctions is a chromed copper disk with an aperture, on which

slide 6 is placed which contains the object under investigatibn. Heat
removal from the hot junctions of the thermoelement is accomplished by
running water, which flows through annular channel 7, formed within the

base. The water input and output are accomplished through two nipples 8.

Current supply to the stage is accomplished through terminals 9, which

are installed on two sides of the base. The MKMT-16 microthermist-.r 10,
the leads of which are connected to two screws 11, measures the temperature
of the cold junction collector.
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Figure 139. A section of the third version of
the transmitted-light microscope stages witi
liquid heat removal.

Special aluminum cv'lin der 12, w,'hich is housed in a thin resin tube,

serves to seal the internal volume of the stag e in order to prevent
mi sting of the slide. "The other end of the tube is covered be" the object-
fl-c tube of the microscope. The lower end of the aperture in the stage

is also iealed by glass 13. In order to provide the structure with
iechanical stability, the stige piIts are filled with w-t1ite-decoratiye
epoxy resin 14.

An overall view of this type of stage is shown in Figure 140.

The basic stage data are shown below.

Operating current 20 a
Voltage drop 0.1 v
Power requirement 2 w
Operating temperature range provided by the

stage (at a water s'vstei, heat removal
temperature of l8° ) -25 to +SO'

Water consuwnption rate in the heat removal system IS Z/h
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Dimensions: diameter 60 mm
height 16 mm

Stage operating height 12 mm
Weight 150 g

-GRAPHIC$
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Figure 140. An overall view of the
third version of the transmitted-

light microscope stage.

Figure 141 shows a fourth design version of a thermoelectric micro-
scope stage, which provides for operation in reflected light.

Section AOB

U U.
7

4.

Figure 141. A section of the
microscope stage for reflected-
light observation.
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In this stage thermoelements 1 are mounted on hot-connecting
plates 2 which have an annular channel 3 for the passage of cooling water;
upper plate 4, which forms the operating surface of the stage is connected
to the cold-junctions of the thermoelement, lhc current supply is
prvided through terminals S, soldered to two nipples 6, which are the
connections for water input and output. The leads of the coppe-
constantan thermocouple arc- extended to two connecting screws 7. The
thermocouple serves to control the temperature of the operating stage.
The basic parameters of the stage of this ty-pe are shown below.

Maximum temperature difference (at a water
temperature of 18) ;100

Operating current which provides the maximum

temperature difference 45 a
Power requirement 3 w

Dimensions: height 18 mm
diameter SS mm

Weight 134 g

nX ocrall view of the reflected-light microscope stage i, sl,own in
Figure 142.

-rGRAPHICS
NOT REPROD UCIBLE

Figure 142. An overall vie.i of

the microscope stage for
observations in reflected

light.
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ZHAPTER XV. Thermoelectric Conditioners and Domestic Refriqera'ors

In 1941) the Academician A- F. loffe ;uggost,-. for the firs;t timec
thc utilization of tile thermoelectric cooling effect for pur-o-ses oft
heating and cooling the air in official and domestic aiream. For example,
if a the rmoelectric yilO is located ini the walls of i b,.ilairg so that
the hot junction raili ators arec located w.-ithin heroom-, and the cold
.t ion radi at ors are locatud on the "'street"', thlen the cold radi at.crs

"t rhoc tliermopil ii ill absorlb heat from the cold "-,treet' air, wh ± Ic
COIi ing it !,til1ltchc and the hot j unction rad~ at or of thc th V nnopli I
will release thi s heait ins ide the2 room. In this manner the thermoelectric
pile prov idey. a transfer oft heat from a lc\w-temperatiure medium. to a higher-
temperaLture medciumr, i.e., it tulfl 1 s the r-ole -,f a heat pump.

[hlle rever Q b J i s t of a t h ermoel cct r ic v i I e j .2 t he pos s ibiIi ty o f
transferring the pile fromn the heat i'ig to the cooling regime by siml1y
re~versing tile direction of theo direct current permit s iirlir Ii ot )I tile

pile for cooling a roomi as %.well, at The expense of heat ing the ''street"
a ir. The system described of utilizinlg a thern~lopi Ic for he.ating and
cooling, i.e. , air-conditironing in room--,, proi ides f or the use of li r
as an operating medium. I lo: oe 'r min a number of cases water-, whi4ch
flows through the heat re:11val1 circ:uit, is thle o"pera ting m-ediuci.

Thermoelectric conditions may onerate witl a trherm-udLvnumi c effi cierncN
of more than 100%. This means that If, for exmple, 100 Wajtts ot eleCtri-
cal pouwer dcl xered to the thermop ile , we obtain in the rrom! 2630-300 W.
(). Natural lv, there is no violat ion of the rinodynam i c laws hero, si.rice

100 watts of energy hax e entered the room, released ini the thi-nopi Ic in
the formn of Joule Ileat and Peltier heat, and thle remaining 1O0-200 watts
of heat are transferred from the "street". Thii ;,,ppltmentairy heat againi
returns to the "strcect' as L-. result of imperfect therma'l Tnsulation in
the building wallis.
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In thermoelectric instrument construction technology, th work
increasingly involves the development of thermoetectric conditioners of
diverse types for both official and domestic purpos.-

§1. Conditioners for Official Purposes

Transportation workers display the greattst interest in thermo-
electric air-conditioners. In fact, air-condi:iu-.-c: employed in maritime,
railroad, air and automobile transportation facilities are primarily
intended for the establishment of comfoi,'able conditions for the passen-
gers and service personnel. A number of specific requirements have been
established for air-conditioners, which are determined by operational
conditions. In particular, these requirementc include: quiet operation,
long service life, resistance to vibrational and shock loads, operational
capability while tilted or while rolling to a significant extent, minimum
time to establish normal operation, simplicity and reliability in con-
struction and a number of other factors. Air-conditioners based on the
thermoeleectric effect with semiconductors fully satisfy all these
conditions.

During the period from 1961 to 1965, a number of organizations in the
Soviet Union carried on developmental work involving thermoelectric air-
conditioners for the passenger cabins of ships, for railway compartments
and for other purposes. The basic parameters of these conditioners are
shown in Table 22.

Table 22

The Basic Parameters of Domectically-Manufactured Thermoelectric
Air-conditioners

Ref rig-
Conditioner erating Heat removal Purpose

type capacity, system
kCal/h

TLZ-25 150 air-air Universal
KR-04 350 Air-conditioning in railway

car compartments.
KR-I 1000 " " Temperature stabilization in

lb radioelectronic equipment.
-- 1600 " " Air-conditioning in railway

car compartments.
KR-2 2000 " " Temperature stabilization of

radloelectronic equipment.

KR-3 3000 Temperature stabilization of
radloelectronic equipment.

continued on next page
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Table 22 continued...

Refrig-
Conditioner eratIng Heat removal Purpose

type capacity. system

kCal./h

KS-6 6000 Water-air Air-conditioning in ship

passenger cabins.
KS-9 8000 00..
AGT-l 4000 Water-water Intensive hypothermia during

surgical operations.

NOTE. The cor,ditioners listed in the table were developed at the SKB
[Special Design Office] of semiconductor instruments of the Ministry of
Instrument Manufacturing, Automation Methods and Control Systems of the
USSR, at the Power Engineering Institute of the Academy of Sciences of
the Latvian SFR, and at the Odessa Technological Institute of the Food
and Refrigeration Industries.

The operational effectiveness, design, weight and overall size character-
;stics of thermoelectric air-conditioners depend to a large extent on the
system of heat removal from the hot junctions of the thermopile. Condi-
tioners intended for use by the sea and river flects have, as a rule, a
liquid heat removal system. Here fresh water (condensate) or sea water
is employed as an operating liquid.

A diagram of a conditioner with liquid heat removal is shown in
Figure 143.

f S

KT -7AA Air

Water

Figure 143. A diagram of the construction
of a thermoelectric air-conditioner using

the air-water system.
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A system of heat exchange (radiator) plates 2 extends from the side
of the cold junctions of thermople 1. Air is forced through the radiator
system by means of fan 3. The -.r intake from the outside is accomplished
through opening 4, and the exhaust of cooled or warmed air is accomplished
through opening S. The hot junctions of the thermopile have an extended
system of heat removal, which is submerged in running water. The water is
transferred by pump 6. In constructions usinp a liquid heat removal F's-
tem, it is necessary to take into consideration the possibility of witer
electrolysis (in particular, with sea water) under the influenc? of the
voltage applied to the thermopile. In this connection, the sides of the
hot junctions of the individual thermoelements must be electrically insul-
ated from the cooling liquid (see Part II, Chapter 'I, §3).

Ship air-conditioners, developed in the USSR; have rnfrigerating
capacities from 400 to 17,000 kCal/h. Abroad, in particular, in the USA
and in Japan, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the develop-
ment of thermoelectric air-conditioners for submarines. This interest is
completely understandable, since a contemporary submarine operates for
long periods of time atonomously both on the surface and under water, which
requires the establishement of normal living and working condiLions for the
crew. The use of compressor conditioners in submarines is ext:emely unde-
sirable, for they create noise, cease operating during rolling and tilting
and most importantly, employ freon as a transfer agent. The leakage c:
freone into the atmosphere of a submarine (under emergency conditions) is
completely inadmissible. According to foreign press data, the employment
of thermoelectric air-conditioners in submarines is quite important and
promising.

Thermoelectric conditioners with air heat removal from the hot junct-
ions of the thermopile are intended for use in railway transportation fac-
ilities to establish comfortable conditions in railway car compartments, to
reduce the temperature in the operators cab of a traveling crane in "hot
shops", in tractor cabins, in buses and in light motor vehicles, i.e., in
all cases requiring the establishment of normal temperature conditions for
individuals.

A diagram of a thermoelectric conditioner with air heat removal is
shown in Figure 144.

A radiator system is installed on the sides of the cold and hot junct-
ions of thermopile 1. Air is forced over the radiator systems by fans 2
and 3. The external air which passes through the radiator system of the
hot side of thermopile 4 is exhausted to the outside. Air in the cold
circuit is forced through the radiator system of the cold junctions of
the thermopile by fan 3 and enters the operating area.
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Figure 144. The construction of a
thermoelectric conditioner which

employs the air-air system.

Comprehensive testing of one type of thermoelectric conditioner
with arefrigerating capacity of 350 kCal/h, intended to provide comfortable
conditions in a railway car compartment, was accomplished at the Power
Engineering Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the Latvian SSR. Two
independent fans forced air at a temperature of 250 through the radiator
system of the cold and hot junctions of the thermopile with flow rates
of 150 and 225 kg/h, respectively. The basic operating parameters of
the conditioner were determined for the cooling and heating modes as a
function of the value of the supply current to the thermopile.

It is apparent from an examination of the curves shown in Figures
145 and 146 that in the cooling mode, the maximum refrigerating capacity
Q0 attains the value 370 kCal/h with a current of 220 a. liere ",T = 170,

and the coefficient of performance c = O.S. In the heating mode, with
the same current of 220 a, heat output Q0 1 attains a value of 1,040 kCal/h,

with a temperature difference of 6TI = 290 and the coefficient of per-

formance w 1.6.

Thus it may be concluded that even now the utilization of thermo-
electric air-conditioners in railway transportation facilities on several
routes in the central area of the country is technically advantageous and
economically justified but notwithstanding the fact t'at the coefficient
of performance of a thermoelectric conditioner is somewhat lower than that
for compressor conditioners. However, the high coefficient of performance
of a thermoelectric conditioner in the heating mode makes its significantly
more economical than the method of electrical heating usually employed.
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Preliminary calculations reveal that the thermoelectric conditioner, in

so far as the total energy requirement is concerned (in both operating
modes), will be 20-30% more economical than a system of electrical heating
and refrigeration.

47 I

Il /I , @ / /

.L I 3 L J

'jT/

S' '" J

Figure 145. Air-conditioner load Figure 146. Air-conditioner load
characteristics for an air-air characteristics for an air-air
system in the cooling mode. system in the heating mode.

Tests of a thermoelectric conditioner with liquid heat removal from
the thermopile hot junctions were conducted at the Odessa Technical
Institute of the Food and Refrigeration Industry. The conditioner, which
was developed at this institute, was designed to provide comfortable
conditions in the passenger cabins of sea ani river vessels. The results
of conditioner tests in the cooling mode are shown in Figure 147. The
temperature difference (AT), coefficient of performance (E), and the
refrigerating capacity (Q) as functions of the value of the current
supply (I) to the thermopile are shown. All curves were obtained with a
water temperature in the heat removal system of 25" and air input tempera-
ture to the conditioner of 30*. With a current of 150 a and a refrigera-
ting capacity of approximately 1,000 w, the temperature difference between
the input and the output air flow of the conditioner was AT = i0.6*, with
a coefficient of performance of E = 2.1.
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F i gure 147. Air-conditioner load
characteristics for an air-liquid
system in the cooling mode.

It is apparent from a comparison of the test results shown above

that thermoelectric conditioners for official purposes which operate on
the water-air system are more effective than conditioners which operate on
the air-air system.

2. Conditioners for Domestic Purposes

As we have pointed out previously, the thermoelectric heat pump is

capable of warming a room at the expense of cooling the "street" or of

reducing the temperature of a room at the expense of heating the "street".
The transition from the "heating" to the "cooling" mode is accomplished
simply by switching the polarity of the direct current to the thermopile.
This creates very tempting possibilities for the development of thermo-
electric heating-cooling assemblies for domestic needs. The basic
research apd experimental-design work in the developent of thermoelectric
heating-cooling assemblies for living areas was concentrated within the
Semiconductor Hieat-Pump Laboratory (LPTN), where under the direction of

S. M. Lukomskiy, several types of devices designed to provide heating for

living quarters in the winter and cooling for these quarters in the summer
were developed. Hleating-cooling assemblies of various refrigerating
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capacities from 250 to 3,000 kCal/h and employing water or air as the
operating medium were developed.

Figure 148 shows an assembly with a refrigerating caazity of 200
kCal/h, developed at the LPTN and manufactured at the "Sant-khnika"
factory. This assembly is intended to provide norial yeai.'x'und tempera-
ture in small living quarters. The thermoelectric pile coru.;sts of five
sections of 10 thermoelements each. Thus the refrigerating c:ipacity Df
one section equals approximately 40 kCal,'h. The cold and hot junctions
of the thermoelements are equipped with a system of radiator plates
enclosed in two housings which forin the cold and hot channels for the
air, which is forced through them by two independent fans. In the heating
mode the coefficient of performance of the assembly was 2.5, The cost
of the electrical energy required from the line by the thermoelectric
heating-cooling assembly with a refrigerating capacity of 200 kCal/h
is equal to only 0.67 kopeks, i.e., equal to the cost of the energy
obtained from GRES [State Area Power Plant]. Here it is necessary to
consider that in contrast to TETs [heating and Power Plant], w hich provides
only area heating, the thermoelectric assemblies also make it possible
to cool these areas in the summer. With a temperature difference of 10°

between the input and output of a heating-cooling assembly, the use of
thermoelectric assemblies is already considered to be economically
advantageous for practically all areas of the USSR. In fact, when
assemblies are employed which operate on the air-air system with an
ambient temperature of 30, the temperature in the living quarters will
be maintained at a level of 200 .

[L
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Figure 148. An overall view of a thermo-
electric conditioner for living
quarters with a refrigerating capacity

200 kCal/h.
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In utilizing assemblies employing liquid, a temperature of 25° ab an
operating medium (a higher water supply temperature is practically non-
existent at any point in the Soviet Union), the temperature in the living
quarters may he maintained at a level of 15. The examples cited of oper-
ational tests of thermoelectric heating-cooling assemblies indicate that
these assemblies are already competitive with the usual methods of heating
living quarters.

53. High-Capacity Domestic Refrigerators

As is known, ordinary refrigerators are articles of a mass demand and
are produced by industry in large quantities. At the present time compress-
or refrigerating assemblies or absorption devices are usually employed in
ordinary refrigerators.

Compressor refrigerators are the most widely employed type. However
they possess a number of defects, which include the following:

1) a limited period of service, which is associated with the presence
in the compressor of moving parts, subject to wear, and the use of volatile
refrigerants, such as freon, which produce corrosion;

2) the relative complexity of the manufacture of the compressor
assembly, which leads to its high cost;

3) the significant size and dimensions of the compressor, which make
it necessary to increase the size of the refrigerator cabinet.

The basic shortcoming of refrigerators employing the absorption
principle is lack of economy due to large electrical energy requirements.

The concept of developing a thermoelectric domestic refrigerator

arose at the very beginning of the development of thermoelectric cooling
technology. The first work in this field goes back to 19l. Several
models of thermoelectric refrigerators with water and air heat removal
from the hot junctions of the thermoelectric piles were developed in re-

cent years at the Semiconductor Institute of the Academy of Sciences of
the USSR. The problem of heat removal in thermoelectric domestic refrig-
erators acquires special importance in connection with the fact that
large quantities of heat are released on the hot junctions of the thermo-
pile, which must be effectively removed. The heat removal system using
running water has not been widely employed due to a number of operating
conveniences,.which are associated with the necessity for providing
continuous water delivery to the refrigerator.
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In 19155 and 1950 experimental models of theimoelectric refrigerators
were developed with air heat removal to a system of radiators. However,
notwithstanding a number of incontrovertahle advantages, these refrigera-
tors were not widely employed due to the insignificant volume of the
operating chamber (40 liters).

On the basis of experience gained in previous developments, in 1957
a high-volume thermoelectric refrigerator was developed which employed
air radiators to removeheat from the thermopile. This refrigerator,

in operational and heat -engineering properties, already approached the
level of contemporary refrigerators of the absor'tion type.

An analysis of the operation of a number of foreign and locally-
produced compressor aid absorption domestic refrigerators, conducted by
V. A. Nayer, revealed that with an operating chamber of volume of less
than 40 liters, thermoelectric refrigerators employing semiconductor
materials, having v = 1.8.10 deg " , possess a higher coefficient of
performance than compressor refrigerators. With operating chamber
volumes up to 100 liters, thermoelectric refrigerators, economically
speaking, may surpass refrigerators of the absorption type, but lag
behind compressor refrigerators (Figure 149).

F

oil

XJ.' A

Figure 149. Dependence of the coefficient

of performance on operating chamber
volume for various types of domestic
refrigerators: compressors (1),

semiconductor (2), absorption (3).

However, structural simplicity, the lack of moving parts, and the
practically unlimited period of service resulting from a lack of substances
causing corrosion, it has an insignificant cost during mass-production
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make the thermoelectric refrigerator a serious competitor for refrigera-
tors of the absorption and compressor types. With an improvement in the
figure of merit of semiconductor substan'cs, more economical models will
certainly he developed, which in the final analysis will displace all
other types of domestic refrigerators. In this connection the clarifi-
:ation of prol:lems in design and in manufacturin, technology, lid also
the problem of obtaining full operational data for thermoelectric
refrigerators are quite pressing and appropriate.

A model 1957 thermoelectric refrigerator was developed on tLe 6asis
of a standard cabinet of the " U. refrigerator, in wHich the thickness
of the thermoinsulation was increased to 100 mm. ipora was used as the
insulating material. Duc to the increased thermal insulation, the
internal volume of the refrigerator chamber proved to be 91 liters.

The internal chamber of the refrigerator was divided by a horizontal
partition into two parts; the upper and the lower (Figure 150). The
temperature in the upper chamber was reduced to 3-5", which is quite
sufficient for the preservation for such products as me'at, wine, mild,
fruit, etc. In the lower chamber, the temperature reduction was -4 to
-0 ' , which provides for the storage of meat, sausage and other meat
products. In order to reduce heat losses dur:ng opening of the refrig-
crator door, the lower chamber was equipped with an additional door,
which is open to secure access to this chamber.

The structural configuration of the air radiators required the
placement of the thermoelements in the lower part of the refrigerator
cabinet, and the radiators had to placed along the entire rear wall of
the refrigerator. Since natural convection air transfer in the internal
chamber of the refriger.itor was not significant, temperature equalizatio3
between the lower and upper chambers w:as to a certain extent determined
by the heat conductivity of aluminum, which was "Ihe construIction material
for the internal chamber.

Earlier desigts for thermoelc,-tric domestic refrigerators employing
air for heat removal were equipped with thermopiles consisting of
several hundred thermoelementc which required a great expenditure in
scarce semiconductor materials for their manufacture. Th thermcelectric
piles of these refrigerators were made in the form of a single unit,
in which the tailure of even one thermoelement necessitated a complete
overhaul of the entire pile.
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Figure 150. A section of a model
1957 therrr electric domestic

refrigerator.

In the refrigerator described, the required refrigerating capacities
provided by a total of 45 the toelee Tehermoelenent (Figure 151)
are constructed in the form of separate sub-assed~lies, consisting of
semiconductor alloys of n- and p-type conductivity 1 and 2, copper heat
conductors 3, hot radiators 4 and cold radiators 5. An individual
refrigerating element possesses a refrigerating capacity of approximately-
0.4 kCal/h. The design of the thernoelement completely eliminates
parasitic heat losses between the cold and hot radiators, which is

accomplished by direct soldering of all junctions in the areas a-d. This
thermoelement construction permits checking the quality and replacing

individual elements independently of the remainder, which is quite
important during checking of the thermoelectric pile in the process of
assembly and during possible repairs under operating conditions. During
refrigerator assembly the individual thermoelements are installed in
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appropriate recesses which are located on the rear wall of the chamber,
to which the fan-shapeu air radiators have been previously attached.
Soldering of the thermoelements to the hot and cold radiator fins is
accomplished with special solders having low melting points.

ii ,3j Ii

II -

,
M'4 ii

Figure 151. The thermoelement
junction of a model 1957
domestic ref ri9erator.

The electrical supply for the refrigerator is obtained from a
rectifier which is mounted in the lower part of the refrigerator cabinet.
The optimum current value which corresponds to the maximum refrigerating
capacity is 25 a; the voltage drop on the thermoelectric pile is 3.3 v.
The rectific .:onsists of two VG-5O-15 germanium diodes, connected in a
full-wave circuit.

Germanium diodes require air cooling, which is provided by natural
-ir convection in the rectifier section. With a rectifier efficiency of
80-85%, the electrical energy required by the refrigerator from the
alternatIng current line is 90-100 w. Figure 152 shows an overall view
of the refrigerator.
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Figure 152. An overall view of the

model 1957 domestic refrigerator.

in 1959-1961 I. V. Zorin, V. P. Rybal'chenko and A. G. Shcherbina
developed three types of thermoelectric domestic refrigerators under
the names "iceberg-l", "iceberg-2" and "iceberg-3". These refrigerators
have operating chambers from 90 ("iceberg-i") to 125 liters ("iceberg-Y").
Heat removal from the thermoelectric piles in all three types is accom-
plished by a system of air radiators, distributed along the rear wall of
the refrigerator cabinet. In contrast to the model 1957 refrigerator
described, the "iceberg" air radiator system has an area of 5 m 2 instead
of 6 m 2 . As a result of the more closely spaced distribution of radiator
fins and a reduction in the thickness of the fin from 2 to 1 mm, the
dimensions of the radiator system were significantly reduced. The
radiator system of the model 1957 refrigerator was distributed along the
entire rear wall of the refrigerator cabinet, whereas the "iceberg"
refrigerator radiators occupy only one fourth of the area of the rear
wall. In order to improve heat transfer between tiit, fins and the
surrounding air the radiator system is enclosed on the sides with a
special foam plastic ventillator housing. The presence of the housing
creates an additional convectional air flow along the fins, as a result
of which the radiator temperature is further reduced by 3-4*.
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Due to the more efficient system of heat removal, the thermoelectric

pile was successfully placed in the upper part of the refrigerator
operating chamber, which resulted in a more even temperature distribution
in the operating volume. Thermoelements of smaller size were used in the
"iceberg" refrigerators, as a result of which the consumption of semi-

conductor materials was reduced to 200 g for the entire thermopile.

The voltage supply for the thermopiles of the "iceberg" refrigera-
tors is 3.3 v at a current of 26 a. The rectifier for the thermoelectric
pile supply is a full-wave circuit employing VG-50-15 germanium diodes.
A filter choke, mounted in the rectifier section, serves to smooth
rectified current ripple. In all types of "iceberg" refrigerators the
rectifier is situated in the lower part of the refrigerator cabinet.
With a rectifier efficiency of 801, the power required by the refrigera-
tor from the alternating current line is 103 w.

In critical analyzing widely-accepted requirements which are
applicable to domestic refrigerators of any type, the author came to
the following conclusions.

1. The temperature conditions which must be established in the
operating chamber of a refrigerator are established in agreement with
the assertion that a refrigerator is intended for the storage of products.
Based on this, it was established that for the storage of meat, fresh
fish, dressed poultry, caviar and smoked foods, a temperature range of
-2 to 00 is required. The storage temperature for butter, boiled butter,

rendered fat, sour cream and cottage cheese is established at 0-4*.
Fruit and vegetables must be stored at a temperature of 3-7* . The values
of the temperatures indicated do not cause any doubt, however, domestic

refrigerators are usually employed not for extended product storage but

for their temporary preservation. In fact, in the overwhelming majority
of cases a given food product will remain in the refrigerator for one or
two days. In rare cases this may amount to two or three days. With

such short periods of preservation, meat products, for example, may be
quite safely stored not at a temperature of -2 to 00, but at a temperature
of +3-50 . The same considerations apply to the temperature range for
the storage of other products, which may be raised to a range of +8-*10*.
It must be noted that practically all industrially-produced refrigerators,
both compressor and absorption types, freeze the products to a certain
extent, which causes a deterioration in their taste and nutritious
properties.

2. The "freezing compartment" of any refrigerator, where the tempera-
ture range is from -11 to -9.5° , is practically never used.
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If we agree with the conclusions reached above, we may examine the
requirements established for thermoelectric domestic refrigerators from
a new point of view. A temperature range of +3 to +50 in the lower
100-liter chamber and +6 to +80 in the upper part of the chamber may be
obtained in a refrigerator in which the thermopile requires direct current
at a power of 30-35 w. In considering the efficiency of the rectifier,
the refrigerator will require 50-55 w from the line. This type of thermo-
electric refrigerator is twice as economical as the absorption type of
refrigerator "Leningrad" and in so far as the energy requirement is con-
cerned, is on a level with the majority of compressor refrigerators.
If we take into consideration that all of the advantages of thermoelectric
refrigerators listed above remain in force (structural simplicity, long
service life, quiet operation, insignificant cost, etc.), the incontro-
vertible merit of these refrigerators are apparent even with the
existing figure of merit for semiconductors substances. In time, and
in proportion to an increase in the value z of thermoelectric materials,
semiconductor refrigerators will continue to leave behind domestic
refrigerators of all other types.

In order to check the considerations outlined above, at the end of
1965 at the Semiconductor Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR, a refrigerator was developed based on the establishment in the
operating chamber of the temperature conditions mentioned above. The
cabinet from the "Dnepr" refrigerator was used as a base. The internal
chamber, with a volume of 100 liters, was constructed of aluminum, 1.5 mm
in thickness. The thickness of the mipora insulation layer was 80 mm.
The refrigerator thermoelectric pile consisted of 15 thermoelements in-
stalled in one row in the lower part of the refrigerator chamber. The
design of the thermoelements did not differ from the design described
above and employed in the model 1957 refrigerator. The rectifier for
the thernopile supply was a full-wave circuit with VG-10-15 power
rectifiers in the arms. Filtering of the rectified cur.-ent was accomplished
with a filter chcke. The refrigerator rectifier was located in the
lower part of the cabinet in the area previously occupied by the
compressor assembly. Heat removal from the hot junctions of the thermo-
pile was accomplished with a system of radiators located on the rear
wall of the cabinet. A system of cold radiator plates, directly soldered
to the heat conductors of the thermoelements was located inside the
operating chamber. The series connection of the thermoelements is
accomplished directly by the system of radiator plates from the hot
side of the thermopile. In order to improve heat transfer from these
surrounding medium, the radiator system of the hot junctions was enclosed
in a housing of decorative plastic, which developed an advantageous air
flow along the plates. The radiator plates were constructed of copper,
1.5 mm in thickness, which led to the practical elimination of a parasitic
temperature difference along the fins. The distance between the fins
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was 10 mw, and fins length and width was 450 and 50 mm, respectively.
Notwithstanding these relatively small dimensions, the fin temperature
exceeded the temperature of the surrounding air by only 5*.

Basic data for the refrigerator is shown below.

Operating current 24 a
Voltage drop on the thermopile 1.35 v

Direct current power requirement 32.4 w
Power requirement from the line 56 w
Operating chamber volume 100 liters
Chamber temperature along the vertical axis

(with a surrounding air temperature of +180):
at a distance of 100 mm from the bottom of
the chamber +3.S°

in the middle of the chamber +50

at a distance of 100 mm from the top of
the chamber 80

Power consumption per liter of cooled volume 0.56 w
Area of the 'cold" radiators 0.15 m2

Operating time 10 hours
Consumption of semiconductor materials 0.23 kg

It is apparent from the parameters cited that the thermoelectric
refrigerator with a "softened" temperature range in its basic parameter,
power consumption per liter of operating chamber volume, surpasses not
only absorption refrigerators of the "Leningrad" and "Gzoapparat" types,
but also many compressor refrigerators, approaching in thij parameter the
"ZIL" refrigerator (0.42 w/liter).

At the present time this refrigerator is in experimental use.

§4. A low-Volume Domestic Refrigerator

In 1960 A. N. Voronin and E. N. Shero developed the thermoelectric
domestic refrigerator "Fontan" with a low-volume chamber, equal to 20 liters.
The temperature required in the chamber is provided by thermoelectric
pile, consisting of a total of 8 thermoelements. Heat removal from the

thermoelectric pile is accomplished by running water cooled as a result
of the latent heat of vaporization.

The principal design of the water system of heat removal for the
"Fontan" refrigerator is shown in Figure 153. Water is poured into vessel
1, Pump 2, which is equipped with a small, economical electric motor 3,
pumps water through water jacket 4, to which the hot junctions of the
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thermoelectric pile 5 are soldered. After it leaves the jacket, the water
enters fountain device b. Small streams of water 7 create a cooling
effect as a result of partial water evaporation. The cooled water flows
to vessel 1 and is again delivered to the thermopile. The UV-1 air
humidifier, which is mass-produced by industry, is employed as the
fountain device in the refrigerator. The cold junctions of the thermo-
pile are soldered through electrically-insulated connecting plates to
the side of the metallic chamber, which forms the operating volume of
the refrigerator.

7

Figure 153. Heat removal diagram for
the "Fontan ° refrigerator.

The "Fontan" refrigerator is manufactured in the form of a cabinet,
finished in an expensive type of wood. The cabinet is equipped with two
sections: a refrigerator section and a small section for the storage of
dishes or products which do not require cooling. In the process of
operation the refrigerator looses part of the water due to evaporation,
and the loss equals approximately 0.5 liters per day. For normal refrig-
erator operation, two glasses of water must be poured into the fountain
device each day. The current supply to the thermoelectric pile is
delivered by a rectifier, arranged in a full-wave circuit with VG-10
germanium diodes as rectifiers. A filter choke, mounted in the rectifier
section, serves to smooth out the rectified current ripple. The rectifier
is located on the rear section of the refrigerator.

It must be noted that the "Fontan" refrigerator requires a total of
only 30 w from the line, which makes it quite economical. Figure 154
shows an overall view of the refrigerator.

The following are the basic techni.al data of the "Fontan" refrigera-
tor.

Operating current 20 a
Thernaopile voltage drop 0.5 v
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Semiconductor substance consumption for the
thermopile 30 g

Number of thermoclements in the thermopile 8 units
Power required from the line 30 w
Pump motor power 4 w
Operating chamber volume 20 liters
Dimensions: height 800 mm

width 750 mm
depth 500 mm

GRAPHICS
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Figure 154. An overall view of

the "Fontan" refrigerator.

Still another design version of the thermoelectric domestic refrig-
erator with an operating volume of 20 liters was developed in 1964 in
the SKB of the Semiconductor Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR in conjunction with a number of other organizations. The design
of this refrigerator permits installing it on a table or attaching it to
the wall. The regrigerator housing was manufactured of plastic. Heat
removal from the hot junctions of thermopile, just as in the "Fontan"
type of refrigewator, is accomplished through the latent heat or vapor-
ization of water. However, in this case the water does not gush from a
fountain, but is sprayed on the hot radiator plates by a special device
within the refrigerator housing.

The consumption of power required from the line for 1 liter of

refrigerator useful operating volume was equal to 1.35 w; semiconductor
material consumption for the thermopile was 55 g.

An overall view of the table-mounted version of the "Fontan"
refrigerator in a plastic housing is shown in Figure 155.
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Figure 155. An overall view of the
second version of the "Fontan''

refrigerator.



CHAPTER XVI. Devices for Various Purposes

51. Refrigerators for Stock-Raising

In stock-raising practice, the method of artificial insemination
of animals, which permits accelerating by many times the process of
obtaining thoroughbred offspring, is well known. However the successful
mass application of this method comes up against one essential difficulty,
connected with the fact sperm obtained from the producer preserves its
capacity for fertilization for the relatively short time. Under existing
conditions the sperm must preserve all its qualities for a rather long
period of time. It has been established that when sperm is maintained
at a reduced temperature, it does not lose its qualities even during
storage for several years. Thus, for example, while at a temperature
of 00 sperm may be preserved for several days, at a temperature of -780
may be preserved for three years.

Thus the problem of developing small thermostatically-controlled
refrigerators for the transportation and storage of sperm was very
important. While under fixed storage conditions this problem may be
solved by means of utilizing refrigerators, during the transportation
of sperm directly to the point of artificial insemination. The utiliza-
tion of compressor or absorption refrigerator assemblies is not possible.
The use of cooling methods involving ice, solid carbon dioxide or other
periodically acting refrigerants is also not possible by virtue of
operational inconveniences (relative scarcity, as a necessity for
periodic refilling, etc.).

In this connection a pressing need arose to develop a low-volume,
easily transported refrigerator. Several models of microrefrigerators
were developed on the basis of the thermoelectric cooling method intended
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were developed on the basis of the thermoelectric cooling method intended
for the inter-rayon transportation and storage of cattle sperm.

In the first types of refrigerators the operating chamber volume
was 80 cm 4 , which permitted placing 10 vials of semen in the chamber.
Since in thermoelectric cooling devices it is quite essential to provide
effective hicat removal from the hot side of the thermopilc, three design
versions of the refrigerators were developed in which heat removal was
accomplished by means of a system of radiators with natural air Convection,
with heat removal by forced air, and with water.

The first design version of the refrigerator (Figure ISO) had
operating chamber I iii the form of a red-copper shell with a diameter
of 3b mm and a height of 72 mm, The front part of the operating chamber
was coupled with good thermal contact to the cold junctions of thermo-
electric pile 2 th'ough a thin (10 L,) polyethylene film. The thermoelectric
pile consisting of 18 thermoclements with dimensions of 5 S 10 mm,
was filled with ,.poxy resin, thus forming a single, structurally-complete
sub-assembly.

7

Fiue 5. A sectio ofarerg
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Figure 156. A section of a refrig-

erator with natural heat removal
for stock raising.

At the location of the coupling between the thermopile and the
collector, the latter was coated by electrochemical means with a thin
(1-2 in) of aluminum oxide in order to exclude electrical contact. Heat
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removal from the collector of the hot junctions was accomplished by
a radiator system 4. consisting of 12 tins, which were also formed of
aluminum.

The operating volume of the refrigerator surrounded by a layer of
foam plas,-ic thermal insulation 5, apd is protected on the out-ide by
metallic housing b. The top of the chamber is equipped with cvver 7.
The refrigerator is equipped with a handle for convenience in trans-
portation.

The electrical supply to the refrigerator is accomplished with a
silver-zinc storage battecy. An external view of the refrigerator of

this type is shown in Figure 157.

GRAPHICS
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Figure 157. An overall view of
a refrigerator for cattle-
raising, designed for natural
heat removal.

The basic data for the refrigerator with natural heat removal to
a system of air radiators are shown below.
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The useful operating chamber volume 80 cm 3

Maximum temperature reduction (with an ambient
temperature of 200) to -2"

Thermopile voltage drop 1.2 v
Thermopile supply current 8 a

Power requirement 9.6 w
Radiator plate area 1400 cm2

Dimensions: diameter 165 mm
height 160 mm

Weight 1300 g

One of the shortcomings of the thermoelectric refrigerator with natural
heat removal is the small temperature difference between the surrounding
air and the operating volume. With an ambient temperature exceeding
200, which aften occurs in practice, this type of refrigerator cannot
provide a temperature below 0 in the operating chamber.

The second construction version of the thermoelectric refrigerator
(Figure 158) is based on forced air cooling of radiator system 1, by
means of small fan 2, which is mounted in the refrigerator housing. The
presence of more effective heat removal and a system of 24 radiator plates
with a total area of 3,000 cm2 permitted improving the heat-engineering
characteristics of the refrigerator and increased the temperature dif-
ference between the environment and the internal volume. While in the
refrigerator with natural heat removal from the radiator system the
temperature diff:-encc was 20-22 ° , and the forced ai. system the tempera-
ture differcnc: was raised to 28-300. This means that the required
interr iil refrig-rato temperature of 0.2' may be provided when the
external temperature reaches 28-30, which makes it possible to employ
this type of refrigerator in Southern areas. When the fan is switched off,
the refrigerator provides a temperature difference of 6-* '.ess.

The electrical parameters of the current supply for the thermoelectric
pile of this type of refrigerator are the same as those for the refrig-
erator with natural heat removal. However, a supplemetnal source of
voltage is required in order to supply the fan. A 12 v dry battery was
used (the current required by the fan is 0.25 a). The total weight of
the refrigerator (less the power supplies) is 2300 g. The external
dimensions are height 300 mm, and diameter 150 mm.

Figure 159 shows an overall view of the refrigerator with forced
air cooling of the radiators.
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Figure 158. A section of a refrig- Figure 159. An overall view of
erator for stock-raising, the refrigerator for stock-
equipped with forced air heat raising, equipped with forced
removal. air heat removal.

The problem of providing an uninterrupted source of current to the
thermoelectric pile of a refrigerator during the course of its operation
is a significant one. In the refrigerator designs described, the type
STs-45 storage battery may be used as a power supply. The storage
battery consists of 8 cells, connected in parallel. The total capacity
of the storage battery is 360 a/h; this is sufficient for continuous
refrigerator operation for a period of 40-45 hours.

In a case when the refrigerator is being transported by motor vehicle,
the storage battery shich supplies the refrigerator may be connected to
the recharging circuit of the vehicle, which permits supplying the
refrigerator for a longer period of Ume.

A thermoelectric refrigerator was developed in the Agricultural
Physics Institute of the Academy with an operating chamber volume of
500 cm3 , intended for the transportation of the sperm of farm animals.
In this refrigerator design (Figure 160), heat removal from the hot
junctions of the thermopile is accomplished by water, which is located
in tank 1, with a capacity of 20 liters. Filling of the tank and water
discharge from the tank is accomplished through apertures 2 and 3.

" A5
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The thermoelectric vile 4 of the refriaerator is installed between
metallic shell 5, which forms the operating volume, and radiator 6. The
radiator is screwed into the support ring of the water tank and is sealed
by resin washer 7. In order to improve the heat transfer between the
water and the radiator, the latter is equipped with a system of fin 8,
which extends its surface. Temperature sensor 9 is attached to the
volume chamber for automatic temperature maintenance within the operating
chamber. Thermal insulation for the chamber is provided by a layer of
foam plastic 10. Removable cover 11 is located on the top of the
refrigerator.

The electrical circuit for the current supply to the thermopile
and for automatic temperature regulation is shown in Figure 161. The
voltage to supply thermopile TB is delivered from motor-vehicle 12-volt
storage battery EI through voltage-dropping resistor R1 and relay K1 .

Fuse F is connected in series with the supply circuit to the thermopile.
When the context of bi-metallic relay TK closed, which occurs when the
temperature in the operating chamber is higher than the specified tempera-
ture, voltage from the power supply is applied to intermediate relay
K2, which turns on power relay K1 . Then the contacts of the power relay

close and current i5 supplied to thermopile TB.

R

:OPTS R /
+ -. ' . . . .. . 7.

TB

~JJ~ULI~> ~I
Figure 160. A section of a ref rig- Figure 161. The electrical circuit

erator for ituck-raising, of the power supply and auto-
equipped with a water system matic regulator of the refrig-
of heat removal. erator for stock-raising with

a water system of heat removal.



When the temperature in the operating volume drops below the speci-
fied value, the bi-metallic relay opens, relays K, and K1 open and the

thermopile is disconnected from the power supply. Temperature measurement
in the operating volume is accomplished by means of an unbalanced bridge
which includes thermistor PTS in one of the arms. A microammeter is
connected in the bridge diagonal as a temperature indicator. The micro-
ammeter scale is graduated in temperature values within the range -5 to
+10° . Variable resistance R_ regulates the voltage applied to the bridge.

ilere control resistor R4 is switched into the ciruit in place of thermistor

PTS.

The re-ults of refrigerator tests have been plotted in the graphs
shown in Figure ,. where curves I and 2 show the relationship of ',he
temperature drop between the operating volume and the water in the tank
at a current through the thermopile of 8 a (1) and 6 a (2). Curves 3
and 4 show increased water temperatures in the tank with currents of 8
and 6 a, respectively.

From the graph shown it is apparent that a temperature differnce of
170, which corresponds to an operating volume temperature of 0", is
attained in 11 minutes with a current of 8 a and in 17 minutes with a
current of 6 a. With this time difference in attaining the specified
temperature is not significant, however, water heating in a current of
6 a occurs more slowly; as a result, a pile current of 6 a was chosen.

T
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Figure 162. Temperature reduction Figure 163. The temperature reduc-
with time in the refrigerator tion rate in an empty operating
operating chamber. volume (I) and in a volume filled

with 2O cm of brine (2).

Figure 163 hows the temperature reduction in the operating volume
with time for a case involving empty volume I a..J a volume filled with
200 cm3 of brine, 2. From this drawing it is apparent that the temperature
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inside the operating volume is maintained by the stabilization circuit
at a level of 1.5-2.S*. As a resu!t of an increase in the thermal inertia
of the filled operating volume, the temperature regulation period
increases.

Figure 164 shows the temperature reduction rate for a filled
operating volume I and empty volume 2. In this case the temperature
regulator was switched off. Curve 3 shows the value of water heating in
the tank with extended refrigerator operation. An analysis of these curves
shows that without changing the water in the tank, the refrigerator may
provide the required temperature in the operating volume for a period
of 8 hours.

77J

i'7

2\\Z J 7

. . hour

Figure 164. The temperature reduction
rate in a water-filled and empty
volume of the refrigerator when
the temperature regulator is
switched off.

The following are the basic specifications for the refrigerator
described.

Operating current 6 a
Voltage drop on the device 12 v
Power requirement 84 w
Operating chamber volume 500 cm3

Chamber operating temperature (with a water
temperature of 15-200 and an air temperature
of 40*) -2 to +3"

Tank water volume 20 liters

Dimensions 270 x 430 x 300 mm
Weight 25 kg
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52. A Thermostat System for the Coke-Oven Gas Industry

In the production of hot gases by the method of coking coal, the
quantity of naphthalene in the gas must be controlled. Ordinarily chemical
analysis methods are employed for this purpose. However the chemical
reagents employed must be maintained at a temperature of 0 to -5*. The
utilization of compressor machines for periodically refrigerants is not
possible because of ope-ating conditions.

The themoelectric method of cooling has permitted the developed of
a compact, independent device which requires no special sevice by personnel
and which fully satisfies the operating requirements of gas plants. The
thermostat assembly is made in the shape of a cylindrical vessel (Figure
165) divided into three parts. The rectifier which supplies the thermopile
and the temperature stabilization circuit are located in lower part A.
The thermoelectric pile and the operating chamber are located in the
middle part B, and the electric motor for the agitator is located in upper
part C.

The single-stage thermoelectric pile 1, consisting of lb thermo-
elements, is soldered through electrically-insulated connecting plates
to hollow cylinder 2. The water which removes the heat from the hot
junctions of the thermopile passes through cylinder 2. The operating
chamber 3 of the device is soldered to the cold junctions of the thermopile
also through electrically-insulated connecting plates. In order to
reduce the temperature gradient along the height of the operating
chamber, the latter is manufactured of metal, which has high-heat
conductivity. Temperature stabilization in the device is accomplished
by means of a special circuit. Small temperature relay 4 serves as the
sensor for this circuit, and is located inside the operating chamber.
Three vials of Drechsel 5 which are being cooled, are placed in three
cells in partition 6. Rubber hoses which deliver and remove the gas
analyzed from the Urechsel vials pass through special channels formed in
the thermal insulation of the device in the area of the cover fastening.
Thermal insulation of the device is provided by a layer of foam plastic 7.

In order to reduce the cooling time of the reagents placed within u
device, the operating chamber is filled with a mixture of water and
alcohol which has a freezing point of approximately -l00. Auger agitator
8, which is rotated by small electric motor 9, serves to equalize the
temperature inside the operating chamber. Access to the optxating
chamber is provided by cover 10, which is provided with a system of
ventillation apertures to cool the agitator motor.
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Figure 165. A section of a thermostat
assembly for the coke-oven gas industry.

As we have pointed out earlier the rectifier which supplies the
thermopile and the temperature regulation circuit for the operating
chamber are located in the lower part of the device. The electrical
circuit for these sub-assemblies of the thermostat system is shown in
Figure 166. Power transformer Tr1 reduced the line voltage to a value

required to supply the thermoelectric pile. Connected in series with
the primary winding of the power transformer are fuse F and hydraulic
relay HK, which prevent the application of voltage to the thermopile
when there is no water in the heat removal system.
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Figure 166. Tne electrical circuit
for the power supply and the
regulator of a thermnostalt system

for the coke-oven gas industry.

Two heavy-duty V(;-SO-lS germanium diodes 1) are connected in a full-

wave rectifier circuit in the secondary circuit of the power transformer.
Filter choke Ch serves to reduce rectified current ripple.

The temperature stabilization circuit and the supply circuit for
the agitator motor consists of a transformer Tr,, type DGTs-27 diode 09,,

filt.r capacitor C, type RMTsG operating relay K, temperature relay TK
ind signal lamp L. The temperature stabilization circuit operates in

the followng manner: when the device is switched on line voltage is
applied only to transformer Tr 2'-The secondary voltage of this transformer

through normally closed temperature relay contacts is applied to the
operating relay, which applies voltage to transformer Tr1. When the

required temperature has been attained in the operating chamber of the
device the temperature relay is disconnected, the operating relay is
de-energized nd tie power transformer which supplies the thermopile is
switched off. Signal lamp L burns during operation of the thertopile and
is extinguished when the thermopile is disconnected.
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In order to prevent the germanium power diodes from overheating they
are mounted on the steel, water-cooled base which removes heat from the
thermopile. The thermosLat assembly may be supplied from the alternating
current line with a voltage of 127/220 v, which is connected to the device
with a plug-in socket assembly.

Figure 167 shows an overall view of the thermostat system.
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Figure 167. An overall view of a tiermostat
system for the coke-oven gas industry.

The basic specifications of the thermostat system for the coke-oven
gas industry are shown below.

Operating current of the thermoelectric pile 60 a
Required power from the line 150 w
Operating chamber volume 3.75 liters
Operating chamber dimensions: diameter 160 nm

height 210 mm
Operating chamber temperature 0 ±0.20
Temperature stabilization accuracy ±0.10
Water system heat removal temperature 1-25 °

Water consumption rate 100 Z/h
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Electrical agitator type SD-60
Agitator rpm 6C rpm
Duration of continuous device operation unlimited
Dimensions: height S55 mm

diameter 248 mm
Weight 20 kg

53, A Refrigerator with a Detachable Thermopile

A basic shortcoming of thermoelectric refrigerators is the necessity
for continuous operation of the thermopile. As soon as the current to
the thermopile is switched off the temperature in the cooled volume begins
to rise rapidly as the result of heat flux through the arms of the
thermoelemcnts. At the same time in the practical employment of several
thermoelectric devices it is not possible to provide a continuous current
to the thermopile. In particular, the fulfillment of this condition is
quite desirable in refrigerators intended for the transportation of the
sperm of farm animals.

In this connection a thermoelectric refrigerator satisfying the
requirement stated above was developed at the Agricultural Physics
Institute of the Academy of Agricultural Sciences named for V. I. Lenin.

A section of the refrigerator is shown in Figure 1b8. Thermoelectric

pile I consists of 16 thermoelements 2, and the hot junctions of the
thermoelements are coupled through thin organic film 3 with heat removal
system 4, made in the shape of a row a radially distributed radiator
plates 5, ventillated by small fan 6. The cold junctions of the
thermoelements are coupled through 2lectrically-insulated film 7 to
cold junction collector 8, which is a hollow cylinder constructed of
a material with good heat conductivity. Such a system, which is a
structurally complete sub-assembly, is placed on ordinary vacuum bottle 9
having a volume of 2 liters. The cold collector is submerged in the
liquid located in the vacuum bottle. In a case when a certain article
is to be cooled, for example the sperm of farm animals, it is placed in
hermetically sealed vial or container 10, and lower to the bottom of the
vacuum bottle. When the liquid has attained the required temperature
the thermoelectric device is disconnected from the vacuum bottle and the
latter is closed with a thermally-insulated cap. A temperature increase
in the liquid inside the vacuum bottle in this case will be determined
by heat flux from outside, which will be minimum with good vacuum-bottle
evacuation, and by the quantity of liquid in the bottle.
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Figure 168. A schematic section of a
refrigerator with a detachable
thermopi le.

Thus the thermoelectric cooler is structurally independent of the
cooled object and is employed only during the time of liquid coolinrg.

The graph of Figure 169 shows a dependence of the temperature
reduction of 2 liters of water, placed in the vacuum bottle, on ti.te.
During transportation of the refrigerator by motor vehicle the termapile
may be supplied from the vehicle battery. Under fixed condit'ons is the
air radiator in the thermopile heat removal system may be replaced by
a radiator utilizing running water.

The basic technical parameters of the cooler arc as f3llows.

Operating current b a
Voltage drop on the thermopile 1.66 v

Power requirement 10 w
Fan motor voltage supply 12 v
Dimensions: diameter 220 mm

height 290 mm
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Figure 169.

s4. A Thermoelectric Temperature Stabilizer for Photographic Solutions

In the conduct of motion-picture operations, it is necessary to
provide constant tempt t'res for the photographic solutions employed.
The fulfillment of this req.irement even under fixed operational conditions
is associated with certain difficutiies. Under conditions involving
mobile or field operations, which occur during expeditions, the tempera-
ture stabilization of photngrap l:c solutions presents an even more
complex problem. Thus, for example, in contemporary developing devices
thermostatically-controllcd photographic solutions are maintained at a
temperature of approximately 18' with running water. However in Southern
areas of the country during the summer water temperature may reach 2S'
)r higher. Under these conditions the normal process of film development
and fixing deteriorates.

A thermoelectric stabilizer permits automatically maintaining the
temperature of photographic solutions in developing tanks at a specified
level with a change in temperature of the running water within wide
limits.

Basically the thermoe2ectric stabilizer is a re~lux heat exchanger,
in which a thermoelectric pile (Figure 170) is located between channels
which can carry the photographic solution in running water. It consists
of two series-connected sections I and 2, each of which consists of 76
thermoelements. The thermoelectric pile is soldered through
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electrically-insulated connecting plates 3 to hot heat-exchanger 4 to
which running water is supplied through nipple S. Metallic sprial 6 is

placed in the hot heat-exchanger in order to improve heat-exchange between
the water and the thermopile. Two cold heat-exchangers 8, to which the
photographic solution flows through nipple 9, are soldered to the cold
junctions of the thermopile through electrically-iasulated connecting
plates 7.

:2 3 7 1

+r

Figure 170. Diagram of a heat-exchange
device of a thermoelectric temperature
stabilizer for photographic solutions.

Ileat-exchangers for photographic solutions are copper boxes equipped

with a system of fins 10 in order to improve heat-exchange from the

photographic solution. The internal surfaces of the cold heat-exchangers
are silver-plated in order to prevent corrosion due to the influence of
the photographic solutions. Both cold heat-exchangers consist of 4
reries-connected sections, each of which has 4 channels which are connected
in parallel. Such a system provides for good heat-transfer of the
photographic solutions with the thermoelectric pile. With an insignificant
loss in the pressure of the photographic solution passing through the
device.

Solders with various melting points are used in the manufacture of

the device, which provides for convenience and efficiency in assembly.
The electrical circuit of the power supply and the control for the

thermoelectric temperature stabilizer for photographic solutions provides
for concurrent supply to both thermopiles, which are connected in series.
In this case the temperature of the photogr-,Thic solutions passing
through the cold heat-exchangers will be identical.
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The basic technical data of the device are shown.

Operating current 75 a
Thernopile voltage drop (two sections) 13.6 v
Power requirement (direct current) 1020 w
Thermopile coefficient of performance 73.S%-
Thermopile refrigerating capacity 240 kCal/h
Thermopile heat output 465 kCal/h
Initial photographic solution temperature (maximum) 30'
Photographic solution operating temperature 180

Rate of flow of running water to the thermopile 350 Z/h
Quantity of photographic solution passing

through the device 460 i/h
Dimensions 380 x 280 x 620 mm

A full-wave rectifier consisting of a power transfornner and two power
germanium diodes is employed to zuppi." the thermopile. A filter choke
serves to reduce ripple in the rectified voltage. The primary circuit
of the .rectifier is supplied from the 220 v alternating current line.
A switch is provided in order to deliver current of reversed polarity
to the thermopile, -as a result of which the pile is switched from the
cooling to the heating mode. Temperature stabilization of the photo-
graphi. solutior is accomplished automatically by means of a temperature
senscr, placed in the solution, by an intermediate relay and a magnetic
starter which connects or disconnects the supply to Tie thermopile when the
phocographic solution temperature deviates from. the specified value. A
hydraulic relay prevents application of voltage to the thermopile when
water is not present in the hot heat-exchanger. The relay and other
automatic regulation elements are situated in the automatic control section.

In a case when operating conditions dictate that the temperature of
the photographic solution in the cold heat-exchangers must be at different
temperatures, a different supply system is employed which provides for
individual current supply to the thermopiles. This circuit is then two
independent supply and regulation circuits, which are similar to the one
described.

§5. Thermoelectric Devices for the Determination of the Pour Points
of Petroleum Products

One of the basic parameters which characterize the operating proper-
ties of petroleum products, and of diesel fuel in particular, is the pour
point. Contemporary industrial methods of determining the pour point are
based on a determination of the attenuation of an ultrasonic pulse,
generated in the petroleum product undergoing investigation. Sharp
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ultrasonic attenuation indicates the onset of the petroleum-product
pour point.

The practical operations involved in this method are the following.
a special cell is filled with a portion of the petroleum product. An
ultrasonic pulse from the ultrasonic generator is created in the cell.
In the pauses between the delivery of the square pulses measurenent of
the square pulse value is reflected from the opposite side of the cell
is accomplished. The temperature of the cell and the petroleum product
is linearly reduced and is continuously measured by a low-inertial
electrical thermometer. When the reflected ultrasonic pulse undergoes
attenuation, which indicates co- gealing of the petroleum product, the
electric thermometer establishes the internal temperature of the cell.
Then the cell must be heated to .. temperature of approximately 1W0. The
petroleum product which is draiih'ed off, the cell is filled with another
portion of petroleum products, and the measurement cycle is repeated.

It should be added to the above that the entire cycle of measurement,
emptying, and refilling of the cell with a new portion of petroleum product
must be accomplished automatically.

The fact that a tnermopile can operate in both the heating and the
cooling mode permitted developing a device which satisfies all of these
operating requirements. A section of a thermoelectric device for the
determination of the pour point of petroleum products is shown in Figure
171.

/ 2 3 9
'3 \ I / .5

t i4 9

Figure 171. A sectiont of a device for the
determination of the pour point of
petroleum products.



The cold junction side of two single-stage thermoelectric piles I,
which consist of S thermoelements each, are soldered through electrically-
insulated connecting plates 2 to the opposite sides of cell 3. In order
to improve heat transfer from the cell to the petroleum product 4,
within the cell, the latter is manufactured of copper, which has high
heat conductivity. The petroleum product under investigation enters and
leaves the cell through two nipples S. In order to reduce parasitic
heat flux to the cell along the nipples, the latter are equipped with
rings 6 of plastic, which possess low heat conductivity, and form heat
bridges. The leads to the sensor electric thermometer are brought from
the cell through plexiglass nipple 7. The sensor is a thermistor by means
of which petroleum-product temperature change is measured. Piezoelectric
oscillator 8, which is attached to the wall of the cell, creates the
ultrasonic pulses and simultaneously receives the reflected pulses from
the opposite wall of the chamber,

The hot side of the thermoelements is soldered to collectors 9,
through water passes to remove heat from the thermopile. Intake and output
of water is accomplished through nipples 10. The collectors of the hot
junctions are filled with epoxy resin to furnish the thermopiles with the
required mechanical strength. The external surface of the cell is
covered with a layer of foam plastic in order to reduce heat flux from
the outside.

A block diagram of the power supply and the automatic regulation
section is shown in Figure 172. The current supply to the thermopile
is prov-ded by a full-wave rectifier, in which heavy-duty germanium diodes
are used as rectifiers.

Filling and iAutomatic control

discharge -- and regulation
d~vice section

Wafterk4ydraulicJThermoelectrc I
relay device llltrasonc

i oscillator

Cu rreL - -

reversing
device

iRectt fier

Figure 172. The block diagram of a device to determine
the pour point of petroleum products.
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The reflected ultrasonic pulse is applied to the automatic control
section. Upon the initiation of reflected pulse attenuation, the auto-
matic control section establishes a temperature of the petrolem product
and turns on the reversing device which switches the polarity of the
supply current, changing the thermopile from the cooling to the heating
mode. The petroleum product is heated in the cell, and after a specified
period of time the discharge device is automatically switched on which
frees the cell and refills it again with a new portion of petroleum
product. A forward-polarity current is then applied to the thermopile
and the process of measurement is repeated. A hydraulic relay prevents
current delivery to the thermopile when there is no-water in the system.
A recording device is included in the automatic control section which
records the measurement results.

An overall view of this device is shown in Figure 173.

GRAPHICS
NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Figure 173. An overall view of the device for
the determination of the pour point of
petroleum products (first version).

The basic technical characteristics for this device are shown below.
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Operating current in the cooling mode 34 a
Voltage drop on the thermopile in the cooling mode 0.87 v
Power requirement in the cooling mode 29.6 w
Minimum operating chamber temperature (with a
water temperature of 180) -25*

Maximum temperature drop provided by the device 430
Time required to establish minimum temperature

in the cell 10 min
Operating current in the heating mode 4 a
'lime required to heat the petroleum products to

a temperature of 10* 12 min
Water consumption rate 100 Z/h
Operating chamber volume 33 cm3

Dimensions 92 x 75 x 78 mm
Weight 1168 g

Tests of the thermoelectric device for the determination for the
petroleum-product pour points at a number of petroleum-processing plants
have revealed its high operating qualities. Nevertheless the necessity
arose to develop a device operating on the same principle, but providing
for lower petroleum-product pour points. Two two-stage thermopiles with
series-fed stages were used in this device. There were ten thermoelements
in the first stage of each half of the thermopile and there were two
elements in the second stage. The cell for the petroleum products
investigated were soldered between the thermopiles. Heating of the cell
to the liquification point of the petroleum product is accomplished by
means of a special electrical heater attached to the cell assembly.

In order to satisfy requirements that tile device be explosion-proof,
all pipes pertaining to the cell are manufactured of tekstolite with a
wall thickness of S mm. In order to provide for maximum reduction in the
heat flux to the cell along the pipes, the latter are of considerable
length. Hermetic feeling of the device with the aim of providing an
explosion-proof assembly is accomplished by direct soldering and sealing
of the seams with epoxy resin. A thermopile assembly on crimped heat
junctions and the use oF \-shaped connecti-g plates, which reduce mechan-
ical stress in the thermopile, have permitted the establishment of an
extended operational cycle in the device in the heating-cooling modes
urn r conditions prevailing in petroleum-processing plants.

The basic technical characteristics of the device are shown below.

Optinium current in the maximum cooling regime SO a
Voltage drop at optimum current in the cooling mode 2.27 v
Power requirement in the cooling mode 114 w
Minimum cell temperature (with a water system

heat removal temperature of 300) -42'
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Maximum temperature difference provided by the device 72*
Time required to establish maximum cooling 60 min
Operating current in the heating mode 10 a
Voltage drop in the heating mode 1.3 V
Time required to establish a temperature of 100 4 min
Cell volume 33 cm3

Heat removal system water consumption rate 80 Z/h
Dimensions: diameter 228 mm

height 310 m
Weight (without explosion protection) 3.7 kg
Thermopile-housing insulation resistance more than

10 megohms

An overall view of the assembled device, withdrawn from its explosion
proof housing, is shown in Figure 174.

% GRAPHICS
NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Figure 174. An overal view of a device
to determine the pour point of
petroleum products (second version).

In 19b4 a ivew method of determining the pour point of petroleum

products was proposed by S. S. Palley. In agreement with this method the
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temperature of the pour point of the petroleum products investigated is
determined by means of the cyclic action of pressure on the cooled product
on the one side of the cell, with establishment of the moment of loss
of reaction to this pressure on the other side of the cell. Control of
the pressure change is accomplished bv means of a micromanomeLter. This
method of determining the pour point is significantly Simpler and more
reliable than the method of ultrasonic sounding.

In 196S two thermoelectric devices were developed for the determination
of the oour point of petroleum products according to S..S. Palley's
method. One of the devices was intended for the determination of the
pour point of several types of oils. Structurally it was assembled on
a two-stage thermopile with series current supply similar to the system
described above. lhe copper cell, made of plexiglass, was mechanically
attached to the collector of the cold junctions of the second stage of
the thermopile. The heat-removing water system was fabricated within
the flange of the device by which connection to the explosion-proof
housing was accomplished.

The technical characteristics of the device for the determination
of the pour point of oils are shown below.

Cooling Mode

Operating current S6 a
Voltage drop 1.26 v
Power requirement 70.6 w
Maximum cooling temperature (with a heat

rcmoval water system temperature of *30') -44.6
Time required to obtain minimum temperature 30 min
Temperature drop provided by the device 74.(, °

leating Mode

Operating current 10 a
Voltage drop 0.76 v
fPower requirement 7 w
Time required to achieve a temperature of +5 °  4 min
Cell volume 2 cm3

Water consumption rate in the heat removal system 80 Z/h
Dimensions: diameter 150 mm

height 80 mm
i~eight 5.75 kg

An overall view of the device for the determination of the pour point
of oils, with a layer of thermal insulation, is shown in Figure 175. The
explosion-proof housing has been removed.
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Figure 175. An overall view of a
cooler, including the heat
removal system, for the determination
of the pour point of oilIs.

Still another type of thermoelectric device for petroleum products
with a loi, pour point was developed in 1965. The pressure-change method
was selected as the basis for the determination of the moment the pour
point had been reached. In this device two three-stage thermopiles with
series-current supply of all stages were used to provide a temperature in
the cell within the limits -60 to -70 ° . The first stage of the thermopile
consists of 15 thermoelements, and the second of 3 thermoelements; the
third stage is formed by one thcrmoclemcnt. The cell is tightly" mo rtcd
between the three stages of the two thennopi les. The cold-connecting, plates
of the third stages of the thermopile arc insulated from the cell by means
of a ceramic heat junction in order to present the current supplying the
pile from passing to the cell. In order to preserve reliable thermal
contact between the thermopile and the cell, the collectors of the cold
junctions of the third stages are constructed of lead. The device has
been designed with consideratior, for the requirements of explosion-proof
construction. Extensive tests of the device in cyclic operation in the
cooling and heating modes have revealed its high operating qualities and
reliability. It mast be noted that a stable temperature difference of
92' has been produced in this device, which is assembled from molded
thermoelements of mass-produced thermoelectric alloys.
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Below are listed the basic technical parameters of the three-stage
refrigerator for the determination of petroleum-products pour points.

Operating current in the cooling mode 42 a
Voltage drop in the cooling mode 3.7 v
Power requirement in the zooling mode 155.4 w
Heat removal water system temperature +30 °

'.inimum temperature in a cell filled with
petroleum products -620

Time required to attain temperature 20 min
Operating current in the heating mode, to +10' 7 a
Voltage drop in the heating mode C,4 v
Power requirement in the heating mode 2.8 w
Time required to heat the cell to +100 5 min
Cell volume 2 cm3

Insulation resistance of the thermopile versus
the housing 10 megohins

Water consuntion rate in the heat removal system 80 t/h
Uimensions of the device (without the thermal

insulation and the explosion-proof housing):
diameter 135 mm
height 160 mm

Weight 5.8 kg

An overall view of the three-stage for the determination of petroleum-
product pour points is shown in Iigure 176, with the thermal insulation
removed.

56. A Thermoelectric Milk Cooler

Fresh milk contains bactericidal substances which suppose the develop-
ment of contuminat~ng microorganisips. However, the bactericidal substances
in fresh milk are active for only a short period of ime. The effective
action time of the bactericidal substances is significantly increased if
the milk tcmperature is reduced. Thus, for example, at a temperature of
18-20 ° , fresh-first grade milk becomes second grade in 3-4 hours, but at
a temperature of 7-80, the milk preserves first-grade properties for a
period of three days.

At the present time the following methods of cooling fresh milk are
employed on dairy farms:

l) in basins containing runni-g water or water which has been pre-
viously cooled with ice;
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2) in two-section sprayer coolors, in which cooling in the f irst
sect ion is accomplished by means, of' running water, and the second section
by emnploying brine, which is cooled with a special refrig'eration devi ce.

GRAPHICS,
NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Figure 176. An overall view of a thermoelectric device
for the determination of petroleumn-product pour
points (third-version).

ihe first method of coolingi ii d 'ii 1,Is connected with thc require-
ment for the procuremecnt and storage of' ice , and the second1 method re-qui res
special technical servicing of the refrigerator installation and a rela-
t ivyely long period' of time to achieve the required brine temperature.

Thec successful development of thermoelectric cooling technique.%
made it possible to develop a thermoelectric refrigerator which possesses
a number of essential advantages over known method of cooling fresh milk.
The thermoelectric pile of the refrigerator consists of SO series-connected
sections. Lach section 1ligure 17 1 consists of 25' thermoelements 1,
mounted between two metallic panels 2 and 3, which are the collectors of
the hot and cold jUnct ions of the thernoc lements. The hot 4 and cold 5
connecting plates of the thermoelenients are cemented through a thin
layer of electricail insulaticn to the panels. The thermoelements are
soldered to the connecting plates with low rielting-point ailovs, forming



a series-connected pile. The thermopile sub-assemblies constructed in
this manner are attached with thin rubber washers 6 to heat removal
system 7, which a duraluminum plate, having a number of spiral-formed
channels 8, through which water passes while removing heat from the hot
junctions of the thermoelements. The outside connecting plates of the
th. rmopile are connected to rods 9, by means of which the individual
sections are connected in series with each other. Such a thermoelectric
section design makes it easy to assemble the device and when required
to provide replacements if the device fails.

9 2 .5 7 8 9

Figure 177, One section of the thermopile of a milk
.oolIe r.

The water cooling system of the device (Figure 178) has two nipples
1 and 2, through which water input and output are accomplished. Manometer
3 serves to control water pressure at the input of the refrigerator, and

thermometers 4 and S are to measure the water temperature at the input
and output of the device. The milk subject ot cooling passes through
nipple 6 to slot-shapeJ funnel 7, where it falls to cooler 8, and flows
in a thin larinar layer downward, washing the cold collectors of the
thermopile. The cooled milk is gathered in collector 9 and passes
through nipple 10 to be placed in the appropriate recepticles. Due to
the fact that the milk which is subject to cooling moves from the top
downward, and the water which removes the heat from the thermopile moves
upward, . reflux system is obtained, the result of which to improve the
effective'ess and power characteristics of the refrigerator.

A method of furnishing the electrical supply to the thermoelectric
pile of the refrigerator is chosen in such a way that succeeding sectioas
of the thermopile have potential differences less than the potential
at which electrolysis of the milk occuis.
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The results of refrigerator tests which are shown in Table 73 reveal
that with an increase in milk output passing through the refrigerator,
the refrigerating capacity and the coefficient of performance of the
thermoelectric pile increased, but the temperature of the milk at the
output of the device increases.

TABLE 23

The Results of Tests on the Thermoelectric Milk Cooler

TcI V1Y- 1.., .I.)
'{ ..... .

...... ' ...... I 
' A{ : . 2;.) .,, . -. 1. 2A

. . 15.1 27,3 1. 1.2

121) 21'.3
17.S 0 iu d. o 26.1t 9t u re 0 I.:ii
I-, l ., ,, , 15. 0 26'.0 It! 1,11 1 . 40

I 8.ti 7 . ) 13. - 27.0 1 ,3 D " 1.!16
17 S. t; .15 . 1 27A3 -, I.,,,i 'T1 1 .-. ,-

120 { 7, 9 5.0 27,3 t-J >,
I 1 ,, 93 5.2 27, 6 1050 "7, .4

Key: a, milk output, Z/h; b, milk temperature, 'C;
c, input; d, output; e, water temperature, "C;

-, input; g, ou:put; h, refr;gerating capacity of
the assembly, kCal/h; i, power requirement, w;
j, coefficient of performance.

The following are the basic technical parameters for the refrigerator.

Operating current 30 a
Voltage drop 30 v
Power requirement (direct current) 900 w
Nominal refrigerating capacity 800 kCal/h
Coefficient of performance in the nominal

operational mode 1.18
Consumption of semiconductor materials for

the thermopile 4.8 kg
Cooling water rate of consumption 450 Z/h

Dimensions: 1170 x 260 x 200 no
Weight (less the power supply) 45 kg
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At the Agricultural Physics Institute, where the refrigerator
described was developed, work continues in the development of more
efficient designs for thermoelectric refrigerators for dairy farms. In
particular, it has been suggested to employ a heavier-duty thermoelec-
tric pile, which reduces the consumption of semiconductor materials for
the refrigerator by two times while maintaining the same power require-
ment. The height of the refrigerator is also significantly reduced with
an improvement in the basic heat-engineering parameters of the device.

§7. A Thermoelectric Drinking-Water Cooler

In the summer a railway coach, steamship, or aircraft passenger
wishcs to satisfy his thirst with cool water. Since all transportation
facilities usually carry a limited anount of drinking water, in the course

of time the latter becomes warm and unpleasant. This especially pertains
to railway passenger transportation, where in the summertime the drinking
water in a coach can reach a temperature of 35° . In addition, the
drinking water on transportation facilities must be boilcd. Railway
coaches and ships carry special devices to boil unprocessed water for
this purpose. Obviously, before the boiled water is used it must be
cooled. In agreement with established standards, the temperature of
drinking water must not exceed 1S0. The OVK-380 compressor water cooler
is usually employed in passenger cars of the USSR railroads. This instal-
lation is not free from the defects which characterize compressor-type
cooling devices. In addition, the OVK-380 installation (and others of

a similar type) are intended for operation in railway transportation
facilities. The use of these in ships in practically impossible, since
they do not function normally when displaced from a horizontal position,

which unavoidably occurs when a ship is rolling.

In 1962 at the experimental-research and design era (EIKB), under

the direction of A. L. Vaynar, an experimental model of a thermoelectric
drinking-water cooler was developed for passenger railroad cars. This
device, which has received the designation VO-2, consists of a sectional-
ized thermoelectric pile, the cold junctions of which are equipped with
fins and are submerged in a space filled with the boiled water, which
is to be cooled. The radiator system of the hot junctions of the thermo-
pile are enclosed in a special housing, through wl-ich the general water
supply for the car flows. Hot water which has been processed by the boiler
is cooled in an intermediate heat exchanger through which water from the
central water system flows, and the cooled water than flows to the
operating chamber.

Structurally the VO-2 water cooler is made in the shape of a cabinet,

which contains the cool water tank, the rectifier to supply the thermopile,
a system of automatic regulation of the operating mode an interlock, and
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primary heat exchanger. Control over the operational mode of the device
is accomplished by a remote panel located in the train conductors service
compartment. Tests of the thermoelectric drinking-water cooler were
conducted in a passenger car which was being used during the stunmer on
central-Asian railroads of the USSR. The results if the tests revealed
the high operational qualities of the thermoelectric cooler and its
incontrovertible advantages over the OVK-380 compressor cooler.

The comparative parameters of these two types of coolers for drinking
water are shown in Table 24.

TABLE 24

The Comparative Parameters of the Thermoelectric (VO-2) and the Compressor
(OVK-380) Drinking-Water Coolers

Parameter VO-2 OVK-380

Cooled water output, Z/h
Preparation time, hours
Power requirement from the electrical source, w

Weight, kg I '°
Dimensions, mm, ,

Work is being conducted in the LIKB to modernize the water cooler;
in particular, this includes a reduction in the weight and the dimensions
of the device, and also changing the system of heat removal from the hot
junctions of the thermopile from water to a forced air system. Naturally,
in maritime usage only the liquid system of heat removal will be used.
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